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Abstract of a Thesis Submitted for the Degree of PhD at Edinburgh, 1992
Revenge is a concept fundamental to a proper understanding of the Hecuba. The
Introduction studies this relationship in six parts. Section I discusses the context of revenge as it
relates to the play. Revenge is seen as a restorative action performed by a community, rather than
an individual's personal vendetta. Section II shows that the notion of a restorative, morally
unambiguous revenge was present in the Ancient Near East and continues into twentieth-century
sociological thought. Section III connects the play with the larger body of myth, especially the
sacrifice of Iphigeneia. This contrasts with the sacrifice of Polyxena, which is insufficient and non¬
functional: the windlessness continues, and another solution - Hecuba's revenge - must be found.
Section IV pursues the consequences of this interpretation of revenge. In effect, there exists an
intertextual relationship between the Hecuba and the Oresteia of Aeschylus. At every turn,
Euripides undermines the Aeschylean system of vendetta, and replaces it with his own righteous
revenge, as embodied by the Erinyes. In this light is Hecuba's metamorphosis, predicted at the
play's end, interpreted. Section V examines the date (c.424 B.C.) and dating of the play, with
reference to the Cyclops, which is shown to date post-409 B.C. Section VI details aspects of the
play's structure and role-division. It then introduces the technique of status analysis as a meaning¬
ful way of examining character interaction in drama. The Hecuba is then analysed in terms of
status. Hecuba's rise in status is inextricably linked with the play's presentation of revenge.
The commentary is based on Diggle's (corrected) Oxford Text, but questions his textual
decisions on certain lines; there is a table of suggested divergences from his text. Then, following
the 'traditional' commentary format, issues pertaining to individual lines are discussed in detail.
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Preface
In form this is only a partial work. Because of the word limits of the degree
for which this has been submitted, it was felt (rightly, I now see) by my advisor
that a commentary on a full play, if done properly, would extend much beyond the
given bounds. Euripides was chosen as the subject dramatist because of the three
tragedians he was (proportionately) the most ignored. The Hecuba, while it had
received much critical attention in recent articles after years of being ignored, still
lacked an acceptable commentary. The release of the commentary by Christopher
Collard in the Aris and Phillips 'Euripides' series was not a deterrent: the scale of
the works concerned was different, and we vary considerably on the fundamental
points of interpretation. The question remains, why the second half of a play? In
part, the simple fact that the second half held more interest for me decided the
matter. But there were also several assumptions in the literature which struck an
odd chord. The play was considered bipartite (even by those who argued for its
unity) in that the Polyxena-action was wonderful, but the revenge-action somehow
lacked something. Critics who found the play most successful required Hecuba
and all for which she stood to be destroyed. I find the play successful, and
believe that Hecuba can remain noble and heroic throughout.
The commentary is based on James Diggle's 1989 (corrected) Oxford Text,
though I have not followed his use of the lunate sigma and iota adscript except in
cases of direct quotation of secondary sources. I only hope the discrepancy is not
too distracting for the reader. Textual decisions made by Diggle have been
questioned at many points, and a list of divergences (both small and large) has
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been included. My aim in textual decisions has been to aim for what seems to be
the highest degree of historical accuracy for the text. In the commentary, lists of
cross references are often not exhaustive, and are of whatever length I felt was
necessary at the time to support the point being made.
I am thankful for the funding support provided by an Overseas Research
Studentship for two of my three years in Scotland. Acknowledgements should go
to many more than I can name here, but in particular I owe a special debt of
gratitude to my advisor Mr. David Robinson, and Mr. Christopher Strachan, for
their advice and opinions on the commentary in its development. Sincere thanks
also go to: the staff of the Classics Department at the University of Edinburgh;
the Scottish Classics Postgraduate Meeting, the Scottish Universities Drama
Seminar, and the University of Edinburgh Philosophy Department Staff and
Postgraduate Seminar, for advice and comments on my interpretation of the play;
Prof. Justina Gregory; Dr. Judith Mossman and Prof. Christopher Collard for
giving me access to materials I would otherwise not have seen; Prof. Annette
"Dr. <• (Softer;
Teffeteller who introduced me to Euripides, tragedy, and Greek poetry;1 and my
external advisor Mr. A.F. Garvie. My gratitude to them and to supportive friends
in Canada and Britain is joyfully given.
In accordance with University regulations, I hereby declare that this work is
my own as I have written it.
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Introduction
I The Context of Revenge in the Hecuba.
Revenge is a valuable passion, and the
only sure pillar on which justice rests...
A.E. Housman
Sophocles' portrayal of the Oedipus legend has, since Aristotle's Poetics,
been held up as the paradigm for Greek tragedy. This preeminence, and a faulty
Victorian logic which assumed that if the Oedipus Tyrannus was good drama,
everything that was good drama must be like the Oedipus Tyrannus, has led to the
large-scale disregard of Euripides' Hecuba as 'good drama' . This is in itself
surprising, considering the play's prestige in antiquity and its place as the first of
the so-called Byzantine triad, and in sixteenth-century dramatic criticism.2 Yet a
convenient starting point for a vindication of the Hecuba is with Sophocles'
Oedipus. Oedipus kills his biological father at a crossroads, unaware of the old
man's identity, as he relates to us:
teat p.' 6 np£o|3ug, cog dpg,
fyovg TiapaoTEtxovTa xqpqaag, p£aov
xapa 6i7tXoTg KEVxpoiai poo koQiketo.
oi) pqv toqv y' Hxeioev, tiXXa auvxopcog 810
otctytxpcp Turtrig £k xfjafie xElP°S onnog
p&jqg anqvrig edOdg iKKvXivdcTai'
kxeIvco 61 Tovg ^dpnavxag.
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And the old man, seeing this, and having watched for when I passed, from his place in the carriage
swung down his two-pronged goad on the top of my head. He more than paid, though: one speedy blow
•from the staff in this hand, and he tumbled out head first, from the middle of the carriage, onto his back.
And I killed all of them, together.
OT 807-13.
Later, in time both real and dramatic, he reflects on his actions and finds he has
two valid pleas for innocence, ignorance and provocation:
kcxitoi jTcbg £ycb xaKog tpdaiv,
oorig 7ia0d>v pev avredpcov, coax'el cppovcbv
Mnpaaaov, oud' av <J>6' £yiyv6pqv Kaicdg;
vuv 6' ovbhv d6cbg Ucopqv lv' iKopqv,
ocp' <b\ 6' Inaoypv, el&Sxcov 6ncoLXt3pr]v.
But still, by nature how was I evil? I, who suffering but retaliated, so that if I had acted with full
knowledge, not even then could I be considered evil. But as it is I arrive where I've arrived in
ignorance, while those by whom I'd suffered sought my death.
OC 270-74
His categoric assertions of guiltlessness are not questioned in the play, nor should
they be. Oedipus at the crossroads behaved exactly as he was expected. Failure
to respond to the unprovoked aggression would have been cowardly and
unthinkable. Killing the whole party (except the unseen messenger) for one blow
is not considered excessive. The dramatic irony emerges only because this activity
which in normal circumstances was excusable, in this particular instance proved to
be the fulfilment of the very prophecy Oedipus was in the process of trying to
avoid. Similarly, Telemachus' desire for vengeance at the beginning of Homer's
Odyssey4 is seen as a mark of his coming-of-age, not a morally debilitating desire.
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Hecuba does not act in ignorance, nor is she forced into her actions by some
known fate, but this has no bearing on her unconditional innocence in the play.
She is an old woman who has suffered much.5 The deaths of her two youngest
children Polyxena and Polydorus, which form the locus of the play, spur her to
bloody violence which is shown to be unambiguously appropriate behaviour. This
is seen in the notion of revenge (xipcopia) as presented in the play, which has not
been discussed fully.6 The modern repulsion at Hecuba's actions has not always
been standard. Heath details the changing interpretations of the play through time,
and his observations on sixteenth-century aesthetics of tragedy, especially those of
Caspar Stiblinus, are instructive:
Polymestor's sufferings are wholly deserved, and Stiblinus has no
moral qualms concerning Hecuba's vengeance. I do not know, in
fact, of any adverse judgement of Hecuba's vengeance in this period;
that is the more striking when one recalls that the moral ambiguity
of revenge was a recurrent theme in vernacular tragedy.
Heath (1987) 47
Later interpretations have suffered from a misconception of the relationship
between the Hecuba and Aeschylus' Oresteia of 458 B.C. The Oresteia had
presented an alternative view of revenge as some moral see-saw, from which
Orestes' expiation can only be attained after a trial by divine favour.7
What Euripides sets forth in the Hecuba is a revenge of a completely
different sort than the Aeschylean notion. It is problematical that both English and
Greek vocabulary fails to rigidly distinguish the concepts, but the distinction must
be maintained, for it is precisely the presentation of revenge which gives a
coherent meaning to the Hecuba, and precisely an obvious and concrete difference
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between the two presentations that Euripides sought to establish, Aeschylus'
radical view of revenge, as introduced in the Oresteia, will be called 'vendetta'
throughout this study, to distinguish it from Euripides' 'revenge' (which might
equally be called 'justified retribution', though this seems too prejudicial). The
primary difference between these is the presence or absence (respectively) of moral
ambiguity. The modern mind has many associations and presuppositions about
revenge that are not questioned, but must be for an accurate historical view. To
apply the distinction to Elizabethan and Jacobean drama: The Revenger's Tragedy
and The Spanish Tragedy are plays about vendetta; Hamlet is a play about
revenge, a point which Kovacs (1987) 148 n.6 observes, "in Hamlet no one
questions the propriety of revenge."
Once the concept of vendetta was presented on the stage, it immediately
became common currency. Euripides in the Hecuba returns to an earlier
presentation of revenge, absolute unto itself, which is that of the lex talionis as it
g //ctu^e, j t.
existed in the Ancient Near East. The necessity which compels Euripides'
revenge is shown to be steadfast when compared to the vagaries of the politician
Odysseus, or the lack of consideration for justice of Agamemnon, or the random
barbaric cruelty of Polymestor. Here the difference between the Hecuba and the
Trojan Women of 415 B.C. becomes clear. The latter shows Hecuba's relationship
with three women - Cassandra, Andromache, and Helen - when she is enslaved
after the Fall of Troy. The same setting is used in the Hecuba to show her
relationship with the three men.9 The structure of the play, in its inevitable flow
along two familiar storylines towards a third original one (or, as Conacher (1961)
146 n.l pictures it, two tales of suffering and a tale of vengeance), reflects a
literary game Euripides plays with the Oresteia - echoes of the first two plays with
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a re-evaluation of the third - which in turn reflects his attitude towards, and
presentation of, revenge.
"Such vertiginous regressions, mirrors reflected in mirrors, are a characteris¬
tic anxiety of modern literature" (Ricks (1974) 25) and parallel of the very game
Euripides presents his audience. The Oresteia had shown a resolution of conflicts
in fifth-century Athens (though Macleod (1982) minimizes direct historical
references, values and conflicts presented remain those of the fifth century.) The
Hecuba shows another possibility, turning the world of the Oresteia on its head.
Such an overt literary game with the same text is seen in the Orestes (408 B.C.)
which leaves the conflicts of the Oresteia exposed. Apollo's final solution is so
artificial and contrived precisely for the purpose to show the impossibility of
assigning any meaningful value to the event, and emphasizes the lack of an
appropriate response.
The play opens with the appearance of a ghost, Polydorus, Hecuba's
youngest son, who has been murdered for gold by a kinsman and host, the
Thracian king Polymestor.10 He is an ethereal presence floating above the stage,11
and though Hecuba has had a mysterious dream, she does not yet know her son is
dead. His presence makes it a necessary truth, as unalterable and absolute as her
vengeance on his behalf later will be. As one ghost fades, another has appeared.
Achilles' shade has demanded a tribute from the Greeks, lest the Best of the
Achaeans go without honour. And so Polyxena, Hecuba's youngest daughter,
sacrificed by Achilles' son Neoptolemus to his father, becomes the last victim of
the Trojan war. As such, her death stands for the deaths of all Hecuba's children
lost in the war,12 and the ghost of Achilles clearly symbolizes the spirit of Greek
heroism that had ensured the victory. Polyxena's placid acceptance of her fate,
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despite Hecuba's pleas and entreaties with the guileful and politically expedient
Odysseus that her daughter be spared, serve to colour Polyxena's 'noble' death
with a sickly hue: her victory is for herself alone, a safe exit, and disregards ties
of kinship to family or city13 which are the marks of heroism.14 These bonds later
prove to be Hecuba's tools towards exacting her revenge. She supports her claim
on Agamemnon by a supposed kinship-relationship to Polydorus because of
Cassandra (824-35.)
The audience cannot help but feel disappointed at Polyxena's actions. Her
self-sacrifice amounts to no more than a suicide, with Polyxena escaping the
horrors that await her. She accepts her fate with too great a willingness to die
(346-8.) In itself, this is an acceptable tragic response to unpleasant situations (cf.
Ajax; and Sophocles did write a Polyxena.) In the present instance, Polyxena is
helping the enemies of her mother. This completely diffuses the tension in the
situation and loses Hecuba's case for her. Hecuba's daughter becomes Odysseus'
trump card in the ensuing debate (6ycov): "Polyxena dies only for her own
honour ... so her death affirms nothing, but becomes a bitter, incidental, discordant
event, as Euripides meant it to be" (Burnett (1971) 24). While the messenger
Talthybius in the following episode indicates he and the whole army were moved
to tears by her nobility at death, it is not an enemy which moves them, but an
ally.
As one corpse is produced, so is another. Polydorus' murdered body is
found adrift by an old serving-woman preparing to wash Polyxena for burial.
Hecuba interprets her dream correctly in the light of this further evidence,15 that
her son was murdered by Polymestor. So she determines on revenge. Testall
(1954) seems to be the first scholar to notice that this catches the audience
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completely off-guard: "in the prologue Euripides has given no indication whatever
of any revenge. In 749, therefore the word xipcopetv, the first notion of any such
idea, comes as a complete surprise" (340). That this conclusion must follow
becomes clear with the familiarity the word and its cognates assume in the
ensuing drama16 (756 xipcopoopfvri, 790 xipcopog, 843 xtpcopov, 882 xipcopq-
aopat, 1258 Tipcopou|xjvT]v; the word is always used by Hecuba of her action
against Polymestor; further, the revenge is presented consistently as "an official
act of justice" (Meridor (1978) 30).) Hecuba seeks to avenge her son not as part
of a deterioration of a formerly noble character under the pressures of adverse
17// ,
circumstances, but because in fifth-century Athens when a person was killed ...
the killed person had suffered a wrong ... and required vengeance or retribution
(xtpcopia); and it was the duty of his family to obtain it for him" (MacDowell
(1963) 1). The surprise comes from Hecuba's ability to attain revenge despite the
obstacles in her way, which include her servitude, her abject condition, her age
and her gender. Both Agamemnon and Polymestor do not believe her capable of
any genuine harm (885, 981.) The kings are laid low by the prisoner's legitimate
response.
Euripides here combines two elements found in other extant plays, which
demonstrate some interest in themes over his career. Hecuba is a powerful
barbarian18 woman. That the Athenian male population had a general anxiety
about barbarians, women, and anyone other than themselves with power19 is
certain. Euripides employs the combination of all three in Medea (431 B.C.),
Phaedra in the Hippolytus (428 B.C.) as well as in the Hecuba (c.424 B.C.) The
second factor contributes to this: the isolated setting on the Thracian Chersonese
removes any associations with 'civilization', in a modern sense, as it does in the
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Iphigeneia among the Taurians, the Cyclops, and in Sophocles' Philoctetes.
Meridor (1983, 14 n.9) and Macleod (1983; and cf. Hogan, 1972) assumes Thrace
is used to reflect contemporary interests (Hall (1989) 108-09 rightly argues against
the identification of Polymestor with the historical Seuthes). If so, this must be
of
seen asv secondary importance. Characters are found in a Hobbesian state of
nature, that is unaffected by any external factors. The life and workings of the
polis, so central to fifth-century thought, have no bearing. Free from such
contingencies, Hecuba is able by the end of the play to restore a semblance of her
former nobility, in contrast with the base actions and designs of Polymestor and
the Greeks, such as would not be possible in the 'civilised' world of Argos, for
example. The polis controlled private vengeance in the fifth century (cf.
Winnington-Ingram (1966) 35 and 37 n.13). The Hecuba shows that ther^ was a
higher basis for this fact.
The Greek generals are continually dependent on their army. They can
function only in community, suffering each others' vicissitudes and vagaries, ever
aware of popular opinion and the value of demagoguery. Further, the Greeks
(both audience and, to a more limited extent, characters) can come to understand
their community, or culture, better by examining it at its periphery. The clearest
way to show what makes a Greek is to show him interacting with a barbarian.
This is clearly a concern of Euripides, and stresses the genuine middle ground
Hecuba holds. An anthropologist has stated that this is a common phenomenon of
all cultures: "people become aware of their culture as they stand at its boundaries"
(Cohen (1982) 3). Though community is important for understanding revenge,
Hecuba's right is presented as an absolute right, independent of human judicial
process. It is only with this understanding that Meridor's claim that
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"Agamemnon's appearance ... supplies Hecuba with both a social framework and
20
the responsible authority" (1983, 15) can be seen to be correct.
Agamemnon is a necessary obstacle to be overcome if the revenge is to be
accomplished, and Hecuba accordingly objectifies him. He says he will not act on
her behalf despite her claims of kinship with him which, under the Athenian legal
principle cited above (MacDowell (1963) 1), should obligate him to act on
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Polydorus' behalf. Her claim on him is twofold, based on her being his slave
and his kinsman (and the associated paradox of such a situation), that Agamemnon
will act with justice, and on her behalf, based on his (present) relationship with
Cassandra (which also has mutually exclusive elements; the implicit conflict will
manifest itself at the trial at the end of the play.) The power of the claim seems
overwhelming, and yet he fails to act decisively, fearing the censure of the army.
She will accept his inaction and tacit support for the meantime, and so dispatches
her serving-woman to summon the Thracian king for an audience.
Polymestor is not known from any other sources, and so joins the ranks of
other unknown Euripidean barbarian kings, such as Theoclymenus in Helen, Thoas
in Iphigeneia among the Taurians, as well as any unknown unknown Euripidean
barbarian kings. Three theories have been posited as to his literary origin.
M6ridier, Conacher (1961) and Pohlenz (1954) believe Euripides adapted the
character from local lore, though this is done without any evidence, and has the
t
sole redeeming feature of removing Euripides of a creative thought. Zielinsky
(1925) 55 posited an Aeschylean play during the period of the Athenian
reconquest of Thrace, 476-459 B.C. This too is the stuff of fantasy, but shows an
awareness of Aeschylus' influence on the play. The existence of similar characters
in other plays and the lack of plausible alternatives necessitate the conclusion that
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Polymestor is a Euripidean invention (rightly Kaibel and Gr6goire.) There is now
a more cogent progression to be found through the three storylines, tracing
Euripides' departure from his source: Polyxena is a known plot (even if
Sophocles' Polyxena did not precede the Hecuba as is generally assumed, they
surely shared a common source);21 Polydorus is a known character, who is
presented with considerable plot innovations (in Homer, Polydorus is the son of
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Priam and Laothoe, and killed in battle by Achilles); and the revenge on
Polymestor is a new plot. Accepting that Euripides' reappraisal of revenge is
central to the play's interpretation, it is now clear that the structure of the play
recognizes these divergences.
Polymestor arrives with his young sons, full of smiles and guiles, confidently
asserting that Polydorus whom he had murdered is thriving in the palace. This is
a statement which everyone listening - Hecuba, attendants, Chorus, audience,
Polymestor himself, and presumably his sons and guards - knows to be false.
Polymestor fails to know that everyone knows, and therein lies the somewhat
unusual dramatic irony of the scene. The gold surety entrusted for Polydorus' care
is also safe, Hecuba is told. He dismisses his bodyguard at Hecuba's request, and
knowing that he can be moved by greed, Hecuba lures him into the tent with
promises of further gold rewards. The second obstacle has been overcome, and
she is in a position to exact her revenge. Meridor (1978) stresses the complete
lack of redeeming features in the portrayal of Polymestor: "he is all lies, flattery
and greed" (31); contrast Jason {Medea 866-975) and Pentheus {Bacchae 1024-
1392)23 wj1Q ^ s}10wn t0 be m0re than two-dimensional villains, and (however
belatedly) to have some redeeming features.
Both revenge, as expounded here, and the Oresteian vendetta can be
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summarized in a common Greek maxim that may well have been proverbial,24 "the
doer suffers" (Choephori 313 dpdaavri rcadetv is probably the tersest formulation
possible, but others surely exist, e.g. Agamemnon 1563.) The distinction between
vendetta and revenge lies in the level of society at which justice is held. Both are
expressions of the phenomenon of the blood-feud. With vendetta, the onus shifts
back and forth between two parties, as Mark Twain describes in The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn:25
A feud is this way. A man has a quarrel with another man, and
kills him; then that other man's brother kills him; then the other
brothers, on both sides, goes for one another; then the cousins chip
in - and by-and-by everybody's killed off, and there ain't no more
feud. But it's kind of slow, and takes a long time.
Obvious examples of this punitive justice are many: the Campbells and the
, the Hatfields and the McCoys, blood-feuds as presented in the Norse
sagas, and a divine vendetta can be seen between the goddesses Artemis and
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Aphrodite in the Hippolytus. It is also the situation in the Agamemnon and the
Choephori, made more acute because the conflict exists within the House of
Atreus. The Eumenides introduces a change, making the rule of law paramount.
Euripides has a separate agenda. The rule of law is consistently debunked,
through Odysseus' machinations, the fragility of Agamemnon's leadership, and
will culminate in the trial which concludes the play. Transforming the Homeric
heroes into fifth-century politicians is part of an apparently lifelong programme of
Euripides to question the canonization of the traditional myths, especially Homer -
compare Iphigeneia, traditionally the first casualty of the war, who does not in fact
die in the Iphigeneia among the Taurians or the Iphigeneia in Aulis (which also
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shows Achilles and the sons of Atreus as politicians, not generals); Helen, where
Helen 'of Troy' never even arrives there. In the Hecuba, the eponymous
protagonist formulates her first appeal to Agamemnon in her long speech on law
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(vopog) assuming law's primacy through external arbitration (799-801.) Too
many interpretations rest on the importance of this speech to the play. Its
importance lies in its inadequacy. It proves an unsatisfactory outlet for revenge,
so the context must change: "It is to the justice represented by the Furies that
Hecuba ultimately has recourse ... Her story is a kind of Oresteia in reverse:
private vendetta comes into play after an appeal to institutionalized justice has
28failed." (Gregory (1991) 108.) Gregory does not make the distinction between
revenge and vendetta suggested here, but apart from this imprecision the sentiment
is correct. Revenge - the revenge of the lex talionis - goes beyond punitive
retribution; "it can be conceived to be the guardian of the community as a whole,
for homicide law is the basis of all law and order" (Macleod (1983) 129). It is a
community's expression affirming the sanctity of life, which transposes the
blood-feud to a restorative context. Two details of this statement need elaboration.
Revenge is a community's expression, not that of an individual or number of
individuals, such as a kin-group (for example, an olxog). Mossman (1990) 197
notes the same distinction is found in the historians:
Thucydides uses Tipcopla and ti|icopeTv almost always to express
community vengeance rather than personal revenge. This provides an
interesting contrast with Herodotus, who portrays Xerxes' projected
revenge on Greece as far as possible as a personal matter...
The desolate setting of the play effectively isolates the community in question,
which is composed of the Hellenic host, its leaders, Hecuba, her attendants, and
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her fellow prisoners, who comprise the Chorus. The playwright makes entering or
leaving the community difficult, but not impossible: Polymestor and his sons, and
in one sense Polydorus, are all permitted access. Euripides is careful that when
the revenge is enacted, Hecuba herself, though accepting moral responsibility,
physically performs neither of the crimes (although 1046 makes it clear that the
situation is exactly as if she had done it physically). It is her attendants who kill
the children, and blind Polymestor with their brooches. Meridor (1978) plausibly
explains this as agreeing "with the spirit of Attic law which specifically forbade to
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hand over a convicted murderer to the injured party" (30-1.) While this is no
doubt valid, the actions of the mute characters form an explicit assent to the
inherent justice of Hecuba's revenge. Every individual who is available to pass
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judgement on her actions agrees: for example, Agamemnon says to Hecuba
(852-53),
icai |3ot3>.o|iai 0£<2>v 0' ouvek' 6v6oiov £,evov
xai too Sixatoo xrjvSe aoi 6ouvat 6txr|v
I also wish, for the sake of the gods and for the sake of justice, that you receive your rightful satisfaction
from this blasphemous
and the Chorus to Polymestor (1023),
oikco dedcoKcts aXk' Tocog ScooEig 6ua|v
You have not yet paid, but equally you will pay the penalty.
Hecuba herself (1052-53) says,
... 6ikt]v 66 not I 6&koxe. ...
He has paid me my due.
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and even Polymestor (1252-53) says,
oipot, yuvaixog, cog eoi/', f|aacbpEvos
6ooXr(g ocp^co xotg xaxioatv dtxqv.
Oh no! It seems I have been beaten by a woman, a slave, and punished by my inferiors.
Each of these statements acknowledges that the action in question is right and just
(Sixty) It is the opinion of the community. That Agamemnon accedes is
important. Although he is presented as a vacillating demagogue, he is the central
pillar of the community, leader of the Greeks and master of the Trojan captives.
His recognition of the justice of Hecuba's (intended) action is crucial since it
makes the action authorised in a sense. The authorisation is not formally granted
(that must wait until after-the-fact, in the agon) but it is a necessary step; this is
why the third episode is dedicated to Hecuba's getting it, the same way the fourth
episode is dedicated to the victim admitting his guilt.) Should Hecuba fail in her
revenge, she must in no way be thought to be guilty or culpable in any sense
(rightly Kovacs (1987) 107). She is determining the legal right to (rightful)
revenge: the law is with her, and the victim is certain. Long before the concept
of revenge had been introduced in the play, the ground had been cleared: "Two of
our question marks are thus already answered in the prologue: Hecuba is right to
take revenge on Polymestor to the extent that he is the guilty party and that his
crime was inflicted on an innocent and inoffensive victim" (Mossman (1990)
200-01).
In this light, the purpose of revenge becomes clear. It is not retributive,
providing an individual with satisfaction in seeing another suffer. It is a commu¬
nity restoring itself to its state before the original transgression, making it whole
again, in the same way that in Shakespeare's Macbeth, concerning Macduff's
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revenge for the murder of Duncan (as a kinsman), Macduff killing Macbeth is a
restorative act for Scotland. Returning to the blood-feud premiss that "the doer
suffers", it becomes clear that the phrase is open to two interpretations. Vendetta
maintains no overall perspective: A wrongs B who then acts according to the
proverb; B has now wronged A who then acts according to the proverb ad
absurdum ad infinitum. Revenge maintains that the community as a whole must
punish the transgressor. The passive construction in "the doer suffers" reflects the
absence of individual responsibility. The status quo ante is restored.
The play's presentation of the value of life is also nonstandard. Hecuba de
facto is an enslaved prisoner of war. To make her plight tragic, Euripides accords
a value to her life and those of her fellow prisoners that would not be found in the
Homeric setting, nor in the popular morality of the fifth century. The rationale he
employs gives deference to Hecuba's former state as Queen of Troy. It is this
expanded perception of life which Polyxena will not endure: she is a princess,
and life as a servant and concubine would be no life (351-68.) Her sentiment is
noble, and therefore is not commensurable with the non-hierarchical perspective
this community shares (for the Greeks too seem willing to accept this perspective,
until the demands come from the deceased, which is beyond the community's
direct experience.) It has been shown that Polyxena, in embracing death,
undermines her own life. This must not be the model the Hecuba enshrines.
Hecuba mourns Polyxena and muses on her nobility (589-602) but the
conclusions reached are moral - she has abandoned the original question she had
formulated in terms of class. It is certainly not true that the principle established
in this speech, on the immutability of one's true nature (tpooig), sets out the rule
to which Hecuba will prove her own exception. This conclusion assumes that
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Hecuba's revenge constitutes a moral deterioration of her character. This has been
the standard interpretation of the play throughout this century, and the names of
those who follow it are many, e.g. Matthiae (1918), Kirkwood (1947),
Abrahamson (1952), Oliv er (1960) Conacher (1961), Kitto (1961), Daitz (1971),
Vickers (1973), Luchnig (1976), Tarkow (1984), King (1985), Reckford (1985),
Nussbaum (1986), Michelini (1987), Segal (1989), (1990), (1990a) etc. It is held
that Hecuba's royal character degenerate over the course of the play, the
breaking point being usually at some point during her speech about vdpog
(786-845).31 This is what I shall call the 'debasement theory' throughout this
study. In generalising and not referring so much to individual claims, I hope to
show that the theory as a whole, and the premises which underlie it are not
tenable. Pohlenz (1954) 281 called Hecuba "die erste Gestalt der Tragodie, die
eine innere Wandlung durchmacht." It is the situations external to Hecuba which
change, not anything inside her character.
There is a democratisation of human life, which conflicts with the
32 •
aristocratic scale of values present in the language in the fifth century. This is
the basis for Gregory's interpretation: "The possession of might ... does not justify
its abuse. The weak also possess certain rights and resources, and those who press
their advantage too far will receive their ultimate check not from the gods, but
from the oppressed victims" (1991, 186-7).
Polymestor is blinded, his sons murdered, and he emerges in a scene laden
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with transtextual influence from the Agamemnon. He calls for help, Agamemnon
appears, and in true Euripidean fashion, a fifth-century courtroom drama (dtycbv)
ensues. Polymestor is on trial for the murder of Polydorus, even though the
sentence has just been executed. Trying Hecuba is never mooted. Polymestor
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then confesses to the crime in the fifth line of a 51-line speech (1136).
Agamemnon is the judge, but Hecuba has already gained Agamemnon's allegiance
to her cause. The verdict is assured before the trial begins. The scene thereby
provides a retroactive confirmation of Hecuba's justice, which contrasts with the
manifestly fallible human law which provides the confirmation. This trial is not to
,5*
be perceived legitimate judicial procedure, but a mockery of justice, invoking not
laughter but indignation. Agamemnon is genuinely surprised that Hecuba has had
the opportunity to enact a revenge. He did not expect her to be able to
accomplish anything in a prisoner of war camp. Even he is caught off-guard by
having to hold a trial.
In Lewis Carroll's 1876 nonsense poem The Hunting of the Snark, "The
Barrister's Dream", the Snark appears as defence attorney, judge, and jury34 ruling
ultimately in favour of the prosecution. The Snark's position is really not that far
removed from Agamemnon's, who is judge and jury and allied with the
prosecution, with the verdict already passed and punishment completed. The
sentence passed is not arrived at legally, but it is just. The play defines revenge
succinctly within the terms of this paradox, as something which transcends human
'justice', which is utterly corrupt and without authority. The law Agamemnon
represents is the one Aeschylus in the Eumenides had exalted in his aetiology of
the Areopagus, which was institutionalized specifically to deal with
revenge-killings.
There is a second attempt at evaluation of the revenge, which is ultimately
more successful. After receiving his punishment and admitting his guilt,
Polymestor ends the play citing prophecies of doom for Agamemnon, Cassandra
and Hecuba. Rather than using a deus ex machina, Euripides invokes the
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"prophecy of an acknowledged authority" (Meridor (1978) 32), Dionysus prophet
of the Thracians. Suddenly to remember doom prophecies is not unique in
Euripides, and are found also in the mouths of Polyphemus (Cyclops 696-700)
citing an unspecified ancient oracle, and Eurystheus (Heraclidae 1028-37) citing
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the oracle of Loxias. Like Polymestor, both Polyphemus and Eurystheus are
contemptible characters. Agamemnon, the prophet says through Polymestor, will
be killed in a bath with an axe by his wife, and Clytemnestra will kill Cassandra
as well. One purpose of all such utterances (including divine epiphanies) is to
re-establish links with the world of myth, placing the action of the drama into a
larger continuum. Here though, Euripides is clearly being insidious. He shows his
hand in the game he is playing with the Oresteia, and effectively provides enough
information to prevent the Oresteia, retroactively, from happening within the
continuum: armed with the information Polymestor gives him, even Agamemnon
would be clear-sighted enough to avoid the machinations of Clytemnestra and
Aegisthus. Or so we should like to think. Agamemnon's blithe couplet that ends
the trimeters of the play (1291-92) show that he has not even been properly
listening to Polymestor's utterances.
Euripides' game continues, because Hecuba's transformation inwto a dog
(tojcov) recalls the dog-woman Furies or Erinyes, who embody vengeance.
Gregory draws this comparison explicitly: "By assimilating Hecuba to a Fury, the
metamorphosis offers her an escape from her degraded status and endows her with
a fierce grandeur" (1991, 110). This seems to have been first posited by Pucci
(1980) 216-17 n.39, who agrees that the metamporphosis cannot refer to Hecuba's
shamelessness. The association of the Erinyes with dogs is made explicit in the
Oresteia earliest, it seems (though Gregory (1991) 110 argues that dogs are
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associated with vengeance also at Theognis 347-49), and the importance of this
text to the Hecuba has already been stressed. The play several times invokes an
avenging spirit (ciXdoxcjp), which for all practical purposes seems to be identical
36with the Erinyes.
Meridor rejects this association, saying "Hecuba's transformation into a bitch
should not be treated in isolation, and consequently, should not be taken as a
moral evaluation of her revenge" (1978, 34); she cites the metamorphosis of
• 37Cadmus and Harmonia into snakes, also predicted, at the end of the Bacchae.
But in rejecting the negative evaluations, she precludes the possibility of positive
ones. Meridor (1978, 34) stops at having reformulated the equation that the
metamorphosis establishes. Rather than consider the meaning of 'Hecuba =
kocov', she suggests Euripides' purpose was the aetiological question of how 'The
Sign of the Dog (Kuvog £fj|ia, i.e. the promontory Cynossema) = The Tomb of
Hecuba ('EK&pTft'njpPog)', the answer to which is provided, of course, by the
metamorphosis. This is clever, and to some extent correct, but it leaves no place
for an evaluation of the revenge, which becomes reduced to an objective fact;
Segal (1990a) 128 n.59 is right to question her scepticism. This returns her to the
problem she was attempting to solve, the fact that from the fates selected by
Euripides in the prophecy, "it seems that not more can be inferred for the meaning
of the play" (1978, 33). The aetiological explanation is provided for specific
reasons, which are ultimately not a sufficient explanation for the events that occur
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in the play.
Aware of this, Heath contrasts the sixteenth-century views of Hecuba and
Medea. While Medea's murder of her children revolts, in the case of Hecuba, "So
far from being revolted, Stiblinus proposes the circumspect calm with which she
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goes about retaliation as a model" (1987, 47)39 Hecuba's transformation is not
into some base animal, but as the human embodiment of the rightful spirit of
Justice. The justice of the Furies is the rightful justice of revenge. Euripides has
altered the continuum of myth so that the Agamemnon should never happen. Of
course, normally variant presentations of a myth were both approved and expected,
but it is clear that in this instance Euripides has an ulterior motive. Without the
Aeschylean murder of Agamemnon, the Erinyes never become Eumenides, the
Kindly Ones. They retain their earlier associations with revenge. Revenge is not
a kind emotion, but it was intrinsic to Greek thought in the fifth century, and is a
valuable passion to Euripides' Hecuba.
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II - Durkheim, Revenge, and the Ancient Near East
Publique reuenges are, for the most part, Fortunate
... But in priuate Reuenges it is not so.
Sir Francis Bacon, On Revenge
The picture of a restorative revenge, as opposed to the retributive vendetta,
seems to be both consistent and valid for the Hecuba. It does not function in
isolation. Comparison with similar presentations of revenge outside the Greek
sphere will inform a reading of the Hecuba, to show that the values expressed, that
revenge has an appropriate and public outlet in a society, and is not something
peculiar. The maxim of helping friends and harming enemies is the commonly
held foundation for Greek ethics1 in the fifth century, and for the present that
premiss should suffice. Confusion and ambiguity exist because of a
misunderstanding of the biblical lex talionis, which has entered modern society in
a tacitly altered form from its original meaning. Since the concept underlies any
discussion of the appropriateness of revenge, it is necessary to make clear its
original formulation, untainted by centuries of reinterpretation. In its original
form, the lex talionis represented a restorative revenge.
Revenge involves punishment. Because "the work of Emile Durkheim has
traditionally been the central reference point for the sociology of punishment"
(Garland (1989) 37), it is also a convenient starting point for a discussion on
• 2
revenge. Durkheim's model - which claims validity for any social group, and
should therefore be applicable to fifth-century Athens, and by extension to
Euripides' fifth-century presentation of the Late Bronze Age - is not completely
consistent, and one of his inconsistencies concerns the lex talionis itself. Another
comes at the level of definitions, where Durkheim's original conception of crime
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("by this name we call every act which, in any degree whatever, invokes against
its author the characteristic reaction which we term punishment" Durkheim (1965)
70) is presented in reference to punishment, the effect defining the cause. This is
however resolved with his later definition, "an act is criminal when it offends
strong and defined states of the collective conscience" (1965, 80), the collective
conscience being a fixed system of beliefs held by average citizens in a society.
Crime is thus in the first instance an offence against a community, not against an
individual. It is determined not from a society's government (in the loosest
possible sense) but by the society's governed. Durkheim conceives just
punishment as restoration to the community, and this is consistent with the picture
given in Euripides' Hecuba: "Punishment, then, remains for us what it was for
our fathers. It is still an act of vengeance since it is an expiation. What we
avenge, what the criminal expiates, is the outrage to morality" (1965, 89).
This link with the past is essential for Durkheim's argument. Because by
i
examining the past he notes a fallacy held by his predecessors in sociological
analysis (Durkheim (1965) 91):
Among primitive peoples punishment sometimes seems still more
completely private, as the custom of the vendetta would seem to
prove. These societies are composed of elementary aggregations
of quasi-familiar character, and are easily described by the word
clans. But when an attack has been made by one or several
members of a clan against another clan, it is the latter which
itself punishes the offence to which it has been subjected. What
seemingly increases the importance of these facts is that it has very
often been contended that the vendetta was primitively the unique
form of punishment.
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Though this is the prevalent theory of the nineteenth-century ethnologists, "not a
single society can be instanced where the vendetta has been the primitive form of
punishment" (1965, 92). Of course, the use of the word 'primitive' in each of
these quotations is prejudicial and in some sense is symptomatic of the error being
addressed. It sets off as 'other' and as 'inferior' anything which has preceded.
The point is that being anterior chronologically evokes behavioural assumptions
(such as in the execution of justice) that will affirm a notion of progress from that
point to the present, even when there is no direct link between the two societies in
question. As a result, modern researchers, who have approached the issue with a
liberal, post-Enlightenment, Christian mind-set, have found themselves repulsed.
The tendency has been to take all undesirable features, and form a collective lump
of otherness. This is what the Greeks themselves do with the application of terms
such as ol [3dp|3apot ("barbarians", i.e. all that were not Greeks.) Durkheim
abandons this prejudice and establishes an alternative model, where "the vendetta
is evidently a punishment which society recognizes as legitimate, but which it
leaves to particular persons to inflict ... It is far from true that private vengeance is
the prototype of punishment; it is, on the contrary, only an imperfect punishment"
(1965, 94).
The distinction then is not developmental, but in terms of extent. Vendetta
is a form of private delict, whereas vengeance is the appropriate reaction (i.e.
punishment) to a crime:
It follows from this that two types of law can also be distinguished:
repressive (penal) law which both reflects and reinforces mechanical
solidarity [in a society] by harshly repressing difference and dissent;
and restitutive (co-operative) law which reflects and facilitates organic
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solidarity by organising and regulating exchange relations between
the different individuals and sectors of complex social types.
Garland (1989) 42
The motive of revenge, as an expression of Garland's restitutive law, is a desire of
an individual for the benefit of his society. Punishment for a crime is a public
vengeance; yet private vengeance (such as that evoked by Durkheim as cited at the
end of the previous paragraph) is, ultimately, no vengeance at all. Revenge is not
a prerogative of an elite portion of society, and in practice has a particular appeal
to weaker members of a society, who otherwise would have no claims on justice:
It is an error to believe that vengeance is but useless cruelty ... The
instinct of vengeance is ... only the instinct of conservation exacer¬
bated by peril. Hence, vengeance is far from having had the negative
and sterile role in the history of mankind which is attributed to it. It
is a defensive weapon which has its worth, but it is a rude weapon.
Durkheim (1965) 87
Some would surely question the use of the adjective "defensive" in this context,
and the use of the word "rude" also arouses discussion. Both terms, it appears, are
being used in a slightly special sense. In allowing the motivation for the
vengeance to come from prisoners of war, Euripides shows that victims do have
rights; these are not the individual rights cherished by modern democracy, but
collective rights from which they can benefit.
Durkheim pictures revenge as a response to another action. It is not
initiatory by definition; it retaliates. The important distinction that needs to be
constantly borne in mind is that the action is justified in terms of collective rights
- the rights of the community - rather than individual rights, the development of
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which only really occurred after the Enlightenment with the other changes from
liberal democracy. Because it establishes a hierarchy of collective over individual
rights, there is (in theory) no specific benefit to any individual. There is a
mechanism for selecting individuals who will exact the revenge on behalf of
society (in Hecuba's case, it is because she is kin to the deceased) but the benefit
is the restoration of the community. It is in this sense then that it is "defensive":
Durkheim conceptualises punishment as the expression of a particular
form of social relationship - a solidarity ... maintained by the enforce¬
ment of collective beliefs. It is essentially a mechanism whereby the
domination of the social over the individual is reproduced.
Garland (1989) 43
It is a "rude" weapon in the sense that it is misunderstood and misapplied. The
use of revenge can degenerate (as it does in time and in the minds of so many
critics) to the use of vendetta. It does so because "in the first place, punishment
consists of a passionate reaction" (Durkheim (1965) 85), and passions are
notoriously difficult to control. They represent an irrational side of individuals,
which is implicitly in conflict with a legitimate collective response. Durkheim
believes that vengeance "cannot regulate itself" (1965, 87). He does not clarify
this belief, but it would seem that this is what he means. If so, an examination of
some case studies should suggest otherwise: that it is not inconsistent to view
revenge as a societal response to a violation of collective rights, which can be
successfully implemented and maintained, which is the view of revenge present in
the Hecuba. The examples to be used are from the Ancient Near East which is
antecedent to Euripides, and found at an early point in each culture's legal history.
This will at least argue against external corruption of ideas.
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The earliest Akkadian legal code are the Laws of Eshnunna,4 dating
somewhere between 2000 and 1728 B.C. The justice it propounds is purely
financial: recompense is to be paid by offenders. Violent crimes provoke extreme
responses, and so it is violent crimes against persons, if any, that will invoke one
form or another of revenge. While how murder was treated does not survive at
Eshnunna, there is evidence for the case of rape, e.g. of a slave,
31: If a man deprives another man's slave-girl of her virginity,
he shall pay one-third of a mina5 of silver; the slave girl
remains the property of her owner.
Pritchard (1958) 136
and the case of assault,
42: If a man bites the nose of a(nother) man and severs it, he
shall pay 1 mina of silver. (For) an eye (he shall pay) 1 mina
of silver; (for) a tooth 1/2 mina; (for) an ear 1/2 mina; (for)
a slap in the face 10 shekels of silver.
Pritchard (1958) 137
which clearly establish the principles enshrined. There exists a graduated scale,
but at some point life does become commensurate with money. Such casuistic
codes (allowing one particular instance to stand for many similar instances) are
standard in the Ancient Near East.
A significant innovation is to be found in the Code of Hammurabi (c. 1727
B.C.) and this is the earliest formulation of what is known as the lex talionis:
196: If a seignior6 has destroyed the eye of a member of the aristoc¬
racy,7 they shall destroy his eye.
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197: If he has broken a(nother) seignior's bone, they shall break his
bone.
200: If a seignior has knocked out a tooth of a seignior of his own
rank, they shall knock out his tooth.
Pritchard (1958) 161
These are cases designed purely for the upper classes, but it does show a marked
development of thought. In violent crimes against equals, there is no longer
financial expiation. The former code assigned a value to life, the Code of
Hammurabi puts it beyond value. It also (with its third-person plural protases)
places revenge in the hands of the whole community, which in this case would be
limited to the aristocracy). This is clearest in the mechanisms in place to prevent
false convictions:
1: If a seignior accused a(nother) seignior and brought a charge
of murder against him, but has not proved it, his accuser shall
be put to death.
3: If a seignior came forward with false testimony in a case, and
has not proved the word which he spoke, if that case was a case
involving life, that seignior shall be put to death.
Pritchard (1958) 139
It becomes clear that life is not ' a matter of superficial concern, and is
protected against maltreatment in every reasonable way. Revenge, in the form of
the lex talionis, is not vindictive, but sets limits on behaviour. It enshrines the
collective rights of the society before individual rights. The system, however, is
not egalitarian, and 'life' means only the life of an equal:
198: If he [a seignior] has destroyed the eye of a commoner, or
broken the bone of a commoner, he shall pay one mina of silver.
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201: If he has knocked out a commoner's tooth, he shall pay one-
third mina of silver.
Pritchard (1958) 161
Residual traces of the earlier system are still present in the Code of Hammurabi,
where the eye-for-eye, tooth-for-tooth ethic no longer applies.
This positive way of dealing with violent crimes was not now universal in
the Ancient Near East, and the legal codes of the Hittites8 (c. 1400-1193 B.C.)
exhibit many similarities with the earlier Laws of Eshnunna. Hittite law has a
notion of abstract legal persons: one's estate had a legal identity, at least for the
period of the injured party's convalescence (if applicable), which it was the
obligation of the offending party to maintain. This would seem to entail a
productivity ethic, which is borne out by the penalties that are incurred:
1: If anyone kills a man or a woman because of a quarrel, he
delivers the body and he shall give four people, either men or
women, and he will look after the estate.
2: If anyone kills a slave or slavewoman because of a quarrel, he
delivers the body and he shall give two people, either men or
women, and he will look after the estate.
3: If anyone strikes a free man or woman and he or she dies, his
hand sins; he delivers the body and he shall give two people
and he will look after the estate.
4: If anyone strikes a slave or slavewoman and he or she dies, his
hand sins; he delivers the body and he shall give one person
and he will look after the estate.
7: If anyone blinds a freeperson or causes his tooth to fall, in the
past they used to give one mina of silver, but now he will give
twenty shekels of silver and look after the estate.
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8: If anyone blinds a slave or slavewoman or causes his tooth to
fall, he will give ten shekels of silver and look after the estate.
10: If anyone injures a person and makes him unfit then he takes
care of him and gives a person in his place who works in his
house until he is healthy; but when he regains his health he
gives six shekels of silver and then that fellow himself gives the
fee to the doctor.
The pattern remains consistent throughout the code. The Hittite solution is to add
to the estate more manpower than had been removed. The manpower replacement
is incremental - slaves are typically valued at half worth9 - and it is fairly clear
that the punishment was not some upper limit; there was a fixed penalty for
which there could be no appeal. The priorities that seem to dominate the Hittite
legal system centre on the perpetuation of the estate.
It is worth examining closer the distinction which is drawn between laws
one and three, cited above (it is of course the same distinction between laws two
and four.) The former describes death "because of a quarrel", and the latter has
the qualifier "his hand sins." In modern parlance, both crimes are a form of
manslaughter.10 Yet the meaning of the qualifiers remains obscure. The penalty
incurred in the second case is one half of that when a quarrel is involved. A
consistent rationale can however be discerned if the word translated "a quarrel"
refers to a blood-feud. Law one then becomes an attempt to regulate the
blood-feud, by prescribing a four-to-one replacement ratio. This would leave law
three for cases of manslaughter (or murder, if that is what is being described)
outside the context of the blood feud. In the lesser case, there seems to be a
removal of culpability from the doer: legally, it is his hand which sins. It is clear
that homicide is not a capital offence, so the logical alternate interpretation, that
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the phrase refers to the severity of the crime, is clearly not meant. Having only
the hand sin could carry some sociological significance that it ' not discernible
from the code itself.11
The overall picture of the Hittite legal system (as it concerned itself with
violent crimes) is one that distinguishes between crimes committed within the
context of a blood-feud, and those outside it. With the Akkadian system, as found
in the later Code of Hammurabi, a fundamental aspect concerning the treatment of
violent crimes was that life, or at least the life of an aristocrat, was not
commensurate with property. Both of these notions are present in the legal system
found in the Old Testament, and both are fundamental assumptions in Durkheim's
conception of punishment and revenge. The Old Testament itself deals with law
in many places, but especially the Pentateuch, the first five books ascribed to
12
Moses in the Hebrew tradition (which are often collectively called "The Law.")
In particular, the 'Book of the Covenant' (Exodus 20:22-23:19), which is the
casuistic code which immediately follows the Ten Commandments, shows
particular affinity with the other Near Eastern legal systems that have already been
discussed.13
Unlike the Akkadian law codes, the Pentateuch provides an explanation why
homicide is a capital crime:
Whoever sheds the blood of man,
by man shall his blood be shed;
for in the image of God
has God made man.
Genesis 9:6
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It is Israel's special and personal relationship to Yahweh that ensures the
sacredness of life. The imago dei theology makes life the property of its creator.14
The death of the offender is the only way to restore what has been taken.
Paradoxically, the capital punishment for murder reflects the sanctity of life, and
since the offence is against the society's deity, it is the responsibility of the whole
society that restitution be attained. This is in accordance with Durkheim's tenet
that "If, then, in primitive societies [among whom he numbers the Old Testament
Jews], criminal law is religious law, we can be sure that the interests it serves are
social" (1965, 92).
There are many other indications that the system means to establish a
restorative rather than punitive judicial system, and this is seen in the laws
themselves. For example,
Anyone who strikes a man and kills him shall surely be put to death.
However, if he does not do it intentionally, but God lets it happen, he
is to flee to a place I will designate. But if a man schemes and kills
another man deliberately, take him away from my altar and put him
to death.
Exodus 21:12-14
This clearly shares many features with the other Near Eastern codes, with the
addition of a provision for death by negligence, the "place I will designate" in the
above passage. The importance of these places, the Cities of Refuge, in the Old
Testament law is certain. Four separate accounts are given,15 and the purpose is
clear: "They will be places of refuge from the avenger, so that a person accused
of murder may not die before he stands trial before the assembly" (Numbers
35:12), i.e. they are a mechanism to avoid the blood-feud.
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In addition to the creation of formal procedures to determine culpability, and
the institution of the Cities of Refuge, the lex talionis is part of the Old Testament
blood-feud law. Its overall context is typically disregarded. The injunction is part
of a supposed case, and the motivation behind the law is seen only in its fuller
context:
If men who are fighting hit a pregnant woman and she gives birth
prematurely but there is no serious injury, the offe*Jer must be fined
whatever the woman's husband demands and the court allows. But if
there is serious injury, you are to take life for life, eye for eye, tooth
for tooth, hand for hand, foot for foot, burn for burn, wound for
wound, bruise for bruise.
If a man hits a manservant or maidservant in the eye and
destroys it, he must let the servant go free to compensate for the eye.
And if he knocks out the tooth of a manservant or maidservant, he
must let the servant go free to compensate for the tooth.
Exodus 21:22-27
The case in question is that of an innocent bystander being injured, which again is
a likely starting point for a blood-feud. Again, the purpose of the law is
restoration: injured slaves are to be set free, which implies an accorded status not
found elsewhere in the Ancient Near East, and establishes a primacy of persons
over property.16 The law also establishes a maximum of forty stripes less one in
17 • • . ,
whippings which establishes a sense of proportionality. The lex talionis is a
symbolic way of limiting the blood-feud. A final example of this is the fact that
the degree of criminality is determined in proportion not to the harm caused
(which is the response of the blood-feud) but rather to mental culpability: "If a
thief is caught breaking in and is struck so that he dies, the defender is not guilty
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of bloodshed; but if it happens after sunrise, he is guilty of bloodshed" (Exodus
22:2-3.) The distinction here being made is similar to the modern notion of killing
in self-defence.
For the ancient Jews, the (understood) physical presence within the
community of the deity demands the highest moral standards, and these are
manifested in a legal system which opposes the blood-feud (which is the vendetta)
and establishes mandatory restoration. This restoration, as a collective expression
of values, becomes a collective responsibility. The lex talionis unambiguously
preserves and maintains the community it governs. And it is this conception of
justice which is the restorative revenge of the Hecuba.
As the Near Eastern examples are divided between the opposite conceptions
of revenge and vendetta, so are the Greeks, and part of the problem in an analysis
of a distinction that can appear quite subtle is that terminology used will not
always reflect the distinction. The Oresteia's pervasive presentation of vendetta
obscures characteristics of revenge, though that does not mean they are not found:
Although requital of wrongs is approved as just, it is often expressed
not in its personal form ('retaliate against your enemy') but in an
impersonal form ('the doer must suffer') which does not specify the
agent of justice, or assert the justice of personal revenge [i.e.
vendetta],
Blundell (1989) 53
Similarly, the desire to see one's oppressors punished is taken into account by the
legal system, which can be seen to serve the same interests as the Old Testament
limits on blood-feud:
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Athenian law both acknowledged these feelings and set limits to their
satisfaction, by allowing the prosecutor in a successful murder trial to
witness the execution but "to do no more" (Demosthenes 23.69).
From this perspective, simple retaliation appears not vengeful but a
restraint on the impulse of revenge.
Blundell (1989) 30-31
18Of course, counter-examples do exist. But what is clear is that the notion of
revenge which Euripides sets forth in the Hecuba is one that exists throughout the
ancient world; although not universal, it is clearly not merely a local idea, or even
one specific to the author.
The transitional stage between the Ancient Near East and the fifth-century is
important, and the poems of Homer provide a touchstone for this transition. While
it is impossible to provide a complete view of the Homeric understanding of
revenge, its primacy within the ethical system is undoubted:
Revenge is, after all, a central ingredient of the whole heroic ethos,
whether in epic (the plot of the Iliad, too [i.e. as well as in the
Odyssey], revolves around the theme of revenge, and its culminating
act of vengeance also takes place in the twenty-second book) or in
tragic drama (e.g. the assumptions underlying most public and private
actions in the Ag., and passages like Soph. OC 270f., 992-6).
Hankey (1991) 93
Hankey's discussion focuses on the precise usage of xdxa ("evils") in the
Odyssey, because the word is used to describe what Odysseus does, which (it is
assumed) will not be morally questionable. This is coherent, and leads to the
conclusion that Odysseus' actions are evil for someone (i.e. the recipient, such as
one of the suitors.)
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The poet centres his work on the concept of revenge, and "Odysseus himself
actively ponders and brings about 'evils', in contexts of revenge" (1991, 88).
Hankey concludes, "Clearly what is meant by 'evils' in these passages [Od 9.316;
14.110; 15.178; 17.159, 465, 491; 20.5, 184] is physical revenge, the causing of
bodily injury and indeed death" {loc. cit.) It is not mooted that seeking after
revenge (in these appropriate circumstances) is in anyway wrong or morally
culpable. What in Aeschylus becomes the most extreme example of morally
ambiguous revenge, Orestes' ousting of the usurper Aegisthus,19 in Homer is
understood in absolute and positive terms: "Orestes' revenge (xtoig) is glorious
among gods and men (1.40-6, 298-300, etc.)" (1991, 93), cf. also Od 12.377-419,
13.128-45. In every way is Orestes' revenge held up as a moral exemplum with
which to compare Telemachus (nine times in the first twelve books of the
OdysseyV)
Recognizing it as part of a continuum, and understanding the effective
purpose of its antecedents, permits a perspective that could not otherwise be
afforded which will support the literary game Euripides is to play with the
9n
Oresteia. In failing to see this, many modern critics demonstrate prejudices that
inevitably colour a view of revenge such as is presented in the Hecuba. Denniston
goes so far as to apologise for the tragedians: "It is assumed by all three
dramatists that revenge, even to the point of shedding blood, is justifiable or even
laudable. That is not to say that they believed this to be true ethics. But for
21
dramatic purposes these are the ethics they assume" {El xxv). The fact that this
interpretation of revenge also is supported by sociological thought demonstrates a
consistency and universality that might not otherwise be clear.
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Ill - Windlessness
The answer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind.
Bob Dylan
In order for the Greeks to set sail for Troy, Agamemnon had to sacrifice his
daughter Iphigeneia, that Artemis might be appeased and release the winds she
was withholding from the Greek fleet. The girl is killed (or whisked away at the
last moment, as some versions of the legend, particularly those favoured by
Euripides, have it) and the winds start blowing in the right direction for Troy.
The first victim of the war is an innocent Greek princess, and shows that war
affects not only soldiers, but civilians as well; the moral dilemma in which
Agamemnon is placed means that he, as leader of the Greek expedition, must also
lose something in the war, that before he can take many lives, he must lose one
very close to him.
At the end of the same war, something quite similar happens, which is not
surprising since, like so much of myth, it fits a structure (to adopt Levi-Strauss'
term), or pattern. Polyxena, an innocent Trojan princess is sacrificed to appease
Achilles, who died without receiving a gift of honour (y£pag). Once he has been
honoured, the winds begin to blow again and the Trojan war comes to an end. Or
so went the myth before Euripides: Calder (1966) hypothesises that Sophocles'
Polyxena (which he supposes predates the Hecuba) ended with winds beginning to
blow. It is a satisfactory, balanced conclusion. It is not, though, what
happens in the Hecuba. The debasement theory1 which has been so influential in
interpretations of the play typically allows for Polyxena to die nobly, a willing
sacrifice whereby she heroically avoids the horrors and humiliation of slavery (the
reasons are hers, 351-68.) Since it has been shown that the debasement theory
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itself should be reconsidered, surely this corollary of the theory should also be
examined anew.
The play has six passages which deal with the lack of winds explicitly, and
the sparsity of details is problematical to an extent, in that no absolutely coherent
view can be produced. There is enough information, though that the matter is
clear. In the prologue, Polydorus relates (35-39):
ndvxeg 6' 'Axaiol vaOg £x°VTeS pauxoi 35
Oaaaoua' £jt' axxaTg xrjade ©ppidag x9°v°S-
xax'AxiXXeug nav oxpaxeup' 'EXXr]vix6v,
npog oIkov ebOuvovxag tvaliav nXdxpv
And all the Achaeans stay with their ships inactive, and sit idle on the shores of this Thracian land.
Achilles stopped all of the Hellenic host from steering a maritime oar homewards.
The Chorus provide several corroborative and more specific details (109-15):
xup|3ou 6' fruP&g
olo0' 6xe xp^eoig icpdvrj obv finXoig, 110
xag novxonopoug 6' loyz axed lag
kalcprj Tipoxovoig friepeidop^vag,
xade Gcobaacov IIoT 6i), Aavaoi,
xov epov xbp|3ov
cniXXcod' dy^paaxov dcp^vxeg; 115
You know when he appeared with golden armour, mounted on his tomb, and stopped the seafaring ships,
their forestays pressing upon the sails, calling out this: "Hey there, you Danaans, where are you heading,
leaving my tomb with no gift of honour?"
Later in the play, Talthybius in relating the death of Polyxena recounts Neopto-
lemus' words to his father's spirit (538-40):
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npeunevfig 6' V||fiv yevofl
\x*oai xe npupvag xai xaXivtoxi]pia
vecov 665 Vipiv npeupevoCg3 t' hrC 'IXIou 540
Be gracious to us and release the stems and mooring cables, and give to our ships a favourable wind from Troy.
The traditional interpretation4 of these three passages suggests that Achilles held
back the winds, or gave contrary winds, because he had not been honoured,
mirroring in some sense the displeasure of Artemis who gave adverse winds (cf.
Aeschylus Agamemnon 192-93).
Kovacs provides the most detailed argument against this view, and because
of his insistence on the point should be cited at length (1987, 145 n.58):
We must take this opportunity to clear up one misunderstanding about
the plot. It should be obvious, though it has not been to many of
those who have written on this play, that Achilles has not forced the
Greeks by adverse winds to sacrifice Polyxena to him. For, first, the
debate would have been pointless: men do not argue about whether
they wish to get home, nor do they urge weaker reasons such as
gratitude when stronger ones such as self-preservation are available.
Second, neither of the descriptions of Achilles' ghost (37-39, 109-13)
says anything about windlessness, and both suggest, on the contrary,
that it was Achilles' appearance that checked the Greeks while they
were already sailing away. (Just what Xaicpri npoxovotg friepeido-
|i£vag means is not entirely clear, but "being pressed upon, as to the
sails, by the forestays" is more likely to refer to the rigging of a ship
under weigh than to one becalmed. About ... 39 there can be no
doubt: they are sailing.) ...
This solution to the standard 'misunderstanding' cannot be maintained. Kovacs
raises four points that need addressing, all of which have straightforward remedies.
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The debate is not pointless. The Achilles' demand for honour appears in the
form of a question, in which he mentions that his tomb is "unhonoured" (115
dydpaoxov). The debate, both as the Chorus describe it and as its context
requires, is on the nature of the y^pag: did Achilles mean a literal prize of
honour, i.e. a captive woman? They do nofdebate whether they owe gratitude to
Achilles; Kovacs is right that that would be a weak reason in comparison with
self-preservation (by which he means getting home by ship). However, the Greeks
are not used to having their dead appearing and claiming prizes of honour.
Hecuba (260-61) correctly notes that oxen are a more appropriate offering to the
dead, and the fresh blood advocated by the sons of Theseus (126) is probably
human but need not be so. The army is divided because they do not know
precisely what Achilles wants. Odysseus' solution (134-35) is that slaves should
not be withheld from the (former) best among them reformulates the question, so
that it is not "What is the y^pag?" but "Can this meagre y^pag be refused?" It is
no wonder the Greeks assent.
Kovacs is correct that windlessness is never specifically mentioned in the
passages cited. This is surely being too literal. Windlessness does figure later in
the play in three passages (900-01, 1019-20, 1289-90):
vOv 6', ov) yhp trio' ouploug nvo&s 0e6g, 900
p^vetv 6vdyKT] nkoov opcovxag fpu/ov.
But now they must wait, watching silently, for an opportunity to sail, for the god
does not send favourable breezes.
real yap 'Apyeiot vecbv
Xuaai noOouotv oixaS' £k Tpotag rtoSa- 1020
For indeed the Argives yearn to unfurl the sheets of their ships homeward from Troy.
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and, at the very end of the play once Hecuba has enacted her revenge,
xal yap rtvo&g
Ttpdg olxov fj6r| xdade nopntpovg 6p<2>. 1290
For even now I sense a breeze to convey us home.
Gregory rightly points out the error of Kovacs' conviction (1991, 114 n.5):
katesch' (38) and esche (111) imply physical intervention, and that
[i.e. windlessness] remains the most economical interpretation for the
Greeks' lingering in Thrace. Otherwise it becomes necessary to
imagine an initial epiphany of Achilles and a subsequent, unrelated
failure of the winds.
The obviously related verbs Gregory mentions were both translated above as
"stopped." More accurate would have been "held back" and "held" which
emphasize the physical aspect Gregory desires. It is used specifically of beaching
ships by Herodotus 6.101, and 7.59.
Thirdly, Kovacs fails to extract coherent sense from line 112. His literal
translation "being pressed upon, as to the sails, by the forestays" does not facilitate
comprehension, but two suitable explanations can be produced easily, neither of
which supports what Kovacs maintains. Platnauer (on IT 1134-36) suggests that
the sails are filled (with wind) so that they are bulging to the forestays (i.e. there
was a very good wind for sailing) when Achilles holds them, suggesting a sudden
loss of wind. Alternately, if hyperbole may be ascribed to the Chorus to relate
this supernatural event, the winds were so contrary that the forestays were pressing
against the sails. This would certainly justify the use of verbs of physical holding.
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Kovacs' fourth point is that the Greeks were already under weigh. Line 39
refers to the fact that the Greeks had been sailing (they are no longer at Troy) and
have become becalmed at (or forced back to) the Thracian Chersonese. This is
made clear by lines 35-36. It appears then that the traditional crux6 of the play's
location has a dramatic motivation. A reason why this would have been the
Greeks' first stop is provided by Thucydides 1.11, who indicates that in the
tradition the Greeks had farmed and raided for supplies in the Thracian Chersonese
during the Trojan War.
Clearly the audience is meant to think what Euripides presents the characters
of the Hecuba thinking, namely that the appearance of the ghost of Achilles is the
cause of the windlessness. We must therefore wonder why the winds do not begin
to blow during the second stasimon: "Eventually the winds are favourable ... but
it cannot be said that Euripides has in any way stressed the efficacy of the
sacrifice" (Hogan (1972) 252). The sacrifice of Polyxena, the arguments for which
having been vague and other-worldly, appears to have no immediate effect. It was
an inappropriate and futile action that accomplishes nothing. Her death is sour for
the audience: she ends up arguing with Hecuba in place of Odysseus7 that she
should be killed, and though her reasons seem noble, her death is hollow and
merely furthers the Greek cause. What Polyxena wins is "a brief and merely
symbolic freedom at the moment of her death" (Macleod (1983) 154; cf. Steidle
(1966) 140) because "the price of staying alive [as Segal believes Hecuba
demonstrates] is brutalization" (Segal (1990) 306). Polyxena's death may have
8 •
been exalted in the Latin poets; it was not by Euripides.
The Greeks remain becalmed (900-01, 1019-1020), and Hecuba thereby has
an unspecified period of time in which to enact her revenge. Once the revenge is
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completed, and she receives confirmation of its justice from Agamemnon (in the
agon, retroactively, 1109-1251) and from Polymestor (1253 6ikt]v), then do the
winds begin to blow. This at least suggests the whole natural order is siding with
Hecuba, providing her with just enough time for her to exact the revenge (rightly
Heath (1987) 66-67). What is wrong with the Polyxena-story is made right in the
Polymestor-story. Windlessness has determined both the geographical setting and
the timing of the Hecuba, and clearly suggests the power and necessity of justified
revenge, which contrasts with the uselessness of the wrong-minded appeasement
sacrifice.
This consequently calls into question the original identification of Polyxena
as a counterpart to Iphigeneia. Iphigeneia's death was truly that of an innocent,
under the protection of the huntress Artemis. Polyxena's death was a self-serving
escape, differing as much from Euripides' other voluntary sacrifices as Hecuba's
revenge does from the vendetta-based killings dealt with in other tragedies. The
unavenged corpse of another innocent, Polydorus, is the wrong that must be made
right before the winds can blow, and again it is Hecuba's revenge on Polymestor
which brings this about. Erasmus, in choosing plays to translate into Latin,
decided eventually on the two that dealt with either end of the Trojan War, the
Iphigeneia in Aulis and the Hecuba. These two deal with two tragic heroines,
both noble, but they are not both victims: Hecuba decides to remain passive no
longer, and to decide her own fate, rather than be allocated one.9 As Kovacs
himself suggests (though towards a different end) "Windlessness is never without
significance in Greek myth, and its significance here can be inferred from its
results" (1987, 105).
This universal approval of Hecuba's revenge informs the interpretation of the
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predicted metamorphosis of Hecuba into a dog (1265). That this is intended as a
sign of confirmation of the worth of Hecuba's action is argued elsewhere.10 As a
corollary, I would like to briefly examine a relevant Euripidean fragment that has
not received satisfactory attention, fr. 968 (from Plutarch Isis and Osiris 379D):
the Greeks are right in saying sacred is t6v kuvcz xrjg 'Apx^piSog, (bg E6pui(6r|g,
'Exdrrig ayaXpa cpcoacpdpou kixdv eafl.
the dog to tfrftri:< , for as Euripides says "You shall become a dog, a delight to bright Hecate".
The first detail is the positive identification of Artemis with Hecate, a development
U
from their mutual association with the moon (hence cpcootpdpoo). It also seems to
connect someone becoming a dog - a nonstandard event, and therefore Hecuba is
not an unreasonable initial assumption - with the goddess who was involved with
the event at the beginning of the Trojan War. By Hellenistic times, (Lycophron
Alexandra 1174-77) Hecuba is clearly (inasmuch as anything in Lycophron is
clear) made Hecate's servant (Cassandra speaks):
[ifj-rep, & 8uo|it]Tep, ovdb o8v K^eog
arcuaTOV eaten, Ilepa&og 5b ;iap0£vog 1175
Bpipcb Tpipop<pog Bqaetal a' £no)ru6a
xXayyaTai Tappdaaooaav £vvdxoig Ppoxodg
O mother, wretched mother, nor will your fame be unknown, but Perseus' maiden, triform Brimo
[= Hecate] will make you her attendant, frightening mortals at night with your baying.
It appears quite possible then that the link that the Greeks established between
either end of the war was with Artemis/Hecate (note that 1175 rtapBcvog was a
traditional epithet of Artemis). The life lost in Iphigeneia was not avenged with
the death of Agamemnon, as Clytemnestra desired, but is present somewhere along
the causal chain preceding Hecuba's revenge.
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IV - The Dependence of the Hecuba on the text of the Oresteia.
You shall read that we are commanded to forgive our enemies;
but you never read that we are commanded to forgive our friends.
Cosimo de' Medici, Duke of Florence, d. 1574
a. Prolegomena
This essay is not called "The Hecuba and the Oresteia." I have tried to
introduce two points of provocation into the title, which betray both my interests
and my intentions, which are ultimately to provide a clear account of the meaning
of the Hecuba, by constant reference to the dominant theme of the play, that of
righteous revenge. The first of these points is the word "dependence". By this I
mean to suggest that the one play can only be understood in terms of the trilogy.
This is not, I believe, as controversial a statement as it may first appear. The
Oresteia, first presented in 458 B.C., immediately was recognized as the
masterpiece that it is. Legends (if that is indeed what they are) developed about
the shocking impact of presenting the Furies visibly on stage,1 and it presented
what has become a paradigm for Classical moral thought, especially for matters
such as theodicy, and moral ambiguity in matters such as (to keep our examples
few) revenge. It attained this paradigmatic status not only because of its early
appearance and clarity of thought, but also because it represented a marked shift
from the established Archaic ethos (which is presupposed in the Homeric poems)
that had so pervaded previous Greek thought. Dodds (1971) uses the labels
"shame-culture" and "guilt-culture" to delineate the distinction in ways of thinking,
and though these labels are necessarily incomplete representations of the transition,
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they do serve the purpose of identifying the difference. It has also been suggested
by Newiffger (1961) Meridor (1975) and Tarkow (1984) that the Oresteia may
have been reproduced soon after 426 B.C., when it is known that reproductions of
Aeschylean drama were staged at the City Dionysia. That the Oresteia was among
those restaged is purely hypothetical, but nevertheless a reasonable suggestion.
What this means is that the Oresteia is a clear, familiar, memorable,
significant, and (possibly) recently reviewed exposition of certain moral opinions
that if they were not actually a product of Aeschylus, were certainly championed
by him at an early stage in their development. My contention is that this is
essential background knowledge to an understanding of the play. It is knowledge
that would have been held by Euripides, certainly, but also by the vast majority of
his audience. Even without the supposed reproduction, if individuals were not
familiar with the exact words of the Aeschylean trilogy, they would nevertheless
be familiar with its form and content. All this is of course a fair preamble to
almost any Euripidean play. What makes the Hecuba different from, say, the
Electra, is that in the Hecuba (and I believe the same claim can be made for the
Orestes), Euripides is consciously toying with the Aeschylean precursor,
challenging assumptions that had developed from it, and subtly altering the
conclusions that lead therefrom. There is, in short, an intertextual relationship
between the Hecuba and the Oresteia, which it is necessary to recognize in order
to understand the Euripidean play. It is not that Euripides is trying to be funny.
In presenting a view of revenge contrary to the one popularly held in the late fifth
century, he must undermine its most certain source in the medium in which he is
writing.
This leads to the second intended provocative aspect of the title, reference to
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the "text" of the Oresteia. Much of recent literary criticism (such as the work of
Kristeva, Bakhtin, and Barthes) has focused on notions of text and textuality which
seek to establish an independent value to a work, which leads ultimately to
Barthes' bold declaration of "the death of the author."4 One of the problems of
this approach (and one of the reasons why several critics have abandoned
intertextuality as a medium of constructive discourse) is that everything becomes a
text, not just works of literature, and art, but any structure (including social
patterns) which can in any sense be "read." The consequence of such broad
definitions of "text" is that interpretation rests entirely with the critic: whatever
intertext he or she can find becomes a legitimate claim. Any notion of "text" is of
course further obscured by the very nature of presentation of Greek drama. Any
single production of a Shakespeare play can legitimately be called a text
independent of what is published in the folio; and it makes sense to talk about
Gielgud's Lear, or Olivier's. But when the Hecuba is composed for one single
performance, to be directed and choreographed by the playwright, and any notion
of a script for public consumption is possibly only an after-the-fact makeshift of
actors' memories, there is (perhaps) a notion of secondariness in any but the first
performance with Greek drama (cf. Taplin (1978) 172-81, 192-93). I have chosen
to emphasize this aspect of method first, partly as a warning to myself, that I be
wary of the pitfalls of this method (for such I consider them to be), and also to
state that there is a point where the method is no longer of genuine interpretative
value. There is an aspect of the law of diminishing returns which applies to
intertextual analysis.
That is not to say, however, that no value is to be gained from such
analysis. Goldhill (1986) 138-67 "Text and Tradition" does interpret parts of
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Greek tragedy in terms of other necessary texts in a way that clearly illuminates
the overall view. In an example that has already been discussed,5 Homer's
Odyssey tells the story of an Oresteia, in some form, nine times in the first twelve
books. The purpose of this telling and retelling is to hold up Orestes' revenge as
an example to Telemachus, who is oppressed by the suitors (147-54). When
Aeschylus presents the same story in terms that are morally ambiguous, the
intertextual relationship is meaningful; that is, one must be familiar with the
Odyssey and its repeated tellings of the story to understand what it is that
Aeschylus is, consciously or not, doing. This critical activity is then
fundamentally different from an examination of how, for example, the different
tragedians adapt the story of Electra to differing dramatic ends. Riffaterre
provides the following definition which if not taken in broad terms encapsulates
what is being sought: "An intertext is one or more texts which the reader must
know in order to understand a work of literature in terms of its overall significance
(as opposed to the discrete meanings of its successive words, phrases, and
sentences.)" (1990, 56). King (1985) suggests a transtextual relationship of this
sort exists between Homer, his portrayal of Achilles in particular, and the Hecuba.
What I am proposing for the Hecuba is less ambitious even than Goldhill's
example. For I am suggesting that identifying the Oresteia as Euripides' intertext
is not a uniquely subjective achievement on my part, but rather is what Euripides
would have thought, what his audience would have seen, and what has been
identified by some later audiences, but has been lost in recent centuries, due
perhaps in part to the morally ambiguous nature of revenge in vernacular tragedy
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. There will be some intertextualists who
would object to the identification in this way of the Oresteia as an intertext.
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There does exist a sense in which I am using the term naively, not as one intertext
of many which will crystallise all interpretations of the Hecuba, but rather as one
literary work/text which would have been known to all the original audience, but
which has not been identified by modern critics to have a necessary interpretative
role for the understanding of the Hecuba. If it is felt that the critical term is being
misused, it is only to avoid confusion with related critical actions, such as source
criticism.
This essay seeks to do more than just identify a source used by Euripides.
Because the Oresteia so infiltrated the Athenian culture, Euripides could not just
present an alternate scenario using the same characters (for example, another
token-recognition scene between Orestes and Electra with a different outcome.)
His attack on the values expressed in the Oresteia is a sustained use of verbal and
visual allusion, reinterpretation, and toying with what is contained in the intertext.
Chambers (1990) 143 explains it this way:
certain texts have become recognised, that is 'canonised', and so
come to stand for the hegemonic social forces, the system of power
that gave them their status. In proposing itself as 'not-X' (where 'X'
is the intertextual referent), a text claims literary status, but simul¬
taneously distinguishes itself as a negativity with respect to the canon,
and in so doing, distances itself from the socially marked discourses
that, nevertheless, necessarily traverse it. Thus we know that [Gustave
Flaubert's] Madame Bovary is not a cliched text but a text 'about' cli¬
che because it sets itself off intertextually from, inter alia, the stereo¬
types of a Romantic literature of sentiment.
In a similar way, the Hecuba proclaims its literary status. It is perhaps slightly
ironical that having done so, it, too, rapidly enters the canon: certainly it heads
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the Byzantine triad, but much closer to its original production, it was fit subject
for parody, as is shown for example in the opening (?) lines of Aristophanes'
fragmentary Gerytades :6
Kal Tig vexptov xxudpcova Kai cncoxov rxdXag
etXt] xateX0av;
And who has dared to descend to the hiding-place of the dead, and to the gates of darkness?
which echoes Polydorus' opening words (Hec 1-2):
"Hkco vcKpcov K£O0p<2)va Kai cncoTOU noXag
kintov
I come from the hiding place of the dead, and from the gates of darkness-
There are of course numerous other such imitations in the comic fragments. The
Hecuba deliberately sets itself off from the Oresteia in order to subvert it. This is
not a random perversity of Euripides. Rather, Euripides is out to establish a
different understanding of revenge, one that runs closer to the Homeric precursor
than to the more prevalent Aeschylean reinterpretation. Granted that this is his
aim, it is reasonable to permit the playwright the opportunity to use any devices
that would be available to him to further this aim. Euripides does not need tQ
have thought in terms of intertextuality to have established an intertextual
relationship between his play and any other text. Some of the links between the




I now propose to examine fifteen examples which I believe indicate a
definite dependence of the Hecuba on the text of the Oresteia in the terms that I
have already defined. Not all of these are of equal weight, and individually some
may be suspect. I believe that the references to the Oresteia are sufficiently
numerous and sufficiently clear to shift the burden of proof to any who deny the
relationship exists. These references are grouped as "Perspectives of Revenge",
"Echoes and Parallels" and "Conscious Subversions." The first category
establishes Euripides' programme; the second shows how the poet ensures the
necessity of the conclusions; the third suggests that in addition to constructing a
case for himself, Euripides is destructing his predecessor. My purpose in listing
these is not to illuminate the Oresteia, but only to inform a reading of the Hecuba.
This unidirectionality is not a necessary aspect of this investigation, but something
imposed for clarity's sake.
"Perspectives on Revenge"
Fundamentally, the Hecuba is about revenge. Revenge is unconditionally
presented as a just, appropriate and expected response in certain circumstances,
which seeks to restore a balance to a society that has become unbalanced because
of the original transgression. Once this fact is established, the Hecuba is
understood as a profound and significant drama. As I have suggested, Euripides
establishes this in many ways, one of which is to set itself apart from the Oresteia
of Aeschylus.
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1. In the Eumenides 94-139 the ghost of the murdered Clytemnestra
indignantly enjoins the sleeping Erinyes to avenge her murder. This is very much
in her character (as we know it from the previous plays in the trilogy) whether she
is in fact morally right or morally wrong about the justice of her own action
(murdering Agamemnon) and the injustice of her son's (matricide). It is a pattern
that certainly entered into the English revenge tragedy, cf. the ghost of Hamlet's
father in Shakespeare's Hamlet, and the ghost of Andrea in Kyd's The Spanish
Tragedy. All three ghosts appear at or near the beginning of their respective
plays, as does the ghost of the murdered innocent Polydorus. He however, does
not call out for revenge. In fact, the request is deliberately avoided so that it can
function as a surprise when Hecuba decides on revenge at 749-50 (so Testall
(1954) and see note.) Though Polydorus has been murdered, revenge is not a
personal desire of the wronged party.
2. There is a danger once the issue of theodicy is introduced, both because
theodicy is a notoriously debated problem in Aeschylus (and it is a problem) and
also because any attempts to substantiate an explanation are, it seems of necessity,
long and complicated, and beyond the scope of a paper such as this. Nevertheless,
there seems to be reason for setting the Hecuba apart from other revenge tragedies
(such as the Oresteia) so it is at least worth identifying some of the key elements I
see pertaining to the issue in the Oresteia. Earlier this century, it was a common
accusation that the Aeschylean universe is 'overdetermined' but I believe this
notion has, rightly, been abandoned (or at least augmented.)
The Agamemnon represents a tragic action because the protagonist,
Agamemnon, has free will but any choice made cannot affect the result: he must
either kill his daughter, or else (and this option consists of no choice at all) desert
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and the army will kill her. There is a deliberate ambiguity here, one which
Clytemnestra at least cannot fathom. The Choephori represents a tragic action
because the protagonist, Orestes, has free will but any choice made cannot affect
the result: he must avenge his father (and as a result be pursued by the Erinyes
for matricide) or else leave his father unavenged (which is to shirk the legal
responsibilities as next-of-kin whose duty it was to ensure revenge is taken) to be
pursued by his Erinyes. Whatever Orestes chooses, the result is the same. It
seems suffering for ones own action (Cho 313 6paaavn rtaddv) is preferable for
suffering for one's inaction: Orestes' "act of vengeance, required by 6ncq, deman¬
ded by the gods, is itself a crime which requires in its turn to be punished ... for
all his purity of spirit, he becomes as guilty as his father" (Garvie Cho xxxiii-
xxxiv).
This is the pattern that Aeschylus establishes. Morally ambiguous revenge is
demanded by a portion of the supernatural array (an array which includes heavenly
gods, chthonic gods, and embodiments of abstract concepts), opposed by other
supernaturals, is expected but not permitted, and guilt that needs to be expiated
inevitably results. Aeschylus uses this background for his aetiology of the
Areopagus, where, to summarise Macleod (1982) 129, the bloodthirsty, sleeping,
ineffectual Erinyes are replaced by the just, awake, effective Areopagus. He later
says, "In the Eumenides, then, legal justice, a pacific and effective solution of
quarrels and wrongs, ends and supersedes the lex talionis" (135).
This is not the world of the Hecuba. In fact, it seems almost an inevitable
conclusion, considering just these details, that Euripides has deliberately set his
play at odds against those of Aeschylus.7 Rather than presenting an ambiguous
vendetta-situation where one crime leads to blood-guiltiness, which must be
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expiated by another crime which leads to blood-guiltiness, etc., the model of
revenge is much more straightforward in Euripides: a crime, murder of a kinsman
and guest, has occurred. The murderer is nowhere presented with any of the
redeeming features we get of, say, Jason or Pentheus. He is wrong, and must be
punished. Following the mechanism of fifth-century judicial process for murder,
the deceased's next-of-kin, Hecuba, is responsible for avenging him.
What is unexpected in the play, then, is not that Hecuba chooses to avenge
her son, but that she has the opportunity to do so. As an elderly prisoner-of-war,
it would not surprise an audience member if she failed in this duty. In the Trojan
Women, the figure of Hecuba is of one who constantly is suffering. Here, Hecuba
begins the play suffering, and endures much, but she is not broken. She can act
and react, with a passion that Agamemnon, Polymestor and (I would suspect) the
audience would not expect. Most important is that the rightness of her action is
presented unequivocally. Just like the lex talionis in the Ancient Near East,
Hecuba's revenge is an approved action sanctioned by the entire community in
which she functions. There is an agon after she has blinded Polymestor
(1109-1251), and its function is merely to provide a retroactive (human)
confirmation of what has already been established on a supernatural level.
Formally, it is Polymestor who is on trial for the murder of Polydorus, not Hecuba
and her women for the blinding, and murder of his sons. Basically, in no respect
is Hecuba's revenge considered criminal, morally incorrect, unjust, or
reprehensible. There is no suggestion that she is now blood-guilty.
Mossman (1990) 228-29 summarizes her understanding of the relationship
between the Hecuba and the Oresteia in terms of their respective presentations of
revenge in this way:
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In the Oresteia he [Aeschylus] presents his audience with a mythical
situation which illustrates the morally unsatisfactory, and worse im¬
practical primitive vendetta method of punishing violence and substi¬
tutes for it legal and public retribution. The flaws in the old system
are revealed most clearly by the "most difficult case" of Orestes ...
Hecuba has every excuse to take revenge, and her certainty is less
unjustified than many in the Oresteia; in a sense Euripides gives us
not a "most difficult case" but an "easiest case" and then makes us
think about its problematic aspects.
To this extent I believe Mossman is right. She however thinks that Euripides
refrains from any evaluation of Hecuba, and merely presents each case (fairly, one
assumes) as a dialectic left for the viewer to resolve. This however leaves the
notion of revenge ambiguous; the 'old system' remains flawed. I think that
Euripides' reappraisal of revenge in the Hecuba is different from the presentation
that is found in the other 'revenge plays', which share the modern associations
with that label.
3. In making the previous point, one detail - in fact, a single line of the play -
has been omitted from the discussion. The line in question is the famous one
which predicts Hecuba's metamorphosis (1265):
no. kocov yevqcrq nvpa' ^xouaa 6^py^axa.
Po. You will become a hound with burning eyes.
Most of the body of scholarship9 in interpreting this line make two assumptions
that should not go unchallenged; first, that the predicted metamorphosis implies a
moral evaluation of the revenge-action; second, that such an evaluation condemns
Hecuba. This can be called the 'debasement-theory'. The metamorphosis then is
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the final step in Hecuba's moral debasement, where she physically becomes an
animal, no better than her victim Polymestor. The debasement scholars certainly
form the majority, but they are not right.
To begin with the first assumption, there is no immediate reason for
believing that a metamorphosis would constitute an attempt at evaluation. The
closest parallel for such an event that occurs in tragedy occurs in the exodos of the
Bacchae, where it is predicted that Cadmus and his wife Harmonia will become
serpents. If this is punishment (and such cannot be ruled out due to the
fragmentary nature of the text) it at least can confidently be said that it is not
punishment for anything done by the characters in the play. Even conceding this
point, though, and permitting Hecuba's metamorphosis to be a means of evaluating
her action, it is perhaps even more surprising at the conclusion which has been
reached. Everything preceding the predicted metamorphosis favours Hecuba: her
sympathetic portrayal, every character involved recognising the justice (6hcr|) of
her action, the structure and result of the agon, the unredeemable picture of
Polymestor. Yet the debasement-scholars think all this is reversed in a single line.
I would suggest, following Gregory (1991), that the metamorphosis into a
hound is not meant to evoke the animals who eat raw flesh in the Iliad; several
references in Greek literature do exist where dogs are base animals, but there are
essentially as many positive ones (cf. Lilja 1976).10 Certainly, the Romans
understood the story of Hecuba in the terms of this debasement-theory, but that
has no bearing on how Euripides understood the metamorphosis. In fact it is
known that the Latin tradition of the myth was pervasive, which, when coupled to
the Christian understanding of revenge and related concepts, can clearly explain
much later European (mis-)interpretation of the Hecuba. There is much to indicate r.
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that the dog in question is not just a dog. It has burning eyes, which suggests a
supernatural association beyond the fact that it is in fact a metamorphosed human.
As Polymestor presents the sequence of events, the dog must ascend a mast of a
ship before jumping into the sea, which again is nonstandard canine behaviour.
There is, however, the Oresteia, in which the Erinyes are described in the
Choephori and Eumenides. Clytemnestra tells her son (Cho 924):
Kk. 6pa, cpOXa£ai pqxpog ^yxoxoug xuvag.
a. Take care, beware your mother's wrathful hounds
In the following play, the chorus of Erinyes imagines itself as hunting dogs (Eum
131-32, and cf. 246-47):
KX. ovap SicoKEig Grjpa, xXayyalvetg 6' 6,ncp
xucov p^pipvav otinox' £xX,?frtcov <p6vov. Eum 131-32
Cl. In a dream you pursue a beast, and you bay like a dog that never ceases to be anxious for slaughter.
It is even possible, cf. Harrison (1903) 223-32, Maxwell-Stuart (1973), that the
Erinyes were typically conceived as having leathery, batlike wings. As an
evocation of an Erinys, the metamorphosis fits the few details provided and
constitutes a climactic finish to the continual approval of Hecuba's revenge.
Agamemnon is identified as an Erinys (more explicitly) in Ag 55-62:
tinaxog 6' (fttov q xi£ 'AnoXXcov 55
q Ilav q Zcog olcovoOpoov
yoov o£u|36av xcovSe pexoixcov,
tiaxepdnoivov
ndp.7tci rtapa(3aoiv 'Epivtiv 11
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outco 6' 'Axpecog naT6ag 6 xpeioocov 60
tr.' 'AXe£dv6pcp rc^pnei ^viog
Zeug noXvavopog apcpi yuvaucog
And some god above, either Apollo, or Pan, or Zeus, hearing the shrill wailing cry of birds,
these cohabitants [in the sky], sends on the transgressor the late-avenging Erinyes: and in this
way does Zeus of the Quest send the sons of Atreus against Alexander, for the sake of a
woman with many husbands.
He is later to become the victim of the Erinyes (e.g. Ag 1119), however; in the
Hecuba the identification does not waver so.
Further, Hecuba is not alone in the play in being called a kucov.
Polymestor, in his messenger-speech/agon-defence addresses Hecuba's silent
attendants (who were the ones who physically performed the revenge action) as
1173 rag pwucpovoug taivag, "murderous bitches". He calls them this in rage, but
its significance is certain nevertheless. The women, as the instruments of the
revenge, are also associated with the spirits of revenge, the Erinyes.
4. Probably the strongest argument against an identification of Hecuba with the
Erinyes is the fact that they are never explicitly mentioned in the play. This
would probably be no problem at all to an intertextualist, but still I feel something
should be done to further establish the connection. In the literature that survives
before Aeschylus' Oresteia, the function of the Erinyes is basically certain:
whether as an embodiment of a curse of a wronged parent, or as the spirits that
punish perjurers and oath-breakers, or as those which correct violations in nature
for example, Achilles' talking horses in II 19.418:
T2g apa cpcovrjoavxog 'Epivueg eaxeOov auSijv.
When he [Xanthus] had spoken in this way, the Erinyes held his voice.
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- with all of these functions, "the Erinyes act to avenge or correct an infringement
of the normal and proper order of things (61x1])" (Sommerstein Eum page 7).
The concept of 6ikt| does figure in the Hecuba, specifically associated with
Hecuba's revenge-action, by Agamemnon (852-53), the Chorus (1023), Hecuba
(1052-53), Polymestor (1252-53), and (implicitly) by her silent attendants.12 So
although the Erinyes are not mentioned by name in the Hecuba, their presence and
function can be felt. What is mentioned are alastores, the avenging spirits:
alaT, KaTapxopai vopov
(3aKxetov, ££ dXacrcopog
&pxipa0f|s xcnabv Hec 685-87
Ai ail I commence a bacchic strain, having just [or "having recently",
to follow the Scholiast] learned of the evils from an avenging spirit.
££cpiao£v t' oikcov yapog, oo yapog aXX'
ddaoiopog Tig ol£\3g' Hec 948-49
and he [Paris] expelled me from my house by his marriage,
which is not a marriage, but a woe from some avenging spirit
These references clearly are similar to the functions of the Erinyes (and alastores,
e.g. Ag 1501, 1508) in the Oresteia. Burkert (1985) 181 defines an alastor as "a
personified power of revenge for spilled blood" which clearly supports Eden
(1988) 560, who suggests that elsewhere Euripides specifically identifies the
alastores as being identical with the Erinyes.13
If these references seem too sparse to be convincing, it must be remembered
that the supernatural has a particularly small role in the play anyway.14 There are
no specific deities at work behind (or above) the scenes in the Hecuba. The deity
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who is perhaps most involved in the play is not mentioned, but invoked implicitly
- Zeus Xenios: in the Polyxena-story, Odysseus refuses to acknowledge Hecuba's
former kindness to him (239-57) and fails to recognize £evia "hospitality";15 in
the Polymestor-story, Polymestor by killing his ward Polydorus clearly offends
against this aspect of Zeus. Zeus Xenios (it would seem, in the usual
interpretations of this play) does not respond; but the Erinyes are the avengers of
Zeus Xenios (Lloyd-Jones Ag 742). In this light, there is a uniting force for all
the supernatural elements in the play, if the alastores are identified with the
Erinyes of Aeschylus. Nor is a clearer identification necessary: if popular religion
made the association automatically, there would be no further need for Euripides
to justify it. That they did make such an association is suggested in a most
extreme form by Mikalson (1991) 14: "The Erinyes were hypothetical,
imaginary spirits, created in part from bits and pieces in the literary/mythological
tradition and in good part from Aeschylus' imagination." Such a sentiment need
be true only in part for the immediate point to be made.
"Echoes and Parallels"
Classicists typically cite parallels in commentaries because valid parallels,
even when they were not in the mind of the author when he wrote, do nevertheless
inform a reading of the present microtext (be it a word, phrase, line, or speech.)
Obviously, many verbal echoes will exist between any play about revenge and the
Oresteia, due simply to its size and subject matter. What I will list here, then,
will be only four examples, which have already been identified by other critics.16
The existence of these parallels lends further support to the contention that
Euripides had the Oresteia in mind (and perhaps open in front of him) as he
composed the Hecuba.
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5. First, though, will be one example of the straightforward verbal parallels that
abound between the texts:
Ek. orpfl viv auxnc' 5vxa ficopaxcov napog
tixpXdv TuepXep oxclj^ovxcz napacpopco tio61 Hec 1049-50
Hec. You will see him straightaway in front of the house, blind. In blindness do his reeling steps advance.





piKxog, auova |3poxoTg. Eum 328-33 = 341-46
Over our victim sing this song, raving, reeling, ruining the mind, a hymn from
the Erinyes, binding the mind, without the lyre, withering to mortals.
The words napdcpopog and rcapacpopd (the translation "reeling" obscures
the physical action of staggering, and the mental state of being deranged, both of
which are implied in the word) occur in verse only at these two places, and the
clinical yet evocative sound of the word (it has medical uses, too) is thought by
many (e.g. Collard) to echo between the passages. In the Hecuba, Hecuba uses
the word as she triumphantly re-enters the stage with Polymestor blinded and his
children murdered. Her revenge has been successful and just, and her victim is
reeling. In the Eumenides passage, the Erinyes, the spirits of rightful revenge,
describe in some detail the effect they have on their victim, which includes his
mind reeling. So of the usages in verse, the word is applied to victims of rightful
revenge, and, perhaps consciously on Euripides' part, Hecuba is identified in the
same terms as an avenging spirit. Working from this then it is clear that such
parallels do inform a reading of the Hecuba.
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6. Ilo. (evdoOev) cbpoi, xucpXo\3pai <p£yyog oppaxcov xaXag.
Xo. f)KouaaT' 6v6pdg ©pqicdg oipooyqv, tpiXai;
no. <!o(xoi pdX' auOig, x£x\a, duoxqvou acpayrjg.
Xo. cplXai, ninpaxxai xaiv' eaco dopcov xaxd. Hec 1035-38
Po. (within) Oh no, I am blinded of my eyes' light. Wretchl
Ch. Did you hear the "oh no"s of the Thracian, friends?
Po. Oh no again, children! Horrible bloodshed -
Ch. Friends, unimagined evils have been done in the house.
Ay. copoi nfoXTyypai xaiptav nXt]yr)v coco.
Xo. oTya' Tig nXr)yf]v duxcT xaipicog oiixaop^vog;
Ay. copoi paX' aoOig 6eoxepav nenXriypevog.
Xo. xoiSpyov elpydoBai 6okcT poi paoiXdcog olpc&ypaoiv Ag 1343-46
Ag. Oh no, I am struck deep with a fatal blow.
Ch. Silence: who calls out, wounded by a fatal blow?
Ag. Oh no again. I am struck a second time.
Ch. It seems to me from the king's "oh no"s that the deed is done.
Meridor has indicated that Hec 1035-38 and Ag 1343-46, the offstage cries
of Polymestor and as they are attacked, and the Chorus' response to
them, "may seem close enough to suggest indebtedness" (1975, 5). In each case
the victim shouts &poi, [descriptive verb]... then, &poi pdX' aoGig.... In each
case the Chorus responds with a question, then states that the deed has been done.
Each Chorus refers to the cry from inside (oipcoyr]v, otpcbypacuv). There is also
in the Hecuba an apparent reversal of events from the later description 1170-72,
where it is stated that the children are killed before Polymestor is blinded. The
reversal can be explained in several ways (see commentary), but whatever the
reason, it is clearly done to heighten similarity with the Aeschylean passage.
Finally, each passage comes immediately after a short act-dividing lyric that
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functions as a stasimon.
Testall (1954) and Arnott (1982) demonstrate rightly that it is likely that the
audience would not expect Polymestor to emerge from the tent: the convention as
it survives is for killing people offstage, and the expected interpretation of 1037
ocpayfjg is "slaughter", though cf. El 1228 "wound". The emergence of
Polymestor then also functions as a subversion of the earlier passage. In this
context, it is appropriate to cite Cyclops 663-65:
Ku. copoi, Kaxriv0paKcb^E0' ocpOakpou aeXag.
Xo. xaXdg y' 6 rcatav peknc pot x6v6' ao, KokXcovJ).
Ko. tbpoi \iaX', (bg 6Ppiape0', cog 6XcbXa|iev.
Cy. Oh no, the light of my eyes is incinerated.
Ch. What an excellent song I Sing this to me, Cyclops I
Cy. Oh no again. How I am maltreated I How I am destroyed I
which clearly shares features with each of these passages, but not nearly to the
same extent.17 Here, too, in one of the Cyclops' many echoes of the Hecuba, the
victim emerges after the event.
7. There seems to be a visual allusion as Polymestor emerges from the tent,
which he does on all fours, according to the Scholiast, and clearly suggested by
Hec 1056-59 (sic):
no. &pot £ycb, Ttqi (3d>, ng oxd>, ny xiXaco,
x£xpdjio6og pdoiv 0rjp6g 6pecrcdpou
xiO^pevog £ni xHpa xai tyvog; ...
Po. Oh no, where should I go? Where stand? Where find a haven, placing my steps
like a four-footed mountain beast, on hand and foot?
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18This is a unique event in extant tragedy, with the exception of the Pythia, Eum
34ff. and esp. 36:
Tpfyw xcpolv, ou rco&okdqt okcXcov.
I run with my hands, not with swift legs.
Hadley doubts that Polymestor enters on all fours in the first place. However, it
does however provide a clear visual link with the Oresteia. Such visual links
must of necessity often be quite speculative, simply because of the manner in
which the information has survived. This one, however, seems fairly definite.
8. There are three parallels that Mossman draws which specifically suggest that
Euripides is consciously using the Oresteia. Of the parodos (98-153) she
writes "The parodos of the Agamemnon seems to have been its prototype" (1990,
88). Where Euripides has Talthybius stress the humanity of the sacrificial victim
Polyxena, the Agamemnon constantly stresses that Iphigeneia is an animal (1990,
173), which servers as a deliberate counter-emphasis. Thirdly, of the strictly
verbal-parallel type, 560 (bg (iydXpaxog is, she suggests (1990, 282 n.15), derived
from Ag 242 (and cf. 416, 1329).
9. Segal (1990a) 129 n.61 writes: "Agamemnon's 'May it somehow be well'
in 902 may also be an echo of the choral refrain, 'Lament, lament, but may the
good win out' in the Agamemnon (121, 137, 159)."
10. Though the only word actually repeated in Hec 946-51 and Ag 1455-61 is
oi£i3g ("woe", Hec 949, Ag 1461) the similarity of the sentiment expressed about
Helen and the misery that she caused prompted Fraenkel to say, "The end of the
ephymnium (not only the last word) seems to have been in Euripides' mind when
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he made the Chorus of Trojan captives sing of Helen's marriage" (ad loc). Garnet
(1990) 214-15 labels this imitation and collusion.
11. y^vog y&p oIjte rcdvxog oi3xe yfj xp^cpei
xoi6v6'* 6 6' aid £uvxcxcbv inlaxaxat. Hec 1181-82
For such a race [as women] is bred in neither land nor sea: who ever has come across them understands this.
jioXXa pev ya xpapei
6ava 6ap&xcov 'ayr\,
novxiat x' tiyxakai xvcodaXcov
avxalcov |3poxoiat rckp-
Gouor ... Cho 585-89
Many are the dire, dreadful terrors bred on earth, and the arms of the sea teem with monsters hostile to mortals.
Similarly, Garnet (1990) 214-15 considers the similarities between these passages
deliberate and noticeable, suggesting Euripides uses allusion and collusion (cf. also
Segal (1990a) 119). In Aeschylus, the expression is sung by the chorus of slave
women. In Euripides, the polar expression (the use of which suggesting both land
and sea and everything else) is said of women.
"Conscious Subversions"
By now it should be clear that a deliberate, intertextual relationship does
exist between the Hecuba and the Oresteia. At certain points Euripides all but
shows his hand. The function of these is essentially to underscore the game he
has played, and to form a deliberate bridge to the beginning of the Agamemnon.
Since he can not present his play as a historical ancestor to the Oresteia, he sets it
immediately prior in dramatic time. Here some might see Euripides as being too
clever; perhaps that is what makes it characteristically Euripidean.
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12. The absence of a wind for sailing (901 nXotiv) is an important symbol in
Euripides' play,19 which serves to set Hecuba's revenge in bleak contrast with the
inappropriateness and futility of the sacrifice of Polyxena. The arguments for her
sacrifice, provided by Odysseus and reported by the Chorus, are specious and
other-worldly, and Hecuba rightly suggests oxen as being a more appropriate
propitiation for the dead (260-61), and Polyxena's acquiescence merely furthers the
Greek cause.
It becomes apparent that the sacrifice of Polyxena should not have occurred.
Polyxena was sacrificed to get the winds blowing, but this failed. Once Hecuba's
revenge has been completed, and she receives confirmation of its justice, then
finally the winds begin to blow (1289-90), indicating the whole natural order is on
her side. What is wrong in the Polyxena-story is made right in the Polymestor-
story. Windlessness permits an exploration of the power of justified revenge,
which contrasts with the uselessness of wrong-minded appeasement sacrifice.
13. Beginning at Hec 1259, 36 lines before the end of the play, Polymestor
begins to relate some oracles concerning Hecuba, Agamemnon, and Cassandra.
This is a sudden transition immediately following the agon which retroactively
confirmed the justice of Hecuba's revenge. The significance of the prophecy of
Hecuba's metamorphosis has already been detailed. The veracity of the prophecy
(which needs to be proved both within the drama - to Hecuba - and
extra-dramatically - to the audience) is provided by several devices. One of these
devices is to tell Agamemnon the plot of the Agamemnon, before (in dramatic
time) the Agamemnon takes place. The amount of detail provided is surely
significant. Polymestor tells who, what, where, when, and how:
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xai aqv y' &vayxr| naT6a Kaaoavdpav 0avelv.
drcthmxj'' amcp xaCxa ooi 6£6<op' 2xeiv-
xrevet viv f| to(56' aXoxog, olxoupdg juxpa.
pqnco pavett] Tuvdaplg xoaovde ncug.
xatixov ye xotixov, n^kexcv ££&pao' avco.
ouxog ati, patvq xal xaxcov £pqg tvxciv;
xieiv', cog iv "Apyei cpovia Xootpd a' appevei. Hec 1275-81
Po. And your child Cassandra must die.
Hec. Spit - i give this back for you to have for yourself.
Po. This man's bed-mate will kill her, a bitter housekeeper.
Hec. Long may it be before Tyndaris' child is that mad.
Po. And she'll kill this one himself, raising high an axe.
Ag. You there, are you mad? Are you asking for trouble? (makes threatening gesture)
Po. Kill away! For a bloodstained bath awaits you in Argos.
Even granting that attempts to avoid prophecies inevitably lead to their fulfilment,
there is nevertheless something quite funny about Agamemnon being given this
information just before his return home. The audience nevertheless will associate
it with what it knows from Aeschylus, and be led to think that if this is true
(which, objectively, it is) so must the metamorphosis also be true. While it is nice
to think of this subverting the occurrence of the whole Oresteia, Euripides'
retroactive cancellation of the trilogy he is countering, the audience is nevertheless
shown that Agamemnon has neither heard nor understood the prophecy, as his
simplistic couplet that end the trimeters of the play shows:
e$ 6' tg rtcrcpav fikeuoaipev, eS 61 xav 6opoig
exovx' i6oi|iev tcov6' acpeip^voi xtdvcov. Hec 1291-92









If nothing else, Euripides has kept Agamemnon's character consistent.
14. Associated with this point is the selection on Euripides part of the murder
weapon being an axe (1279 n&exuv.) Debate continues to rage on what weapon
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Aeschylus envisages Clytemnestra as wielding, but neither conclusion affects
interpretation here. The Stf.sichorean Oresteia has Clytemnestra dream:
tg. 61 Spdxcov e6oxr)a€ poXeTv xapa PePpoTtopdvog axpov,
tx 6' apa too paoiXcog nXeiaGcvidag frpdvip PMG 219
A serpent seemed to come to her, its head completely stained with gore,
and from it appeared a king of Pleisthenes' race.
The standard interpretation of this is that the snake represents Agamemnon, and
that a head wound would be caused by an axe. It is this version that Aeschylus
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either followed or abandoned. If Euripides is here following Aeschylus it is a
further confirmation of the details of the Agamemnon. And if - as is much more
likely - Euripides is ignoring Aeschylus' weapon-choice, and is returning to the
Sferichorean model, it can be seen as another undercutting of Aeschylus. The fact
that this point can be argued both ways does not devalue it. Aeschylus, in making
the original change, made a clear (at the time) and decisive step. Any decision on
Euripides' part must have interpretative value.
15. Another method Euripides uses to confirm the validity of the oracle is by
reference to an oracle of Dionysus (1267), which seems to have been based in
fact, cf. Herodotus 7.111.2, Rhesus 970-73, and Diggle (1987). This information
indicates the oracle was known to the Athenian dramatic audiences, and its ability
rivalled Delphi. Euripides did not need to cite a particular verifiable authority. In
the related situations where he has contemptible characters introducing prophetic
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information at the end of a play, one (Eurystheus Held 1028) cites xptppep
naXaicp Ao^tou "an ancient oracle of Loxias", and the other (Polyphemus Cyc
696) merely rtakatcx; "the ancient oracle." The added details provided in
Hec 1261
6 0pfl£i pdvTtg eTnc Aiovoaog tciSe
The Thracian prophet Dionysus spoke this.
suggest Euripides here has ulterior motives. Dionysus and Apollo are the
preeminent mantic gods. To my knowledge, they are the only divinities actually
called pdvxig - Dionysus here, and Apollo at Ag 1202, 1275, Cho 559, Eum 169.
If as the Herodotus passage would suggest these chief oracular shrines were in
competition, then it would certainly be furthering Euripides' aims to side against
the Aeschylean prophetic god Apollo.
c. Epilegomena
What has been collated here are only some of the parallels between the
texts, but nevertheless a sufficient number that it should be clear that Euripides is
not unconscious of the similarities he establishes with Aeschylus. He sets forth a
view in the Hecuba of revenge as morally correct behaviour in certain
circumstances. This is a different view from what he establishes in other so-called
"revenge-plays" (e.g. Medea, Hippolytus, and Electra) where revenge is morally
ambiguous. This is not problematical. The traditional undergraduate exercise
comparing the different tragedian s1 presentations of the Electra-legend shows,
amongst other things, the prevalence of the Oresteia in fifth-century literature and
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thought. But these do not share the types of similarities that have been examined
here.
In the Hecuba, as in the Orestes, Euripides plays a different game. The
Oresteia becomes more than a model to be like or unlike. It rather is an exemplar
that must be challenged. The necessity comes from what can be seen as an
unsatisfactory resolution in the Oresteia: the decision of the newly-formed
Areopagus is not obviously linked with the system that had preceded it, apart from
the participation of the (also altered) Erinyes/Semnai/Eumenides. Euripides
presents his revenge, that of the lex talionis, which limits the amount of retribution
that can be exacted and is a community expression rather than an individual's
vindictive reprisal. He does this while assaulting its rival, the Aeschylean system
of vendetta.
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V The date of the Hecuba, and the Cyclops.
Thus the whirligig of lime brings in his revenges.
Shakespeare Twelfth Night V.i.388
The awareness that conscious reference to other plays does exist in Euripides
generally and in the Hecuba in particular demands that the question of the
relationship between the Hecuba and the Cyclops be examined. Some relationship
does clearly exist; its precise nature, however, is not certain. Sutton (1980,
114-120) believes the plays to be contemporary, part of the same tetralogy, dating
to 424 B.C. This opinion has also been expressed by Arrowsmith (1958) 6-7 and
Lattimore (1959). Ussher (1978, 193-204) tentatively suggests 412 for the
Cyclops, and marshals much of the relevant information, from which he draws
some weird inferences, discussed below. Seaford (1982 and 1984, 48-51) rebuts
Sutton, point for point, concluding with a date post-411, probably 408. Garner
(1990, 154-7) follows this, affirming 408. Biehl (1983), who does not list Seaford
(1982) in his bibliography and therefore might be unaware of its contents, briefly
suggests a date "neque ante Hecubam (424) neque post infortunatam Atheniensium
in Siciliam expeditionem (415-413)" (Biehl (1983) 2).
Much of the confusion comes from a lack of absolute reference points. One
set of criteria that is generally acknowledged to be valid is the frequency of
resolution in iambic trimeter. This technique has many successes under its belt,
especially in the case of Euripides: all the plays with known dates show a
proportionally increasing number of resolutions. It has had a worthwhile value
concerning the Hecuba itself. For example, the external factors which were
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traditionally used to date the Hecuba have been shown by Ley (1987) to be
invalid. The terminus ante quem of Aristophanic parody in the Clouds 1165-70 of
lines 172-5 (a problematic passage at any rate) may be a reference that was only
introduced to the play in its later rewrite several years after the original production
s
of 423 B.C. (at least post-420 B.C.) The terminus post quem of the re-intitution of
the festival of Delos in 426 B.C. described in Thucydides 3.104 (the choruses of
which are alluded to in lines 455-65) is similarly invalid, since Thucydides
specifically states that the choruses were never abandoned. Nevertheless, metrical
criteria support a date between 425 and 422,1 the same years having been
suggested2 for several other Euripidean plays, both fragmentary and extant,
presented here with decreasing likelihood:
Andromache 425 Stevens 15-19
Supplices 424-20, prob.423 Collard 8-14
Erechtheus 423-422 not with Supplices Collard Sup 12-13
Electra 422-416 Zuntz (1955) 64-71
Phaethon "within a few years of 420"3 Diggle 47-49, 177-78
Cresphontes pre-424 Austin Cres 41
Theseus pre-422 Aristoph Wasps 433
Peleus pre-423(?)4 Aristoph Clouds 1154
Cyclops 424, with Hecuba Sutton (1980) 114-120
None of the information is conclusive, however, and all that remains are many
maybes. It is a reasonable operating assumption that Hecuba was produced 424,
the year after Andromache, before Supplices, with Erechtheus in 422. Thematic
links can be found with the Hecuba which might suggest a common tetralogy, but
none are sufficiently strong to warrant building any further speculation: Peleus
presents an old man making the best out of a situation full of sufferings, for
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example. While it might be desirable for a critic to place Electra early to cluster
together the plays with women taking some sort of revenge {Medea 431,
Hippolytus 428, Hecuba 424, Electra (?) 422) the effect is not significantly
staggering and reveals little.
The case for dating the Cyclops in the same year as the Hecuba runs along
the following lines. The formal similarities between the two plays are significant:
both feature an exodos where a barbarian without any sympathy is blinded; the
barbarian in each case vainly gropes around the stage, and then utters prophecies
of doom for the cause of the blinding; both plays have a speech exalting vopog;
both plays take place in a remote setting, etc. There are also significant verbal
parallels.5 As a single example of the genre of satyr play, and one which is (as
the fragmentary examples of other satyr plays attests) particularly para-tragic6
conclusions from trimeter resolution must be considered invalid.
The most detailed application of metrical criteria is Seaford (1982) 161-68,
arguing for a date of c. 412-08 B.C. Yet as he himself later describes, the use of
(for example) trimeter resolution in this play is not a subconscious feature of the
poet's skill (i.e. something that would develop subconsciously over time, which it
must be for metrical tests to have any validity} but rather the play shows Euripides
to be very aware of the difference in diction between Odysseus ("It is worth noting
that no certain cases of deviation from tragic practice occur in Odysseus' trimeters.
Nor do any occur in the agon (285-346)." Seaford (1984) 46) and the other
characters, whose speech "though clearly distinct in its licence from tragedy, is
much closer to it than Old Comedy" (48). This at least places reasonable doubt on
the late date.
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Further, the desire of the playwright to parody his own work is
understandable. If the Cyclops predated the Hecuba (e.g. Kaibel (1895) 84-85,
Tanner (1915) 181ff) then it can only be assumed that the performance of the
Hecuba would evoke laughter, as the audience recognizes the earlier (comic)
situation.7 The effect is, however, reversed if the Cyclops is performed after the
Hecuba, be it on the same day (i.e. in the same tetralogy) or years later: Hecuba
successfully evokes the standard tragic emotions, and the Cyclops capitalises on its
dramatic precedent and by reproducing a similar situation, where movements
become more exaggerated and actor's actions are made more
extreme. The audience is then laughing at that by which it had earlier been
moved. This yields a conceivable and perhaps even desirable motivation for the
playwright. This is at least part of the tenor of the Arrowsmith and Sutton line,
and it is dispensed with too casually by Seaford.
It is true, though, that Euripides could equally have made the allusions to the
Hecuba over a greater time frame. When faced with writing a satyr play with an
outcome similar to one he had dealt with years before in the Hecuba, he made the
echo deliberate and clear. I believe this to be a more plausible scenario than
Seaford's suggestion that an author "will draw, consciously or unconsciously, ... on
a pattern of utterance and stock metrical phrases" (1984, 48-49). Milman Parry
has suggested (1930, 140-41) that Cyc 222 la xlv' ox^ov xov6' 6pc2>...
(Polyphemus' initial comment on seeing the Greeks) is a recognition of
Aristophanes' parody in Thes 1105 la xiv' S^Oov x6v6' opto... (411 B.C.) of
Perseus' first words in Andromeda (fr. 125) la xtv' o^Oov xov6' opto... (412 B.C.)
Seaford concurs, "Here then, is a deliberate echo" (1984, 49), establishing the date
to be post-411 B.C.
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There are two reasons typically presented for believing the Cyclops to be
post-409 B.C., both deriving from allusions to the Philoctetes of Sophocles. The
first concerns literary allusion: "We have seen that Philoctetes also borrows from
Odyssey 9, both in its general setting and with specific verbal echoes; and we
have seen that Euripides, in the Orestes, uses the Philoctetes" (Garnet (1990) 155).
This being so, Euripides when writing a play specifically about the events of
Odyssey 9,8 alluded to his rival's (less direct) use of the same source. More
specifically, the second point concerns the similarity of the settings between the
two plays, and in particular the cave with two mouths. In the antepenultimate line
of the Cyclops, Polymestor mentions that he will go to the mountaintop 707 6i'
frpcptxpfycog xfjofie. Dale (1956, 106) notes the obliqueness of the phrase (sc.
n^xpag?) and concludes that it is most likely an allusion to the only other known
use of the adjective, meaning "pierced through", Phil 19 6t' dptptxpfjxog aoXtou.
Even alone, this point would be convincing (was it known to Arrowsmith?).
Sophocles' other distinctive word for the cave, which would perhaps be clearer in
this situation, Stoxopog "with two mouths", is not used by Euripides. Coughanowr
(1984) provides a reason for this, suggesting that Euripides understands the word's
etymology as 6io - xopog "twice-cutting, double edged", rather than 6t - oxopog
"with two mouths". As such, regardless of Sophocles' usage at Phil 16, it is
unlikely that Euripides would have used it in the present circumstance.
There is another possible allusion to the Philoctetes, that would only really
become apparent in performance.9 The importance of the bow as a property and a
symbol in the Philoctetes has been much discussed. Euripides might be playing
on the importance of the "magic" bow10 in the stage action of Sophocles' play, by
repeated visual echoes involving the magic wineskin which renews itself
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(following Kassel (1973) 102-03, and see Seaford on Cyc 147.) Ab initio,
Odysseus and Neoptolemus desire the bow of Philoctetes. The object is then
passed around as follows:
776 bow is given from Philoctetes to Neoptolemus;
974 both Philoctetes and Odysseus want to be given the bow;
1080 the bow is taken off with Odysseus and Neoptolemus;
1221 Neoptolemus re-enters to return the bow to Philoctetes;
1292 the bow is given back to Philoctetes, interrupted by Odysseus.
The focus of the entire play is on who has the bow at any given time. Odysseus'
interaction with Philoctetes changes considerably once he has control of the bow.
The same obsession with a physical object is found in the Cyclops concerning the
wineskin. Particular stage directions are uncertain, of course, but the following
exchanges seem likely or certain:
151 wineskin given to Silenus by Odysseus;
175-202 wineskin passed around by the chorus (?);
383-437 in cave wineskin given to Polyphemus, then Silenus;11
543-566 Polyphemus tries to take it off Silenus;
567 wineskin given back by Silenus to Odysseus.
The amount of stage business involved is of course indeterminable. However, that
it would be possible to evoke the handing over of the bow in the Philoctetes is
certain, and such an allusion would add to the slapstick effect of the play as a
whole. In each case, the significant object is finally returned by the person to
whom it had been originally been given.
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Even without this third point, it is clearly more likely that the Cyclops was
written1 if.408 B.C. than pre-409 B.C. Of the early dates, following Sutton and
Arrowsmith with c.424 B.C. is certainly desirable. However, the similarities with
setting, literary source, word usage, and staging technique to Sophocles'
Philoctetes, as well as the allusion to the Andromeda and its Aristophanic parody,
strongly suggest that Euripides wrote the Cyclops Uo$ B.C. He was not at this
time only concerned with recent dramatic works, however. Faced with the
similarity of theme and outcome, the playwright also drew heavily on a play he
had written 16 years before, the Hecuba.
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VI - Status and the Structure of the Hecuba
Therfor let vs shape a remedy for to reuenge their dethes
Malory Arthur 20.10.814
a. Structure
Oliver Taplin's 1977 study The Stagecraft of Aeschylus aimed to provide
classicists with 'a grammar of dramatic technique' (Fraenkel's phrase, commenting
on Agamemnon 613f.) that had long been required. Other studies along these lines
followed, and some had preceded, but Taplin remains the clearest and fullest
expositor of the new approach. Post-Taplin criticism focuses, rightly, on the
staging of the plays, and defines the dramaturgy in terms of action. Emphasis has
fallen on entrances and exits as being key to an understanding of dramatic
structure. Traditional criticism on the other hand has centred around Aristotle's
Poetics, especially chapter 12 (1452b 14-27) which considers structural units.
Aristotle's definitions of 'episode' (&t£io66iov) and 'stasimon' (oT&oi|iov) have
long been recognized as unsatisfactory: because the definitions are mutually
dependent and circular, they become meaningless.1
Since there exists an a priori desire that any use of a technical term be done
consistently and meaningfully, it becomes necessary to abandon Aristotle's
definitions. For the purposes of this commentary, then, an 'episode' is "a part of
the play inaugurated by the entry of a new character" (after Taplin (1977) 56, but
note the qualifier, below) and a 'stasimon' is "a lyric song sung by the chorus
dividing episodes" (making no distinction with a hyporcheme (cf. Dale (1950) esp.
20), thereby including non-responsive act-dividing songs which are not followed
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by the entry of a new character. The 'exodos' follows the last stasimon. The
'parodos' is "the chorus' first utterance taken as a whole." What precedes this is
the 'prologue'. These definitions have been given to leave Aristotle's account
comprehensible and consistent. Some exceptions to all these definitions will exist:
drama is a resilient and adaptable medium not bound by formal theories, and the
exceptions are well-known. Nevertheless, these definitions do provide a
meaningful vocabulary for talking about the play's structure, and representing the
units into which it naturally falls. Episodes are normally in iambic trimeters, but
often have extended lyric passages, such as lyric dialogues (e.g. Hecuba and
Polyxena in Hecuba 154-215), 'kommoi' (lyric lamentation sung alternately
between a character and chorus, e.g. Hecuba 684-722), and monodies (e.g.
Polymestor in Hecuba 1056-1106), immediately before or after any of which an
entry may take place which does not signify the beginning of a new episode.
Of course, not all these elements will be in every play. The Hecuba is set
out clearly in this respect, and uses the conventions to balance the structure, and,
as shall be later demonstrated, the meaning of the play. The following page
contains a chart illustrating the formal structure of the Hecuba. At first glance it
may appear complex, but it does demonstrate how unified the play is, as well as
how tightly bound the characters and events in fact are to the structure. The
earlier essays in this introduction have presented some models for examining the
play's structure based upon simpler criteria, such as the tripartite divisions in terms
of storyline novelty.4 While no model is completely wrong, any model necessarily
reflects particular details over others; any single attempt at such a definition is
necessarily incomplete. The same is true of the present schema, though this more
detailed analysis does more closely represent the reality of the situation.
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The Structure of the Hecuba



















































iambics 1107-1295 stage empty
'Entry' : which character enters, signifying a new segment of action.
'Episode' : division between lyric and iambic passages within an episode.
'Stasimon' : what characters, if any, are onstage during a stasimon.
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Particularly important to the pattern is the acceptance of lines 953-1022 as
an episode in its own right, and not as part of the exodos. The scene represents a
significant advance of the action (Hecuba demonstrating that Polymestor is a lying
murderous thief while convincing him she poses no threat to his safety) and
considering it as an independent unit explains all the entries of principal characters
(as permitted by the above definitions) and provides a balance with earlier
scenes in terms of stage-picture during stasima. This sort of analysis of a play
is standard, and has been a common phenomenon of any discussion of Greek
tragedy since Aristotle's Poetics. But in addition to providing a convenient
shorthand for the discussion of the play, it also points to some other factors
concerning the play's production5 that are less well discussed. Generally, the play
does not present any serious difficulties in this respect, and in general the issues
are discussed in the commentary as they arise. Entrances and exits are
straightforward enough that only one door is required (into the tent of
Agamemnon), with one parodos leading to the Greek army and Achilles' tomb,
and the other leading to the the sea (and the rest of Thrace), which provides a
visual division, placing Hecuba and her women halfway between Greek culture
and wild nature. Hecuba often has shared a table with Polymestor (793) but
claims kinship with Agamemnon (834).
It is conventionally assumed that fifth-century dramatic productions used a
maximum of three actors in the division of speaking parts. This Rule of Three
Actors is not absolute, and its very existence was questioned in 1908 by K. Rees'
The So-Called Rule of Three Actors in the Classical Greek Drama, who,
sought to expose the rule as fallacious and to show that the tragic
poets did not concern themselves with the exigencies of part-distri-
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bution either in the course of their composition or subsequently, since
(so he held) they had as many actors at their disposal as they desired.
Ceadel (1941) 141
Generally though, it is felt to have had some bearing on the composition of both
tragedies and comedies. If this is true, it can lead to some surprising insights in
dramatic characterisation that occur at a meta-dramatic level; that the Greeks were
conscious of theatre functioning at the meta-dramatic level is clear from regular
9
Aristophanic allusions (e.g. Ecclesizusae), and, I would argue, the role of the
Oresteia in the Hecuba and Orestes of Euripides. With characterisation, for
example, it is surely significant in Sophocles' Trachiniae that the same actor is
required to play Deianeira and Heracles.6 Sophocles has written a play where the
characters simply can not meet, and this informs an interpretation of the
relationship. In the Ajax, the lead actor must play both Teucer and the eponymous
hero. Even in the meta-dramatic level, Teucer's identity is dependent upon the
death of his brother. In the same author's Electra, the same actor (the second
actor) plays all the members of Electra's family that appear on stage: Orestes,
Clytemnestra, and Chrysothemis. The unity given to the family by the one actor's
voice could be quite evocative. In the same play the roles taken by the other
actor, the paedagogue and Aegisthus, represent extremes of status, the former
excessively low and the latter exceptionally high. The implications of this are
discussed further below. In Euripides' Troades the second actor (in all likelihood)
takes the roles of the women with whom Hecuba interacts, and the female goddess
Athena, while the third actor takes the male characters and Poseidon.
The effects in comedy are even more extreme. Aristophanes requires his
third actor in the Acharnians to:
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a. Enter as Amphitheus at line 45, who runs off at 55.
b. Enter as the Ambassador at line 65, who exits at 110.
c. Return as Amphitheus at 129, shout "Here I am", and leave.
d. Enter as Theorus at 134, who cannot leave until 167.
e. Return as Amphitheus at 176, who says he has just been running.
etc.
All this business could of course be avoided if more than three speaking actors are
used, but the comic potential of one character having as few as five lines to
change out of one sumptuous costume and mask into another is too great to miss.
Rapid costume changes and rapid movement from one parodos to a central door
(for example) appear to be de rigueur for tragic performance, and attentive
audience members would be aware of these effects the same way modern
audiences are cognizant of lighting effects being used to create mood. Of course,
this does not constitute a formal proof that only three actors were used. It does
however suggest that playwrights were conscious of the expectation in an audience
that all the roles would be divided between three performers, and could create
effects based upon that assumption.
If the division of roles between the three actors can be shown to have
interpretative value, does this have bearing on the Hecuba? Allocation of the first
o
actor is obvious: he would take Hecuba. Different opinions have been offered as
to the division of the more minor roles: Pickard-Cambridge suggests the "most
probable" (1953, 144) role allocation to the second actor would be Polyxena,
Talthybius and Agamemnon, the third actor taking Polydorus, Odysseus, servant,
and Polymestor. This has been followed by Bremer (1971) and is a factor in his
argument on interpolated passages in lines 59-215. The argument centres around
the actor Theodorus (fl. c.370 B.C., the lateness itself arguing against any
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worthwhile interpretation of role-division) who had an "idee fixe of coming on
stage first" (Bremer (1971) 245) according to Aristotle Politics 1336b28. Also
mooted is that "we know that he never took male roles" (ibid.) What is far from
clear is whether he actually ever played the Hecuba. Though Pickard-Cambridge
asserts that he distinguished himself in the role (1953, 101; cited with approval by
Bremer (1971) 245 n.l) the evidence is paltry. Two passages in Plutarch
purporting to describe the same event which are adduced as proof clearly are not:
it is a dreadful thing that Alexander, tyrant of Pherae, el xoaouxoug
drtoacpaTT0<x)V tioXlxag ocpOqaexat xotg 'Ex&Pqg icai noXu^vrjs naOeoiv
frufiaicpikov (Moralia 334A "if, when he is slaughtering so many citizens, should
be seen to weep over the sufferings of Hecuba and Polyxena"); he also weeps
xpaycpdov 66 note Beebpevog EvpuuSov Tpcpafiag urcoKpivopevov ... frii xotg
'EtcdpTig Kal 'Av6popdxr)g xatcoTg (Vita Pelop. 29.5 "once when he saw a
tragedian enact the Troades of Euripides ... over the misfortunes of Hecuba and
Andromache.") In Aelian Varia Historia 14.40 the same story is told of
Theodorus playing Merope, which would suggest that he was acting in Euripides'
Cresphontes. Clearly there is some confusion, and no certainty that Theodorus
ever performed the Hecuba.
Collard (1991, 37) raises another valid objection to Pickard-Cambridge's
allocation, and that is the probability that the same (second) actor took the parts of
Polyxena and Polymestor, since each role requires singing lyric. To this he adds
the roles of Talthybius and the servant, noting that "other distributions of the lesser
roles can be devised." I suggest that the third actor took the roles of the Greeks:
Odysseus (216-437), Talthybius (484-628), and Agamemnon (726-904, 1109-1292)
all speaking, in the meta-dramatic level, with a common voice. This means that
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the second actor would take Polyxena (177-437), the servant (658-904) and
Polymestor (953-1286.) This means that the second actor 'sits out' the second
episode, which is probably why he is traditionally allocated Talthybius, which I
believe to be less desirable. However, the servant does need to be onstage
throughout the second episode (since the character is sent off probably at 618, and
there is no obvious point of entry other than the beginning of the episode, 484, to
comfort Hecuba after Polyxena has been taken away, as Talthybius approaches9
and there is no reason to suggest that the second actor does not stand in as the
silent character. The mask and costume worn would be more detailed and of
higher quality than those of the mutae personae and the audience would have
legitimate expectations that the character would speak. This could be another
aspect of Euripides' game with Aeschylus: Aristophanes in Frogs 911-13 has
Euripides deride Aeschylus his use of silent characters which "probably was a
highly effective and quite legitimate dramatic device (as, for example, in
Pirandello's As You Desire Me)" (Stanford (1958) ad loc.) Whether the character
in the second episode is played by an extra or the second actor, the effect is the
same: there is the appearance that the character might speak, and this is the
illusion being sought.
The only other role that is not allocated is that of Polydorus, which can be
taken by either the second or third actor. While I prefer it to go to the second
actor (so that the third takes only the roles of the Greeks) Demosthenes De
Corona 267 suggests that Aeschines played Polydorus when third actor, though it
has already been suggested (note 5) that in this context the word reflects acting
ability, and fourth-century role allocations cannot be taken as definitive.
Why so much discussion has been allocated to role-division is that it has
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further implications for understanding the characters and the plot. These
implications come from the notion of status. Status is a complex term that has
been adapted from Keith Johnstone's work on (contemporary) improvisational
theatre.10 It is however a tool useful for analysing scripted drama, and especially
Greek tragedy which is so removed from naturalistic theatre that the modern
audience has significantly different expectations from a performance of the work.
Status analysis, though being completely concerned with performance, is not
affected by performance styles, in which lies at least part of its value. Nor is it
something the author need be consciously aware of. It represents a realism that
will be found in any good playwright, and will inform an interpretation of how a
particular scene should be performed.
b. The Theory of Status
Status expresses a relationship between any two characters, one of which
will always be "higher" than the other, who is then designated as "lower status."
The difference need not be great: good friends, for instance, will often have
almost equal status. Nevertheless, the status is always present and always
changing - "status transactions continue all the time" (Johnstone (1981) 33) and
"every movement, every inflection of the voice implies a status" (1981, 37).
Status competitions can occur, where two characters compete for high status.11
Oedipus Tyrannus 300-462 provides a clear example, with such a competition
between Oedipus and Teiresias. Both are of (relatively) high status at the start.
Oedipus is the great king, Teiresias the seer who knows all things (300 co navxa
vcopxbv.) Almost every speech spoken in this scene affects the characters' status,
with the speaker either raising himself, or lowering the other. Status works on
"the 'see-saw' principle: 'I go up and you go down'" (1981, 37). The goal of
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each speaker is to win the competition, by having the highest status. Oedipus,
however, because he represents the suppliants (who are manifestly low status),
needs to ask for information frcm Teiresias (e.g. 326-7.) This lowers Oedipus,
and Teiresias is raised because he possesses something (prophetic knowledge) that
is not shared by the group as a whole. Getting the last word in an exchange is
also a high-status action. This leads to an overall victory for Teiresias, and this
shows that Oedipus' power is not absolute. This has significant implications for
the coming exchange with Creon.
12 •
Oedipus is obligated always to play high status. Johnstone generalises
about tragedy from the Oedipus example. While his conclusions about high status
are not true for all tragedy, they are for Oedipus Tyrannus:
Tragedy also works on the see-saw principle: its subject is the ousting
of the high-status animal from the pack ... If he [Oedipus] crumbled
into low-status posture and voice the audience wouldn't get the
necessary catharsis. The effect wouldn't be tragic, but pathetic. Even
criminals about to be executed were supposed to make a 'good end',
i.e. to play high status. ... When a high-status person is wiped out,
everyone feels pleasure as they experience the feeling of moving up a
step. This is why tragedy has always been concerned with kings and
princes, and why we have a special high-status style for playing trag¬
edy. I've seen a misguided Faustus writhing on the floor at the end of
the play, which is bad for the verse, and pretty ineffective. Terrible
things can happen to the high-status animal, he can poke his eyes out
with his wife's brooch, but he must never look as if he could accept a
position lower in the pecking order. He has to be ejected from it.
Johnstone (1981) 40
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Even once ejected, it is important that the high-status character walk out
confidently, and not accept a lower station. Euripides clearly subverts this notion
in the Orestes where the eponymous hero begins the play curled up and asleep
from his fits of madness, i.e. very low status. The fits endured by the title
characters in Euripides' Hercules Furens, Sophocles' Philoctetes and
Shakespeare's Julius Caesar serve a similar function. Each is an exceptionally
high-status figure who must maintain that position consciously. The fits, since
they are beyond the characters' control, expose them as being merely human, i.e.
capable of playing low status. That is the secret that tragic heroes must keep to
themselves.
Of course, in addition to the words themselves, status is conveyed by voice,
body position (including expression in theatre not involving masks) and physical
action. I will give examples of each of these from outside of theatre, any of
which have dramatic applications. With voice, a loud booming voice is not
necessary for high status; in some characters it would be ridiculous. Even the
most soft-spoken detective revealing 'whodunnit' will take the focus in a situation
due to high status. Pausing before responding increases status, since it makes the
audience wait, uncomfortably. A brief "er" before an answer, though will lower
status, since it implies a false start. Occupying a lot of physical space confers
high status. Giants have higher status than dwarves, who are perceived as
comical; "posture experts (like Mathias Alexander) teach high-status postures as
'correct'" (1981, 42). This also extends to clothing: a bride's train will be longer
than a bridesmaid's, and kings and superheroes wear long flowing capes. People
playing Richard III need to accommodate for the low status implied in the
character's posture: both Olivier and Sher made the hump a point of extreme
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debilitation (described in Sher, 1985). It is from the low status given by his
posture that Richard finds his motivation to rule over others.
One of the most obvious status associations concerning expression involves
eye contact. Holding someone's gaze is a challenge, and the first to look away
drops in status; similarly, "if you ignore someone, your status rises, if you feel
impelled to look back then it falls" (1981, 42). Anything that is commonly held to
• i • 13be genetically inferior also implies low status: buck teeth, cross eyes, baldness, a
goofy laugh, etc. These of course have less application to the masked theatre of
Greece than, say, body position, but need not be completely removed from
consideration. High status movements, such as strong bold strides and broad
sweeping gestures, would be found in the Hecuba in the characters of Odysseus
and Agamemnon. With notions of status incorporated into an analysis of drama,
'mirror scenes' (such as are described by Taplin (1978) 122-39, 189-90) can be
understood in terms of clear, visual associations. Taplin (1971) and (1978) 131-34
note the parallel scenes in the Philoctetes where Neoptolemus supports (physically)
Philoctetes. Though motivations are different in each case, the status relationship
(Philoctetes yielding status to Neoptolemus) is exactly the same. There are similar
echoes between Hecuba's confrontations with Odysseus (216-443) and with
Agamemnon (723-904).
Before examining the Hecuba in detail, another status relationship should be
recognized. In addition to the high-status challenge, status reversals are possible.
In one form, this is a common everyday activity. When friends interact, their
status is typically very close but it is always fluctuating, sometimes one is higher
than the other, and vice versa. Regular status exchange is a part of any 'normal'
relationship, and dramatists who represent such exchanges create more 'lifelike'
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scenes. A familiar example of status reversal can be seen in the first episode of
the Frogs of Aristophanes (the Aeacus Scene, 460-674). The use of a comic
example should present the matter in an extreme form, and thus give a paradigm
for a subsequent examination. The scene is clear and familiar, and so is a
straightforward vehicle to demonstrate status analysis.
The principle characters involved are Dionysus, the god who is visiting the
underworld, and his slave Xanthias. Aristophanes has subverted the traditional
deity-servant relationship by presenting both characters as being low-status.
Master-servant relationships form a cornerstone for so much of comedy.
Johnstone makes the following crucial observation (1981, 63):
The relationship is not necessarily one in which the servant plays low
and the master plays high. Literature is full of scenes in which the
servant refuses to obey the master, or even beats him and chases him
out of the house. The whole point of the master-servant scene is that
both partners should keep see-sawing.
So it becomes clear that characters have a natural status (it makes sense for
Johnstone to say (loc. cit.) "a master-servant scene is one in which both parties act
as if all the space belonged to the master") which can vary, higher or lower,
according to the dynamics of the scene.
Dionysus has made up for his timidity/cowardliness/low-status by disguising
himself as Heracles, the only individual who had successfully travelled to the
Underworld and returned. The disguise gives Dionysus high status (he introduced
himself as "the Mighty Heracles" 464 'HpcncXfjg 6 Kapiepog).14 In this scene the
physical transfer of the disguise (which probably amounts to no more than a club
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and tattered lionskin) represents the reversal of status between the two characters.
As the scene begins, Dionysus plays high status and knocks on the door. Out
comes the doorkeeper Aeacus, grandfather of Achilles and Ajax, renowned for his
virtue and integrity, who begins a tirade against 'Heracles' (465-78). This
constitutes a status challenge, which he wins, in part because Dionysus cannot get
a word in edgeways. The following exchange between Dionysus and Xanthias
demonstrates that both are low status. Dionysus then suggests (in fear) that
Xanthias play high status, and take the lionskin and club (494-97) which Xanthias
accepts.
A low-status maid enters (503) and reinforces Xanthias' high-status position
by fawning, idolising, and promising him food, drink, and dancing girls. Dionysus
realises that there are benefits to being high-status, and takes back the vestments
that give him the status. In doing so, he has to challenge Xanthias' (natural)
status, which contrasts with the status he is playing at the moment (530-31):
to 6i npoaSoxrjaal a' ouk 6v6r)Tov Kal kev6v
cbg 6oCkog (2>v Kal Ovpiog 'AXxpr^vris caei;
Surely you don't expect, thoughtless and in vain, that you, a slave and mortal, could be Alkmena's son?
The line is funny because the speaker, a god (which has automatic high-status
associations undermined in the play), refers to a demigod by a (human)
matronymic. The expected behaviour of course is to elevate the disguised identity
by referring to Heracles as Zeus' son. Xanthias relinquishes the lionskin,
Dionysus sings a song declaring his high status (541-48), and two hostesses enter
(549) who begin another status challenge, assaulting Dionysus for the past wrongs
of Heracles. There is a sense in which it is really only the costume which is the
ill
object of the abuse. What is important though, for the comic situation, is that the
pretence to high status by the (naturally high-status) god is always challenged and
he always loses, whereas the pretence of the (naturally low-status) servant is
rewarded with royal honours. The costume functions purely as a visual cue for
this interchange.
Xanthias is back to playing high status when Aeacus returns and threatens to
bind him (605). This initiates a status challenge (607) between Aeacus and
Xanthias, which transfers to a status challenge between Dionysus and Xanthias.
Where throughout the episode their status levels had fluctuated, as they are being
flogged to determine which is more godlike (i.e. high status) in pain tolerance,
now they compete for higher status through stoic resolution (642-66). Even
though the two are competing for high status, each successive blow serves to
lower status levels. This does not mean that they cease to be striving for the
highest levels possible. Finally, the challenge is diffused, by relegation to a higher
authority, Hades, who is credited with even higher status. This example has very
clear-cut distinctions, such as are not found in tragedy. Nevertheless, the value of
status analysis remains clear.
c. Status in the Hecuba.
When Hecuba first walks onstage,15 she is an old and weak woman, being
supported by servants, moving slowly. She recognizes that she is a fellow slave
with these women (60 rf|v 6p66oukov) and she is confused by her recent dream.
She is very low status, which is in marked contrast with her former (high-status)
prosperity, as both queen and mother. As such she presents quite a startling
contrast with what is expected of her in her meta-dramatic role of tragic heroine.
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Mossman (1990) 62-63 too seems to have noticed the status relationship at work
here:
This entrance, emphasising visually the frail old age she bewails
verbally at 59 and 64ff, and which Polyxena pities at 202ff, is our first
sight of Hecuba and thus extremely important. As well as having to
bear bereavement, humiliation and slavery, Hecuba is old and feeble.
The frailty dwelt on here contrasts strongly with the physical strength
which Hecuba commands when attempting to hold Polyxena back at
398ff. and when she emerges from this same building and exults over
0pr|ua 6ua|iaxcoT(iTCOi at 1055.
The chorus enter (98) and promptly announce further sorrow: the Greeks have
determined to sacrifice Polyxena. Hecuba's next irregular song (154-76) reinforces
her lowered status. Polyxena enters and comforts her mother and status levels
remain still until Odysseus enters. The low status is imposed upon Hecuba, and it
is not what she is used to, nor what she feels comfortable playing. There is
something unnatural with Hecuba playing low status, which will (and must!) be
corrected by the end of the play. Where in Oedipus Tyrannus the protagonist
must be expelled from the community, Hecuba begins expelled, and must
reintegrate herself, which she does through a community-based revenge.
a^ss^s hurries on (216 cmouSq no66g) and immediately relates the situation in
an authoritarian and businesslike manner. He cites the authority of the group (220
'AxcnoTg) which, combined with his social position and strong 'heroic' associations
from Homer, ascribes his character with quite high status. Despite her wretched
state, she nevertheless can challenge him to a status competition (implicit in part
in the words 229 aycbv p^yag): the winner will have the right to determine
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Polyxena's fate. It is clear that she begins at a considerable disadvantage, since it
is slave versus free (234 xotg 6o\3Xoiai xoog eXeuOfpoix;). Odysseus' response to
the challenge is carefree and aristocratic. He is supported by the Hellenic host,
and he secures his high status with a grant of his precious time (238). He does,
however, concede Hecuba an equal footing for the moment in permitting her to
ask whatever questions she likes. What she does is remind him of when their
positions were reversed. When she prospered, and he had been caught as a spy
disguised as a beggar within the walls of Troy (the disguise itself loaded with
status-based associations, both here and in its use in the Odyssey), she spared his
life and he admitted that he was her slave (the reverse status positions are clearly
not in doubt.)
Odysseus diffuses the challenge to his status by removing the status-based
element from the equation. His priority at the time was merely to save his life,
and what he spoke were merely (250)
06. noXkcov X6yto\ etipqpaO' coote pf) Oavetv.
Od. Inventions of many words, spoken to avoid death.
He does not recognize the reciprocity of the two situations, and the response he
gives is not one that Hecuba can match at this point. Odysseus wins the status
competition. This is true regardless of the order in which the lines are taken. I
suspect that the traditional order (247-48 coming immediately before 249-50 and
not immediately after; so Daitz and Collard (1986) 23 contra Diggle) is
preferable: in each of the couplets 245-46 and 247-48 Hecuba establishes
Odysseus' indebtedness to her (i.e. that she has a status-based claim upon him.)
Line 249 is supposed to be climactic: there is something that she remembers him
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saying that she believes will clinch her case, amounting to "Thanks, I owe you
one." Odysseus' expected response (acknowledging lower status) is replaced with
a high-status aloofness.
This is as close to equal status as the two characters become. Hecuba's
following tirade (251-95) is desperate, attempting to assert status equal to
Odysseus but failing. The chorus note that Odysseus is unyielding in this (296
oreppog; the word is used of Necessity in 1295). Odysseus' response (299-331)
reconfirms his higher status. The entire exchange, then, what Collard calls "a
suppliant-scene with elements of an agon", preserves the expected status-
relationship involving a suppliancy. The traditional position of a suppliant (see
Gould (1973) 75-77) leaves him or her defenceless, exposed and physically lower
than the supplicated, whose high status is thereby magnified. The success of a
supplication depends on the supplicated recognizing the status difference, and
acting (morally) to remove it. Odysseus does not so act. Suppliancy is a means
for (naturally) low status individuals to perform a reasonably high-status action.
The Chorus' response confirms this, noting that slavery (332 t6 6o\3Xov) is
always a base or evil thing (332 kok6v).
Hecuba turns to address her daughter. She suggests (334-41) that Polyxena
might make a successful appeal. Hecuba's willingness to yield the dramatic space
to her daughter further lowers her status, as she is now dependent on Polyxena.
When Hecuba first appeared, she seemed to be low status due to her physical
position and the contrast with her (understood) past which had been related in part
by Polydorus' ghost in the play's opening speech. Through these exchanges,
Hecuba's status has continued to fall: she is suffering and is desperate; she has
been fighting to save her daughter's life and has failed. For this reason the
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opening four lines (342-45) of Polyxena's long speech are particularly heartening.
The delivery is confident, and makes Odysseus shy away, hiding his hand and face
so as to avoid a proper suppliancy (see Gould (1973) 82-85). She is viewed as a
threat to Odysseus' status, which he is hesitant to lose.
This is a false lead. Polyxena is not challenging Odysseus' status, but is
acknowledging it. She for whose life Hecuba had fought is willing to give it away
freely (369):
ay' oov p' 'OSoaaeb, xal 6t£pyaaat p' aycov
Lead me away, Odysseus, and so leading kill me.
Polyxena's high-status action (voluntary self-sacrifice) is done without a clear
point of reference (for 'status' of necessity implies interaction.) Her suicide (for
such it amounts to) accomplishes the desire of the Greeks and frustrates Hecuba's
wish. Polyxena's status does rise, but it is Hecuba's which subsequently falls.
She attempts to offer herself either instead of, or with, her daughter, but is refused
(382-401). That Polyxena's claim to status works against Hecuba and not the
Greeks is shown by the turn the episode now takes. In lines 402-40 (accepting the
deletion of 441-43) Polyxena tries to persuade Hecuba that this is the right course
of action. Polyxena has formally replaced Od^a^s as the advocate for the Greek
side. The episode ends with Hecuba, who had entered at 59 in a position of low
status, noticeably diminished. She lies prostrate on the stage, wrapped tight in her
mantle (487 xxrcai auyK£KXflp£vr| ninkoxg; this is clearly the source for
Shakespeare's "mobled queen" Hamlet Il.ii.496-98.)16 The position contrasts with
Polyxena's 'noble' exit. Though she, too, leaves with her head shrouded, her
status is high enough that she can order Odysseus to do it for her (432).
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The next episode (484-628) centres around two speeches. The first is by
Talthybius, the herald of the Greeks, who relates the details of Polyxena's death.
Like the typical tragic messenger speech, the speaker is of fairly low status, but
since Talthybius is actually involved in the action he is describing, his low status
is defined in terms of Polyxena's high status, which moves him to tears (518-20).
Her brave death affects the Achaeans, and as a result Talthybius credits Hecuba as
being responsible for what he perceived as nobility.
That this is not what Hecuba herself sees in the action is shown by the
second long speech, Hecuba on the nature (598 (pootv) of her daughter (585-628).
The paradox that Hecuba must reconcile is a paradox because of the evident status
differences between her and her daughter. Neither is a wicked person (596 6 ...
icaicdg) and both are good (597 6 6' £aOXog). Yet Hecuba continues to suffer as
a result of the actions of Polyxena. This is not the' primary meaning of the
speech, but it is certainly present.17 Low though Hecuba's status is (much lower
than the audience would have thought possible at the play's opening; Euripides'
skill in slowly but indefatigably dropping her status'now evident) she nevertheless
does retain a vestige of authority. She has a servant who obeys her order (609) to
prepare Polyxena for cremation. There are several small indications that she can
still drop even lower in status, that soon speaking of her former pride (623 too
Tiplv qep^vxeg) will be even more extreme, that it is not yet a literal truth that she
has been reduced to nothing (622 cog £g t6 pri5£v t]Kopev). Though the audience
knows of Polydorus' death, Hecuba must still learn of it.
The manner in which this information presented in the prologue is
introduced into what is known by the participants of the drama is significant. The
lyric kommos is initiated by the old servant woman, who is the lowest status
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character in the entire episode, just as Hecuba was in the first episode, and as
Polydorus will be in the exodos. The servant has further news that will so reduce
Hecuba in status that it will be as if she has set a record in wretchedness.18 This
impression is continued by Hecuba's false-guesses (concerning, for example,
Cassandra 676-77). She discovers her son is dead, which thereby means all her
children, save Cassandra who is Agamemnon's concubine, are dead; she has no
hope for posterity. Her status is as low as it gets in the play when Agamemnon,
in whose tent Hecuba and her women stay, appears (726). His initial words
concern Hecuba's failure to accomplish certain tasks, i.e. the preparation of
Polyxena for cremation. This serves to ensure that the status relationships are as
the audience expects them to be.
Now comes the transition. Hecuba was once high status, but has been
reduced through the events immediately preceding and during this play to almost
nothing. She will now begin consciously on her part to attempt to reclaim her
former status level. The preparation for the transition is made in the longest
extant series of asides in ancient drama (736-51). She wavers between becoming a
suppliant and bearing her misery silently (737-38). Her previous attempt at
suppliancy had failed (see above) and she (legitimately) fears the same here
(741-42):
Ek. all1 & pe 6o\3kr|v nokeptav 0' ^youpevog
yov&xcov cmtoaaiT', akyog av npooGdpeG' av.
Hec. But if he should push me from his knees, thinking me a slave and an enemy, I would bring more grief on
myself.
She resolves to attempt the supplication, and in doing so introduce a concept that
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has been suppressed (rightly Testall, 1954) in the play until this, the point of her
status reversal (749-51):
Ex. oux dv duvalpriv xoCde tipcopeiv ttxcp
t^xvoiai Toig £|ioiai. t( axp^cpa) t&6e;
toXpav dvdyxr), xav xuxco xav pf) -nj/co.
Hec. Without this man I would not be able to avenge my children. Why do I hesitate?
I must be bold, both if I succeed and if I do not succeed.
Hecuba's bold claim for higher status is immediately associated with revenge, and
it is going to be at the moment of her revenge that her status is the highest. The
remaining part of this episode consists of Hecuba's status being elevated, at the
expense of Agamemnon's. By the end (904) she clearly has higher status than
him, having won the right to extract the revenge. This is possible in part only
because Agamemnon cannot conceive of Hecuba's status changing from what he
typically associates with old, female, barbarian captives. He cannot see that status
is a dynamic, despite Hecuba citing the examples of the Danaids and the Lemnian
women (886-87).
To attain a status equal to Agamemnon, Hecuba uses various techniques that
can be identified. She seeks and attains Agamemnon's sympathy and pity
(760-85). This serves to bring them close to an equal footing. Though there is no
status reversal yet, by the end of the stichomythia they are much closer than they
were; Agamemnon can relate to Hecuba's predicament, and is disposed to help
her (i.e. yield status in her favour.) During Hecuba's next long speech, she makes
several gains. She asks that Agamemnon become her avenger (790 Tipcopog)
against Polymestor. Though he eventually refuses this request, it does ally him
with her for her future requests, and prepares him for the following status-
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enhancing devices. Her bid at equal status with Agamemnon comes in the
discussion of his relationship with her daughter Cassandra. Hecuba claims that he
is kin (834 Kr]6eaTf|v). Her precise claim is that he is kin with Polydorus. She is
in essence claiming mother-in-law status which, jokes aside, is filled with
high-status associations even in modern culture. Once she is perceived as being of
higher status as him, she begins to flatter him (841-45) for to raise Agamemnon is
to raise herself. It is likely in my opinion that her delivery of the speech is much
more confident that it had been earlier in the play. The effects of speech patterns
on status are definite, but unfortunately must always remain speculative.
The vopog-speech is clearly important to the play, and it is possible to see
how some critics perceive it as being central to the play. It is the first successful
status reversal that Hecuba has accomplished, elevating herself above Agamemnon.
The debasement scholars consider this a shameful turn of events, because they
have become habituated to seeing Hecuba in the role of passive victim; she
remains a suffering victim in the Troades, so why does she not in the Hecuba,
asks the faulty logic. The status reversal is only part of Hecuba's return to high
status, and therefore cannot be the turning point of the play. The Achaean host
still holds considerable sway over Agamemnon (both demagogues, Odysseus and
Agamemnon, are lower in status to the collective will of the Greeks) and he does
not grant all. He does give Hecuba sufficient time to enact her revenge, in part
because he has no faith that such is possible.




otjk £axi 0vr)xcov 6axtg &jx' iXe\30epog*
f) xpr](j.dxcov y&p 6o\5X.6g tan\ f) xu/r|c;, 865
f) nkfjGog auxov noXcog f) vopcov ypacpal
apyouat xpfjaOai |rf| xaxa yvd)|ir|v xponoig.
tnd 61 xapPeTg x<2> x' o/Xco nX6o\ v^pag,
iyco ae 0^aco xo06' ^evj0epov cpopou.
Hec. Alas I No mortal is free: for each is a slave either to money, or to chance; or else the mob of the
city or written laws prevent him from following the turns of his mind. But since you are frightened,
and concede too much to the crowd, I shall grant you freedom of this fear.
Hecuba now has mastery over Agamemnon, and can free him from the control of
the Greek army. There is also a vivid contrast in the line ends of 880 and 881,
which are metrically identical. What Hecuba calls a mob of Trojan women (880
Tpcpd&ov ox^ov) Agamemnon continues to perceive as booty of the Greeks (881
'EXXrjvcov dypav). The episode ends with Hecuba sending off her servant with a
message for Polymestor (889-94), and giving orders to Agamemnon (894-97).
The first and third episodes both involved a fair deal of status interaction.
Similarly, the second and fourth both serve as consolidations of what has just been
established. In the fourth episode (953-1022), then, Hecuba's status is shown
continuing to rise as she encounters Polymestor. His confident and sympathetic
entry shows he is unaware that his treachery has been known. Since this is
information which is shared by all the characters, the Chorus, and the audience,
Polymestor's high-status entry is perceived as false bravado. Hecuba's status
continues to climb (now at the expense of the Thracian's) as she establishes his
guilt beyond a doubt. That she can then play him for a fool and get him to
discharge his bodyguard (981):
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IIo. xcopdx'* tv dacpakei y&p rjd' ipr|^(a.
Po. Depart, for even alone it is safe.
and then play on his greed to convince him to enter the tent (which he does with
his sons at 1022.)
Polymestor's cries are the signal of Hecuba's victory. The wheel of fortune
has turned full circle for her.19 She emerges triumphant, revelling over her glory.
It would be ridiculous to imagine her moving at this point with the slow supported
steps she possessed before the parodos. Her high status is demonstrated in her
confident assertions, and manifested in her powerful delivery. When Polymestor
emerges, his status is dropped. He speaks irregularly, is on all fours, and, in
singing his monody (1056-1108) in lyric meters, associates himself with the other
low-status characters in the play. When Agamemnon enters (1109) it soon
becomes clear that he never expected Hecuba to be able to accomplish any real
revenge (similarly, Creon does not expect Medea to be able to accomplish any
meaningful action in just one day, cf. Med 340.) In the agon which follows
(1129-1253) Hecuba's status is again consolidated. Polymestor's messenger
speech demonstrates how he like Agamemnon, was lured into a trap based on
making assumptions about the capabilities of apparently low-status individuals.
Hecuba's speech is full of rhetorical flourishes and confident assertions. Its
successful point-for-point dismemberment of Polymestor's speech is presented with
a confidence in the status from which she delivers it. The result is a foregone
conclusion; there is no doubt, to Hecuba or to the audience, that Hecuba will
remain victorious.
Polymestor then makes a last bid for high status. He possesses information
that is not shared, which gives him a legitimate claim. His slow recounting of the
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oracles is done in a way that it affects both Agamemnon and Hecuba, and is
self-evidently true (albeit morejso for the audience which is familiar with the
events of Aeschylus' Agamemnon.) The predictions place Polymestor above
Agamemnon in status (his response is merely to banish Polymestor to an island,
dependent upon the power of the Greek army (1284-85). With Hecuba the case is
different. The debasement scholars would suggest that the predicted metamorphosis
into a dog serves to reduce Hecuba's status to its lowest point. This clearly goes
against the entire movement of the play, which showed a slow deterioration from
bad to worse until line 749 and then a sharp and ultimately triumphant rise to the
high-status position she now holds. This Introduction as a whole has been seeking
to establish that Hecuba's metamorphosis is a victory, recalling the spirits of
rightful revenge, the Erinyes or Furies. This is a natural progression in terms of
status from what has already been documented. Hecuba's metamorphosis into the
Fury-dog means that she escapes the future shame she had to face as a (naturally)
low-status slave to a Greek soldier.
It is common in presenting stories (especially myths and fairy tales) to
assume a 'happily ever after' conclusion. Young lovers will continue to remain in
love, and will die happy; any suggestion otherwise is distasteful in the terms of
the common aesthetic. Similarly, Homer does not dwell on Odysseus' future
wanderings once he has returned to Ithaca. What is important is that he has
returned to a faithful wife. Similarly, Euripides does not want to establish a
'happy for the moment' ending. By saving Hecuba from a future of slavery, he is
doing her a favour. She is old, and has had a long and productive life. Death is
not something that she fears. The escape afforded by the metamorphosis means
that the end of the play is (virtually) the end of her life. She ends prosperously,
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having been proven morally right in her revenge, vindicated of all her shame, and
with a form of posterity which will be a continual beacon to sailors. Euripides
introduces the aetiological connection with the promontory Cynossema so that
Hecuba will always have a memorial. There is no ignominy in her death.
Rather, it is something that she desires. In Euripides' play, then, Hecuba dies fully
revenged of her wrongs, with the high status she has possessed all of her life, and
with an eternal testimony to the fact, a testimonial that has persisted until the
modern day.
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Notes to the Introduction
Introduction I - The Context of Revenge in the Hecuba
This paper was presented in an abbreviated form to the Scottish Classics Postgraduate Meeting, in
Glasgow, March 4, 1992.
1 Those who find the play most successful are Kirkwood (1947), Abrahamson (1952), Conacher
(1961), Reckford (1985), and Nussbaum (1986) - so Mossman (1990) 91 n.3, a list which is
acceptable for the immediate purpose. In each of these cases, the success is gained at the price of
Hecuba's character. This is a price that does not need to be paid, as I shall argue. To some
extent, both Gellie (1980) and Hogan (1972) call into question the play's identity as a tragedy.
2 The attitudes of the Renaissance towards the play are detailed very well by Heath (1987) and
Mossman (1990) Appendix B "The Nachleben of the Hecuba: The Renaissance" 243-58, 302-06.
3 Following Jebb's interpretation of this description ad loc, which I believe is standard.
4 Discussed in Introduction II.
5 Hecuba's age is the first thing apparent about her to an audience member (see Introduction VI).
Arnott (19f)) 73 discusses the generalising effect that this has: "It is impossible to look at a
character and say 'He is 38'. The plays do not allow such precision. Characters are old; they are
in the prime of life; or they are very young. Old in Greek tragedy means very old indeed, another
case of exaggerating for stage effect ... In such matters, as in most things visual, Greek tragedy
painted on a large canvas, with a big brush."
6 Of the recent interpretations of the play, Meridor (1978) - moreso than (1983) where her
emphasis shifts from Hecuba to Polymestor - and Gregory (1991) come closest to this proposed
understanding of the play. Mossman (1990) also elevates the value of revenge (cf. Chapter 5
"Hecuba's Revenge" 185-227, 290-99).
7 This relationship is examined in detail in Introduction IV.
8 This relationship is examined in detail in Introduction II. Expressions of the lex talionis in one
form or another appear in the Hecuba at 844-45, 902-04, 1086, and 1250-51.
9 There are of course other points of contact between the two plays, much of which is dictated by
the similarities already suggested (e.g. the death of innocent children.) In each play Talthybius
appears, but his presence in Hecuba is not parallel to the roles of the other three male characters.
In fact, Talthybius, in relating a sympathetic narrative, provides an effective contrast with the other
men. Although what he delivers is essentially a messenger-speech, like that of Polymestor in the
exodos Talthybius' speech is that of a biased participant in the events, rather than a low-status
impartial observer.
10 For the appearance of Thracians in tragedy, cf. Commentary note 953-1022; for the
relationship between barbarian and Greek, cf. note 1129-31; for the notion of guest-friendship, cf.
note 710-11.
11 Collard and Mossman (1990) 62 are right in supposing that Polydorus appears above the stage.
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It is almost required in light of 31 dloato "I float". Nussbaum (1986) is perhaps the clearest voice
for a walking Polydorus (she presumably translates the above verb "I dart quickly"), for this
interpretation, it is necessary to take 52 literally. Nussbaum also assumes that the audience sees a
child-sized figure, which again is probably not so: Polydorus has presumably been with
Polymestor for the ten years of the war, and should be a young man. Lines 14-15 argue strongly
against him being sent as an infant, since it is apparently conceivable that he shoulder arms in the
war. See also Barrett Hip 1283.
12 This is the source of Hecuba's traditional appellation of mater doloros^a. The tradition
presents two statistics concerning the extent of Hecuba's motherhood: that she had fifty children,
and that she had nineteen. The latter is at least biologically possible (though this is certainly not a
prerequisite in myth.) The two can be reconciled if Priam had fathered fifty children, nineteen by
his (principal) wife Hecuba. That these other children would be considered Hecuba's is to be
expected considering the Homeric portrayal of Troy as an extended household (oTko$.)
13 These are virtually synonymous in the case of Troy, see note 20.
14 Hector represents the Homeric paradigm for this, which is why his death and the fall of Troy
are so closely linked. He is a son, a husband, and a father, as well as being Troy's champion
warrior.
15 Whether Diggle's deletion of large parts of the dream described 59-97 should be accepted or
not does not matter for the moment. While I find Bremer (1971) creative, he is not convincing. I
know there are other reasons for deleting these lines. There is no reason why the hexameters
should not be used in this prophetic passage (as they are in the Philoctetes) and that an actor
would compose hexameters to be casually blended into an established work is not an automatically
cogent assumption. In a paper delivered in Edinburgh in 1991 specifically examining the dream,
Prof. Gregory kept the dream intact, letting it refer to the deaths of both children, and I am
tempted to agree.
16 Meridor (1978) 29 n.5.
17 The anachronism of applying fifth-century values onto tragic texts set during the Trojan War is
a commonplace and not problematical, cf. Easterling (1985).
18 See Commentary, note 1129-31.
19 This is discussed, for example, in Shaw (1975) and Foley (1982).
20 I do not believe this to be the way the sentence is intended to be understood.
21 Even though nowhere else is Hecuba awarded to Agamemnon in the Trojan legend as it
survives, this seems to be the only conclusion about the situation in this play that can be drawn;
see Commentary note 754-55.
22 Cf. Homer, Iliad 20.407-18, 21.84-97, 22.46-8.
23 see also Dodds on Euripides 973-6.
24 This is suggested, for example, by xd6e in Aeschylus Choephori 314.
25 This is cited as the epigraph of Blundell (1988) Chapter 2, a chapter summarising the principle
in Greek ethics of helping friends and harming enemies.
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26 Gregory (1991) 77.
27 Gregory (1991) 107.
28 This kind of compression should not surprise us in Euripides, cf. Vickers (1973) 596-97 "If we
look at Euripides' plays in these terms we can see that in fact he took over the Aeschylean
movement but compressed its time-scale ... In compressing Aeschylean trilogy reversals into single
plays Euripides generates extraordinary energies, and we can see why Aristotle found him the most
tragic of the dramatists."
29 Demosthenes 23.69 fiv 6b 6dtjq filxai' iyxaXeTv xal EXq t6v SeSpaxdra toO cp6\ov, odd'
ootid xdptog yCyverai toO dXdvtog, &XX' Exetvou ptv ol vdpoi xdpioi xoXdaai xal olg
npoardraxTai, t<5 6' fnidelv diddvia 6lxt)V ££eotiv, t]v liat,' 6 vdpog, t6v dXdvra, nipa 6'
oddiv toutou.
30 Meridor (1978) 30 and Gregory (1991) 109, 119 n.60.
31 Two sample claims should suffice for the moment: Reckford (1985) 113 "Hecuba's own fate
illustrates exactly what she denies for Polyxena: namely the power of time and chance to alter the
nobility of the soul"; Vickers (1973) 83 "Hecuba's fate symbolizes that of so many characters in
Euripides: suffering neither purifies nor ennobles but degrades, brutalizes, for she was no longer a
human being in the full sense of the word when she grovelled before Agamemnon seeking revenge,
and she has declined progressively since that point" The consequences of exalting Polyxena lead to
conclusions such as Delebeque (1951) 147-64 who is forced to conclude the second half is tacked
on as an afterthought.
32 Gregory (1991) 186 n.4, writing on the Hippolytus.
33 See Introduction IV.
34 Cf. the mouse's tale, in Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, chapter 3.
35 This detail may form part of an argument against the existence of a lacuna at the end of the
play (as is now commonly suggested.) In Hecuba and Cyclops the citing of a prophetic authority
occurs in the closing few lines of the play. Though the Cyclops is clearly modelled in part on the
Hecuba (see Introduction V), it may nevertheless be substantial enough indication that the similar
citation in the Heraclidae would occur in a similar position.
36 Eden (1988) 560 and Introduction IV, esp. note 13. Laurens (1988) 480 describes and
illustrates an Etruscan mirror dating to the third century B.C., with a portrait of Hecuba holding
Polyxena, and what she identifies as two Myrmidons. There is also a winged figure in the
background which she tentatively identifies as Iris. I feel certain that this is a clear and early
representation of an Erinys (so hesitantly Mossman (1990) 235).
37 Bac 1330-1339, and see Dodds ad loc.
38 For an explanation on the dramatic function of the aetiological explanation, see Commentary,
note 1271-73.
39 Heath's note 49: 'Maturum et callidum consilium Hecubae super ulciscendo Polymestore, quo
non praecipitat vindictam, nec ira ablata in ipsum violenter ruit ... iubet nos in arduis rebus esse
tardos, circumspectos, cautos: praecipitantia enim in omni negotio periculosa est, tuta vero mora'
([C. Stiblinus, Euripides Poeta Tragicorum Princeps (Basel, 1562)]... 39). Cf. G.J. Vossius, De
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Artis Poeticae Natura ac Constitutione Liber (Amsterdam 1647) 51: 'At mater Hecuba est
exemplum vicissitudinis in rebus humanis. Atque eadem quoque typus est callidi conilii, quo usa
in ulciscendo Polymestore ob occisum Polydorum.'
Introduction II - Durkheim, Revenge, and the Ancient Near East
1 See especially chapter 2 of Blundell (1989) 26-59, which is a good recent summary of this view.
2 The particular model being discussed is Durkheim's earliest formulation, in the first (on crime)
and second (on punishment) parts of Book One, chapter two "Mechanical Solidarity through
Likeness" in The Division of Labour in Society. This is his seminal work on the subject, and
though the views expressed are at times altered or emended later, for simplicity and clarity only the
early discussion will be examined. Of course, it is not possible to give a complete account of all
modern sociological thought, or even of Durkheim and his specific critics. What is important for
the current discussion is simply the fact that the theories have been put forward as possible
explanations for societal behaviour.
3 The vocabulary of revenge is problematical, because over time moral colouring has attached to
certain cognates. While "revenge" itself is relatively neutral, "vengeance" is decidedly negative
(perhaps due to the use of the word "vengeful") and yet "to avenge" or to be an "avenger" is
slightly positive. In the present discussion, all are being used synonymously, and with as little
moral colouring as possible. The purpose of the discussion is to assign a positive value to the
concept, but that should and can only be done from a neutral starting point.
4 For ease of reference, I have tried to keep external bibliography with respect to the Ancient
Near East to a minimum. For the Akkadian law codes, I am using translations in Pritchard 1958,
which for texts is an abridgement of the much larger Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the
2
New Testament (Princeton UP, 1955.) The translations of the Laws of Eshnunna are by Albrecht
Goetze (133-138), and those of the Code of Hammurabi are by Theophile J. Meek (138-167).
5 One mina of silver = 50 shekels, or approximately 600 grams.
6 Meek's note, Pritchard (1958) 139 n.l: "awelum seems to be used in at least three senses: (1)
sometimes to indicate a man of the higher class, a noble; (2) sometimes a free man of any class,
high or low; and (3) occasionally a man of any class, from king to slave. I follow the ambiguity
of the original and use the rather general term 'seignior,' as employed in Italian and Spanish, to
indicate any free man of standing."
7 Meek's note, Pritchard (1958) 161 n.l: "Lit. 'the son of a man,' with 'son' used in the technical
sense [of 'belonging to the class of, species of,' so common in the Semitic languages] ... and 'man'
clearly in the sense of 'noble, aristocrat'; or it is possible that 'son' here is to be taken in the
regular sense to indicate a person younger than the assailant."
8 Translations of Hittite material are my own, based on the transliterated text found in Friedrich
(1967) 20-21.
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9 An exception is in the case of "splitting an ear", found in laws 15 and 16. Whereas law 7 and
law 8 seem to represent all kinds of permanent damage, ranging from losing a tooth to losing an
eye, law 15 proscribes a penalty of 12 shekels if a free man's ear is split, but law 16 requires only
3 shekels for a slave (in addition to the maintenance of the estate, of course. Because casuistic law
is being used, it becomes important to understand what is meant by "splitting an ear". It is fair to
assume that deafening a person is not what it meant - were this the case, it would be similar to the
injury incurred in law 7. Odd as the euphemism may sound, "splitting an ear" is probably
representative of all non-debilitating personal injury that has not already been covered by law 10.
This is consistent with the productivity ethic already described, since it can be assumed that the
end result of these injuries is no more than a scar or a notched ear. The aesthetic disadvantages
for a slave are not on the level of a debilitating injury. Productivity is not decreased.
10 Neither seems to represent premeditated murder, though such an interpretation is possible in
each case. The interpretation of the phrase "his hand sins" later in the paragraph could be adduced
to support the view in favour of manslaughter.
11 The Apostle Paul in Romans 6:13 enjoins his readers, "Do not offer the parts of your body to
sin, as instruments of wickedness, but rather offer yourselves to God..." (New International Version.
All biblical passages are from this translation.)
12 E.g. Nehetruah 8:8, Matthew 22:40.
13 Many of the views on the Old Testament legal system were presented in a course on
"Contemporary Social Ethics: Law" given by Prof. Alvin Esau at Regent College, Vancouver,
Canada in January 1989.
14 It is a misunderstanding of this application that has caused undue tension in the modern debate
of capital punishment. The Jewish people in the time of Moses were nomadic and without any
mechanisms for incarceration, community service, etc.
15 Numbers 35:9-34, Deuteronomy 4:41-3, 19:1-13, and, outside of the Pentateuch, Joshua 20:1-9.
16 The other time that the "life for life, eye for eye, tooth for tooth" appears in the Pentateuch is
Deuteronomy 19:21, which is a provision against false testimony.
17 E.g. II Corinthians 11:23 nevrdKig reaaepdxovra naph ptav.
18 E.g. dvcnltpGovov amco TipcopetoOai t6v on&pijcma ("Nobody can be denied retaliation
against him who was the aggressor" Demosthenes 59.15.)
19 Homer does not introduce the issue of matricide so that the parallels between Telemachus*
position and that of Orestes are more clearly drawn (Goldhill (1986) 14748).
20 This is described more fully in Introduction IV.
21 That as individuals this is what they believed is suggested by, e.g. Dover (1974) 180-84.
Aeschylus in the Oresteia presents an alternative to this historical view. His literary view however
was so pervasive and persuasive that the notion of vendetta (as opposed to revenge) became
common, see Introduction IV.
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Introduction III - Windlessness
1 This term was introduced and defined in Introduction I.
2 For a conventional account of the sacrifice, cf. O'Connor-Visser (1987), or Mdridier (note 4,
below). Gellie (1980) 34 writes, "The character and behaviour of Polyxena have been designed to
meet certain specifications: she must be the kind of girl who can makes us feel good when she
dies ... Part of the good feeling is achieved by allowing some teasing physical detail to add its own
kind of warmth." Golden (1988) 12 calls this vicarious pleasure in the young girl's death a form
of pornography, which may be an extreme view, but certainly points out the wrongness of an
audience warming to the sacrifice.
3 Diggle obelizes this word. None of the likely or suggested meanings affects the present
interpretation.
4 Cf. for example Mdridier Hecube 169 n.l: "C'est lui [Achille] qui retient la flotte grecque (v.
38, 111); c'est lui que Ndoptol6me invoque pour obtenir le depart des navires et un heureux retour
(539 et suiv.). D'autre part l'armtSe est condamnde & Timmobilitd, faute de vents favorables (900),
et & la fin de la pi&ce, quand le sacrifice a dtd consommd, Agamemnon salve l'arrivde des brises
attendues (1290). ..."
5 The reference to a/the god (900 0e6g) could refer either indirectly and vaguely to the ghost of
Achilles, or, more likely, be merely a faqon de parler for the weather (cf. Kovacs (1987) 79).
6 Kovacs (1987) 112-13 reckons that there are three significant inconsistencies in the play, namely
the location, the demands of the ghost, and the time sequence at the opening. I believe that the
first two of these are solved by the interpretation offered in this essay. Neither is there need to
resort to Arnott's apology (1991, 138-39): "In the context of the Greek theatre, there is no need to
specify [whether it is set at Troy or Thrace]. It can be either or both, as the action dictates. In
Hecuba Euripides weaves a tragedy from two separate and distinct sources; he uses two plots,
each of which illuminates and comments upon the other. In the same spirit his theatre allows him
to fuse two separate spheres of action into a no man's land which is Troy or Thrace according to
the demands of the immediate moment."
7 Cf. Introduction VI.
8 For the treatment of the Polyxena story in later poets, cf. Mossman (1990) 15-18, 263 n.25-26.
9 Cf. Mossman (1990) 28 "it does seem that Hecuba is thought of as an archetypical tragic
character as well as more generally one who suffered greatly: it is striking how often Hecuba's
name is mentioned when a random example of a tragic figure is required." cf. Lucian Nigr 11.8,
Salt 27.16, Stephanus of Byzantium on Aristotle Rhet 1403b27: el p£v yhp xopavvov i)
IloXvpqcrropa pipolTO, 6eT peyaXp xpi]a6on cptovfi, el 5b yuvaiica otov 'Ek6(3t]v f) noXu£,£vqv,
pncptji xal tsTov TJtxb toO n&0oug StctKomopivfl.
10 Cf. Introduction I, Introduction 6 and Commentary note 1265.
11 Fgrnell (1896) II 501-19 describes Hecate and in particular her associations with Artemis. Cf.
also Aesch Sup 676 "Apieptv ixdxav, fr. 87 Smyth, Theocritus 2.33, and Eur [?] IA 1570-71.
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Introduction IV - The Dependence of the Hecuba on the Text of the Oresteia
This paper was first presented to the Scottish Universities [Classical] Drama Seminar, in Glasgow,
June 1, 1992.
1 The story that pregnant women aborted while watching the performance, which is preserved in
the anonymous vita of Aeschylus, has long been thought to be a fictitious and late tale. Even so,
the anecdote attests to the great extent that the play captured the imaginations of its audience.
Calder (1988), however, provides a parallel event from eighteenth-century European history which
recognizes at least the possibility that the story of the staged Erinyes may be based in fact.
2 cf. Aristophanes Acharnians 9 and scholia. Newijrger bases his argument on supposed
recollections in the Clouds, and Meridor supports Newipger's case by reference to the Hecuba.
3 I hope to pursue this relationship elsewhere at greater length.
4 Chapter title, in Roland Barthes (1978) Image-Music-Text trans. Stephen Heath. New York.
5 In Introduction II.
6 Kock 149, from Athenaeus Deipnosophists 12, 551a.
7 The following summarizes the distinction drawn in Introduction I.
8 As described in Introduction II.
9 Exceptions include Meridor (1978) (1983), Heath (1987), and Gregory (1991). Mossman (1990)
says no commitment is expected.
10 Cf. Kovacs (1987) 146 n.68: "It has been mentioned that the dog ranks so low in the scale of
animal nobility and is so constantly associated with shamelessness that Hecuba's transformation
cannot be anything but a degradation. Yet the dog has many associations besides shamelessness
(see RE 9, 2 s.v. "Hund," esp. cols. 2567-69) and may connote tenacity (S. Aj. 78), hard work (X.
Mem. 4.1.3, Arist. HA 608a31), and the Greek virtue of beneficence to friends and maleficence to
enemies (PI. Resp. 375A2-C2)." There is a slight problem in that use of the word with respect to
women is much more clearly negative, and not satisfactorily explained by the examples Kovacs
lists. One factor that must be integrated into the analysis must be the speaker and his state of
mind. Polymestor is not abounding with goodwill towards Hecuba and her women, and a
pe/jorative animal association is appropriate in his mouth. If this negative aspect can be ascribed
to Polymestor, with the other association (that Kovacs sees) being ascribed to the prophet and
(ultimately) Euripides, we are closer, I believe, to an acceptable solution.
11 I am told by Prof. E. Kerr Borthwick that Sir J.T. Sheppard believed that at this point
Clytemnestra made her initial entrance, that the words had a secondary reference to her. This is an
intriguing notion, and certainly possible for Aeschylus, but quite unsubstantiated. The end of the
passage here cited, and its reference to the woman with two husbands, is equally appropriate, for
example.
12 All are cited in Introduction I.
13 Burkert (1985) bases his distinction between Erinyes and alastores primarily on the following
passages: Erinyes (427 n.31) Homer II 3.278f, 19.260, and cursing 9.454, 15.204, 21.412, Aesch
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Eum 417; alastores (421 n.19) Aesch Ag 1500f, Per 353, Soph OC 787f, Eur Med 1333, cf.
Socrates of Argos FGrHist 310 F 5, Apollodorus FGrHist 244 F 150.
14 The Commentary note on 786 cites Reckford (1985) 126-27 to this effect, and see Introduction
III.
15 For this key word in the play, see Commentary, note 710.
16 Verbal echoes to which it is more difficult to assign any certain interpretation are simply cited
as parallels in the commentary, with the exception of number 5, provided as an example.
17 See Introduction V for a fuller examination of the relationship between the Hecuba and the
Cyclops.
18 Though running on all fours disguised as a wolf is reported in Rhesus 210-11, 254ff.
19 Detailed more fully in Introduction III.
20 For bibliography and discussion, see Commentary, note 1279.
21 Cf. Garvie's discussion of this fragment in his introduction to the Choephori xix-xxi.
Introduction V - The date of the Hecuba, and the Cyclops
1 In the same way, the suggested date for the Heraclidae of c. 430 B.C. is confirmed by Zuntz
(1955) 81-88, independent of reference to the Eurystheus oracle and Alcmena scene (see esp. 88
n.3.)
2 Only one authority is cited for each case. Some are controversial, most are reasonable.
Undated plays for which there is no reason to believe occurred between 425 and 422 have not been
included. Webster (1967) 3-5 would add Aeolus (427-23), Ixion (420-17), the Melanippe plays and
Phrixos B (all 427-C.417).
3 Further support might be gained for proximity to the Hecuba if there is a resolution in a fourth
foot, for which see Diggle (1970) 177-78 or commentary at 727 and 1240.
4 A reference in the Clouds obviously contains the possibility that the line comes from the later
rewrite, post-420, as described for the Hecuba.
5 These are discussed in the commentary as they arise. See also Ussher Cyc, esp. pages 196-97.
6 Cf. Seaford (1984) 19 and n. 52.
7 Seaford (1984) 49 argues against the same phenomenon concerning a later play: "it seems
unlikely that E[uripides] would introduce a ridiculous echo of a satyr play into the tragic
Andromeda. It must be the other way around".
8 That Euripides wrote the Cyclops with a copy of Odyssey 9 in front of him, or with it locked
firmly in his memory, is almost certain in face of such unambiguous parallels as Cyc 396-405 with
Od 9.289-92, Cyc 460-63 with Od 9.383-86, Cyc 473 with Od 9.241-42, Cyc 548-51 with Od
9.355-70, Cyc 591-92 with Od 9.372-74, Cyc 608-10 with Od 9.391-94, and Cyc 696-700 with Od
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9.507-21. It has been suggested that there is a similarity between the presentation of Polymestor
and that of the Homeric Cyclops. This seems valid, and gives some motivation for the Hecuba to
be a play recalled in the Cyclops if the later date, endorsed here, is accepted. Mossman (1990) 213
rightly condemns Segal (1990) for extending the identification of Polymestor = Polyphemus to
Hecuba = Odysseus in the Hecuba, which I agree is not an intended association by the poet, but
she is wrong to accept an equivalence of Hecuba = Homeric Odysseus, which is logically not valid.
9 In November 1988, I directed both plays together as a double bill in Montreal, where the
parallels I suggest here became evident.
10 To what extent Sophocles uses "magic" items in any of his plays is a subject I hope to
examine in greater detail in the future. Suffice it to say that the bow is necessary for the Greek
victory at Troy. Depending on how the prophecy of Helenus is understood, it may be necessary
that Philoctetes is also there.
11 This is suggested by 543, for example.
Introduction VI - Status and the Structure of the Hecuba
1 Taplin sets out the difficulties in Poetics 12 clearly and succinctly: see his Introduction, section
5 (pp. 49-60) and Appendix E (pp. 470-479.)
2 Taplin does however note that "Many entrances ... are clearly within a structural unit, and in no
way mark the beginning or end of one" (1977, 53) which does reintroduce an element of
circularity, but allows for instances such as are found in Aesch PV and Soph Tra.
3 E.g. in Euripides: Hecuba 1023-34, Hippolytus 1268-82 (recognized by Barrett as a stasimon),
Ion 1229-43, Bacchae 1153-64, and Medea 1081-1115, but not Supplices 918-24 and Electra
585-95.
4 Discussed in Introduction I.
5 For general details on Classical dramatic production, Ley (1991) evaluates most factors fairly
and concisely.
6 In this instance I am not suggesting that the two are meant to sound alike. Part of the skill of a
good (serious) actor is the ability to lose one's individual personality into that of the character:
Olivier is heralded as a good actor in part because it is possible to watch one of his films and not
know which role he is playing. Opportunity for just this sort of virtuosity is afforded by the
demands of playing multiple roles. ExacUy the opposite is in the dynamic of comedy. The good
(comic) actor often plays the same character in every role: Groucho Marx always plays Groucho
Marx. This identification with expected characteristics enhances the humour involved.
7 Even with Kells' (1973, 18) division, allotting Chrysothemis to the third actor, the same actor is
required to play Orestes and Clytemnestra, murderer and victim. In a 1990 production of the play
I directed in Edinburgh, the same actress played Chrysothemis and Clytemnestra (low and high
status respectively) and the same actor the paedagogue and Aegisthus (also, a low status role and a
high.) Neither had difficulties with the technical aspects (changing costumes in short periods of
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time) or with playing the opposing statuses.
8 It has become conventional to understand the terms rtpcorayiovioTijs, flexnepayovicrnjs and
TpiTaycovionis in their rare use applying to actors in theatres, as 'first' 'second' and 'third actor'
referring to decreasing theatrical demands in performance. There is slight evidence that some role
allocation was done by convention: Demosthenes 19.247 suggests the king or tyrant fell (in the
fourth century) to the third actor. In my suggested role allocation for the Hecuba, the third actor
takes Agamemnon but not Polymestor. There is also a suggestion that value judgements were
attached to which position was held. The use of xpnaycovtcmjv of Aeschines in Demosthenes De
Corona 267 suggests "third-rate actor", which at times no doubt was true. In much of
Aristophanes, however, the first actor's comedic demands are significantly less than those of the
actors taking the smaller parts. Despite this, the convention will be maintained for the purposes of
discussion merely to provide points of reference.
9 That the servant is with Hecuba ab initio is unlikely, since she refers to the silent attendants as
children (59 co Jiai6eg) and the servant is never mentioned with this or a related term. It is
perhaps even significant that Hecuba, having lost so many children in the war, has adopted her
servants in this way.
10 The definitive treatment on status is Johnstone (1981) 33-74, the chapter called "Status". His
many examples cannot all be reproduced here. The word 'status' is clearly being used in a special
sense, which will be defined. It is in this sense that I have endeavoured to use the word
throughout this dissertation. Levin (1965) esp. 213-5 charts Marlowe's tragic plots in quite similar
terms, comparing them with other contemporary tragedies.
11 Though they don't have much place in tragedy, low status competitions can also occur, e.g.
Monty Python's "Four Yorkshiremen" sketch, where each character seeks to 'underdo' the others in
their descriptions of their poverty and living conditions when they were younger.
12 When discussing status, Johnstone speaks in terms of 'play'. The notion of status interaction is
to a large extent intuitive, and every individual does make conscious decisions to play high (e.g.
'power' dressing for interviews) or low (e.g. wearing old clothes on vacation) at different
(appropriate) times.
13 Baldness can have high-status associations, but typically represents low status. It is associated
with other low status characteristics explicitly, e.g. in the Old Norse short story of Authun the
Westfirther, of whom the reader is told, "At that time, all the money the king had given him for
the journey is finished. He then takes up the path of a beggar, and begs for food for himself. He
is then bald, and rather wretched"
14 Since it seems likely that the entire first half of the play, and the Aeacus scene in particular, is
a sustained parody of Euripides' (fragmentary) Perithous, it is probable that the high-status
associations of Heracles would be further elevated by the expected high-status nature of a (para-)
tragic hero.
15 Polydorus' opening speech and the stasima are not being described here because 'status' exists
in quite a different sense in solo-scenes and becomes much more subjective (which is why there
are so many ways of delivering soliloquies.) There is none of the 'give and take' aspect presently
being expounded.
16 That the circumstance of having one's head wrapped in clothing is low status elsewhere is
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shown in Seaford's description of Agamemnon's last bath: "Made vulnerable by his funeral bath,
Agamemnon is then trapped by his funeral robe" (1984, 250).
17 Debasement-scholars view the speech as ironic, that Hecuba will prove an exception to her
own rule that the good remain good. This is clearly wrong. The speech allies herself with her
daughter, and separates Hecuba from the likes of Odysseus, Agamemnon and Polymestor.
18 The odd metaphor which expresses this combines the notion of victory (and its associated
high-status connotations) with misery. Note the use of 658 navaBkta, 659 vnccoa', 660
crr^cpavov, 662 xppoypaTa.
19 In Medieval Scholastic theology, and in popular thought (as evidenced by, e.g. the Carmina
Burana) Hecuba typically appears as the exemplar of the Wheel of Fortune, who having once
prospered has followed the rotation and becomes under it: nam sub axe legimus I Hecubam
reginam (Hilka-Schumann-Bischoff 16.3.7-8.) In general the Latinate tradition accentuated only
certain aspects of the Hecuba-legend, with Ovid making much of the metamorphosis (which
influences the debasement scholars). It is hard to know how the Medievals did perceive the
exemplar functioning in their model of the fragility of fate. The information that survives from the
period does not make the matter particularly clear. Most interpretations though suggest that the
point is that Hecuba was once at the top of the wheel, but has fallen to the bottom. It is known
that Euripides' play was the subject of much Byzantine attention, and when it did reach the West it
was understood not as a study in moral degradation (see Heath, 1987). Though there seems no
definite way to prove it, the notion of the Wheel of Fortune as regards Hecuba seems much more
apposite if the wheel is allowed to continue its revolution. All circles close in on themselves, and
the Wheel of Fortune should not be an exception. Hecuba begins at the top, descends, but then
rises again. Though each acme has a different base (prosperity against justice) the notion of a
wheel is much clearer. Whether it is anachronistic to attribute this to the West this early cannot be
said with any certainty. Dante Inferno canto xxx 16-21 certainly follows Ovid, where,
Ecuba, trista, misera e cattiva,
poscia che vide Polissena morta,
e del suo Polidoro in su la riva
del mar si fu la dolorosa accorta,
forsennata latr6 si come cane:
tanto il dolor le fe' la mente torta.
Hecuba, sad miserable and captive, once she had seen Polyxena slain, and, saddened, noticed her Polydorus
on the shore of the sea, raving she barked like a dog: so great was the sadness which tortured her soul.
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Table of Suggested Alternate
Readings
to Diggle's corrected (1989) text of Hecuba 658-1295
All of the following are discussed to some extent in the Commentary ad loc.
Several tentative alternate readings have not been included in this list, but are
discussed as they arise.
692 (i' kuaxnoa
740 icpav0£v
756-57 do not delete
758-60 retain the traditional order of 758, 759, 760























xa 6' aXka Bapoei* navx' £yd> B^aco xaXcog.
r^auxov
Xaportoicav
divide the lines as follows:
...Tcax' aaxu Tpoi-1 ag x66'* Tfi naTSeg...
divide the lines as follows:
...dtnoaKonoOa', friel I voaxipov vaug...
Aiooxopoiv
punctuate as follows: yapog, oi) ydpog aXk'
remove comma at line end
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967 insert comma after puOoug
974-75 do not delete
992 read and punctuate as follows:
Ex. el xfjg Texo6at]g xfjoSe ... pepvr|xa£ xi pou;
1011 xl
1041 spoken by the Chorus, continuing with 1042-43
1079 do not delete nq [3(2>
1155 xapaxa ©pflxlav
1173 Oipco
1211 xi 6' oi)
1217 (pavflg
Alternate readings for certain passages in lines 1-657 are discussed in the
sr.'vi_
Introduction and Commentary when they are-discussed, but this is not meant to be
a complete examination of the textual problems of these lines. By far the best
work done on the manuscript tradition for this play is Matthiessen (1973) which




The scene begins with the servant running onstage in a panic: her preparations for the burial
of Polyxena have become horrific. These two notions, preparation and horror, unite the events in
this episode. The audience knows that Polydorus is dead from the prologue, but it has since been
focusing on the plight of Polyxena. As the Polyxena storyline is concluding (all that remains are
the final preparations for the cremation), a new horror is presented to the prisoners of war:
Hecuba's youngest son is also dead. It is due to this transition that the play has often been falsely
labelled as 'broken-backed', and is one of the reasons for the play's lack of popularity in recent
centuries (see Heath 1987.) The difficulties in maintaining this view have already been discussed
(see Introduction VI.) In fact, Euripides does not allow the audience's attention to slacken: at a
point where a tcOppog for Polyxena might be appropriate, the audience is presented one for
Polydorus. Hecuba's failure to identify the corpse of her son as he is brought onstage leads to
further tension and links between the two children, a theme that will be expanded at the end of the
episode, 896-97. Until this point, the parodos going to the sea has been underused: the servant
had used it to go fetch water at the end of the last episode, and apart from that all entrances had
been along the other parodos, heading towards the Greek camp (and Thrace, cf. 953-1022 note).
The audience has become accustomed to disaster coming from the camp. This new disaster, from
the sea, is the first sign of changes to come in the story line, as this episode makes clear.
Agamemnon enters immediately following the Koppog as Odysseus had in the first episode,
and then begins a long supplication scene (Heath (1987a) 145-48.) Hecuba's intent only begins to
be revealed at 749, the end of a long and exceptional series of asides: she is seeking revenge.
Though she is unable to get any more from Agamemnon than a supportive neutrality, by the end of
the episode she has made all the necessary preparations for her horrific revenge.
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658-60 As the episode opens, the Oepdnaiva (= dpxala Xdxpig of 609) returns with the corpse of
Polydorus, which would be brought in on a bier by 'extras' (mutae personae) who then join others
at the back of the stage or leave. It is unreasonable to assume that the body is brought on by the
servant herself, since this would interfere with the delivery of her lines, which are clearly rapid and
excited. It does mean there is some oddity in having such obvious functionaries. It is required,
however, and the only alternative, to use the £kkukXtipcx to reveal the corpse, is inappropriate,
since its conventional use is to show interior scenes to the audience, and the body is not at present
within the tent. As the anonymity of the body is essential until 679, it must be assumed that the
body is shrouded. For entry of characters with corpses, cf. And 1166, Bac 1216 (where it is in
pieces), and on a larger scale Sup 794. In Aesch ST bodies are brought on, followed by Antigone
and Ismene at 871 (cf. Hecuba's slightly delayed entry at 667. Arnott (1962) 69, 115 suggests
"dummy bodies" were used in these instances. This fulfils what was predicted at 45-48 by the
ghost of Polydorus. Quite often Euripides^ prologues give inaccurate, or deliberately incomplete,
information, and in some ways the same is happening here. Although what Polydorus had said
was true, it was an incomplete truth, and the play will soon start to focus on the effects of
Hecuba's revenge, which was not anticipated in the prologue (see note 749-50.)
Hadley notes that there is a cruel and ironic &0Xov metaphor in these lines: 7iava0XCa (658),
vnccbaa (659), and aT^tpavov (660), which is continued in KrjpoypaTa in 662. This leads to a
paradox, since the conquering is in evil. nava0Xfa normally means "wretched", and so it would
be understood on first hearing. It is only with the subsequent line's vnc&oa that the impact of the
metaphor becomes clear.
0qXuv onopitv while perhaps rare is not remarkable, cf. Tro 503 0ijXaa anopit.
661 afjg lcaicoyXcboaou poqg is a genitive of cause (e.g. 156, Med 1028.) Similar in construct to
xaKoyXcoaaou is Valckenaer's conjecture of 6vxj0poeiv at Aesch Sup 513. There is an implied
reproach of the servant, for bringing news of more trouble for Hecuba; in a sense, the chorus are
shooting the messenger. The Scholiast wonders ti £ctti t6 [louXqpa Tfjg aqg Kaxocpqpou |3ofjg;
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662 Herwerden's emendation not has restored a balanced sense to the line, avoiding Paley's
apologetic tone ("I say, your evil-boding clamour, for these doleful announcements of yours know
no rest, coming as they do so quickly after the bad tidings brought by Talthybius" [i.e. 484-85].)
fo
e66a, "are still", cf. Homer II 5.524, Solon 2.19, functions here in a way similar aiyfiv in
Theocritus 2.38-39. The metaphor itself is very common: Sup 1147 obrno xaxdv 166' eufiei;, El
41-42, fr. 398 (Ino) euSouoa 6' TvoO$ <jup<popd xpbvov noXuv I vuv 6pp' £ye£pei, Aesch Ag 346,
Eum 280, and Soph OC 511.
663-64 Her words do not concern the chorus, however: 'Exdpp cp^pco, sc. dXX' ot>x vptv. This is
probably meant apologetically. Although it could be left indefinite, it is likely that to6' &Xyo$,
accompanied by an appropriate gesture, is a description of the corpse. Hadley, however, believes it
to be abstract. This would mean that the first reference to the body is made by Hecuba in 671
when she mistakes it for Polyxena.
crtdpa is an accusative of respect ("to speak propitiously as to your mouth".) The meaning is
similar to 181, and may imply as it often does "to keep silent", cf. Aesch Ag 1247 dxprpov, d>
T&Xcuva, Kolpqaov crrdpa, Cho 582, also Horace Odes 3.1.2, 3.14.11. evxprpeTv is presented as
the opposite to 661 xaKoyXcbaoou.
665 Taplin (1977) has demonstrated convincingly how verbal cues function in lieu of some stage
directions, especially in terms of recognizing entrances and exits, in Aeschylus. In many ways,
these principles can and have been extended for other Greek playwrights. One such formulaic
verbal cue is xal pf|v, announcing a new entry, as at 216. Hecuba emerges from the tent,
ruyxdvei + participle = 'happens to x\ This gives the feel of a speak-of-the-devil entry, which are
relatively common in tragedy, because of the compression of events required for the presentation of
diverse happenings. It is not an 'offhand' comment.
The tent from which Hecuba emerges is 6dpcov (as it was in 55) but the use of otto ("from beyond
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the limit of) equally recalls 53 tjjio axqvf)g. There is some confusion between the scene
represented and the theatrical reality.
666 Friis Johansen and Whittle (Aesch Sup 483) note that "the first element of a trimeter (being)
occupied by the final word of a clause begun in the preceding line(s) ... is common in the younger
tragedians." In this case, fj6e is an elided disyllable (as at 679 and 1130) but a monosyllable is
also possible, cf. Ale 179, 737, Med 612, 793, 893, 1320, Hip 296, 355, 890, 1097, Held 407, 455,
And 582, Soph El 43, Ant 250, OC 1168, fr. 142.ii. 15, Aesch PV 821 (and see Griffith (1977)
97-9.)
oolcji Xdyoig, "in time for your words", is a dative of accompanying circumstance.
667 nav-r&Xaiva echoes 658 navaOXCa, and is a relatively rare word, cf. And 140 <d»
navT&Xaiva vdptpa.
668 This line constitutes a simple polar expression of the this-and-not-that type. SXcoXag is used
intransitively: "you are lost/destroyed", d is from the copula dpi (as at 683) and not dpi (as 579),
which is also serving as a verb of existence. With the concessive |3X6iouaa, it can be translated
"though you can see the light of day, you are no longer alive." For the hyperbole, cf. 1121 and
Ale 1082 hn(b\cat\ pe, k&ti paXXov f) X£ya>.
669 Tricola of this type are very common, cf. Hel 1148 fbuorog &6ixog &0eog, Bac 995 fiOeov
avopov &6lkov, Or 310, And 491, HF 434, Tro 1313-14, Soph Ant 876, Aesch Cho 55, Homer II
9.63, Gorg Pal 36, Demosthenes 9.40, and as tetracola, cf. Hip 1028, IT 220 and Milton Paradise
Lost 5.898-99 "unmov'd I Unshak'n, unsedue'd, unterrifi'd", Samson Agonistes 416-17 "ignoble, I
Unmanly, ignominious, infamous". See also Fraenkel on Ag 412, Bond Hyp p.80 and Aristophanic
parodies of this at Frogs 203, 838-9. In the present instance, notice how each word is more
general than the previous: Hecuba has lost blood ties, marital ties, and political ties. That this
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threefold trouble represented to the ancient mind the extremes of a woman's possible suffering is
perhaps attested by Naomi's similar situation in the biblical Ruth 1:1-5, where 'the emptying of
Naomi' is crucial to the literary structure of the narrative. Meridor (1983) 15 presents a more
conventional view that "with the loss of the body-politic she and hers have lost all protection
against offence."
&jecp0app£vr| is a hapax in tragedy.
670 Hecuba is thinking of Polyxena's death, and she is mistaken; she sees no special force in
fmaig. There is an implied rebuke in etfioaiv, cf. Aesch PV 1040-41 el66ii xoC pot t&cj6'
dyycXCag I 66' £0cbi;£ev, Homer II 10.250, perhaps because the tricolon might sound like an insult.
cbveC6taag is embittered, and the phrase seems to have the same tone as the English "cast it up in
my teeth."
When the plural refers to oneself, it is always masculine, cf. 237, Soph El 399, Ant 926.
Note the threefold repetition of the el sound.
671 As at 258, iixhp indicates a sudden change of topic (GP 52). Because the word vexpdv is
always masculine, there is perhaps some irony here. Hecuba believes she is referring to her dead
daughter, but in her grammatically-necessary imprecision, is unwittingly accurate with respect to its
gender. The confusion of the corpse is dramatically similar to the climactic scene in Sophocles'
Electra, when Aegisthus mistakenly believes the corpse of Clytemnestra is that of Orestes. The
most probable date for Sophocles' play is c.413, well after the Hecuba. In each scene, the
character enters knowing that somebody is dead, and assumes that the shrouded corpse in front of
them is that dead person. In each case, they are mistaken, and the corpse is shown to be
somebody else. In the case of the Electra, there is the extra detail that the individual removing the
shroud (Orestes) is the same person that the mistaken character (Aegisthus) believes to be dead.
672-73 xopC£ouoa cf. Hip 1261.
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67ir(yy&0Ti cf- H 932.
t&cpog recalls the words of Talthybius, at 572ff. Nevertheless, it has been felt that the noun
is inappropriate, most recently by Kovacs (1988) 133-34, and for rdcpog suggests crrpcnds (perhaps
also altering navTuv to nag -r<2>v (cf. 530). This is attractive, though the corruption is hard to
explain, and the sense is tolerable as it stands.
6id xcpbc, = xcpi, cf. OC 470 6i' 6a(cov xeip&v 0iyd>v.
Though normally active, 'to be busy', a7iou6f|v £xav is here passive, "to be attended to /
receive attention", cf. Or 1056 pi) 0aveiv anoudqv lx(o\.
674-75 Tierney etc. mistake these lines for an aside, based on Hecuba's reaction at 676-77. Bain
(1977) 31-2, rightly argues against this (for Bain's definition of an aside, see note on 736-51.)
There is no dramatic reason why Hecuba should not hear this couplet. In fact, her response makes
more sense if she has heard v&ov (675). The line is probably addressed to the chorus, though it
too might be considered an odd thing for the servant to say. Yet there are parallels of the third
person being used to refer to a person with whom the speaker is conversing, e.g. Held 435
(juyyvcoord ydp toi xai t£z tou6\
driTETai metaphorically = "grasps", cf. 586.
676-77 pd>v = pi) ouv, as at 754 the questioner is appalled at the possibility of a positive answer,
and is hoping the answer will be negative.
References to Cassandra in the play are few and important. Cassandra is Hecuba's last living
child (though Helenus might still be alive as a prisoner: he is never introduced into the narrative
of this play), as she is to discover in three lines. She has been mentioned previously at 127 and
426. She will be used as a lever to win Agamemnon's assistance towards attaining her revenge
824-32. Here there is an affectionate synecdoche (icdpa ti)g Kaaadvfipag = Kaaadvdpav, cf.
21-22, 87, 127, 724) and a double reference to her prophetic powers. There is a similar double
reference in 121, when Cassandra is being considered (in report) as a possible Polyxena-substitute.
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The use of paxxeiov (cf.121) is similar to pcuvdfiog at El 1032, Tro 307, 415, but seems out of
place in reference to Cassandra, who is typically associated with Apollo (note the use of 827
cpoipdg and 1076 Bd^Kaig *Ai6a.) It would seem from the present usage that the word could be
used purely in a general sense of "inspired, frenzied" - which would not deny that she is a
prophetess - without having any associations with Dionysus, much as 'divine' can be used to
describe a rich dessert without theological overtones. For Dionysus as a mantic god, cf. 1267 note.
678-79 ^iXaxag (historical perfect) is also used of wailing at Hel 186, but as Lee notes at Tro 269,
the word denotes a sound of unusual quality rather than volume. It is therefore also used by
Agamemnon to represent the sound of Echo at 1110 of this play.
t6v GavdvTcz is the first definite indication that the corpse is masculine.
For the monosyllable xdvfi' at the beginning of the line, cf. 666. The word is postponed for
effect; as this sentence has been said, the servant has drawn back the shroud from the corpse,
revealing who it is. This is then a clue for the interpretation of yupvcoGfcv, which normally means
"naked". At 734 there is a reference to ndiXoi, which means either attendants are dressing the
body during the xopp6g 684-722 (which would be an unnecessary and distracting stage action) or
yupvcoGtv means something else. 'Lightly clad, virtually naked' is possible and would suggest
Polydorus is wearing rags from being cast upon the sea, but more likely is "uncovered", a direct
reference to the preceding action. The similarity with the scene in Sophocles' Electro (see note
670-71) suggests that there is no need to assume that the practice of enshrouding a corpse is in any
way unusual.
680 napb £Xjrl5ag "contrary to (your) expectations", cf. Or 977, Hip 1120.
681 6f| is used emphatically with verbs at moments of strong emotion, as at 413-4 (GP 215.)
682 Despite the ironic juxtaposition of toipt,' and 0pf]£ fivfjp, Hecuba is not yet laying blame.
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She is beginning a period of gradual recognition, and interpretation of her dream 66-95.
poi is an ethic dative, which can virtually be rendered, "I had thought" This is however the
first reference to Thrace since 81 (before that it is mentioned at 7, 19, 36, and 74.) While here it
is used innocently, cf. use at 710. olxoig is a locative dative, as it is at 457.
683 Friis Johansen and Whittle (Aesch Sup 908) note of dncoXdpTyv that 'the aorist indicates that
something which has just happened is identified by the speaker with his ruin.' cf. 440, Ale 391
6noX6nTjv tdXag, And 71, 74, 1077, Hip 575, Soph El 676-7, but note also the virtually
synonymous Cyc 665 dXcbXapev and 669 dncoX6pr]v.
ouic£r' dpi 6t], cf. Or 1081 xfjfiog 61 tovipbv xai o6v ouxdr' &rui 6Vj, Hip 778, Hel 279.
Mossman (1990) 73 suggestively posits that here Hecuba falls to her knees. If so, she must
again be standing by 736 (since again, she can fall to her knees.) Rising at Agamemnon's entrance
(say at 722) is most likely, but Mossman does also offer Hecuba's identification of Polymestor as
murderer (710) as the moment when she rises. If so, this would be a visual manifestation of
Hecuba's willingness to take action against him.
684-722 This is the second and final Koupdg in the play (the first being that at 154-215.) Before,
she had lamented that her daughter Polyxena was going to be sacrificed by the Greeks. Here, she
is lamenting the discovery that her (last) son has been murdered by barbarians. The situations
seem very different, but the grief remains the same. Extremes of emotion are characteristic of
Koppoi. Hecuba sings in the more lyric metres (in this case predominantly dochmiac dimeters)
while the chorus and servant speak in more regular iambic trimeters. This is the epirrhematic
structure, also used by Euripides at Hip 565-95, Tro 235-91. The idea of xoppOi being sung for
the young dead is attested as early as Homer II 18.569-72.
685-87 The first two lines are iambic dimeter, and serve as a lead-in to the lyric. 687 is a
dochmius - one of the so-called "Bacchic" metres. There is some problem in the interpretation of
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these lines, centring around how 6Xaaxopog is understood. The first difficulty is in the colometry:
Diggle and most others understand a comma after paxxetov, but Daitz (only in his apparatus
colometricus) and more recently Lebke and Reckford understand it after riXdaxopog. Their
argument (note on 7224) is as follows: "the ambiguity seems clear: ... (what) Hecuba now
commences is either a Bacchic 'strain' or a new Bacchic 'law' created by an avenging spirit".
While both positions of the comma are testified in the MSS., this interpretation seems mundane.
xaxdpxopcu is a technical term used in ritual, along with ££dpxco. It typically takes the genitive
(e.g. Pho 540 f|p£pag xaxdpxexai) but takes an accusative here, Or 960 xaxdpxopcu axevaypdv
and Homer Od 3.44445 (the only use of the verb in Homer, cf. Herod 4.60, 103.) cf. the use at
e
IT 40 where it "refers to the sprinkling of the victim's head with water" (Platnaur) - presumably,
the first stage in the process of sacrifice. What she is beginning here is vdpov paxxetov, which is
a reference to the dochmiacs she will be singing. Mossman (1990) 187 suggests that this technical
usage (without the play on words) is suggested by Aesch Cho 424, Per 935-37, and Xenophon Sym
9.3. The metre is "used with scenes of great excitement - of intense joy or grief (Raven (1962)
91.) To understand the dXdoxtop here is possible, but less desirable than the alternative.
The idea of an avenging, malignant spirit is common in Greek tragedy (e.g. 949, Tro 768,
Soph OT 788, Tra 1092, 1235, OC 788, Aesch Sup 415, Per 354, Ag 1501, 1508 etc.) and it is
often, as here, personified to some extent. If it is taken with dpxipa0f|g xaxcov, four subtly
different interpretations are possible:
1. It is an unspecified dXdcrxcop, posited by Hecuba because of her sufferings. This
seems to be the standard interpretation.
2. The Scholiast suggests the dXdcrrcop is £x noXuptjaxopog. This places a greater
emphasis on xaxdrv in 687, but it assumes Hecuba has already guessed the
cause of Polydorus' death. This is unlikely, in view of the question she asks
at 699-700, etc.
3. The dXdaxcop is sent by Polydorus, the dead thereby having a direct effect on the
world of the living. This option seems not to have been expressed previously,
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though it is consistent with the use of dXdoxcop at Ag 1501, 1508.
4. The dXdoTtop is the ghost of Polydorus. This is one of the suggestions of the
Scholiast, based upon the use of dp-rtpa0f|g, and relating it to 54 cp&vraapa
SapaCvoco' £p6v and 75-6, lines which are also recalled by 704-5.
There is a similar, and importantly related notion in the Homeric understanding of the Erinyes,
which seems to entail the notion of a specific protecting spirit that one has which seeks vengeance
on one's behalf: Homer Od 11.271f, Oedipus is punished by the Erinyes of his mother Epicaste;
II 9.447f, Phoenix is punished by the Erinyes of his father Amyntor. cf. also Od 2.134f, II 9.567f,
II 21.412f. All these examples concern restoration for violence within the family, but Od 17.475
shows that even a beggar can have an Erinyes. More detail on this can be found in Lloyd-Jones
(1989) and (1990) esp. 204. Further corroboration for this thesis comes from Euripides himself
where he "apparently equates avenging spirits with Erinyes at [Med\ 1059, where Medea swears pd
xoug nap' "Ai8fl .vep-rfpoog dXdoxopag" (Eden (1988) 560). If this notion is analogous with the
use of dXdcrrcop here, the third option listed above is both best and clearest. It also means that
parallels can legitimately be drawn between the use of "dXdoTcop" in this play and the role of the
Erinyes in the Oresteia, cf. Introduction IV.
dpxtpa0f|g, "having just learned", is a hapax (the variation in the MS. is not significant).
The Scholiast takes dpxi- in a slightly different sense, "having accurately learned". This would
suggest 688 is a statement and not a question. It also makes Hadley's interpretation of naifidg in
688 even more tenuous.
Textually, the readings adopted by Porson, Paley, Daitz and Diggle are preferable to
Murray's 685 yckov and 687 vdpov (which is the reading adopted by implication by Nussbaum
(1986) 409). Murray nevertheless does deserve attention, since it is possible and itjadoption would
prejudice the interpretation presented above of dXda-rcop. As Mossman (1990) 291 n.6 notes, ydov
or yckov make more sense as a gloss on vdpov than vice-versa. The accusative is not exceptional
in this context, cf. Or 960 (cited above) where the genitive alternate in the MSS. does not scan.
Murray sets PaKX£lov...v6pov as an accusative of apposition, to ydcov, and can be construed, but is
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overall less desirable and with less MSS. support
688 &tt]v nai66g has been taken two ways. Tierney righdy places it in an immediate context,
where nai&Sg = Polydorus, and his "ruin" is his death. Hadley has removed it from the present
context, referring to Paris, £m)v then = an active, working curse, recapitulating on the second
stasimon, 629-57.
co 6\3cjtt|ve oti is perhaps a colloquial expression, cf. Aristoph Clouds 398 & p£>pe au. At
any rate, it shows the familiarity with which the chorus holds Hecuba. It is conceivable that the
line should be attributed to the servant, which both explains the colloquialism, and is complicated
by the familiarity. There is an extant difficulty of just this nature at 708.
689-90 Stanford (Frogs 1335-36) says Euripides "was addicted to using repetitions to stimulate
[and, presumably, simulate] emotion", and notes, in addition to the four repetitions here, the 18 in
Or 1369-1502, and the 3 in Hel 648-51 (as well as the 7 in Aesch Sup 836-63.) This is technically
known as anadiplosis. Repetition of this type lends itself well to parody, viz. Aristoph Frogs
1336, 53. cf. 908, 1031, 1092, 1098. For other examples of a word being repeated after an
apostrophe, cf. And 843 &n66og, £> tplXa, 'n66og, Ale 218, Pho 818, Cyc 510, Rhe 346-47, 357-58,
385, Aesch PV 577. It actually represents nothing remarkable linguistically, merely the speaker
picking up where he left off before the interjection.
xcuvii is used euphemistically for "strange", as it is at 1038, Sup 92 xaiv&g £a|3oX&g 6pd>
X6ycov, Hel 1513, Soph Phil 52, Tra 613. cf. the use of vedg at Tro 1160, Sup 91, 99, 1032, Her
382, Hip 1%. Latin does the same thing with novus.
icupeL, "follow", is also used in a very similar sentiment with anadiplos" s at IT 865, 867
&XXa 6' tt, fiXXcov xupei I Satpovog ru^cn tivdg.
691-92 Diggle accepts Hermann's emendations of these lines, and while this is clearly acceptable
with 6ar^vaxTOg 66dxpmog (the reading of the MSS being nonsensical), reading 'niajcrjoei for p'
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faxiCTX^aei is less certain. Two arguments can be presented in favour of excising p':
1. Scansion, plpa 'raaxfaet is a normal dochmiac (v - - - -)
and p£pa p'fruax^aei is not ( -). However, while the passage ,s
predominantly dochmiac with some (spoken) iambics, 706 is a
non-dochmiac lekuthion. Preserving the reading of the MSS, yields a
kaibelianus (an abnormal dochmiac) which is also found among normal
dochmiacs at Ale 401 tycb o' ty&, p&TEp, and the responding 413 £(3ag liXog
aiiv t^6'' Scansion is therefore not a necessary reason to excise p'.
2. Interpretation. If p' = pot (an interpretation Ambrose attributes to Murray),
foucxxqaa = "hold out", and therefore "continue", i.e. "will pass by for me".
This elision would be more welcome in lyric or epic than in tragedy. This is a
lyric passage, though. Ambrose's suggestion that this means p' is a later
interpolation is wrong. The alternative is that p' = pe. Here &uoxijoa =
"keep", and therefore "prevent", i.e. "will stop me (from grieving.)"
There is nothing wrong with this interpretation, and so there is nothing wrong with preserving the
reading of the MSS.
695/6 Ovfjoxeig should not be taken as a historical present (e.g. Lembke and Reckford) but rather
"what is the death you died?", cf. Virgil Aen 8.294-5 tu Cresia mactas prodigia.
697 This is her first guess that Polydorus may have been murdered. Her question at 699-700
seeks to confirm this.
698 xupcb, a vivid present, normally takes the genitive, but cf. Aesch ST 699 (3£ov eu xopfjaag.
Tiemey's note indicates that he believes both this and 701 to be spoken by the chorus, which
would be wrong.
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699-701 Etymologically similar to the Latin cadaver and the English carcass, n&rripa is also found
at Pho 1701 to cptXa rceaqpciT' &0ki' 60k(ou Txaxpdg and And 652-3.
tv iJjap&Oqj Xtvpq is to be taken with ExpkqTOV (the intervening phrase being almost
parenthetical.) A body washed ashore would be found on smooth sand, in the littoral zone of the
foreshore. Hecuba does not realize that the alternatives she offers are not mutually exclusive.
Porson attributed only 699 to Hecuba, and 700-01 to the Oepdncuva, which also makes sense, loses
some irony, gains in factual description, but is overall less desirable.
££ijveyxc cf. Thucydides 1.54.1 ££evex0£vTCOv vn6 it toO j&ou xal 6v£pou.
702-07 These lines confirm that what the audience learned from the ghost of Polydorus 1-54 was
also learned, in one form or another, by Hecuba in her nightmare described 66-95. There are two
echoes of her description. The first is pekavdnxepov, which recalls 71 pckavonxepuycov.
Aristophanes inflates this at Frogs 1336 pekavovexudpovct, 'black-corpse-clad'. The second is
cp&vxaapa. Though the MSS reading ipdopa makes sense, echoes 70, and scans, Matthiae's
conjecture is preferable. It still makes sense, and recalls 70 cpdopaaiv. The fact that two
consecutive words each recall a particular passage (70-71) suggests how the error could have been
introduced originally. Stylistic variation is found elsewhere in the play (see note on 928-32.)
Scansion also argues against the reading of the MSS. As it stands, the lines scan as follows: 704
doch + cr, 705 cr + cr, 706 lekuthion (named in antiquity after Aristophanes Frogs 1208 etc.)
Abnormal dochmiacs "occur as isolated metra here and there, scarcely ever in sequences" (West
(1982) 110.) Following the emendation, scansion regularizes for the most part: 704 doch + doch,
705 doch, 706, lek. This is more acceptable. (Line 702 is not extra metrum, but must be scanned
with 703. This produces double dochmiacs.)
fpaOov is an instantaneous aorist, "I (just now) understood."
napa[3aivco is being used metaphorically, "escape".
&v = Doric qv, referring to 5xpuv (704). Diggle's apparatus omit s Hermann's conjectured
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t&v, adopted by Murray, though the only apparent purpose of this suggestion is to ensure that the
final syllable in the previous line is scanned long.
oob (and fivrog) is adopted by Diggle because of the relative rarity in tragedy of Apcpi +
accusative = "concerning"; there are however a substantial number of parallels that make such an
emendation unnecessary: cf. Tro 511 dpcpC pot TXtov, Or 1538, Rh 932, Soph Tra 937, Aesch Sup
246, Ag 715 (corrupt); also, note the early use of what a hymn or ode is 'about': Homer Hymn
7.1, 19.1, 22.1, 33.1, Pindar P 2.15-6,1 7.9, etc. It may be right, though.
Aids dv cpdet, "in the light of day", is the same as the Latin phrases sub Jove and sub Divo.
709 It is common in Greek to use ol6a + infinitive = 'to be able to x.' dvapdcppcov is a hapax,
"understanding dreams". The context does not allow for any interpretation other than
understanding one's own dream, cf. Aesch Per 224 Gepdpavrig.
710-1 There are many verbal echoes of lines 6-14 in this couplet, which strengthens the
connection between Hecuba's nightmare and the prologue: as she begins to interpret her dream,
she uses many of the same words as Polydorus used.
For example, tjtvog echoes 7 £dvou. The Greek concept of guest-friendship (£dvia) had a
special set of moral obligations, which are of particular importance to this play. The word is used
fifteen times, cf. 26, 715, 774, 781, 890, 1047, 1216 etc. The relationship was what bound
foreigners to each other, and was the presumption of goodwill in Greek ethics that lasted until
warranted otherwise. Benveniste (1973) 278-79 associates the word with the equally important
notion of cptkia, and cf. Arnott (1959) 183-84 and Adkins (1966) 204-05 who argues that it is not
self-evidently 66(xog to kill a ijdvog, that "killing a Jjdvog as a x&PlS 1° a <p&os" is acceptable.
While I am sure that there are instances where this is true, the emphasis on the word and concept
in the play is paramount. A £dvog was under the protection of Zeus Xenios, whose power can be
seen to be the overriding v6pog Hecuba later invokes (800 and see note): "The stranger who had a
xenos in a foreign land - and every other community was foreign soil - had an effective substitute
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for kinsmen, a protector, representative, and ally. He had a refuge if he were forced to flee his
home..." (Finley (1965) 112).
©pfjiaog recalls 7 ©pqicCou (see note on 682). Ijuidiag echoes 9 cpQ.umov (cf. Homer II
10.437, 14.227.) tva, "where", here refers to Thrace, though properly it should go with £dvog,
"with whom". There is a Iva clause in 11, and it is also used with an indicative in 2, cf. And
652-53. natfip is in both 711 and 11. Finally, Kpu^iag recalls 6 and 14
6n£^6iepi)jev, all of which imply concealment from the enemy. For possible stage direction at this
line, see note 683.
713 The use of the future in t( Xi^eig provides "a still more emphatic reference to a present
intention" (A/7" 72); Verrall (Med 1310) explains it thus: "The future points to the inability of a
person receiving bad news to grasp the truth at first. He speaks as though he still had to hear it."
cf. 511, 1124, Hip 353, Ion 1113, Pho 1274 (where Jocasta's answer, ou cplX', dXX' frxou, shows
she has understood the question as if it had been asked in the present or aorist), Soph Phi 1233.
The use of an
interjection before t( X#jeig is usual, olpoi being the most common.
714-5 The tricolon crescendo is a common rhetorical device whereby three elements are presented
such that each successive element is longer than the one preceding. It was "very much favoured
by, for example, Tacitus, Macaulay, and Sir Winston Churchill" (Fraenkel (1957) 351 n.l) but is
also found in Euripides at 811, Tro 1313-4, Hyps p.80. Fraenkel lists other examples. In the
present instance, the second element Gaupdrcov n^pa is a phrase also found at IT 839-40
Gaupdioov I n£pa xal Xdyou npdaco rdfi' (mifia. Euripides also uses Gaupdrcov at Bac 667,
716. For n^pa + genitive = "beyond" cf. IT 900 puGcov n£pa, Pausanias 4.5.6.10 cog dvdoid te
teal n^pa 6avcbv elpyaopdvov. Nor is the use of a comparative to express amazement especially
remarkable: cf. Hip 1217, Cyc 376, Sup 844.
Hadley is probably right in reading ouy 6oi* ou6' dvexrd as indicating an offence against
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both the gods and men, but especially Zeus, cf. 345. With this in mind, £dvcov should be
interpreted as both subjective and objective, and translated accordingly, "between friends". The
sanctity of strangers has already been established in the play, at 26. Herodotus 6.35.2 gives a
similar incident in the life of Miltiades, which also transpires in the Chersonese.
The scansion here is slightly irregular because of the kaibelianus (= iambic tripody) in the
second foot, but it should still be considered a double dochmiac; 1084 presents a kaibelianus in
the first foot, cf. Bac 983 ~ 1003, Hip 593, Pho 114, 183 (which are sometimes emended away),
and Dale (1968) 133f, to which Barrett adds Aesch Prom Pyrk (?) fr. 343.34ff Mette = Fr. 278
Lloyd-Jones, in Smyth, Aesch. Barrett's judgement (Hip 565-600) is that such "obdurate cases"
acceptable but rare, but he also cautions that many corruptions may enter the MSS tradition
because of the double dochmiac's "superficial resemblance to an iambic trimeter."
716 The partitive genitive in xat&paic dv6pcSv almost gives the force of a superlative (cf. 192.)
Barrett (Hip 848-51) calls this form of address "an old use" dating to Homer. Other examples in
Euripides are Hip 848-49 and Ale 460 co cpQ.a yuvanc&v, Held 567 d> rdXaiva napGdvtov. cf.
Aristophanes Frogs 835, 1049, 1227, Ecc 567, 784, Aesch Sup 967, Homer, II 6.305, Od 14.361,
443, 21.288, Theognis 1307, Theocritus 15.74.
6iepoipdooo is used literally of cleaving the body, but cf. Hip 1376-77 diapoipdacn xard t'
ta ko
euvaaai I tdv £p6v |B1otov, where it refers to Hippolytus in his grief calls out for his own
destruction. It has much the same force (and construction) as 782 Siarepcbv. The discovery of the
wounds formally answers the question asked at the beginning of 695, and tells that Polydorus'
death was no accidental drowning.
718 Although oi6ap£q> is metallurgically anachronistic, this probably would not have mattered. It
is possible that the word is intended to recall the geographical setting of the play, since in the fifth
century, the monetary units of Byzantium were known as ol oiSdpeoi.
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720 For scansion purposes, p&ea is given rather than the more usual contracted form, p&q, from
p&og "limb".
721-22 &g is causal. Note that what appears to be a colon at the end of 721 in
Diggle's text is a typographical error and should not be there. Line 722 is repeated for the most
part at 1087, where it is interpolated (see Page (1934) 103-5.) The flalpcov of this line is not to be
identified concretely with the 6Xdcrrcop of 686, because 60x15, being indefinite, marks its
antecedent (6a£pcov) also as indefinite. £0tik£v (like 111 £axc a"d 656 xiGdvai) is used in the
Ionic sense, = rtoieiv. For possible stage directions at this point, see note 683.
724-25 Strictly, this is no longer part of the xoppdg, but rather a formal choral introduction
preparing for the entrance of Agamemnon. "Marking the appearance of a new character on the
stage" (GP 103) tiXX' elooptb yhp can also be found at HF 138 (where see Bond), 442 (add to
Parry's footnote), Or 725, El 107, Bac 1165, Hip 51, Aesch PV 941, elaopdr alone also being
used to announce entries at Ale 24, Cyc 35. Parry calls the formula "a means of turning the eyes
of the audience towards an actor who has just come onto the stage" (1971, 292.) It is best to
translate taking elaopd) yhp xo(36e Seandiou 6^pag I 'Ayap^pvovog as parenthetical. The
periphrasis 6£pag 'Ayapipvovog in some instances would recognize and welcome the actual
physical presence (see Bond HF 1036) but here is a formal greeting, of their captor cf. the
affectionate periphrasis in 676; also IA All ofjg KXmaipijcrrpag 6£pag, Or 107, El 1341, HF
1036, Soph Ant 945, OC 1550, Aesch Eum 84, Virgil Aen 7.650 corpore Turni. The Homeric
distinction between a living Wpag and a dead ocopa does not hold in Attic. The hortatory oiycopcv
is not that the chorus must keep the matter of Polydorus a secret, nor even particularly that they
tell themselves to "hush up." It is partly coming to order on the entrance of their master, and also
allowing Hecuba, their former queen, to function as their spokesperson.
726 p£XXag + present or future indicative = "hesitate, delay".
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727-28 The couplet recapitulates Hecuba's words to Talthybius at 604-8. icp' otoncp is relative
attraction for foil Toutoig & (so Tierney and Ambrose, who render "under the conditions which")
cf. And 821 icp' oiaiv fjkGeg dvyy&Xovaa ou, Or 564 &p' olg 6' dneileig cog 7unpco0rjvai pe
Xpr). For the resolution in the fourth foot, cf. 1240-42 note.
729-30 The position of the epsilon in ou6' dvjxiuopcv is open to question. Nauck's version
(adopted by Diggle) makes sense, and does avoid the violation of Porson's law (cf. And 346, IA
530) but exceptions do exist (see West (1982) 84-5) which might excuse the original reading of the
MSS.
cbcrre = "so as" to astonish me. MT 584 notes that "we generally translate ... so that I am
astonished, as if it were a>ore 0aupd£co iycb, simply because we cannot use our infinitive with a
subject expressed." coore + infinitive introduces "a result which a previous act tends to produce"
(587.1).
731-32 TdmGev refers to the preparations described 572-80. It is "matters from there" because it
is at the place from which he has just come, cf. Latin ex ille parte "on that side"; also Soph OC
505 TooicerGev, Aesch ST 40, cf. Hec 1152 IvQcv "on the other side". Although lyyo + adverb is
more common, icrrlv is acceptable, and is also used at 532.
xaXdjg as an adjective, cf. Held 369-70 to0 raCka icaX<2>g av e'Clrj napd y' eiS gppovoOaiv;
733 In Euripides, la always indicates surprise, cf. 1116. Page Med 1004 gives examples. As at
19, dvfipa is used in attributive apposition (Smyth 986). Here it demonstrates the sequence of
recognized details: "What man is this I see by the tent? dead? and a Trojan?"
734-35 With ou yap 'Apyeiov, sc. 6vra. While strictly speaking only a woman's garment (933,
Med 786, in plural Bac 833), here and at Cyc 301 Ijdvid re SouVat icai n&iXot§ &iapK&jai,
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n£nXoi is used of "clothes" in general. The singular is used for men's clothing at Cyc 327, IT
1218. "Strangers' clothing regularly excites attention as an indication of their race" (Friis Johansen
and Whittle, Aesch Sup 234) cf. Held 130-31 xal pf|v oToXrjv y' "EXXqva teal fk%dv n^rcXcov I
Ixa, 6' fpya |3ap(3dpou yeptx; td6e, IT 246, Rh 313, Hyps pp.78-9, Soph Phil 223-24, Aesch
Sup 234, fr. 59 darig xnG)\a$ Paao&pag tc AuSCag I lxu nofiifcag, and, also from Edonians, fr.
61 Tiodandg 6 ydvvtg; xlg ndfrpa; Tig f) otoXt^; Lucian Cont 9. Yet here it seems somewhat
artificial for there to be identifiable clothing on a body which has been adrift on the sea for up to
three days. Both Menelaus in the Helen, and Odysseus in Odyssey 6 are naked after a shipwreck,
which naturally recalls 679 yupvooGiv. As was mentioned there, it is less desirable dramaturgically
to have a 'naked' dummy body which gets clothed by attendant servants during the xoppog,
Compare the use of 6£pag with 724. Based on analogy with these lines, Page prefers 6dpag to
X^pag at Med 1206-07 <£>pcotje 6' euGbg xal nepintd^ag x^PaS ' Ktivei npooaudcbv TOidS'-
736-51 These lines constitute "one of the most striking pieces of stage action to be found in Greek
tragedy" (Bain (1977) 13) in that they represent both the earliest, and the longest, extant example
of the use of an aside. The use of the term tends to be imprecise and can be misleading. Though
Bain gives a narrow definition, it is consistent and is the only way to understand the device as
having dramatic interest. The definition is this: "When X and Y are on stage together, an aside is
any utterance by either speaker not intended to be heard by the other and not in fact heard, or
properly heard by him" (17). This particular formulation is useful, since it avoids meta-theatrics,
dealing exclusively with the character's intentions. It is unlikely, though possible that other
characters on stage (such as the chorus) do hear the fines; it is equally possible that more than one
person is meant to be excluded. It would be wrong to think of Hecuba's fines as being delivered
sub voce to the servant, who is still onstage, see note on 778. What is important with this
convention of the stage is that although the lines must be delivered with sufficient volume that
they can be heard at the back of the theatre, the characters in question absolutely can not be
thought to have heard them. Lembke and Reckford's belief that the lines are "orchestrated for
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Agamemnon's benefit" could not be more wrong: it is a convention of the stage that is being
introduced, and not the guile of Hecuba. Lembke and Reckford's interpretation is appropriate for
an equally striking, but completely different scene, that of the merchant in Sophocles' Philoctetes.
As an example of an aside, Bain mentions Shakespeare Othello III.iv.34-5:
Oth: Well, my good lady; - O, hardness to dissemble! -
How do you, Desdemona?
Des: Well, my good lord.
If Desdemona had heard "O, hardness to dissemble" (the aside) her answer would not have been
"Well, my good lord". Yet her answer does demonstrate that she has clearly heard both the
preceding and the following phrases. All of Hecuba's lines in this passage are spoken aside, and
are not heard by Agamemnon. Agamemnon's lines help reconstruct some of the stage action (e.g.
Hecuba has her back turned to him) which is useful in terms of theatre history because it suggests
that the ancient attitude to, and way of dealing with, an aside is similar to the modern one. The
stage action (turning) shows that at least some degree of naturalism was present in ancient acting
techniques. The convention, present but not frequent elsewhere in Euripides, became commonplace
in Greek and Roman New Comedy. In general, my interpretation of these lines follows that of
Bain (1977) 13-19. cf. 674-75, 812-23 which are commonly, though wrongly, labelled asides (Bain
(1977) 31-33.)
The sustained use of the device, however, is remarkable, and its overall effect is quite similar
to Shakespeare Henry VI part 1 V.iii.60-109 in the dialogue (if such it can be called) between
Suffolk and Margaret, an excerpt of which follows (72-80):
Mar: Say, Earl of Suffolk, if thy name be so,
What ransom must I pay before I pass?
For I perceive I am thy prisoner.
Suf: [Aside] How canst thou tell she will deny thy suit, 75
Before thou make a trial of her love?
Mar: Why speak'st thou not? What ransom must I pay?
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Suf: [Aside] She's beautiful, and therefore to be woo'd;
She is a woman, therefore to be won.
Mar: Wilt thou accept a ransom - yea or no? 80
The exchange continues, Margaret hearing nothing as he speaks. This example shows the complete
artificiality of the situation, but nevertheless its dramatic effect. Margaret's impatience without a
response is of exactly the same nature as Agamemnon's in the present example.
736-38 Self-address is present elsewhere in Euripides (El 112-3, Tro 98-104). The Scholiast
wrongly applies 6ocrrr|ve to Polydorus, with Hecuba then turning to address herself (np6g £amr|v
dnoarpacpeioa X£ya.) But ipauri)v ydp Xdyco, "I mean myself, clearly shows that neither
Agamemnon nor Polydorus can be meant, cf. Herodotus 7.144.7, Isocrates Panath 277, Cicero de
Fin 5.3 me autem dicebat. Despite its use in New Comedy, the Scholiast also indicates Didymus
was unfamiliar with the device (also cited by Tierney): t6 6t suoxtive 6 Ai6vjp6g cpqai np6g x6v
rioXodcopov Xtyav tfjv 'Exdpqv, <o duorrive IloXbSope, £patrn)v yip Xtyco, 6vattivov
dnoxaXobara at. She returns to the first person in the next line. Xdyouaa at poses a shght
problem, as literally she has not yet said "at", though it must be self-quotation. Hadley
understands at with the vocative Sucrrqve, i.e. as if she had said "Sbcrrqve ou." It is fair to
wonder why she does not continue fipdaetg; The relative novelty of the aside required such a
transition to function as a clue to the aside, to make the audience realize that something unusual
was occurring. Thus Paley rightly follows Dindorf in taking together Sboxqve 'Exdpq, the rest of
736 being a justification for her self-address in the vocative. As at 260, Tidxepa introduces alternate
possibilities, and often only the fj need be translated, npoantaio + accusative is also found at
Aesch ST 94-95 ndrtpa 6fjx' £yd> <7tdipia> npoantaio ppdtq 6aip6vcov; (where ndrpia is
supplied from the Scholiast.) The deliberative subjunctive does not affect how 6pdaco is
understood.
739-40 The poetical form of ddbpopat - required by the metre - is rare (hence the MSS
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variations), but is also found at And 397 (which might be spurious, see Stevens) and Aesch PV
271, and in lyric Med 159, Soph OT 1218, and Aesch Per 582 . The use of the verb suggests an
audible sound to which Agamemnon is responding (perhaps he has heard only the word 6o<rrr|v'
and is responding to that.) This need not be the case, as stage action could easily be used to
represent weeping, requiring no sound. Though this is most likely, Bain (15 n.l) offers another
possibility, that 66pfl is being used in the same way that ot£vcdv is used in Soph Phi 806, where it
refers to inward groaning.
Although it is favoured by Diggle, Collard, Murray (who lists no MSS variations), Bain
(1977, 14 n.l) and Bichl (1984) 131-35, I do not believe jipax0£v, 'what has been done,' is the
correct reading, even though it is found in the majority of MSS (including Triclinius.) Two other
readings are found, and should be considered:
1 KpavGfev, from xpaivco, 'what has been done / brought to pass.' It is found
written in G, and in K as a correction by the first hand. This is the reading
favoured by both Daitz and Matthiessen (1969) 302 and, at one time, by
Diggle (1975), who called the reading "a clear gain" when reviewing Daitz.
Bain says Euripides' use of t6 xpav0£v always implies a divine element, but
overstates his case. Though he is right about Ion 77, he is less certain about
the corrupt Hip 868 (even Barrett suggests a neutral meaning: 'what has come
to pass.') Though it is true that xpaCvetv is 'regularly used of decrees of gods
and fate' (Stevens And 1272, cf. Fraenkel Ag 369), it is often used with
tjifjcpog, of voting (i.e. something irrevocable, Willinck's 'the unalterable
situation.') cf. 219, Or 1023, Tro 785, Aesch Sup 943. Bain's argument rests
on his desire for a neutral meaning (cf. Hip 842) and is influenced by Fraenkel
to believe such is not possible with Kpav0£v, which is not the case. xpav0£v
is a slightly rarer word (suggesting diff. pot.), has a synonymous meaning to
the more common reading, and is present early enough in the tradition (the late
13th century, just before Triclinius) to warrant it being preferable to npaxO^v.
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2 xpaGiv is found as the original of B and K (before each was corrected) and in
Diggle's IIj (= Daitz' II4) = P.Oxy. 876 [Pack2 389], dating from the fifth
century A.D., and therefore predating all other readings by at least 500 years
(Tig is illegible at this point.) Daitz (xm n. 1) uses this reading to strengthen
his case, saying xpaGirv = xpavG£v, by which he means the ;s an
abbreviation of the Iafter Although the nu is not part of the xpalvco-root, it
is present in every form. For it in this one instance to have an optional form
could seem too convenient, did Or 1023 not give xpaG^vx' as an alternate to
xpavG^vr' in M (before correction), V, L, P. I am nevertheless tempted to
posit xpaGtv, from xepdvvupi = "what has been mixed/diluted", as of wine
- cf. Cyc 557 j«2>s oov x£xparai; Ion 1016, fr. 472.5-8 (Cretans)
065 auGiyevf|g TpT)Geia 60x65
areyavoug naplyu XaXdpcp ntkixti
xal xaupob^Tcp x6XXp xpaGeia'
dxpexag dppoug xunapiaaou
- being used here metaphorically for "what has been garbled." It would
normally be scanned long, so there is no metrical problem.) If this reading
were correct, it would then constitute another direct reference to the fact that
736-8 was spoken as an aside: the fact that Agamemnon could not make out
what Hecuba had said, that it was garbled. Such a reference is appropriate for
the probable novelty of the convention (no earlier example survives which
suggests a recent development and possibly that this was the first use.)
Serving the same function is Agamemnon mentioning that Hecuba has turned
her back. This interpretation is also not limited by any way of understanding
66pp. It certainly is a rare word, and it is easy to imagine a transition to
"what has happened" - xpavGfcv - as familiarity with the convention of the
aside developed (as it clearly did with Menander and the New Comedy.)
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Arguing against this possibility is Aesch Ag 321 olpai |3of|v fipaxrov tv
n6Xa nphxav which is typically taken to refer to cries that do not blend being
heard clearly. Since ftpixios and xepdvvupi are used in opposing senses in
Plato Philebus 61b it seems unlikely that the metaphorical leap required could
be effected (the notion of clarity in the passage in the Agamemnon being part
of the verb npdnav.)
It therefore seems that xpavGtv is the best of the possible readings, and that the lines should be
translated: "Why do you weep, turning your back on me, and do not say what has been done?
Who is this?"
741-42 Hecuba continues the aside and ignores Agamemnon's questions. The sentiment she
expresses is similar to Helen's at Tro 914-5: Xocog pe, x&v eu x&v xaxdx; X£yeiv, I oux
6vTapd\|>fl noXeplav ityoupcvog. The parallel is not exact, since the Troades passage is the
beginning of the agon between Helen and Hecuba, and supplication is not involved.
fmcbaaito + genitive = "thrust (me) away from". The repetition of &v (cf. 359-60, three
times at 1199-1200) is frequent, and it is only slightly unusual in so short a clause, see MT 223,
and Denniston El 534. cf. El 1047-48, Med 250-51, 616-17, Hip 961, And 77, 934-35, Tro 985,
1244, IT 98, 245. Again there is a structural allusion to the earlier scene with Odysseus, when
the possibility of the person supplicated refusing to act in accordance with the supplicator's desires
is mentioned.
743-44 It is common in Greek (cf. 332) to use the perfect of <p\xo to mean "to be (by nature)", by
extension from the primary meaning "to have been born." pi) + participle (xXOcov) creates a
conditional force (MT 841), "unless by hearing." ££icnopfjaai (cf. 236) = "to search out", or
perhaps better "to follow" which preserves the metaphorical use of 666v, which itself is common:
Hip 290 yvcbpqs 66<5v, Pho 911 fixooe 6q vuv Geocpdrcov £pd>v 666v, Med 376, Soph OT 67,
311, Aesch Eum 989, Ag 1154, Pindar O 8.13, Thuc 1.122, and also Aristoph Pax 124 where literal
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and metaphorical meanings meet.
745-46 ye adds liveliness to the question posed by Spa (GP 50). paXXov = "too much." cppdvag
should be taken as "purpose", as it is at Ion 1271-72 t\ ouppdxoig ydp SvepeTpqadpqv cppdvag I
rdg adg, fiaoco poi nfjpa dwpcvtjg t' f-cpug-
747 & rot cf. GP 546, the particle combination in conditional protasis is also found at El 77 & tot
born aoi, areixe, Hip 507.
748 It is fair to assume that Agamemnon, thinking Hecuba is not going to respond to him, begins
to turn away from her as if to exit where he came onstage. This line was later reused by
Euripides, with change only in the last two feet, at Or 1280 tg iamb\ i^Keig- ical ydp ovdk Tp6'
6xX,og. (cf. also 279 = Or 66 ramp y£yq0e tcdmX^Getat Karccov.) A similar feature has been
observed in Tennyson's poetry, and is explained by Ricks (1966). Barrett notes that the phrase tg
raurdv fjmg can mean one of two things: "(a) you are (after a given action) in the same position
as you were or would be after another action" e.g. Hip 213, El 787, IA 1002; "or (b) you are in
the same position as someone else" e.g. Or 1280, where sc. £po(, IA 665, Scholia on Hip 273. He
wrongly identifies the present instance as (b) when it is in fact (a): Agamemnon is saying that
Hecuba will soon come to a point where it will no longer matter whether she speaks to him or not.
It is necessary to understand pooXopat (from 747 pouXp) with tycb xXuciv. Parry (1971) 294
includes tg raurov rjicag- teal ydp o66e (both here and at Or 1280) among a list of six phrases
"by which a character who has just come upon the stage can begin his speech, or by which the
thought can be carried back and forth between actors in the give and take of dramatic
conversation". What this implies is that, despite the asides, the 'rules' of stichomythia (such as
they exist) are being followed.
749-50 Verbs of avenging (like riptopeiv here, or dpuveiv) are clearly defined in terms of the
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cases which they take. The dative (r^cvoiai xoig £poicn) indicates the person avenged (Smyth
1376). An accusative represents the person punished, with the crime itself sometimes being
regarded as the offender. A genitive indicates the wrong done, or the cause (Smyth 1445). When
the verb is found in the middle form (as it is in 756 and 882) it means "to avenge oneself on" and
at
therefore times = "to punish". Cf. Herodotus 3.145 icaC ocpeag Tipcoptjaopai xfjg £v0a6e 6tx(£tog
("And I shall punish them for coming here"); Xenophon Anabasis 7.4.23 Tipcopijaao0at dtuiobg
xfjg &u0£aecog ("to take revenge on them for this attack"); Cyropaedeia 4,6,8 xipcoptjoeiv oot toO
rtai66g t6v cpoWa lijioaxvoOpai ("I promise to avenge you for the murder of your son." Revenge
in Greek morality can be ambiguous (as in the modern world) but in all of these instances, it
represents meet and acceptable behaviour, as should be expected with the word's etymological link
with tCpri; cf. Introduction I, II, IV. The word is used in the Oresteia of Aeschylus four times, at
Ag 1280, 1324, 1578, and Cho 143.
In mentioning revenge at this point, Hecuba initiates her consolidated effort to reclaim her
former glory, which she will accomplish through her righteous revenge upon Polymestor. This is
the first time the word has been used (and its omission from the prologue is probably significant ,
cf. Introduction IV, and note its omission in 262-65 where the notion but not the vocabulary of
revenge are strongly present). The use introduces a key word of the play (always used by Hecuba
of this revenge-action, cf. 756, 790, 843, 882, 1258) and initiates the key movement of the story.
She is at this point the lowest in status she ever is in the play (see Introduction VI), and the
decline in status has been continual since she first appeared on stage. Even though at this point
(cf. 751) she is as open to failure as success, she at least will no longer be passive. Testall (1954)
rightly notes that this constitutes a genuine moment of surprise in the play.
Like the Latin volvo, oxp&pco comes to = "hesitate" from its more primary meaning of
'revolving' thoughts. It is not a reference to physical position.
751 Hecuba steels her courage and ends her aside. The use of the double xav (crasis for teal th\,
see GP 324) is stronger than just "whether ... or". Despite the grammatical irregularities in
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English, a translation should include both possibilities rather than exclude one: "I must be bold,
both if I succeed, and even if I do not succeed."
752-53 In addressing Agamemnon, Hecuba turns and falls in the traditional position of
supplication, cf. 286 (see Gould (1973) 75-77). She surprises him before he can turn away, as
Odysseus did in 342. The sanctity of the suppliant was absolute, cf. Thetis in Homer II 1.407,
500-02, and Priam in book 24. Conacher (1961) wrongly believes that Hecuba's supplication
constitutes a debasement. What Agamemnon hears is a two line speech (even though the audience
has heard three other lines aside.) He responds with a two-line speech (754-55) as does Hecuba
(756-57, but see note.) In effect, she has selected the former alternative that she had suggested
737-8. Murray printed an ellipse after 753, assuming that Agamemnon was cutting Hecuba off
before a long supplicatory speech was under way. This is unnecessary. The sentence makes
satisfactory sense as it stands, and it is normal for characters to continue one another's grammar,
though this is a particular feature of stichomythia.
754-55 xi xpfjlia indicates astonishment, cf. Aesch PV 298. Homer uses the verb paxedo), but by
the fifth century it has become interchangeable with the more metrically convenient pacrredco.
Euripides uses both (paaxedco: here, Hel 597, Pho 36; paxedco: 779, 815 - note again Euripides^
tendency to repeat rare words in a close proximity to each other), as does Aeschylus (Ag 1099
(though Schtltz emends this away); Ag 1094; Cho 219) and Pindar (P 3.107, 4.62, N 8.73; N 3.53.)
Sophocles uses only paxedco (OT 1052, Phi 1210, OC 211) but this could easily be an accident of
what survives. Hesiod fr.85 (GOttl.) has xf|v paoxedoov. As at 676, p<Qv functions like the Latin
num, with the questioner anticipating a negative response. £Xed0epov ... 0do0ai, "have made free",
cf. the use of the active voice at 656, 722.
Exactly why this is f)<£6iov is neither clear nor spelled out. Pflugk thinks Agamemnon is
suggesting suicide. This is ridiculous, wrong and inappropriate, and constitutes an unnecessarily
cruel pun in &xd0epo«/ atdrva 0da0ai. The alternative is that Agamemnon is ready to grant
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Hecuba her freedom, either in respect to her old age and former status, or for the sake of
Cassandra (cf. 823-32.) Paley takes this line when he paraphrases £pol touto xapkma0aC aoi.
But this is also not free from interpretative problems. If Hecuba need only ask for her freedom, it
seems unlikely that the dramatic situation itself would exist. Deference to Hecuba's old age is
possible (she is clearly meant to be thought of as frail and weak.) Weil seems to propose a reason
in terms of practical theatricality: Agamemnon makes the offer so that Hecuba can prefer slavery
to revenge. Though perhaps valid, this too is insufficient.
The uses of the word f)<£6iog in Euripides are not instructive: cf. e.g. And 232, 975, Held
268, 1022, fr. 20 (Aeolus) jiXoOtov ribiqg* ofjici OaupdTco 0edv I X& icdxicrrog fipSlcog
iKt^aato, fr. 360.54-5 (Erechtheus) xal fiqifilcog I olxoTpev £tv at xou6£v fiv ndaxoig xaxdv.
The question that must be asked is, what authority does Agamemnon have over Hecuba?
The evidence is slight. This problem has led a few editors to offer emendations: 0£o0ai, ndXiv 5v
ouxer' &m aoi; F. Gu. Schmidt; fi£6iov 6' mix &ru pot Heimsoeth; or, following Blaydes' r66'
for ydp, reading 0&j0'; oil ^5io\ r66' boil aoi (emending in this way does support cutting
756-58, or 756-59, where see note.) But all of these are also insufficient solutions. The allocation
of all the prisoners of war has taken place (100-01.) In Euripides' later treatment of the same
event, Hecuba is told Tro 277 10dxqg 'OSuaaeug EXax' &va£ SotiXqv a' Exav- This is
especially cruel, in her mind, and demonstrates how chance seems to be working against her. At
what point did this detail enter the story? The absence of evidence leaves the matter open.
Presumably, every survivor is assigned to somebody in the tradition. If Hecuba is then
traditionally assigned to Odysseus, her relationship with him in the first episode of this play is
obscured (to what end?) and there is no reference in the Odyssey to the fact it is off of his ship
that she falls. It certainly would not be f)£6i.ov for Agamemnon to free Odysseus' slave (cf. the
dispute which opens Iliad 1.) If assigning Hecuba to Odysseus is an innovation of the Troades, as
is likely, the original question is begged. Apollodorus Epitome 5.23.8-11 (Frazer (1921) II 240-1)
suggests that there were two traditions, the antiquity of which cannot be determined. Assigning
Hecuba to Odysseus is also found in Quintus Smyrnaeus Posthomerica 14.20-23, but the alternate
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tradition, where she is assigned to Helenus (Dares Phrygius De Excidio Trojae 43) is the one,
according to Apollodorus, involving the metamorphosis (see note on 1265), though the
transformation is found in Posthomerica 14.347-51 (where it takes place on the beach.)
One factor that can be brought into consideration is the use of the central door to
Agamemnon's tent (53-54): that Hecuba and Polyxena are presented as staying there, as well as
(one presumes) Cassandra whom we know in the tradition (also from 826) is assigned to
Agamemnon, suggests that they too are assigned to Agamemnon, at least until what is to be done
with Polyxena has been decided. The Scholiast to 99 recognizes the problem, but fails to give an
adequate solution: qv yizp f| "Eicd[3q t\ xfj toO 'OSooo^cog oxqvfi, 6 61 x°P^S Tfi T°^
'Ayapfpvovog. 6ia -roCrro \6yci tdig 6eonocn3voug, toot^ctti toO 'Ayapdpvovog, Stiou
iKkqpcodqv elvai 6oi3Xq. Hecuba is old, and clearly not a desirable prize (except in terms of
cruel irony, when assigned to Odysseus as in the Troades.) If she had been assigned to
Agamemnon, either legitimately or by 'default' as mother of Cassandra, it would explain (1) why
mother and daughters are all staying with Agamemnon, (2) why Odysseus will not let Hecuba die
with Polyxena, and (3) why granting her freedom is £><£6iov for Agamemnon. This then is surely
the solution. For the purposes of this play, a third tradition (not described by Apollodorus) is
operating, wherein Hecuba the Queen of Troy is assigned as a prisoner to the Leader of the
Achaeans, Agamemnon. Only this accounts for the details of stage geography as well as the
problem presented by this line. It also adds a powerful nuance to 864-69 (where see note and cf.
Introduction VI.)
Major suggested that these lines were in Plautus' mind when he had Leonida say at Asinaria
21A (=2.2.8) Aetatim velitn servire, Libanum ut conveniam modo.
756-9 There is a problem with the text here concerning the authenticity and the ordering of the
lines. The MSS. and editors variously delete and rearrange these lines. Daitz keeps all of them in
the traditional order, as does Murray, and I am inclined to agree, though it is worth listing the
various other possibilities and evaluating their relative merits:
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1. None of the lines are genuine. This is supported by Diggle's II7 (not edited,
dating from the second century A.D., from Oxyrhynchus) which omits 756-59.
This invalidates Weil's half-solution to the interpretation of 754-55 (as does
Diggle's solution, below) but does not significantly affect the sense of the
passage. Though this might suggest interpolation, it is likely that any actor's
alteration would have occurred in the fourth century B.C., and would be
reflected in the much later papyrus fragment. The omission could simply
represents the scribe's desire to save space. Nevertheless, since the reading of
II8 is uncertain (there appears to be enough room for all the lines, so Mossman
(1990) 57), this does represent the earliest version surviving. The fact that II7
also omits 761 which was in marg. infer, add. ut vid. (Diggle) supports either
viewpoint. Though it might indicate excessive sloppiness (or selection) on the
part of the original scribe, it similarly could suggest that the second hand knew
761 existed but was unaware of 756-59.
2. Deleting 756-8. Not a lot is gained but little is lost with this alternative, which
has the support of M and O, and the original reading of B, F, G, K, Triclinius
etc. It does preserve three couplets before regular stichomythia, which though
not required is neater.
3. Diggle. Diggle deletes 756-57, and reverses 758-59. These decisions should be
examined separately. Lines 756-7 are not great, surely, but they do (as Weil
noted) help explain the preceding couplet to an extent, and do add to the
motif of slavery, discussed by Daitz (1971). Hecuba's pronouncement that she
would rather be a revenged slave than simply free is dramatically similar to
Philoctetes' desire that he would rather live on alone in pain than accede to
Odysseus' wishes. In reordering 758-59, Diggle creates a situation artificially
which supports his case for deletion. The opening syllables make the lines
seem specious:
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755 aUova... 756 06 6f)Td...
757 aUbva... 759 ti...
Excising the lines seems unsound. The reordering is an attempt to remove the
awkward couplet of 759-60 (which is also done by both of the solutions
below.) Though there are no strict rules for stichomythia, it is thought that
Agamemnon's single line at 758 is somehow inelegant. The rearrangement
creates two couplets, then 'regular' stichomythia (counting from where Hecuba
begins to speak aloud to Agamemnon again.) Again, this solution is only
elegant if 756-57 is deleted. See also 759 toutcov.
4. There is a lacuna. Hadley says Kirchoff suspected a line of Agamemnon's has
been lost after 758. Paley gives a theoretically possible, if unfounded, guess of
one beginning ical 6f| rc&iaapai ('Supposing I do assent...', cf. Med 386.)
Alternately, Hermann posits a line of Agamemnon's after 759. Either of these
are possible, but solve only an imagined problem.
5. Hirzel. Mossman (1990) 58-59 adopts a middle road between Diggle and the
lacuna-theory, resurrecting Hirzel's treatment of the problem. Hirzel was the
first to transpose 758-59, and had posited a lacuna after 757 (one line of
Agamemnon's.) This removes any structural inelegancies, avoids the odd
repetitions discussed in (3) above, and would give 759 toutcdv more than one
spoken suggestion to which to refer.
6. Hartung. Hartung deleted 759 in his commentary on IA (1837) which does not
injure sense and removes Hecuba's 'inelegant' couplet. The argument against
this is the strength of MSS. support for this line is greater than for 756-8,
which are lacking in two good MSS., etc. However, he kept it in his 1850
edition of this play, writing, "Der Vers is weder zu tilgen noch durch eine
Zwischenrede und Liicke von dem folgenden zu trennen, und die Stichomythie
kann nicht unterbrochen sein ehe sie noch begonnen hat."
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There is nothing wrong with the verses as they stand in the received text. The 'inelegancy' is
imaginary: the rules, such as they exist, of stichomythia, can only apply once stichomythia has
begun. Mastronarde rightly notes that Diggle's "solution is ingenious but not self-evidently correct
... the four lines 756-59 in the traditional order produce what many have found to be convincing
sense" (1988, 156-57.) However, if the text is felt to be unsatisfactory because of the inelegancy,
Hirzel's solution is markedly the best.
756-57 xipcopovpdvri cf. 749-50 note. 0£Xco (= £0eXco) "I am willing" rather than "I wish."
759 Using Diggle's order, xouxcov must refer to 754 tC XPfjFa paaxeuouoa, and this is strained.
Following the traditional order, it refers to 758 fridpxeotv. cov has been attracted from the
accusative of 6o£d£eig to the case of xouxcov.
758 Euripides uses the formula icai 8f| to introduce a surprised question here, Hel 101 xai 6f| xC
xobx' ATav ii y(yvexai xaxdv;, El 655, Or 1188. Xen Cyr 4.3.5 might be analogous; Aesch Sup
499 xal 8f| cpCXov Tig £xxaV' dyvolag vno and Aristoph Birds 1251 are not. cf. GP 250.
760 To begin a question with 6p<jig, which is answered with dpco is a fairly common form, cf. Ion
1337-38 dpgig x66' dyyog xepbg on' dyxdXaig ipcug; I 6p<b naXaidv dvTbxqy' tv cn^ppaaiv,
Hel 797-98, IA 322-23, Aesch Per 1018-19, PV 69-70. oS, "on which", could very well be less
metaphorical than one might initially suspect: having the actor stand right over the corpse could be
particularly effective. That would mean that she breaks the supplication position, see note 752-3.
She could just point to the corpse (t6v5\)
end£co and its compounds (such as xaTaaTd^co here) are often used transitively for shedding
tears: IA 1466 oux lib cnd£eiv 6dxpv, HF 1354-55, fr. 407.1-2 (Ino) dpouala xoi pq6' bi'
otxxpoicnv 6dxpu I axd^eiv, Oppian Halieutica 4.343-44, cf. Ion 876 oxd^ouoi xdpai 6axpuoiaiv
fpal, Xen Cyr 5.1.5, Timotheus Pers 100-01 6axpuaxaya ycSco. An intransitive use is not out of
the question however, cf. 241. In his Latin version of the Hecuba, Ennius rendered the line vide
nunc meae in quern lacrumae guttatim cadunt (this was preserved in Nonius, under guttatim.)
N
761 to p&Xov "what is about to come." The adversative use of pdvxot does not always require a
preceding pdv, especially in verse, cf. 885, Pho 272 ninoiBa pdvxoi pqxpl, Ion 812, Aristoph
Clouds 588, Ecc 646, Plut 554, see GP 404. pdv can exist, e.g. at IT 1334-35 xal t&6' fjv
unoma pdv, I fjpeaxe pdvxoi ooiot rtpoandXoig, &va£.
762 This line is an example of hysteron proteron, where the natural order of things has been
reversed for emphasis, e.g. El 969 ncog yip xxdvco viv, fj p' £0pn))e x&xexcv; Soph OT 827 6g
df^OpeTjie xd££«pua£ pe, Homer Od 12.134, Virgil Aen 2.353. The regular expression for
a pregnant womb is the periphrasis found here, ^covtjs \5no, "under (my) girdle/belt" cf. Aesch Cho
-ft
992 EE, ou t^kvcov fjveyx' ^covqv pdpog, etc. but the is some anatomical variation as to its
actual location: Ion 15 yaorpdg ... 6yxov, Sup 919 txp' qnarog, and Pindar and the tragedians
have a?iXdypcvov.
763 xCg is in an unusual position for the interrogative pronoun. If the accent js removed, the line
then becomes: "So this is a certain one of your children, poor wretch..." which seems unusual.
764 How much irony is in Hecuba's comment? She is speaking to the general ultimately
responsible for the fates of all her children.
765 fj ydp is used for a surprised, or eager question: 1047, 1124, Soph OC 64, Phi 248, 322, 654.
766 The neuter plural dvdvqrd y' is being used as an adverb "in vain, unprofitably" (built from
bvivqpi and the alpha-privative.) cf. Or 1501, Hel 886, Ale 412, El 507, 508, fr.386 (Theseus)
dvdvqxov dyaXp', £> ndxep, otxoi.cn xexebv. Barrett notes the exception of Hip 114445 cb
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xdXaiva parrp, I £tckc$ dvdvcna, which does not fit the pattern of the word being 'used when
the subject himself o66ev dvtvczTai from his action.' Aristotle NE 1.10 discusses happiness after
death as a way of appraising success posthumously. Bad luck can affect one's euSaipovia
retrospectively and retroactively. The present treatment of Polydorus' corpse continues to outrage
his spirit.
767 The epicism 71x6X15 is used for the sake of the meter (cf. 1209.) In iambics, it always
appears at the end of a line, except at Bac 216 kXuco 6b veoxpd xtjv6' dvd 71x6X1v Kcncd. It does
not occur in extant Sophocles, but is fairly common in Euripides and Aeschylus: full lists of
occurrences in tragedy can be found at Page Med 641, and Friis Johansen and Whittle Aesch Sup
699. Variations in the MSS are metrically unsound, and merely represent the substitution of the
more common word for the rarer one.
768 Strict syntax would require something like pf| Gdvq rather than 6ppco6cov Gavetv, "fearing
that he should die", but cf. Ion 1563-65 &iel 6' dvecpxQn npaypa pqvuGiv x66e, I Gavdv ae
6doag pqxpix; Ik |3ouXeupdxcov 1 xal xijvfie npdg oob, ippdaaxo. 6ppco6d> is
uncommon in tragedy (El 831-32 In ^v', 6ppco6<I) tiva I 66\o\ Gupatov, fr.128 6ppco6eiv
elpqxai 6xi toO eoXa^peiaGai and cf. Soph OT 616), though it is favoured by Herodotus, who
uses the Ionic dppco6d>. Euripides does use the nominal form more often though, e.g. Pho 1389
6l& cpO-cov 6ppco61av. The accusative and infinitive is a common construction when expressing
fear, cf. Rh 933 ouk £6elpaivov Gaveiv, Sup 554, Med 1256.
769 With Tioi it is necessary to sc. vtv ££6i£px|)ev from the previous line. x^P^S' bom
Xcop(£a>, "separating x (accusative) from y (genitive)" (Ambrose.) Agamemnon is filling in the
details that were set forth in the prologue and again 682; cf. 779.
770 This line is an indirect accusation, emphasized by the postponement of Gavdov. omep
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"where". rj\!)p£0rj is an augmented form of eop^Gr], cf. 270.
771 rioXuptjoxcop has been attracted to the nominative case because it has been transferred to the
relative clause for emphasis, cf. 986-88, Hip 101 x^v6' rj mjXaiai aaig dcpfoxriicev Kvnpig, Bac
1332 tjv "Apeog iuycg 'Appovtav Gvi^xbg yeycog, Pindar P 2.15-17, Homer II
11.624-26. The name itself is relatively rare in the play: it occurs here (Agamemnon), 969, 974
(Hecuba), and 1116 (Agamemnon.)
772 ruKpOT&TOU is proleptic, for "which was to cause his bitter sufferings," cf. Cyc 589 oTpor
mKpdxaxov otvov 6\jx>pai xd^a. What is being stressed is Polymestor's role as guardian: the
money wasn't his.
774 The yc is being used as 6tj, to strengthen the force of the interrogative (GP 124.) The
construction xivog ... dXXoo is also found at El 1314, Aesch PV 440. Both 0pi)£ and £dvog are in
emphatic positions. In a very real sense, both words are 'loaded' in this context, and together
would have sounded to Athenian ears like an oxymoron. The ££via-relationship was coveted and
esteemed (cf. esp. 710-1 and note, 781, 1047, Denniston El 83, Collard Sup 930-1) while the
Thracians were generally considered to be base and untrustworthy.
The play continually refers to Polymestor not by his name (cf. 771) but as "the Thracian"
(here, 710, 890), "the Thracian man" (682, 873), and "the Thracian king" (856), and this
systematically prejudices the audience against the character. Slave lists that survive from this
period indicate that many Athenian slaves were of Thracian decent; it is therefore probable that
0pfl£ was a common slave name. The typical Athenian attitude to the Thracian character is
evidenced by, e.g. Aristoph Ach 134-73, Thuc 2.95-101, 7.29.4-5 x6 y&p y£vog x6 xd)V ©pgnccbv
6poia xoig pdXtaxa xoO |3ap|3apticoO, kv cp av Oapcnjap, cpovnccbxaxov» £cmv (6poia for 6po(cog
as in Herodotus.) cf. Herodotus 9.119.1, Aesch PV 727 and Herodotus 4.103 attest to the sacrifice
of shipwrecked strangers to Artemis Orthia (so named because her temple stood on the xpt]pv6g in
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front of the city (Strabo 308)) in the Tauric Chersonese. This is still happening in Tacitus' day
(An 12.17.4) and is a possible source for part of the Iphigeneia myth (e.g. Euripides IT, but this is
not the only source of the myth, viz. Abraham and Issac, in the biblical Genesis 22.)
Though geographically more removed from the Thracian Chersonese where this play takes
place, both locations are essentially anomic, and serve to remove an external human authority,
requiring any law or custom to be imposed by the characters themselves. In this play, the area
represents a netherworld between the Greeks and Trojans, also represented by its king, Polymestor.
In the Iliad, Trojans are not treated as barbarians, though it is unknown whether this is a cultural
or a literary creation; but by the fifth century, Greek identity was established very much along a
'them-and-us' mentality. Euripides in his plays consciously challenges this notion, by presenting
barbarians (and especially barbarian women) as being more righteous, powerful and noble than the
Greeks. In this context however, the Thracian fulfils the traditional expectations of a barbarian.
775 The negative nuance of tXfjpov is derived from the context, cf. the positive use at 562. The
use of fipdoflq (from 2papai, "desires eagerly") may have recalled the equally greedy and more
contemporary Thracian, Sitacles in the minds of some audience members. Of him, Thucydides
2.97.4 says ov y&p rjv npaljat ou61\ pf| 6t66vta fitopa.
776 Tierney, Hadley, and Stevens And 910 suggest TOiabxa should be rendered "just so", but
Denniston El 645 is more apt in this context, explaining it as "a sinister litotes, 'something like
that'". The gold had been kept with Polymestor against the contingency of Troy being taken, and
served as the guarantee of Polydorus' safety. With the capture of Troy and the coming-of-age of
Polydorus (exactly when this is is never made explicit) the gold would have to be forfeited.
778 The demonstrative fjde, "she," can only refer to the Gepdnaiva of 657-701, and shows that
she is still onstage (probably upstage and to the side, removed from the present dialogue but still in
attendance.)
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779 pareuouaa, cf. 754, 815, and note that some MSS have the sigma as a variation. As at 774,
Agamemnon is briefly being filled in on the events that transpired at the beginning of the episode,
before his entrance.
780 This refers back to the orders given at 611-13. oTaouoa is from cp^pco.
781 Polydorus has not only been murdered by his E^vog (Polymestor) but the body has not
properly been buried. These are regarded as two separate crimes at 796-97. For the strength of
the t,£\og relationship, cf. 710-11 note. The notion of the offence being more heinous because it
violates two moral laws is similar to Macbeth's predicament, Shakespeare, Macbeth I.vii.10-16:
This even-handed justice 10
Commends the ingredients of our poison'd chalice
To our own lips. He's here in double trust;
First, as I am his kinsman and his subject,
Strong both against the deed; then, as his host,
Who should against his murderer shut the door, 15
Not bear the knife myself.
The situation is slightly different as both of Macbeth's crimes are in essence violations of the
%£via relationship, to which must be added the treatment of the corpse (cf. premise of Soph Ant.)
782 This line assents to both the previous statements, but in doing so reverses the order, producing
a chiastic structure, bicnepcbv, "having disfigured" cf.716.
784 An absolute statement such as this could only be understood to be ironic. While it might be
argued (as by Collard, cf. 1274) that Hecuba is now beyond suffering, she is going to wreak xaxa
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upon Polymestor. Hankey (1991) discusses the paradoxical nature of xaxa in Homer Od,
especially in how it relates to the theme of revenge, cf. also Robinson (1991) 12-13.
785 For a full account of the variation between oifrcog and oifrco, see Friis Johansen and Whittle
Sup 338.
786-845 Though this speech is important to the play it does not hold the primacy sometimes
ascribed to it, e.g. Kirkwood (1947). Polyxena's death in the first and second episodes has been
presented as noble, honourable and befitting a princess of Troy, though in the end the victory was
bitter, ultimately serving the Greeks' desires. It was something Hecuba was powerless to prevent.
Polydorus' murder was ignoble, dishonourable, and shamefully brutal, and this spurs Hecuba to
action. Her revenge on Polymestor is, partly, to regain honour for her dead son. It is also in part
Hecuba's regaining her own former dignity, and it is in this speech that her status and presence on
stage surpasses that of the Greek general. Polydorus' death was due to the fall of Troy (776)
despite Priam's best efforts. Hecuba remembers her former state and status and seeks, in captivity,
to reclaim some of her former nobility through revenge. Medea can be considered in a similar
light; in addition to wishing to punish Jason for his actions, she desires to restore to herself some
of the honour she had before leaving Colchis. Of course, this similarity must not be pressed too
far, as there is a significant quantitative difference between Medea's infanticides and those of
Hecuba. It is in this light that one must view Hecuba's so-called abasement in the third episode
and epilogue, especially 824-32.
In many ways the speech does break neatly into two halves, with 812 forming the dividing
mark. Lines 786-811 present a rational appeal by Hecuba based on the traditional grounds of
justice and pity. But this does not convince Agamemnon, so her plea gets more desperate (and
more reminiscent of fifth-century Athenian politics) as it is an appeal of structured rhetoric, both
desperate and personal. Equally telling in this respect are the three abstractions invoked, and in
some sense personified, during the speech: Toxq (786, Misfortune), N6pog (800, Law, or - see
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Utt<S
note - Convention), IlaGcb (816, Persuasion.) Those are all found at the opening of a line and are
therefore emphatic by position. Further, they link together to explain the circumstances of the
speech, as well as Hecuba's revenge in its entirety: because of her misfortune, Hecuba seeks
recourse through the law, but can only attain her revenge if she succeeds in her persuasion. For
this reason, I capitalise all three terms.
Some discussions of this speech include Heath (1987a) 145-47, Michelini (1987) 149-53, and
Buxton (1982) 178-80.
786 The Scholiast rightly observes of tf|v Tuxt]v that tf|v SucnuxCav 6t)Xov6ti. TuxH is one of
those words which is coloured by its context, cf. Sup 1146-47 obnco kok6v t66' eu6a; I alat
Ti3xag, Al 393, And 979, El 1185 (all of which imply 6uorux(a), and Hel 1195, Or 154, both of
which are found with auptpopag and are neutral or ambiguous in terms of moral colouring. What
is unusual in this context is that the word that colours it is its lexical (if not necessarily semantic)
opposite Suorux^S in the previous line. Of the parallels normally cited, two are the wrong way
round (Plautus Capt 521, Terence Adelph 761) The third is valid, though: fortunam ipsam
anteibo fortunis meis, Trabea, cited in Cic Tusc Disp 4.31; and cf. Milton Paradise Lost 2.39
"Surer to prosper than prosperity".
Schaefer was the first to suggest toxh was personified here, by placing the capital. Reckford
(1985, 126-27) notes:
Most everything that happens in Hecuba is a matter of chance, blind chance. It would
be more reassuring, almost, if we could see some specific dark power at work in this
play, like Aphrodite in the Hippolytus or Dionysus in the Bacchae. Then evil would
have a face.
His sentiment is correct, it would be more comforting to have a particular divinity responsible, but
he oversimplifies: it is less a personified chance and more the actual fall of Troy that is ultimately
at fault; and Hecuba's punishment of Polymestor, even with his retributive prophecy of her doom,
removes the arbitrary malevolence. On the role of the gods in the play, see also Segal (1989).
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The optative in Xdyoig should be retained over the simpler and more common -ag, since it
states the case in the most general way (Jebb Ant 666 says the optative is especially suited for
yvc&pat.) cf. fr. 212 (Antiope) xt 6a xaXfjg I yuvaixdg, el pf| rig cpp^vag xpiyndg lx0l'< &• 253
(Archelaos) t6 ydp X£yav I eu 6av6v tortv, el cptpu xiva |3Xd[3iiv, Soph OT 315, and Smyth
2359, 2360; contra Tovar (1959) 132. Weil suspected this line not to be genuine, but to remove it
makes 785 both rhetorical and weak.
788 It is often possible to distinguish between justice according to divine standards (6oia, here
adverbial), and that in a human perspective, 6lxaia. Abuse of hospitality, being the concern of
Zeus Xenios, is dvdaia, for example. Greek also makes 6aia = "permitted for human use",
opposite to lepd, "sacred", but here clearly Hecuba is appealing to the higher authority of divine
justice because she does not want to be part of the demagoguery of Odysseus and Agamemnon, cf.
Soph Ant 73-74 cpCXrj per' auxoO xelaopai, cplXou pdra, I 6ota navoupytjoao', Polybius 23.10
7iapa|3fjvai xal xd npdg xoug dvGpcbnoug 6lxaia xal xd npdg xobg Beoug Saia. A similar point
can be seen in Milton's Tetrachordon, on Genesis 1.27 "Men of the most renowned virtue have
sometimes by transgressing most truly kept the law".
789 ox^pyoip' av, "I am willing to endure it", cf. Hip 458 aitpyovai 6', oTpai, ^upcpopcj
vixcbpevot.
ctu pot yevoO "you are to become for me." The reading of M, poo, is wrong, arising perhaps due
to attraction from its proximity to yevoO.
790 Hadley explains xipcopdg dvdpdg, "an avenger upon the man," thus: "The genitive is used
with adjectives of transitive action, where the corresponding verbs would have the accusative."
(235) as it does, e.g. Soph El 14 Tiaxpi xtpcopdv cpdvou. For the importance to the overall theme
of the play of the word xipcopdg, see note 749-50.
£dvou is not "false friend", i.e. an implicit opposite (and clearly ironic) meaning as Weil seems to
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think, emending to dvocrlou, xaico££vou Though this removes the repetition with 792 (which in
itself is unproblematical), it is more ironic to have a (continued) friendship after the murder of
Polydorus. For the importance of the relationship in the play, see 710-11 note.
791 It might be that Hecuba is universalising Polymestor's offence, saying that it offends against
all supernatural powers. It is more poetic to see here a reference to the two specific crimes with
which Polymestor has been accused (781.) He has failed to honour the "nether gods" (roug yfjg
v^pGev, sc. Geoug, which is periphrastic for xGbvioi Geo!) in not burying Polydorus, and has
offended particularly against Zeus Xenios of the "gods above" (tobg fivco, sc. GeoOg) in violating
his duties as a host. Non-burial of the dead would bring anger of the deceased's dXdoTCop (see
note 685-87.) It could also be that the line is a periphrastic way of saying "absolutely every god."
What is not certain is whether in fact it is valid to understand Geoug in this context (Diggle (1981)
121 strongly argues that Burges' Geoug for roug is wrong.) Perhaps, considering the absence of a
particular malevolent deity in the play (see note 786), tobg dvco = "those still alive", and toug yf|g
\£p0ev then = Polydorus' dkdmcop. This interpretation is more in line with the supernatural
world as it has already been presented in the play. Just as Achilles' ghost in the first two episodes
was something to respect and honour, so Polydorus' ghost becomes something to fear in this
episode.
792 Epyov dvooicbrciTOV is a poetic formula (see Parry (1971) 294-5 and 295 n.6) Euripides also
employs, also at verse ends, at Med 796 cpeoyooaa teal iXaa' Spyov dvoaicoTarov and Or 286
6arig p' dr&pag fpyov dvooicbraTOV.
793-97 Diggle accepts Nauck's deletion of these lines, also adopted by Weil (who calls them
"bavardage vague et mal 6crit"), Page (1934), Mossman (1990) 147, etc., but not Murray or Daitz.
Page is particularly damning: they are "ill-composed and quite unworthy of Euripides. This is a
rather bad interpolation, written by an actor specially for this context, perhaps as late as 250 B.C."
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(1934, 68). This seems to be more an emotional response than anything else. Page provides no
objections to 793, three to 794-95, and one to 796-97. Other editors have been more prudent:
Matthiae deleted only 794-95; Dindorf 794-97. There is a significant and obvious hermeneutical
error in Page's assumption that every line of Euripides must be perfect. The vicissitudes of the
MSS. tradition alone prevent its feasibility. Collard makes a fivefold argument against all the
lines. Mossman (1990) 147 accepts their deletion. Problems in these lines will be discussed as
they arise. None are insurmountable, and I believe all the lines are authentic in origin, though
Dindorf may be right to the extent that only 793 (and perhaps 797) survives in the MSS. as it was
originally written.
Even discounting viability, the lines do contribute three notions to the play which on thematic
terms alone suggest their preservation. First, they separate and define the two separate crimes that
Polymestor has committed (see note 781). This picks up on what the ghost of Polydorus
established 26-27. Secondly, the references to £cv(a further a theme that is being developed (see
note 710-11). Finally, the notion of Hecuba having eaten often at a common table (see next note)
with Polymestor furthers the tacit notion that she too is of Thracian decent (implied by 3, picked
up perhaps later in 1129-31.)
793 The phrase tcoivfj^ ipan£^r\g is also found at Ion 651-52 0&co yizp o\Wp a' T]{jpov
&p£aa0ai, t£icvov, I xoivfjg Tpant^ns. daira npfcg xoivi)v neacbv, Or 8-9 6ti Geotg &v0pco7iog
<2>v I xoivfjg rpan^ChS ?xcov foov, and is not as 'vague' as Tierney and Weil believe. It
refers to the speaker's own dinner table, and that is clearly the desired meaning here. It is possible
to construe 794 £evlag with Tpan^^Tig though this is in no way easier or more obvious. There is
a non-Euripidean parallel for this interpretation, at Homer Od 14.158 = 17.155 Iotco vbv Zcvg
npdmx 0ecbv ^evtrj re rpdme£a. That these lines may also be alluded to in line 794 is perhaps
significant, but also note that npdrca is not adverbial.
794 Page believes this line to be "very odd." This is not so. £evlag 6pi0p<2) can be construed
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with little difficulty, "in rank (lit. number) of hospitality." Similarly, nptora does not stand for ih,
npCbta but should be taken adverbially, as it is at Homer Od 14.158 = 17.155 (cited in previous
note.) Porson wrote at exceeding length on this line, and concludes by suggesting an emendation
to npdnog cbv but this is not necessary as has been demonstrated (nor, for that matter, is Pflugk's
npdrr' Ejecov (which Murray claims as his) nor Wakefield's npcora t' (2>v.) Porson's purpose was
to make 793-94 stand in the place of 795-97, making them excisable. Many MSS have £dvcov
instead of cplXcov, and Euripides does end two other lines with ££vog (19, 1235), but reading
cp£Xcov prevents repetition within this one line. The use of dptGptp is at variance with a use
common in Euripides = "a member of a collection considered in isolation from the rest" (Dodds
Bac 209 where see note.)
795 tu^cov is weakly repeated from 793. Page would again have us believe that Xa|3d>v
npopt]0£av is "very odd", whether it means "with a base regard for his own interests" (Paley),
"s'^tant charge du soin de Polydore" (Weil), or "having received consideration at our hands"
(Pearson), but cf. Aesch Sup 178 npopT|0£av Xa|3cbv and Soph Tra 669-70 coore pffnox'
npo0up£av I &6t|Xov Ipyov tco napaiv&rai Xafteiv. If nothing more, these show the emendations
npopio0£av (Musgrave) and npoGuplav (Hermann) to be unnecessary. I translate with Pearson
(and Hadley) with the phrase being correlative to npopr)0£av, cf. Ale 1054 tyco 61 aoO
npopT]0iav lyo3.
796-7 The problem in these lines is the brevity of el KTavelv £|3oi3XeTO, which must mean "even if
he was wanting to kill (my son.)" This is not as bad a compression as most people make out, but
it is an unlikely concession for Hecuba to make. Virgil Aen 6.329 states the fate of an unburied
soul: centum errant annos volitantque haec litora circum. It is likely that at least part of this
notion is present in this context; the ghost himself has emphasized the fact (30.) Hecuba's
concern is not just to restore an appropriate level of honour to her son (as had been the case in
sacrificing Polyxena to Achilles), but to put the shade to rest. dtcpfjxE ji6vtiov, cf. OT 1411
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GaX&oaiov iKpCvjme. For the use in the predicate of a local adjective, cf. IT 1427 £ktZ,ct' tg
jidvxov, OT 477-79 (where Jebb emends wrongly), 1340, OC 119, Ant 785, El 313.
798 The meaning here is double-edged. This fact could not be missed by the audience, nor by
Hecuba, but must be thought to have been missed by Agamemnon. Prima facie, she is speaking of
herself, and of her physical predicament: the use of the masculine plural when the speaker
(regardless of gender) speaks in the plural is a commonplace (cf. 237.) On a secondary level, she
is generalising and speaking for all humanity, both Greek and barbarian, both general and
prisoner-of-war. She is therefore in these cosmological terms equating herself with Agamemnon.
By calling him "weak," however indirecdy, she undermines his authority, as she will continue to
do especially in the second half of this speech. This interpretation avoids the need for a gap after
this line.
799 6XX6. responds to the pdv in 798 {GP 5.)
800-01 Kirkwood (1947) views this examination of vdpog as being central to an interpretation of
the play. While Kirkwood is right to stress the importance of vdpog and this speech, he overstates
his point. Sophistic philosophy contemporary with Euripides often weighed the relative merits of
vdpog (both Taw' and 'custom') and cpuoig ('nature.') The contrast is stated explicitly in favour of
Nature, in ignoring vdpog and letting animals speak, in Euripides fr. 920 (incert) f) cpucng
£[3ot3XeG', fi vdpcov ovdtv (idkei (the original citation, Aelian NA 4.54 refers to an asp, and cites
Horn II 19.404). Plato has Hippias (Prot 337al-3) contrast cpuaig and vdpog, and makes the latter
the stronger: 6 61 vdpog, ruppavog aW tcSv dvOpconcov, noXXh naph tt)v <puaiv pi&^rrai. He
seems to be implying that human decision (be it through choice or convention) can bind or restrict
things independent of human control, cf. also Hippocrates, On Airs Waters and Places 16, 23, 24.
Since the death of her daughter, Hecuba has already philosophised on cpuaig (592-602, esp. 598)
and concluded that it was unalterable in humanity, though it was subject to variation in agriculture.
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Here, she posits the supremacy of vdpog. Her eventual conclusion, however, abandons both in
preference for naGcb (816.) In each of these three instances (598, 800, 816; cf. Tuxq in 786) the
key word is given prominence at the beginning of the line. It would be cynical but not too far
wrong to see in this a Hegelian pattern of thesis cpumg, antithesis vdpog, synthesis neiGcb.
Osfwald (1969) 26 says here "we find a general vdpog controlling even the gods, presumably
identical with the source of ordinances dispensed by the gods". The presumption requires
elucidation. It would be wrong to think that vdpog = human law or convention. This Sophistic
idea is believed to have originated in Protagoras' Ilepl 0e<2>v, which Tierney says had received
public reading in Euripides' household. Plato rejects the notion that the gods exist by certain
human conventions (vdpoi) in Laws 10, 889e. Other interpretations are possible, however. If
vdpog = enacted law, then Euripides is saying xoug Geoug ityoOpeGa because the state can dictate
which divinities could be worshipped (viz. Socrates being tried for inventing false gods.) cf. the
vopixbv 6£kcucV in Aristotle NE 5.10, Pol 1.3 (1253b20-3; see note on 864.) This atheistic view
seems to be what Heinemann (1945) 121-22 suggests, that this passage seems to both accept a faith
and to suggest that faith is weakly grounded, cf. Oliver (1960) 91-102. A significant Euripidean
fragment exists supporting vdpog = human law or convention: fr. 292.4-6 (Bellerophon)
vdaoi 6i Gvqxcjv at p£v eta' auGalperoi,
at 6' £k Gecov rcdpeiaiv, 6X\h t<2> vdpcp
LbpcG' aurdg.
Otswald's interpretation of this passage (38 n.4) is probably right, aurdg can mean both
self-inflicted and god-inflicted, or only the latter. He suggests the second makes better sense:
"although the presence of these diseases is due to the gods, we nevertheless act in the conviction
that we can cure them." (Note though that the reading may be suspect.)
The alternate possibility is that vdpog is to be understood in supernatural terms, i.e. that
vdpog = divine law. This is closer to the way it is used in other Presocratics. If vdpog = Law,
holding a place corresponding to the Anaxagoran Mind, Nobg, it becomes something positioned
above the gods, creating a hierarchy:
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NOMOS > GODS > MEN
cf. adespota fr. 471 6 ydp 0e6g pdyioxog dv0pobnoig vdpog, which is almost the same thing.
Such a placement does not pose the theological difficulties that it would for monotheists, since
omnipotence is not typically found attributed to members of a pantheon. Support for this view can
be gathered from the threefold emphasis on 6aia (788, 790, 792; "divinely just", as opposed to
"humanly just" = 6lxaia.) Euripides gives a similar place to 'Av&yxq (Necessity) in Ale 962-83,
whose assent Zeus requires to do anything (978-79), and cf. adespota fr. 502 oudeig dvdyxqs
pd£ov loxuci vdpog. For dvdyxq in this play, see note 1295. Too legalistic an interpretation is
probably wrong for the present instance. Empedocles fr. 9.5 fj 0dpig <ou> xaXdovai, vdpep 6'
dnlcpqpi ical auxdg shows an acceptance of a common usage in speech, and Democritus 9.125
"accepts the way people talk (vdpep) about colour, sweetness, and bitterness, even though he knows
that in truth (dxefj) only atoms and the void exist" (Otswald (1969) 39.)
The Scholiast offers a different interpretation, that the vdpoi in question are those established
by the gods: 6 vdpog dxelvcov fjyouv xtov 0ecZ>v, 6 xpaxcov x<£>v dvOpconcov dqkovdxi. This
would imply that the standards the gods set for themselves should also be the object of human
dealings; we believe in the gods therefore by virtue of the applicability and inherent Tightness in
their law, which becomes the model for our own. Although a lack of context can often prohibit
complete understanding, this interpretation can shed light on fr.294.7 (Bellerophon) el 0eol xi
dpcoaiv alaxpdv, oux etaiv 0eol. There is a need to obey the vdpoi, even in adverse conditions,
or when they seem incomprehensible, cf. fr. 433 (Hippolytus) Eycoye cpqpl xal vdpov ye pi) od(3av
I dv xolai deivotg xebv dvayxalcov nkdov, and adespota fr. 99 n&c, o\5v xdd' eloopcovxeg f) 0ei2>v
ydvog I elvai Xdycopev rj vdpoioi xP^,Fc®a; These vdpoi "are thought of as universally
acceptable, valid and binding" (OsfWald (1969) 26.) This seems to me to be the best interpretation
of vdpog in the present passage. It is also Paley's preference.
There is some blurring of meaning, though, and the huge treatises written serve nothing to
remove this: one thinks of Aristode Rhet 1.13.2 where law (vdpog) is distinguished as either fdiov
("particular", human) or xoivdv ("universal", divine) The universal law is that according to nature,
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t6v xaxiz <puaiv, which recalls the Hegelian ideas mentioned above, cf. Soph OT 865-66 (by
vdpoi npdxeivxat fnjjtrofieg, and Jebb's note, Ant 453-55. cf. Steir (1928). The Scholiast's
interpretation is seeking to establish a ground for morality. Any such moral law would be xoivdv.
Secondly, any discussion of v6pog must take into account Pindar fr.169 N6pog 6 rtdvxcov
PaatXeug I Gvaxcov xe xal djlavdxcov I aya (cf. also Herodotus 3.38.) This fragment can be
understood either as something which rules over both gods and men, or as "dispensations" or
"ordinances" from Zeus (so Kirkwood (1982) 347-49, with its secondary bibliography); Dodds
(1959) 270-72.) This view has the support of Hesiod WD 276-79 where Zeus has one vdpog for
animals and another for men, cf. Polyphemus' speech on vdpog Cyc 332-33 r) yfj 6' dv&yxp, xav
G^Xp xQv pf| G^Xp, I xtxxouaa notav xdpa ruatva poxd (see also 338.) Though this is the
likeliest meaning of the Pindar fragment, it must be remembered that the fragment is extraordinary
in that it presents Heracles in a very poor light (which Kirkwood et al. believe is significantly odd
for Pindar) and it is possible that the intended meaning is similar to the Protagoras passage cited
above, but with application also to the gods. Otherwise, the Protagoras passage must be seen as a
reaction to this fragment - the verbal similarities (xuppavog, (3aoiXeug) ensure this, cf. also
Otswald (1965). Unfortunately, though a larger context is available for the Pindar fragment, it
sheds no further light on the interpretation of this fragment, cf. 816 note. The role of Zeus is
probably important, and it is just possible that the v<5pog being referred to is that specifically of
Zeus Xenios, whose tacit presence is felt throughout the play (cf. Introduction IV and note 710-11).
xobg Geoug tjyoupeGa, cf. El 583-84 ij ypp ppx^G' tjyaaGai Geoug, I el xd6ix' Ecrrat xfjg
61xpg urc^pxepa, Bac 1325-26 et 6' faxiv 6axtg 6aip6vcov fjneptppovei, I tg xoti6' dGptjaag
Gdvaxov pyetaGco Geoug, Aristophanes Knights 32, Plato Apology 27D.
The £ojpev clause is also governed by vdptp, though it could be understood to be an example of
vdpog. The perfect middle of d6txajxal 6txai' cbpiop£voi should probably be interpreted with
Paley, "having justice and injustice defined for us", as opposed to Ambrose's more extreme "having
defined for ourselves justice and injustice."
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uiii (or
802 Tierney views frveXOcbv "having been referred" (from frvacp^peiv) as an anachronistic appeal
to the fifth century notion of the 6qpog as the source of law; Hadley rightly recognizes that these
issues would come before Agamemnon since the Homeric notion of kingship was as viceregent of
the gods.
el + future indicative, for a future condition is used for a strong appeal to feelings, a threat, or a
warning (MT 447) and is more vivid than lav + subjunctive, "since", cf. 1233 note.
803-4 0ecZ>v is to be scanned as a monosyllable, which is not unusual. iep& is generally used of
"sacred things or rights" which is not entirely appropriate here. It might be rhetorical amplification
(Sidgwick) but also present is the notion of vdpoi being sacred to the gods (cf. 800.) Though lepd
often means 'sacrifice victims' in particular, it would be wrong to see an allusion to the death of
Polyxena here. Hecuba knows that Polymestor can in no way be held responsible for the death of
her daughter, but it would be natural to conflate the day's tumultuous events in this way. The
consequence of this view is that the most obvious candidate described by this phrase is
Agamemnon himself, picking up on the implied threat of 802. tp^pav also means "plunder" at Bac
758-9 ol 6' 6pyfjg tko I tg 5rcX' ixc^)P0UV tpepdpevoi paxxcov bno, but here it also contains the
notion of sacrilege, and defilement, derived from the present context.
805 ocov is an emendation by Kayser (not Radermacher, as Tierney says) from the reading of all
the sources, -oig loov. Because the appeal to equality is inappropriate for a Homeric queen, even
one enslaved as Hecuba is, Kayser has preferred an appeal to safety or certainty. The anachronism
in the MSS reading is hardly un-Euripidean, and if it is a corruption, it is very early. Besides,
Hecuba might be making the point in spite of her position.
Porson says this verse is again employed by Euripides in an uncertain play in Stobaeus, p. 165
ed.Grot. (cf. Stob 4.41.34, 4.1.13.)
806 M6ridier's translation is instructive: "rougir d'en venir 1&, respecte ma misfere." al6£a0qtl pe
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is another anachronism. In the Attic law courts, aiS^opai meant "to feel pity for," and by
extension, "to pardon." Hecuba's use of legal language urges Agamemnon to make a concrete
decision, linking it with 802 el SiacpGapTjoexat. This also relates to the use of Tafka which
leaves open the possibility, however dishonourable, that Agamemnon may not give justice.
807 Agamemnon is told to view the situation dispassionately, but there is a "subtle indication he is
responsible" (Sheppard.)
ypacpeug, only here in Euripides, is the reading of all the MSS except perhaps one, which is
illegible in the first and fourth letters. Murray insists that the true reading is ppapedg, "arbiter";
King also doubts, ypacpeug is a nicer image, somewhat supported by the incidental detail provided
by the Suda that says Euripides studied painting in his youth (of course, the source of this detail
may very well be this very line, though lines such as 558-60 which refer to contemporary art also
support the contention, albeit indirectly.) Murray and Daitz cite 528 and (wrongly) And 972 as-,
places where letters are illegible obscuring a true reading. Murray's reading foreshadows
1109-1295, when Agamemnon is the judge in the conflict between Hecuba and Polymestor. One
can also see Murray's point; if Agamemnon is being flattered, he would rather be compared to a
judge than an artist. It is just as possible to argue the other way, however, where the allusion to
the visual arts picks up the famous lines in the narration of Polyxena's death, esp. 560 cbg
dy&Xparog. Though ypacpeog is right (most certainly from the bulk of the MSS. weight, but also
because ppafteog is a more obvious image), in either case the sentiment is the same: sound
judgement, be it of artwork or a case at law, comes from distancing oneself (djiooTaGdg repeats an
idea also found at Ion 585-6 06 raurdv el6og (paiverai tcdv rcpaypdrcov I npdotoGev civrcov
iyyuGcv 6' dpcopdvcov.)
If the reading of dnooraGelg were £m-, a case could be made that it meant "having been
appointed" which would be appropriate for a ppapeog, but also acceptable for ypacpeog = "scribe."
808 &vd6pr|aov "reckon, study", normally a prose word, is a poetry hapax.
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809 Meridor (1983) 15-16 suggests, rightly, that there is one clear political advantage that Hecuba
achieves by this statement As Agamemnon's slave (see note 754-55) she is entitled (under
fifth-century Athenian law, though this anachronism should not cause concern, see Easterling 1985)
to his protection as master, and he is morally bound to act on behalf of her free son according to
the ypacpf| Tjppecog (Demosthenes 21.47.) A similar position is found in Adrastus' supplication to
Theseus, Sup 164-66 dva£ 'A0tivcZ>v, t\ ptv atoxiVaig Ex^ I nCrvcov np6g ou<5ag ydvu adv
dpntoxeiv xcpf. I noXibg dvf|p xupavvog eu6a(pcov ndpog1
810 eCnaLg "blessed with children", cf. Ion 469-70 t6 naXaidv 'EpexO^cog 1 y^vog eoreKvlag, Sup
66, 955, Tro 583, Phae 155, fr. 520 (Meleager)
ityTiadpriv ouv, et napa£eo£eid Tig
XPHotcl) novt]p6v X&cxpov, oux fiv euxexvdv
iaOXotv 6' dn' 6p<poXv av cpuvai ydvov.
This form of the compound can also mean "blessed as a child", e.g. IT 1234 e(kaig 6 Aaxoug
ydvog, IIF 689, Or 964, Bac 520. There exist many similar compounds, with the same ambiguity.
cpiXdxexvov means "loving children, except when used of cats at Herod 2.66.2.5-6 cpiXdxexvov ydp
x6 Oripiov, where it means having a lot of children. Euripides could be playing with both
meanings here.
Hecuba emphasizes her age (ypaOg) because it means she is no longer physically capable of
bearing children (she is now to be dncug permanently, forgetting for the moment about Cassandra,
cf. 821, 826.) There was a particular duty in Athenian society for children to care for aged
parents, hence the emphasis of this grief in tragedy: Ion 618-9 dXXcog te xf|V of|v fiXoxov
ohcxipoo, Tidxep, I dncufia ytipdaxooaav, Ale 735-36, Sup 170, 966, fr.369.1-2 tcdoOco 66pu poi
ptxov dpcpinX^KEiv dpdxvatg, I pexd (> i)aux^aS noXicp yfjpg auvoixo(r|v.
811 For Euripides' use of alpha-privatives in tricola, cf. 669. Both dnoXig and fptipog are found
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at Hyps 1.4.15-19:
dig tx^pby 6v0pcbnoiCTiv at t' £x6riplai 15
6rav te xpcLay eloneacbv 66oui6pog
6ypoug iptjpoug xal povoucTj-roug X6p
finokig 6veppi}veuTOg imoplav txiov
67I{] Tpdt7IT]Tai'
Here ends the first part of the speech, where the argument has been based on appeals to justice and
pity.
812 Agamemnon begins to move away, to avoid Hecuba's persistent entreaties, much as Odysseus
tried to avoid the supplicating Polyxena 342-45. Because there are so many parallels between the
conflict with Agamemnon in this scene with the earlier scene with Odysseus (see Introduction VI)
it would be particularly effective if the stage-picture created at each of the moments mentioned
above were the same, creating a visual echo, Unking the scenes.
bneijdyeig n66a is being used here as if = cpeuyeig, which is why it takes the accusative pe.
Tierney believes the double prefix implies secret escape, cf. 6, OT 227 xel pirv cpopeiTai
toutukXtip' me^eXcbv, though this is wrong. If any nuance is to be added, it should be "gradual
escape."
813 The normal idiom would be cog £oucev rather than goiica, but cf. IA 847-8,
Herodotus 1.155, and Cicero Lael 9 sed, ut mihi videris, non recte iudicas. With the infinitive, =
"I seem likely to..." (the future infinitive is used because the thing desired is in the future.)
814-5 Here begins an apology for the Sophistic training in persuasive public speaking that had
begun with the arrival of Gorgias from Sicily in 427. It has been suggested that both Gorgias and
Euripides, as well as Sophocles and Pericles, had been students of Anaxagoras. pa0T)para is the
standard Sophistic word for subjects studied, but Plato Laws 817E provides a definition which is
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closer to the modern notion of mathematics, embracing arithmetic, geometry, and astronomy. What
Hecuba is saying is that she has put her case and has failed. In a sense, she does back down.
Rather than be defeated, she continues in the style of a forensic orator. Though formally (see note
on the structure of the speech, 786-845) she abandons the truth, in actuality she needs both the
truth and rhetoric.
816 IleiGcb is the third personified abstraction in this speech (cf. 786-845, 799-801 v6pog) and
here = "persuasion in court, demagoguery" (as the object of pavG&vav), cf. the Achaeans and
Agamemnon in IA, though it originally was 'persuasion in love', cf. note 831-32, Aesch Ag
105-07 'persuasion in song' fri yip 0c6flev KUTcmveta I neiGot poXnav I 6Xk&v aupcpuTOg alcbv
This is significant because Euripides' descriptive phrase (ti^v xupavvov dv0pcbnoig p6vr]v) is
similar to ones found elsewhere describing "Epcog: Hip 538 t6v xopavvov dvSptov, fr. 136.1 av 6'
a> 0ea>v xijpavve xdvOpconcov "Epcog. "Only" is used in the present context to usurp any claim
vdpog might have on the title (cf. 799-801.) The passage does not say that Ila0cb is rupavvog
over the gods, which affects how vdpog is understood in the earlier passage. Kirkwood and
Nussbaum miss this. Hecuba favours vdpog, but is unable to act because of 866 vdpcov ypacpal,
as in Sophocles' Antigone where the title character yields to a superior v6pog.
The line is imitated in the Hermione of Pacuvius: O flexanima atque omnium regina rerum
oratio (cited Cicero de orat 2.44, referred to at Quintilian 1.12.18 illam (ut ait non ignobilis
tragicus) reginam rerum orationem.) Oratio is a neutral word, and does not contain the negative
overtones present in its Greek counterpart.
817 oufidv ti paXXov "not all the more" = "least of all."
lg TiXog "to the end" = "thoroughly", cf. 1193 note.
818-19 piaGoug 6i66vccg pavGdveiv is an anachronistic reference to the Sophistic practice of
accepting fees for instruction, cf. Xenophon Mem 1.6.13, Aristophanes Clouds 876, etc.
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The reading of the majority of the MSS, tv' fi, can be construed even though a subjunctive
would be preferable in the indefinite clause (e.g. & dv Tig |3ouX ^tcu.) The optative reading
(JouXoito is defensible: Soph OT 979 dncog 6t3vcut6 Tig and Ant 666 5v ndXig oTrjoeie (though
this line has been deleted by Dawe, followed by Lloyd-Jones and Wilson) provide parallels of its
use in the primary time of the principal clause. This however "puts the case in the most general
way" (Jebb); to avoid such indefiniteness, most editors follow Elmsley's emendation Tv' T*jv, which
denotes "that the purpose is dependent upon some unaccomplished action, or unfulfilled condition,
and therefore is not or was not attained" (MT 333), cf. Hip 647-48 Tv' cTxov pi-jre npoacpcovav
Tiva I pfjt' tt, Ixdviov <p0dypa 6&,aa0ai ndXiv, Soph OT 1389 Tv' i"j rucpXcSg tc ical xXucov
pqSdv, Aristoph Knights 850-51 dXX' £cjtI toOt' co Arjpe prix<ivr|p', Tv' T)v au |3ouXq I t6v dvdpa
xoXdaai toutovi, ool tooto pfj 'xyfvritai. Elmsley is clearly correct, providing "would have
been" to the MSS. "will be." |3ouXoito then functions as a cue to rjv. However, Sidgwick notes
the difficulty with this, that it would expect the principal verb to be past rather than present.
820 The hiatus t( ouv is also found at Soph Phi 100 t( ouv p' dvcoyag dXXo nXf|v t|)eu6fj Xfyeiv;
Aesch ST 208, 704 t! ouv £t' dv aaCvoipcv 6Xd0piov pdpov; Per 787, Eum 902. cf. Hip 598
jicbg ouv, Soph OT 959 dS To0'. This then is not an argument against its preference over mug;
see also Tovar (1959) 133.
ouv IP dv, cf. Sup 447 ncog ouv IP dv y^voir' dv fox^pd ndXig, Tro 961 ncbg ouv St' dv
0v\ioxoip' dv SvSixcog.
While Tig is a generalising question, Hecuba has herself in mind.
SXnioai is an alternative though rarer form of the 1st aorist optative.
821 The natural way to understand ol naifieg is as "children", which of course is not true (in the
same way 810 anaig was not true): Cassandra is still alive, as Hecuba is to mention in 6 lines
time. Yet that reference is effectively going to alienate mother from daughter, giving a strangely
appropriate truth to the present statement, which is only prima facie true if "sons" is meant, cf.
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826 Jialg. M^ridier 212 n.2 makes the same mistake, referring to "les deux enfants qui lui restaient
apr6s la ruine de Troie."
822 Two MSS. read aijTT) rather than afrrf|, and this is followed by Verrall and Murray (with a
full stop after alxp&Xcorog) and sc. Cassandra quae intus est. This cannot be right, as it removes
all irony from 821, alludes to somebody who hasn't been mentioned by name since 677, removes
meaning from olxopcu, etc.
823 Hecuba continues to muse on all that she has lost This line does raise two questions about
ancient dramatic production.
First, painted scenery. Set as the play is in the Thracian Chersonese, Troy would be less
than twenty miles from where the characters are. It would be natural to imagine Troy as being,
literally, behind the characters. The question then arises whether behind the entrance to
Agamemnon's tent would be painted the ruins of Troy. Haigh (1907, 183-85) emphasizes the
simplistic character of Greek oxT|v^-painting but of course evidence either way is slight. In many
cases, details would be left to the imagination (e.g. the parodos of Ion.) Hecuba poses the
additional problem of distant scenery being required in addition to immediate scenery. It is
assumed the 'hemikyklion' (Haigh (1907) 218) - used for representations of distance - is a fourth
century development, and would be out of place here. Painting in any form would need to be
simplistic, both because it needed to be seen from the back of the theatre and because it
would need to be easily changed for other performances at the festival (the modem method of
using flats or canvas could not be too far wrong.) It must nevertheless be admitted that, at least to
modem sensibilities, some visual representation of the ruins of Troy would be appropriate,
particularly during the stasima when there would be no movement onstage. Contrary to this view
is Brown (1984).
Second, smoke effects. The deictic quality of the line can be taken to mean either that the
actor playing Hecuba is pointing to nothing at all, and is suggesting the presence of smoke, which
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is to be imagined; or is pointing to smoke which could either be painted on the scenery or
represented by genuine smoke, i.e. a pyre burning behind the oKqvq. A pyre of some sort is also
suggested at Sup 1071 fpiv St ical rep oupnopoup£vq) ndoei, and could also have been used in
the earthquake scenes of Bac 576ff, Her 904ff, and at the end of
Aristoph Clouds. The surprisingly active participle U7iep0pq>aKov0^ seems to favour the presence
of real smoke, but would not be out of place if the actor were merely suggesting its presence to the
audience. Smoke is also mentioned at 1215 and Tro 1295ff, but in these cases it need not be
genuine, or even seen. Arnott (1962) 129 believes the audience sees smoke rising from a fire
offstage.
824-25 Having indicated that she is beginning a new thought (xai pVjv is used to introduce new
arguments, GP 352, cf. 1224,11el 1053), Hecuba then prefaces the thought, beginning at 826, with
an apology for it
p£v ... 6XX' 6pcog (GP 6) is a particularly common structure in Euripides: 843, Hip 47-48 i)
6' euicXefis ptv 6XX' 8pco$ <!m6XXtnai I 4>a(6pa, 795, Hel 1232, El 753, Bac 776, 1027, IA 904,
Or 1024, Ale 353, Held 928 (cited below), etc. 6XX' Spcog, "but still," is also found in Sophocles
(OT 998) and (in parody?) Aristophanes Clouds 1363, Ach 402, 407, 956.
toO Xdyou is a partitive genitive, depending on x66e: "this part of my argument".
Nauck's emendation ££vov (adopted by Diggle) is unsupported and unnecessary. The
unanimous reading of the MSS, ov, "fruitless, vain" gives better sense for the context. This is
the opinion of Collard (1986) and (1988), an opinion which he revises in his 1991 commentary,
interpreting it as "foreign to the argument." I nevertheless believe his earlier arguments in favour
of the original reading are stronger (Collard (1986) 23):
'foreign to, unconnected with' too X6you (cf. S. O.T. 219) it is not, rather it is a
plank of the argument 826-30. But why is it 'unusual' to plead on the strength of
Agamemnon's enjoyment of Cassandra? 'Useless' or 'vain', k£vov it may indeed
prove to be - for Ag. is forced to be devious in acknowledging Hec.'s claim on him
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through his [sic; "her" is meant] daughter, 855ff.
The infinitive Kdnpiv rcpopdXXeiv, "to mention Love (or Sex)", is in apposition to t66e; this is
her new argument, which is expanded 826-32. By invoking love in this way, Hecuba uses the
most powerful formulation available to her, the name of the goddess herself. There is irony here
too, that Agamemnon who sacked Hecuba's city to restore a woman stolen by Aphrodite, should
now be under her influence. But even this invocation is in vain.
The use of the future middle for passive is found elsewhere in Euripides, cf. Held
928 fi&jnoiv', dpaig pfrv dXX' 6pa>g elp^aerai, Hyps 1.5.27, and "to denote unpleasant or
dangerous revelations" (Bond) Med 625, Ion 760, Pho 928, Bac 776.
826-27 What xoipl^Eiat, "is stilled," means in this context is clear, despite its more usual use for
a periphrasis of death 473-4, Hip 1387-8 (sic) cWc pe xoipdaEtE t6v I 6ua6alpov' "Ai6a piXailva
vdxiEp^g t' dvdyxa, cf. its use of storms at Soph Aj 674-5 6eiv<Z>v 6' &t]pa nveupdrcov £xo(pia£
I at6\o\ia Tidvtov There is irony here, in that Hecuba using Cassandra as a lever to work her
revenge, she is behaving not like a mother should, and in some sense their relationship is now
dead, cf. 677, 821.
Rather than take tpoipdg as 'radiant, pure,' it makes good sense to translate "inspired (by
Phoebus Apollo)" cf. 676 paxxElov. The Scholiast supports this by glossing f| pdvrig (Cassandra
was a priestess of Apollo.) cf. IA 1064 pdvrig 6 <potpd6a pobaav.
There is a problem with the accusative KaaadvSpav (the double sigma is for scansion;
there seems to be no other distinction between the single- and double-sigma spellings), in that it
seems to imply that she had two separate names, one used exclusively by the Trojans, the other by
the Greeks (such as is found with Paris and Alexandras, and Pyrrhus and Neoptolemus.) The
Scholiast says that the other name was Alexandra: f| Kaadvdpa npcoriv 'AXe£dv6pa ixaXeiTO,
cog teal Auxdcppcov cprjaiv, ^kXt]0t) 6t Kaadv&pa naph t&v Tpaxov 6td r6 xdoiv xal dfieXcpbv
dvSpEiov ^xeiv T^v "Exrapa. But this explanation is unsatisfactory, since it contitutes a renaming,
rather than an alternate naming (though it might be seen to be supported by Homer II 22.506
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'AatudvaJ;, 8v Tp&eg intKXqcHV xaXiouaiv.) The alternate name was certainly part of the
general fabric of myth (it is the title of a poem by Lycophron that survives, for example, though
the poem itself is a tour de force of arcane and obscure mythological detail, which could also
argue against its value here) though its familiarity cannot be determined. Hermann posited the
nominative form, which was later found to be in the 2 MSS. (Rw, Zu) pace Diggle, i.e.
"Cassandra, whom the Trojans call the inspired one" (that is, a prophet.) This is more satisfactory,
still leaves some questions unanswered. Haupt deleted the entire line and I am inclined to agree.
Hecuba knows her daughter's name, and telling a Greek what the Trojans call the woman he shares
a bed with seems extraneous. It also is the type of flourish that could be added by a fourth-century
actor.
828-30 Diggle (1982) 321-23 makes a strong case for all of his emendations (supported by Coilard
(1986) 20): X^eig from 6e££ag (though Hel 1603^4 should be included with Or 802 and IA 406 in
using xtoO with fiehcvupt; even this emendation is not certain, since the present passage has an
object, which needs to be understood in the Or and IA passages), and rj ... tiv' for f) ... t£v\ The
emendations do make the lines easier to read, though the weight in favour of the traditional reading
(including the Scholiast on Soph Aj 520) suggest an early corruption. For the separation of St^tci
from tioO, cf. GP 270-71. eutppdvag "kindly times" is a euphemism for "nights" (appropriate in
this context) intended to prejudice Agamemnon towards Hecuba. Nonius, under modice gives
Ennius' version of 829-30: Quae tibi in concubio verecunde et modice morem gerit, though this is
a milder, active sense. Hecuba is attempting to gain some moral hold over Agamemnon, as she
had earlier attempted to do with Odysseus in reminding him of how she had once spared his life
(239-57.) Her desperation is betrayed in the following lines. x&Plv "thanks, reward" puns on the
usual meaning of (often sexual)'pleasure, delight.' Hecuba is not seeking vicarious sexual pleasure,
but desires to cash in on that of Agamemnon. The same double entendre is found in 832. The
word represents a key idea in the play (discussed by Segal (1990a) 124, Tarkow (1984) 134,
Adkins (1966) 209, Conacher (1961) Oliver (1960), etc.) which is later recalled in its adverbial
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uses in 855, 874, 1175, 1201, 1243.
Hecuba is saying that her daughter has been cooperative. <ptX.T&TCOv can be understood as
either active or passive, though passive (= "so much enjoyed") is too direct. The danaapdra have
been cpiXT&ra both in Agamemnon's enjoyment and in that Cassandra has been loving to him.
Since she is making this very direct point, she could very well spend five lines on it (thereby
keeping 831-2, where see note.) In her bluntness about talking about the sexual aspect of her
daughter's relationship with Agamemnon, Hecuba is not "taking to herself the status of a pimp"
(Michelini (1987) 151; cf. also Buxton (1982) 179, Reckford (1985) 121 and E Soph Ajax 520
pacrtpOTUKcbraTa elodyei ti)v 'Ex&flriv Xiyouaav) As Gregory (1991) 106 notes, Menelaus in
And, Hecuba in Tro, Danaus in Aesch Sup, Heracles in Soph Tra and Creon in Ant "all concern
themselves openly and in detail with their children's sexual lives."
831-2 The seemingly indelicacy of these lines in Hecuba's mouth is probably modern (see
previous note), though they are compared by Page to 606-8 (these two are "therefore unlike any
other interpolation in tragedy" (1934, 67). Most editors have followed Matthiae's deletion of them,
but recently Garzya, Daitz and Michelini (1987)have preserved them. There is a traditional
connection between "Epcog and IMOco, cf. 816 note, Buxton (1982) 32-34, 38-39, as well as IfctOco
being a cult title of Aphrodite (Farnell (1977) 2.664); and regardless, the indelicacy is not at all
out of place for a pleading prisoner of war bent on revenge. Also in their favour is the fact that
they are cited (albeit inaccurately) in Orion Anth 8.17 Scheiddewin, the Scholiast on Horn Od
10.481, and Tzetzes Exeg p. 86 Hermann.
There are three significant MSS problems, and the most minor concerns the particles. Diggle
favours re ... re, Daitz yizp ... re. The MSS are split, but yip makes better sense in that it gives
the air of a connected argument, though asyndeton is possible by way of illustration and may not
need a particle connecting it with the previous line. Next, I tentatively accept Nauck's emendation
voxTepr|oltov (which is also accepted by Diggle) because it is so much easier to construe than
Daitz' reading vuxT^pcov ppoTOig. Another possible reading, which was favoured by some
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Victorian editors, is vuKT^pcov ndvu, but ndvu is rare in tragedy and is no easier to construe.
Whatever the reading, it does recall 828 eocpptSvag. If this is accepted, third MSS problem
o
disappears: Daitz reads Gvq-ng to the better alternate ppoxoig, since he reads [3poroig in the
previous line.
(plXTpcov are mentioned here not for their own sake but as things which create bonds, in a
slightly transferred sense. Michelini sees in cplXtpcov another reference to the Sophists: "The
argument suggests the Helene of Gorgias, where, defending the most beautiful of women against
offended sexual morality, the rhetorician likened the charms of the logos to that of erds itself,
assimilating both to enchantments (philtra) and potions (pharmaka) that intoxicate the mind and
body" (1987, 151-2) - referring to Gorgias Helene DK 2:82 fr. IIB 8-10 and 14, but this is not
necessary. In general, it seems that the lines should be kept since, though outrageous, they are
linked verbally and semantically with 826-30, and pave the way for the rhetoric Hecuba will use
836-40.
833-5 These lines raise the argument above a basic sexual level, with Hecuba arguing (to what
degree of precision one cannot be sure, see below) that Agamemnon has married into her family.
Euripides uses the expression dicoue 6fj vuv (cf. GP 218) often: Pho 911 &ko(ic 6q vuv
Geocpdrcov ipcSv 666v, 1427, Cyc 441, Sup 857, HF 1255, Ion 1539, IT 753, Hel 1035, Or 237,
1181, IA 1009, 1146, Aristoph Knights 1014, Birds 1513, cf. Plato Laws 693D.
icaXdx; is also to be understood with 835 dpdaeig.
kt]6ecm)v "kin-by-marriage" = robrov = 833 t6v Gavdvra t6v6' = Polydorus. Michelini
believes this argument to be fallacious: "The kZdes&s takes part in a social relation whereby men
exchange women; slaves taken in war are not given by their male relatives, who have been killed
by the conquerors. Cf. the ode following this scene." (1987, 152 n.84.) The question must then be
asked why Hecuba would lie in this way. Surely Agamemnon would know the social bond that
does exist, however much prompting he may need to remember it. I therefore believe there must
exist some justification for Hecuba's use of this term. The xqSearqg-relationship is valid, and
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Agamemnon has genuine social obligations which he acknowledges by his compliance later in the
play. Nor is the claim itself surprising. The Homeric Agamemnon was particularly proud of his
relationship with Chryse (II 1.133-15):
ical ydp pa KXinatpvijoTpTy; npopEpouXa
TcoupiftCqg 6Xoxoo, friel ob £0£v Ecru x^P^lcov,
06 SEpag 066i cpurjv, o!5t' ftp cppEvag obxE ti Epya.
836-40 One wonders what Hadley meant in saying, "this beautiful passage comes as a relief."
Michelini is much closer to the mark in saying, "It might just be possible to tolerate the bizarreness
of Hecuba's speaking anatomy, and to repress the picture of an eloquent foot embracing
Agamemnon's knee, if the reference to Daidalos' arts did not suggest some actual grotesque
realization of what otherwise would be mire wordplay" (1987, 152.) But she goes too far in
calling it "astonishingly grotesque." The mixture of bathos and hyperbole is intended to shock the
listener, and in this light the reference to Daedalus is probably an extension of the wordplay
involved: cf. the Scholiast, cited in note 838. Modern sensibilities are coloured by, e.g. Charles
Wesley's hymn "O for a thousand tongues...", which if taken literally, could sound a grotesque
wish, but is an imaginative conceit with some rhetorical power, cf. Fama in Virgil Aen 4.18Iff.
That it was at least tolerated as mere wordplay, perhaps elevated by the reference to Daedalus, but
still not a thing of (rhetorical) beauty, cf. the similar passages in Euripides,
HF 487-89 rccog ftv cog ^ooddniepog
pEXiaaa aovevEyxaip' ftv £k ndvTtov y6oug,
Eg Ev 6' f'/eytcoOa' 60p6ov dnoftoCqv ftdxpu;
El 333-35 moXXol 6' EtuotEXXouoiv, EppqUebg 6' Eycft,
al xelpcg f| yXcbaa' f| TaXalncopdg re <ppf|v
xftpa t' E|.i6v ^opfjKeg 6 t' EkcIvov xexcov.
Hecuba has already sought rhetorical skill (816); what she now says she needs is just many
voices. This is, of course, another rhetorical device; cf. also Gregory (1991) 119 n.69.
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836 The combination of el (without -0e or ydp) + optative is rare, but is used for "unattainable
wishes, when they refer to the future" (Smyth 1818), cf. MT 723, Soph OT 863 d poi £uveh]
cp^povTi poipa, Homer II 10.111, 15.571, 16.559, 24.74, cf. si for utinam at Aen 6.187, Horace Sat
2.6.8.
838 Daedalus is here cited because he was the preeminent mortal craftsman of the ancient world,
as a sculptor (the present reference, he is purported to be able to make moving statues at Homer II
18.417), an architect (viz. the labyrinth, cf. Diodorus Siculus 1.97.5), and an inventor (Icarus'
wings.) The Scholiast gives much information that is useful: ncpl AaiddXou fpycov, 6xi
dxiveixo xai rcpoi'a cpojvijv, auxdg re 6 Eopmlfirig t\ EdpuaSei Xeyei [fr.373]- 'oux doxiv, co
yepaid, pf| dclaflg xdde- xd AaiddXaa ndvxa xivdaQai 6oxd (3Xdxciv x' dydXpaS'. cbd' dvfjp
xcivog acxpdg'* xal Kpaxivog t\ 0p<£xxaig [fr.74J* tnavu xaxdv deopo paaxeucov xivd nox£
/
XaXxoOv f) ^dXiov xal xpweov rcpoafjv oudapcog Jjt/Xtvog dxdvog dXXa xaXxobg cbv hnibpa.
ndxepov AaiddXaog fjv fj xtg ££dxXei|)ev adxdv'- xal nXdxcov [Comicus fr.188]' 'ouxog xlg el,
Xdye xaxd, xl atygtg* oux £peig. 'Eppfjg iyioyc AatddXou qxovfjv £uXtvog |3a5l£(ov
auxdpaxog dXTjXuGa'. cf. Horace Od 4.2.2 ope Daedalea. The Scholiast passage is the only one
where the statues both talk and move; in the Homeric passage mentioned above, they only move.
839 Wackernagel prefers the epic form dpapxfj to the Attic modification found in all the MSS. In
favour of this reading are Held 138 dlxai' apapxij 6pav, fr.680 (Sciroti) dpapxetv, and Barrett
Hip 1195, but cf. Rh 313 dpapxfj and variants. Hesychius glosses it with bpou, as "together."
The plural verb txoi^ is used despite the neuter subject (ndvxa), cf. MT 181 for use after
cbg.
840 xXalovxa is "wailing" here, rather than "weeping", since voices and not eyes (or tear-ducts)
are the subject, cf. Denniston El 842-3 for asyndeton, as well as 70, 1171, 1173 (where see note),
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1175, And 1154, Cyc 465, Pho 1193, Sup 529 with different verbs.
faucncifr-rovTa can be used for serious entreaty, cf. Aeschines Against Ctesiphon 157
tcXaCoviag Ixe-reuovTag ... kuaxtjntovag |ir]6evl rpdrccp t6v dXiTTjpiov oxetpavobv, but also "is
the verb used of a dying man who urges his family to take vengeance for him" (MacDowell (1963)
20). He continues, "the duty of the relatives of a killed slave was simply to urge his master to
obtain vengeance for him by taking legal action against the killer." Meridor (1983) 16 n.29 cites
Antiphon 1.29-30, and Lysias 13.41-42, 92 in their contexts, and cf. Demosthenes 47.72. The
situation is not exactly parallel, however, and this is not in fact the action that Agamemnon
undertakes on Hecuba's behalf. Nevertheless, if this was the sort of thing that would be associated
with the word, then the full legal force of Hecuba's speech becomes clear: 824-35 Agamemnon
must act as a kinsman; 836-445 Agamemnon must act as a master.
841 By addressing Agamemnon in this elaborate way, Hecuba admits to herself that she is now
without any social status. She is desperate, and is now completely dependent on Agamemnon's
beneficence. Yet though she lacks any real rank, she nevertheless does have power, and that she
can embarrass him in this way is a sign of that power. Agamemnon is meant to be uneasy:
Hecuba's address recognises that she is a slave, but also reminds him of Cassandra. The
metaphorical use of <pdog for people is also found at Ion 1439 £> cpd>g p^rpl xpacraov fjXtou, HF
531, Homer II 18.102. For the use of the dative "EXXtictiv, cf. Sup 278 and IIF 1017 'EXXddi.
842-43 Dale distinguishes two uses of m.0ob, used in contexts of appeal: alone, referring to a
previous appeal (here, Ale 1101, 1109, IA 739, 1209, Or 1101); and in phrases such as dXX' fpol
mOob (402, IIel 323) it precedes a petition.
Although HF 1210-1 xcrrdlaxeOe X^ovrog dypiou Gupdv gives a parallel for the reading of
the majority of the MSS, -crft, it is generally emended away to napda/eg (2nd aorist imperative
"lend.") 895 demonstrates Euripides' use of -oxcc, in ^xco-compounds.
Xeipa ... tipcopdv "an avenging hand", cf. note 749-50
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&XX' fipcog is a common Euripidean aposiopesis, cf. note 824-25.
844-45 "For it is the part of a good man to administer justice, and always in every case punish the
bad." This expression of the lex talionis is fundamental to an accurate interpretation of the final
trial scene, and for an appreciation of Hecuba's revenge; that it closes the appeal to Agamemnon
is not accidental. It is the moral crunch of the speech, both flattering Agamemnon, and calling him
to duty. In his role of Greek commander, his job is to mete out justice, and as a result, he has an
obligation to the gods (cf.800) to act in a way appropriate for this, as an rivf|p ioGXo^, cf.
Simonides in Plato Rep 332D t6 ioi)g tplXcog e{j jioiav xal roug £jc0poi>g xaxchg (to which
Socrates says the good man cannot harm others, cf. the biblical Sermon on the Mount, esp.
Matthew 5.43-4.
846-49 The chorus expresses a straightforward paradox, with reference to vdpog (cf. 800.) It is
implied that Hecuba has persuaded Agamemnon with her speech, which is misleading in that it will
be demonstrated to be only partly true. Still, ol vdpoi are cited as being the reason Agamemnon is
now a friend, and Polymestor has fallen into disfavour. The chorus is referring in particular to
Hecuba's argument based upon kinship, 833-35 (see 847 note.)
846 Diggle Phae 164 says 6eiv6v ye is 'a common preface to an indignant reflection', cf. Ion
1312-3 6eivdv ye Gvryrofg roug vdpoog ibg oti xaXcog I £0rpc£v 6 0e6g ou6' rind yvcbpr|g aocpfjg,
Soph El 341-2, fr.103 rieivdv ye xodg p£v 6uaae|3elg ... npriaaav xaXchg, fr. adespota 295.1-2
6eiv6v ye ti)v ptv puiav riXxtpcp oG^va I nr]6av in' rivfipcbv acopaG', 462 fieivdv ye raurdv
Tofg p£v rivririvetv ppordiv, I roig 6' ?xGog etvai, Aristoph Birds 1269, and also GP 127.
Paley summarizes the three interpretations of crepnttvei given by the Scholiast and
periphrasis:
1. how all things collapse and perish
2. how all evils conspire against man
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3. how all things turn out
but prefers "how strangely one thing falls in with another," which is along the right track for
explaining the irony and reversal of natural order (in terms of relationships) intended by Euripides
here.
847 Busche's emendation trig Avdyxrig adopted by Diggle is intended to tie the word closer with
ol vdpoi, "the laws of necessity." This is both unnecessary, and as Tiemey notes, runs contrary to
the principle of diff. pot. Considering what follows, it is more likely the intended meaning is "ties
of kin, relationships" (cf. Latin necessitudines) and that the MSS. reading should be preserved.
Ambrose's "primitive laws" for vdpoi is unnecessarily prejudicial. Musgrave's emendation to
Xpdvoi at least makes sense, but also is not needed, cf. Bac 484 ol vdpoi 61 bidcpopoi.
dicopiaav "determine" gnomic aorisL
848 riBdvreg = jxotav as 656.
ye, cf. GP 117.
851 6t' oIktov ... Ejcco, cf. Sup 194 6i' dxrou r&g £pdg ka(3eiv ruxag, IT 683 fli' alaxuvr|g lyto,
and see Denniston El 1183. But Or 757 6i& <p6|3ou yhp Epxopai has fpxopai rather than txto.
852-53 Oecov is scanned as a monosyllable by synezesis, cf. 24. A breach against the laws of
hospitality offends in particular Zeus Xenios. cf. 844-45, note 710 and Introduction IV.
rob SlkczIov, taken with obvexa = "justice among men" cf. 791, Held 569-70 rfjg re afjg
eurpuxlag I ical rob 6ixa£ou. It is important thematically that Agamemnon use the word 61kt]v
here, that he too (like the Chorus, Hecuba and Polymestor) recognise the justice of Hecuba's
revenge against Polymestor (cf. Introduction I.) Tovar (1959) 133-34 however argues for x&pw,
which, while it is a word that does have thematic importance in the play, is not preferable at this
point, and is a corruption probably just picked up from 830 x&PlS-
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854-56 Two interpretations of d ncog cpavetq are typically put forward, depending on whether or
not 61kti is understood. If it is (Hadley), there is a conflation of two constructions yielding
"provided that it should appear right". Better is the impersonal alternative, "provided that it should
appear possible." Agamemnon's stress on appearances is significant: he is using Hecuba's
arguments concerning Cassandra against her. This is not too subUe an interpretation for
Agamemnon; in fact, it accords with his cowardly nature and desire for self-preservation
evidenced throughout the play. The use of d ncog "for the elliptical expression of a hope or aim"
(Jebb on Soph Tra 584), cf. And 54-55 el Jicog xfz np6o6e acp&kpax' ££aixoupevog I 0edv
napdaxon' tc, t6 Xoinbv eupevfj, Ilei 429 and Diggle (1978) 167-68 on IIel 741, MT 489.
Throughout extant tragedy the portrait of Agamemnon is of someone continually dependant
on his soldier's approval, cf. 868, Or 1167-8 5g "EXXdSog I fjpfc,' 6£uo0e(g, ou xupavvog, Soph
Ajax 1100-01, Aesch Ag 844-5. This colours how one understands oxpaxcp. Agamemnon's fear is
one of rebuke from the masses, a humiliation he suffers in the Iliad (before this story) in the
famous episode with Thersytes 2.225ff. His fears are well grounded in all likelihood, due to his
relationship with Cassandra, cf. note 833-5.
The optative 66{jaipi expresses Agamemnon's doubt that his providing assistance could
remain a secret.
X<iptv = dvcxa, also at 874.
Meridor (1978) 30 believes that Agamemnon here indicates what the Chorus suspects at
1032-34, that Hecuba's vengeance will mean killing Polymestor. This reckons the suggestions at
876 and 878 as being serious (so Meridor (1983) 17 n.36). Agamemnon's suggestions are meant
in jest (see note 876-79) and here he does not genuinely believe Hecuba to be capable of
accomplishing anything in real terms. This is markedly different from Creon's acquiescence to
Medea's request, Med 340 (i(av pe pdvai xqv6' faaov i)pdpav, which recognises the possible
danger, Med 350 xal 6p£> plv ^appapxavcov.
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857 Agamemnon, in indicating that he has been touched by apprehension, demonstrates
considerable embarrassment over his relationship with his troops.
858-63 Agamemnon's attitude, the conflict between political and individual allegiance, is similar
to that found elsewhere in tragedy:
Demophon (Held 411-13) naZ6a 6' obx' £pf|v xtevd)
obx' dXXov dcrrCrv tcov £p<2>v dvayxdoco
dxov0'-
Theseus (Sup 247, 349-50) t( npdg noXCxag xoug ipoix; Xdycov xaXdv;
6d£ai 61 xp^co xal ndXa nda^ t66e,
66£a 6' ipou 0£Xovrog-
Pelasgus (Aesch Sup 368-69, 398-401)
iyeb 6* &v ou xpalvoip' undaxecnv ndpog,
dcrrolg 61 naoi tcZ>v6e xoivcboag ndpt.
etjiov 6b xal nplv, oux dveu 6rjpou -rdde
npdljaip' dv, ov66 nep xpaxtov, pi) xal note
etjip Xecng, d rcou ti xdXXoiov tuxoi,
'imjXudag xipiSv dntbXeoag ndXiv.'
It is also of course part of Antigone's dilemma, in Sophocles' Antigone, xapaypdg is significant,
in that by it Agamemnon does recognize that he has two loyalties: he concedes her argument that
she has a moral claim on him as mother of Cassandra. Nevertheless, there is still a rejection of
active participation. That the army would behave as Agamemnon expects is likely, in light of then-
reaction to Polyxena's sacrifice 127-29.
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859-60 Elmsley's 6' £poi is clearer than the MSS. 61 aot, as 66e then = Polydorus, but Tierney is
wrong to ask for "something like dvVjp": 66e is used poetically for tyd> (perhaps with a
demonstrative gesture) also at Soph El 1004 & tig Todod* dtco^aexat X6yoog, Tra 305 xfjafie ye
Ccoorig £xi (cf. Smyth 1242.)
Xcoptg touto, sc. iotl, "that is a separate matter."
861 np6g xauxa, "in view of this," indicates a fixed resolution rather than a reason, cf. Soph El
383-84 npdg xauxa cppd^ou, xa£ pe pi) jio0' uaxepov I naGouaa p£p\|ip, 820, OT 426.
862 Taybv npoaapK^aai, "swift to help you," includes a significant though suppressed protasis
along the lines of "if I could do so without angering the Greeks and there was no other way but
with my help." Only part of this is detailed in the next line.
863 el 6ia|3kT]0i)aopai, "if I am to be slandered," but the slander has bite, also containing nuances
of "fall into disfavour with," cf. Held 420-22 xaOx' oCv Spa oil ical auvdjeopiax' 6na>g I atitol
xe (jcoQijueoQe xal tx^Sov tSSe, I ic&ytb noXfxaig pf| diapXTjOfiaopai, Thuc 4.22.3, 8.81. For the
construction, cf. 802, MT 407.
864-69 The dynamic of these few lines serves to clearly indicate the reversal of status that has
occurred. In a real and visible sense, Hecuba is now the master, cf. Introduction VI. The
vocabulary in this passage is discussed in detail also by Daitz (1971).
864 cpeO is not of sorrow but of contempt Hecuba's statement echoes her earlier sentiments (cf.
800) in their levelling effect. Despite the great status difference between the two, in a broader
perspective both Hecuba and Agamemnon are captives and subject to the whims of the Greek
army. The phrase o6k Icrci 0vt]xcZ>v is similar to that in Aristotle Rhetoric 2.21 oux gcruv
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dv6pd>v. 0vt|t(I)v is a partitive genitive after 6cmg, which is intentionally vague.
865 The postponement of ydp to the third position is well precedented, cf. GP 96. The idea of f)
XpqpdTcov ... 6obXdg is common is Euripides: Pho 395 dXX' £g x6 Kipdog naph cpuaiv
6oukeut£ov, Sup 876-77 cbote xoug tpdnoug I SoOXoug napaaxav xpqpdtcov £eux0elg vno,
V »/
fr.1029.2-3 06 &mv dpetfjg SoOXov bote xpqpdxcov I o<5t* euyevdag oUxe Gconelag bfkov.
866 nXqGog has democratic nuances, and is therefore at least partly anachronistic. ndXeog is
written for ndXecog, metri gratia, cf. Or 897 8g &v bOvrixai ndXcog £v t* dpxaiaiv fj, El 412, Ion
595, and Jebb on Soph Ant 162ff (where he omits this occurrence.)
This line constitutes the earliest implicit reference to written law being a guarantee for
democracy (vdpcov ypacpal), i.e. a measure of personal freedom (the earliest explicit reference in
Sup 429-37, for which see Stinton in Collard ad loc in addenda pages 440-42.) Stinton suggests,
following Offwald (1969), that lack of any earlier testimony is accidental, that the almost casual
reference here assumes the notion was already common at the popular level. There is of course
further anachronism in this notion, since the earliest written laws were those of Solon. Stinton is
wrong: no one is £Xeu0epog, because he is tied down by the laws. Stinton's is not the usage here.
What Hecuba saying in an odd way amounts to, "You cannot be an absolute tyrant." Even the fact
that the laws are written implies at one level that there are those who do not accept the law prima
facie (Offivald (1969) 47.)
867 "prevents him from following his character, according to his mind" i.e. from acting as he
would. pf| should precede ypf\oQat, but metre demands otherwise. It is the redundant (in English)
pi) after verbs of preventing, cf. IA 661 p' Toxei, HF 197 (Wetcu pf) xaxflaveiv, Soph El 518, OT
1388. Due to its frequent use in comedy, Tpdnoig, "humour, character" may be a colloquialism.
868 61 expresses a break-off, like didp (GP 167) cf. 1237, Cyc 286, 597, El 297, Hel 143, Bac
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657. 6xXcp is used with contempt, as atpcntp had in 855. nX^ov Wpeig sc. p£pog, cf. Sup 241
v^povxeg ttp <p06vcp nXio\ p^pog, Hel 917-8 obxouv xptl oc aoyydvtp txX&jv vepciv pcrralcp
paXXov f| xpncrrtp naxpC, fr.183 (Antiope) Xapnpdg 0' £xacrrog x&nl toOt* ineiyetai I v^pcov t6
nXeiatov fjp^pag Tourcp p£pog, I Iv' auidg atnoO ruyx&va xp&Tiorog djv, Thuc 3.3.1.
869 There is irony in this reversal of status, the slave setting the master free. It is yet another
manifestation of the topsy-turviness of the world as presented in the play.
870-71 Hecuba offers a compromise whereby Agamemnon need only give consent Hecuba will
undertake the action of her revenge herself. The phrasing is subtle: the polar expression used is
not balanced. The passive role Agamemnon is to play is presented only as "sharing knowledge"
(cn3vto0i) which is a necessary and completed action, as she has already told him of her intended
revenge. The active role Agamemnon need not play is presented ajs a prohibition (pirj + aorist
subjunctive = "don't!", cf. 183), as if she were urging him against an action towards which he
would normally be inclined. Hecuba tacitly assumes the assent she seeks then urges Agamemnon
not to do or think anything other than what he now does, which he willingly obeys.
872-74 Aphaeresis - inverse elision - occurs here in fj 'mxoopia, as well as 387 and (using the
same phrase as here) at 878. Since it would normally take a dative, n&axovrog is to be understood
as a genitive absolute. 6v6pog 0pflx6g is contemptuous, cf. 682 note.
old nclactai is a grim euphemism avoiding any direct explanation of the form her revenge is
to take, cf. 1000, El 289 and Denniston's note on 1141. Though the audience would recognize that
this conceals her intended actions, it is left guessing as to what those actions are to be.
The aorist passive <pavq Tig goes with 06po(3og 'mxoupla.
prj is used with Soxtov rather than ou because of the imperative cf. Hip 119 pf| 66xet
totjtou xXtjeiv where it is used because of the infinitive, ou 6oxd>v is found at Med 67, El 925,
Aristoph Knights 1146, Plutus 837.
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£pf|v X^PIV "f°r my sake" cf. 855 note, 25, 892, 1175, Soph Tra 485.
875 Reiske's dashes (adopted by Diggle) are unnecessary and make the line choppy. Daitz'
solution - a semicolon at the caesura - is better, iycb 6t)aco xaXQg in context is "a euphemism so
transparent that it is ominous" (Bond HF 605, where he also cites IIF 938, Hip 709, IA 672, Bac
49, Soph El 1434, etc.) for the impending blinding of Polymestor. The clause itself Euripides uses
elsewhere (cf. Hip 521, Or 1664, IA 401), always at the end of a verse. In this respect, Parry
(1971) 295 is right to call it a formula.
876-79 Agamemnon's questions are leading, sarcastic, and heavily ironic. There is also some
alarm. The alarm grows to a critical point at 885. In some ways, the questions are dramatically
unnecessary, but this exchange does affect how Agamemnon is viewed when he becomes the
arbiter 1109ff. Euripides uses nd>g oov as a rhetorical device for eliciting hypothetical suggestions,
cf. Hip 598, 1261, Med 1376, Hel 1228, 1266. The two possible solutions suggested by
Agamemnon are also found at Ion 616-7 6aag acpaydg 6f) (pappdxcov <te> Gavaaipcov I
ytrvaixeg qupov dvfipdaiv SiatpGopdg, where Dindorf deleted them, believing them to be
interpolated, perhaps from another play. In the present context, the murder by sword is impossible
in Agamemnon's point of view for a woman; poison is a more realistic possibility for a woman
(cf. Heracles' lament Soph Tra 1062-63 yuvi) 66, GfjXug ouaa xdvavfipog <puotv, I pdvq pe 6f|
xaGeiXe cpaaydvou bl^a, and the source of her poison being 1140 Tooomog cpappaxeug) but
quite impractical for a prisoner of war. In the present context, these unrealisable possibilities (in
Agamemnon's view) prepare for the eventual cruelty of the revenge, as well as the means by which
it is delivered (1161 (pdoyavot.)
fj 'juxoupla cf. 872. The accent on tivi shows it to be an interrogative, not an enclitic: "or
with what assistance?" cf. Hip 803 Xunfl TxayvcoOeia' fj dn6 aupcpopag r(vog;
880-81 The verbal structure of these two lines establishes the tone of the entire passage: the mirror
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construction shows how opposite each of the character's views in fact is. Gender, social status,
origin and potential power are all invoked in a very compressed time, aiiyai is probably
accompanied by a demonstrative action demonstrating the tent of Agamemnon immediately behind
them (cf. 59 npb 66pcov.) Euripides often elides the 3rd person plural perfect, as he does with
x£KEO0aa', cf. Ion 1622 necpuKaa', Tro 879 xeGvfia' (and 350, depending on the reading of the
MSS. adopted), HF 539. The MSS. here also give the Doric form of the verb, which is less
preferable.
Tpcpd6o>v by\ov is virtually an oxymoron, intended to surprise Agamemnon in answering
his (supposed) rhetorical question. Just twelve lines previous, $x^°S had been used by Hecuba to
describe the Greek army. She equates her followers with his. He counters this phrase with
"EXXqvcov aypav. Hecuba had presented her fellow captives as "a mob of Trojan women" who
would support her revenge. Agamemnon's rebuff occurs at the same position in the line, scanning
identically but emphasizing not their unpredictability (6xXov also means "riot") but their servitude
("the booty of the Greeks".) Note the subtle shift from a defining genitive to a possessive genitive
which accomplishes the same thing,
etnas is a momentary aorist cf. 583.
882 Scaliger's emendation £pd)v is an attempt to remove the problem of a murdered Hecuba
speaking the line. Tierney's interpretation of the received text, £p6v, "my particular murderer" is
unnecessary and not altogether convincing, even when it is recognized the murdering is
metaphorical, in that he has cut off her family line. The possessive pronoun is being used without
the noun to which it refers, much as in English one can wish greetings to "you and yours," cf. And
374-75 6o6Xojv 6' £keivov t<Qv £pd>v fipxetv ypzCov I ical tGjv txelvou toug £poug f|pag re
np6g, Sup 320 pf| 6fjr' epog y' <2>v, & t&cvov, XEXpqp^vatg;
Tipcopqaopai should take the accusative (cf. 749-50 note.) Though normally a spondee by
synezesis, cpov£a is also scanned as a tribrach at El 599 X££ov, t! 6pd>v av cpov&x Teiaalpqv
naxpdg, 763.
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883 icai ncog loads the question with disbelief.
6po£vcov ... icp&TOg means either "victory over men" (objective genitive) or "the strength of
men" cf. Tro 949-50 Sg tcov ptv fiXXcov Saipdvcov lft\. icp&TOg, I Kelvqg 8b 8oOX6g £ari. Line
884 can be taken to answer either question. Most editors favour the former, and a singular is not
necessarily preferable, since Agamemnon would assume that Polymestor would be protected by
many men. I prefer the latter interpretation, but cf. the questions at 515, 1064, Ale 482, Hip 1171,
Soph Tra 68.
885 Having confirmed the previous statement (6av6v) Agamemnon qualifies this with the
adversative particle p£vxoi (GP 404.) The repetition of 6eiv6v indicates a sort of one-upmanship
contest occurring between Hecuba and Agamemnon. peptpopcu "I think little of is rendered
correctly by the Scholiast tpauXov f|youpai, cf. fr. 199 (Antiope) t6 8' doGevdg poo xal t5 GfjXu
acopaTOg I KaKcog ^pcpGqg. This fragment only partly supports Jenni's emendation o0£vog: the
MSS. reading ydvog makes as much sense and is appropriate in Agamemnon's mouth. The two
examples Hecuba gives in 886-87 are equally representative of the potential strength of women and
what can be accomplished by the female gender. This last of course is (in a modern sense) a
prejudicial reading of y^vog which strictly = "race," but it should not be surprising that
Agamemnon considers himself wholly different from females, cf. 1181 note. Similarly, the Chorus
doubts Medea's intent to murder her children, Med 856-65.
886-87 t! 8' "Expressing surprise or incredulity, and usually introducing a further question
('What?!')" (GP 175.) elXov is from alpeco "kill."
The story of the Danaids was common in myth (e.g. Aesch Sup) wherein the fifty daughters
of Danaus married the sons of his brother Aegyptus (Alyurnou tix\a.) On their wedding night
they killed their cousin-husbands at the request of their father, because of a fight he had had with
his brother. However, Hypermnestra (the splendide mendax of Horace Odes 3.11.35) disobeyed
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and spared her husband Lynceus. The myth itself varies considerably in its various presentations,
and the details above are the only ones which are not contradicted by any of the sources. The best
summary of the various presentations is that of Garvie (1969) 163-83. The Scholia on this line
actually constitute one of the key sources for the story. Afjpvov refers to the Lemnian women,
another common story (e.g. Aesch Cho 631-38): neglected by their husbands due to Aphrodite's
curse, they killed them (fjpfiqv "utterly," cf. Ion 1273-74 laio ydip &v pe nept|3aXobaa (kop&TCOv
I ftpfiriv fzv i^jicprpag elg "Ai6ou fkSpoug) and lived under Hypsipyle until found by the
Argonauts, cf. Pindar P 4.251, Herod 6.138 vevdpicrrai &vix xf|v 'EXkdSa t& ox^tXio i-pya ndvxa
Atjpvta xaX^eaQai.
These two exempla are chosen to show the potentially destructive power of women. In each
case, the power of a large number of women is demonstrated: this mirrors the fact that it is the
attendants of Hecuba who actually perform the revenge upon Polymestor. Exemplars could have
been found had Euripides wanted individual actions: Aerope and Atreus; Eriphyle and
Amphiaraus (cited Soph El 837-41). Clytemnestra and Agamemnon also fit this pattern, but it is
an action which follows this play, so could not have been cited in this context. It is however
invoked later by the blinded Polymestor: he converts what he has suffered at the hands of many
women to an ad hominem mention that he knows a prophecy of a similar harm to befall his judge
(see note 1277-81.) ^cpKiaav, is used here almost euphemistically = "to depopulate" (cf. 948) +
accusative of the land so emptied, + genitive of the people removed from the land.
888 (ill' <2>g yev&j0co "but let it be so" seems to be a fixed phrase concluding an argument, cf.
Tro 726, IT 603. [i£0eg "let be, break off' effectively forms a rapid transition from theory to
practice: "That's enough talk," Hecuba is saying, "now we must act."
889 n^pifxiv ... docpaXcbg "give safe conduct to." xrjvfi' points to the woman addressed in the next
line. Weil rightly notes that this is the 0epdnaiva of 658, the other actor who has not yet left the
stage. The alternative to this view requires this actor to have left the stage without mention (an
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unlikely possibility) and for this to be addressed to a non-speaking attendant. The Gep&naiva
leaves the stage at the caesura of 894.
890 nkaoQzZaa is an irregular form of the aorist passive neXd£o> "having drawn near" cf. And 25
nXaoGeia' 'AxiXXtog nai6l, Tro 203, Rh 14, 557, and the MS. variation at 776, Aesch PV 897,
Bacchylides 16.35. ££vcp can be taken ironically as "friend" or "stranger."
891-94 The language of icaXei ... 'Ek&(3t| is reminiscent of Theocritus 2.101. It is probably best to
write tiot' as one word, following Schwyzer 11.563. The meaning (common for tragedy) is olim
(GP 213) "usually implying an irrecoverable happier condition" (Collard Sup 1131) cf. Tro 506-07
dyere xdv d|3p6v 6q nor* t\ Tpolai n66a, I vOv 6' 6vxa 6ouXov, Phae 96. XP^°S is being used
like x^piv, cf. 855, Pho 762, Soph Tra 485 etc.
These lines begin a direct quotation of what the servant being sent is to say to Polymestor.
The quotation continues to ...xobg ££ ixelvqg (who therefore = Hecuba herself.)
895 mloxes, cf. 842. tdcpov, cf. 672.
896-97 The structure of this purpose clause alternates between unity and division: "so that these
two siblings together, in a single flame, the divided care of their mother, may be buried in the
ground." The initial division is emphasized by the dual tcjl>6* dfieXcpcb, which is united in nXqolou
(taken closely with the verb) and pit? q>Xoy(. It is then divided again by Sioctt) (that this would be
noticed is likely, due to the common contrast in tragedy between pla and a number word, cf. Ion
539 6uo plav Gaupd£,opev, Or 1244 xpiaooig cplXoig yhp etg dycov, 61xq pla, and Barrett Ilip
1403.) What is unclear is in what precise sense 6ioof| is to be understood: whether as double (i.e.
twice as big) trouble, or as two troubles. The context rules out the possibility of a divided trouble,
based on analogy with Aesch Ag 122 Xqpaai Siaaoug (where Dindorf suggests Xfjpaaiv laoug.)
xprxpGfjTov (another dual form) recalls nXqolov and brings them together to a common ground,
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X0ov£. Statius Theb 12.429-32 speaks of the divided flame of the cremations of Eteocles and
Polyneices. If the body is removed at the end of the episode, these lines function as instructions to
silent attendants to do so.
898-900 Any solemnity in the preceding words (tcnai t&6' outco "so shall it be") is ruined by ical
ydip, the tone of which amounts to "But let me make one thing perfectly clear...", followed by a
p£v ... 61 polar expression, finishing in 901. rdoOg, unlike its use in 901, "can mean
'sailing-wind' as an extension from the meaning 'possibility of sailing'" (Webster on Soph Phi
1449.) vfrv 6' "but as it is..."
Fraenkel (1962) 79 believes that Agamemnon's assent is only to the last petition, concerning
the treatment of the dead children. Lines 902-04 show that it applies to the entire plan of revenge,
even though as yet he does not comprehend its magnitude.
901 TtXoov, see previous note.
Unnecessary difficulty has been made of the word fynixoug. Hartung's emendation is not
needed, and most of the Scholiast's worries just display an assumption that the calm must be
connected with the opportunity to sail. Hadley is right in saying the MSS. reading i)cruxov is to be
taken adverbially, with pdvav, as at Held 476-17 yovaiicl y&p cnytj te teal t6 acocppoveTv I
KdkXtOTOV daco 0' rjauxov pivav 66pcov.
Early in the play it was implicitly established that the spirit of Achilles was responsible for
the stopping of the winds (38, 111-12), and not until he had received some y(pag would he free
the winds. Talthybius makes it clear that this is his own belief 538-41. That this is a mistaken
assumption is demonstrated by the patent inconsistency in the facts, that the winds didn't start after
the sacrifice. This in itself is probably a variation on the tradition, and quite possibly Sophocles'
play, in which the sacrifice of Polyxena does restore the winds and thereby forms a mirror-scene to
the sacrifice of Iphigeneia: sacrifice of Greek king's youngest daughter to get to Troy to begin
Trojan war; sacrifice of Trojan king's youngest daughter to leave Troy to finish Trojan war. The
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present instance is the first of the subsequent references to the winds, coming at a point where
Hecuba has completed the first step of her revenge: she has secured Agamemnon's (passive)
support. The next reference comes at the completion of the second step, as Polymestor enters
Agamemnon's tent with his sons, at the end of the next episode (1019-20.) The final reference to
the winds comes in the last actor's speech (1289-90), when, Hecuba's revenge having been
completed, the winds begin to blow. This motif that runs throughout the play is the only clear
supernatural sign of the correctness of Hecuba's actions.
902-04 Agamemnon concludes with banal moralising: the ncog is telling, "may there be good in
this somehow." It would seem he has already forgotten his alarm of 25 lines previous. He then
expresses two sentiments (both infinitive clauses in apposition to i6bt) which are xoivbv naoi,
"common to all." What he is doing is accepting Hecuba's intended justice (albeit passively) as
proposed 842-45 (cf. 870-71 note.) The contrast between 161^ "privately" and rtdXct is also found
at Sup 129 L6£gz Sotcfja&v aoi t66' fl rc&aq ixoXet;, and the sentiment itself is echoed in fr. 1036
xaxdv ydtp avSpa xpq xaxcog n&axav
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905-52 Third Stasimon
As Agamemnon goes offstage (with any silent attendants he might have), Hecuba remains
onstage, with the corpse of Polydorus, which is probably towards the back of the stage, and
perhaps has been reshrouded. It is possible that it is carried away here (as many editors suggest)
but dramatically it is much more effective if the audience can see the corpse throughout the fourth
episode. It then bears a silent witness to Polymestor's lies. The death of children is a running
motif throughout the play, beginning with Polyxena, carrying through Polydorus, and ending with
the corpses of Polymestor's murdered children. If it is removed, in light of Hecuba's recent
comments (896-97) attendants probably remove the body following Agamemnon, to prepare both
dead children for the single flame. Characters remaining onstage, presumably motionless,
throughout a stasimon is not exceptional: it happened earlier in the play (first stasimon) and also,
Medea in Med 410-45, 627-62, Pentheus in Bac 370-433 etc. This establishes a tableau for the
play's longest choral ode, wherein they recall the horrors of the night Troy was sacked (the TXiou
ffipatg.) This theme is made explicit with 908 nipuav. Euripides adapts a popular story,
probably from two books of the so-called epic cycle by Arctinus of Miletus (fragments and
hypothesis in Evelyn-White (1982) 521-5), which he also used Tro 511-67, IA 751-800, and is
found in TGrF Kannicht adespota 644.20-43. Webster (1970) 208 notes that Euripides uses 'epic'
narrative in contrast with an ugly present. Euripides seems quite 'modern' in portraying the event
through the eyes of a noble woman: "by taking the Trojan war into the bedroom, Euripides is being
consistent in his theme of a sacked city as women see it. In this lay his original contribution to
the Trojan saga." (Barlow (1971) 31, commenting on Tro 531-50 but equally relevant here as she
notes.) The chorus are narrating in the first person, adding ndOog to the dramatic situation.
While both this ode and Tro 511-67 present a shift from celebration to horror, the latter passage
only has direct narration in lines 551-54. Personal suffering is present in each case, cf. Tro 517
6X6pav, Hec 914 coXXupav.
The previous episode has shown the final effects that the Fall of Troy has had on Hecuba.
Her family has been destroyed, and this stasimon serves to show that similar losses have been
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suffered by all the Trojan women. This is not to trivialise Hecuba's situation: rather, as queen,
the sufferings of her people are very much her own. The positioning of this ode is clearly
significant: the suffering has been far reaching, and with the impending revenge, some sense of
justice will be restored. The stasimon contains two strophic/antistrophic pairs and an epode,
forming a direct address to the fallen city:
Strophe a' 0 Ilium, you were sacked
Antistrophe a' When my husband was tired from feasts
Strophe P' And I was setting my hair for bed;
Antistrophe P' I was taken away by ship.
Epode May Helen be cursed!
Sandwiched between the opening apostrophe of the dead city (cf. Polymestor's opening apostrophe
of its dead king, 953) and the closing curse of Helen which is very strongly reminiscent of Aesch
Ag 1455-61 (for which, see Introduction IV), is a story of Troy's last night. It seems hard, in view
of this summary, to substantiate Hourmouziades' claim that the destruction of Troy in the Hecuba
is "so dimly implied by the onstage action" (1965, 121.) The structure actually represents a
reversed time-frame, beginning with the ruined city, moving back to the night of the ruin, and
closing with the original cause. Collard (1989) rightly calls the ode "forcibly suggestive" and
relevant to the overall dramatic structure, rather than merely a diverting narrative. Lines 936-52
are analysed in detail by Biehl (1985) 260-3.
In the Hecuba, Euripides consciously links the three stasima thematically. This has been
noted in detail by Michelini (1987) Appendix C, and Gellie (1980) 42-44. Mossman (1990) 82-110
discusses the role of the Chorus in this play at length, and this stasimon in particular 103-08. That
the act-dividing lyric 1024-34 should be considered as a stasimon is discussed ad loc, and its place
in the overall intent for the stasima should become clear. The four lyrics are linked by nautical
references: in the first stasimon, the women hypothesize on where the Greek ships will take them
(444-74); the second relates Paris' abduction of Helen by ship (634); the third tells of the women
being dragged into the Greek ships and torn from their country (936-41); the fourth uses nautical
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terminology to predict the fate of Polymestor (1025-28). Of course, nautical references are to be
expected due only to the location of the story. The pattern here does seem more deliberate, and
the presence of the motif in the stasima is supported by the lack of winds for sailing (see note 901)
as well as Polydorus' body cast upon the waves (26-9, 36, 697-701) Barlow Tro 98-152 notes the
combination of literal and metaphorical nautical imagery there. Also uniting the odes is a sense of
impending doom: 475-79; 629-30; 910-13; 1024, where it is no longer their own doom, but that
of Polymestor - another sign of moral victory. The idea of journey is also present: in the first
stasimon, from Troy to Greece; in the second from Greece to Troy; in the third from Troy to
Greece; and the fourth explicitly concerning someone who has just travelled from Thrace to the
Chersonese. There is also an oscillation in the chronological sequence involved: the first lyric
deals with an undetermined future; the second with the distant past; the third with the immediate
past; and the fourth with the immediate, determined future.
There is an evident time violation in the ode, noted by Collard (1989). At 890 Hecuba sends
her handmaid to Polymestor in Thrace - a journey of several hundred miles - and he appears at
953. It is fair to assume that at least several days pass during the stasimon. This is not a unique
phenomenon in extant Euripides: about a week passes during And 1009-46; at least several hours
and probably a night pass during Cyc 356-74. These examples suggest that Euripidean stage
convention preferred such chronological suspension to artificial plot twists to perpetuate tension and
maintain internal logic in tableaux.
The metre is primarily aeolic, with many interspersed iambic lines. Such a mixture was
found in the previous stasimon (629-57) as well as And 274-308, HF 348-407, Ion 184-237, Tro
1060-1117, Hel 1107-64 (Raven (1962) Appendix, page 125.) While some of the scansion and line
division is found in Daitz (80-81), he does differ from Diggle at several places which shall be
discussed as they arise. Since Diggle's text does not number individual lines in the stasimon, and
some lines have been joined since the traditional numbering, the following is the number I shall
use of each successive line in his text, as deduced from his apparatus: 905, 906/7, 908, 909, 910,
911, 912, 913; 914, 915/6, 917, 918, 919, 920, 921, 922; 923, 924, 925, 926, 927, 928/9, 930,
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931, 932; 933, 934, 935, 936/7, 938, 939, 940, 941, 942; 943/4 945, 946, 947, 948, 949, 950,
951/2. Kranz (1933) 254ff. considered this the earliest of the "dithyrambic" stasima.
Nussbaum (1986) 510 n.45 calls the ode "the most solipsistic lyric of all", revealing "the
degree to which each woman, as an 'I', is obsessed with private dreams of revenge." This is far
too narrow a reading. Yes, the chorus like Hecuba, are concerned to attain revenge, but it is not a
random lashing out at someone to compensate for their loss, but revenge particularly for Hecuba
because her son has been murdered. In detailing the Sack of Troy, the Chorus does focus on its
(collective) loss, a loss also endured by Hecuba (which if anything shows what binds these women
together, not what isolates each.) To suggest as Nussbaum does that "there is no cooperation or
mutuality here, but only parallel projects of revenge" is to miss the purpose of the ode, of the
meaning of revenge in the play and (perhaps) of the fact that it is Hecuba's servants and not the
Chorus who perform the eventual revenge.
905 The chorus' immediate concern is for their ncnpCg, a key word which is echoed towards the
end of the stasimon at 947 narptag and 951 narpcpov.
906/7 The verb Xiyco is one of the verbs (a complete list of which can be found at Smyth 809)
which uses both the future middle (as here) and the future passive forms in a passive sense. The
former is durative, the latter aoristic. cf. HF 582 tog jxdpoi^fle X/£,opai, Ale 322 tiXX' awtx' i\
Toig ook/t' ooai Xiijopai.
The partitive genitive rebv djiopOijrcDV (sc. ndXecov) "among the unsacked (cities)" was one
of the traditional boasts of Athens, cf. Med 824-26 'Epex0eC6ai t6 naXaiov 6X|3ioi I teal Oecbv
7iat6eg paxdpcov, lepag I x^pag dnopOtjioo t' &to, Aesch Per 348 li' 5p' 'A0T]vtbv Sere'
a7idp0T)TOg ndXig; Its use here, at the beginning of the ode, is emphatic, as perhaps a reminder to
the Athenians that their city too though great, could fall if the Peloponnesian War were to continue.
Such suppositions must remain only that, but the phrase is not unproblematical when applied to
Troy, for Troy had been sacked by Heracles when Priam's father Laomedon was king (hence in the
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story of Philoctetes, the bow of Heracles is needed to sack the city, since it had been used to do so
once before.) Presumably Euripides' lack of concern with this detail suggests he wishes the
contemporary reference to be particularly clear.
908-12 Weil wrongly says "EXXdvcov is dependent on 6opl, when in fact it is a genitive of
material, dependent upon vdcpog, which is used metaphorically, cf. Pho 250-51 vdtpog bonldtov,
Pindar N 9.38, 10.9, I 3.35, Homer II 17.243 noXdpoto v&pog nepl ndvxa KaXbnxa. Epic
vocabulary or allusion is also found 915-16, 20, 35, 45.
This strophe contains three tmeses, the fractured verbs perhaps invoking the breaking of the
city's defences: ap<pt at Kpurcxa (= dptpucpujixa at), dmo - tcdxapaai (cf. HF 875-76
dnoxelpexai I o6v dvGog rcdXeog) and xaxdi - xcxpcoaai (cf. Med 497-98 cbg pdxt]v KexpcoapeOa I
Kaxob np6g dvfipog, Pho 1625 aoC x' eu XdXexxai ydvaxa pf| %pdpt,tio dpd.) For tmeses in
dialogue, cf. 1172-75 note. It retains *T]Xi6a as a cognate accusative, modified by atGdXou,
genitive of material ("with the stain of soot.") Smoke is a typical element in the sack of a city, cf.
Hip 551 crirv alpaxt, cruv xcmvcp, Pro 145, Aesch ST 342, Pindar P 5.84, Virgil Aen 2.609. The
Kcmvob of the MSS is unmetrical and clearly a gloss. Collard (1989) 6 suggests the repeated
tmeses are purposeful: "The separations of preverb and verb become one by one longer, 907 by an
enclitic pronoun, 910 by a noun, 911 by a whole phrase; gradual extension of the ruin is thus
suggested." He also posits a crescendo of guttural consonance, with 907 Kpbnxa, 910 tcdxapoai,
911-13 (xaxd) ktiXi6' oltcxpoxdxav icdxpcraai. For the repetition of 6opl 6f| 6opl, see note on
689-90. 6f| is used here emphatic of the previous substantive 6opi (GP 214.)
Troy's towers are also oxetpdvag at Tro 783-84 (3aive naxpcpcov I ndpycov in' dxpag
axecpdvag, Pindar O 8.32, AP 9.97, Kannicht TGFr adespota 644.38 [oxejcpdvag, for other cities
cf. Pindar I 6.4, O 5.1, 9.19. The women lament the loss of Troy's (personified) crown because it
is a symbol of their own abasement, both in terms of having lost a city as well as (most acutely for
Hecuba) the loss of royal honours. Such female personification of a city is common in ancient
thought, e.g. the biblical Lamentations 1:1-10. Tierney notes that "the great Mother-goddess,
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Cybele, widely worshipped in Asia Minor, is regularly represented with a crown of towers." She is
so pictured on coins from Hellenistic Smyrna, and both Seneca and Virgil describe her as turrita.
Daitz divides 910 and 911 (= his 909 and 910) which are coordinated with 919 and 920 (=
his 918 and 919) after the final syllable in xiicapaai and Eiceno rather than the penult, as Diggle
i le
does. The advantage of Daitz' division (which produces an enoplian and a telesian) is that line
ends coincides with word end. This however is not required, and Diggle's division (yielding a
/«.
telesian and a pherecratean) is perhaps preferable in that it is more clearly aeolic.
913 Hadley and Collard note that this verb is used especially of protecting deities when used in
tragedy: of Dionysus Soph OC 678-80 Iv' 6 fkncxLtolrag del Aidvoaog ipPareifci I Gelaig
dptpmoXdjv TiOqvaig, and of Pan Aesch Per 448-49 flv 6 cpiXdxopog I ndv ippareuei. It is also
used of persons, though, cf. El 595, 1251.
914 Some adjectives of time (or place, or order of succession, etc. (Smyth 1042)) are used as
predicates where English would have an adverbial phrase. Here, peoovuKtiog = "at midnight", cf.
797 dcpfjxe jx6vtiov, 926 £m6£pviog. E Lycophron 344 preserves a line from the Little Iliad (of
the so-called 'epic cycle') confirming the traditional hour of the fall: p£v 2qv \i6aar\, Xapnpf|
6' fricreXXe aeXijvq (Evelyn-White (1982) 516-7 = fr. 9 Bernabd =11 Kinkel) which was used
twice in Tzetzes' Posthomerica (720, 773, cf. Tro 543, Virgil Aen 2.255 (for which see Grafton
and Swerdlow (1986) 212-18), Petronius 89.54ff. Aesch Ag 826 sets the fall dpcpl IlXeidStov
6uolv which would seem to connote time of year (where see Fraenkel) rather than time of night.
If nothing else, reckoning by constellation would suggest the night was clear. The Chorus'
"destruction" is a hyperbolic conceit, as are Hecuba's similar claims at 167-68, 284, and 1214.
915/6-8 These lines constitute two temporal clauses: the first (fjpog ... cndSvctTai) modifies line
914 (here Collard sees deliberate sigmatism); the second (poXnav ... xaTanaooag)
modifies 918 (Collard (1989) n.6 follows Wilamowitz in coordinating participial and prepositional
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phrases, cf. 346-47, 1197-98, and list at Diggle (1972) 244. This produces an ABBA structure
which would seem to justify strengthening the punctuation in 916.
Only used with the indicative, fjpog "when" is an epicism found only here in extant
Euripides, never in Aeschylus or comedy, but at Soph OT 1134, Aj 935, Tra 155, 531.
For the temporal use of the preposition in £k Selnvcov, cf. Xenophon Anab 4.6.21 £k too
&pioTOi> "after breakfast." The use of tx is paralleled in the next clause by 6m6, cf. Anab 2.5.32
6ti6 tcSv oCtcov "after meals." In all these cases the genitive is ablatival.
For the supposed sigmatism, cf. 1208-10 note.
There is no semantic difference between ctkCSvcztcu and the other form found in the MSS,
xtSvaxai.. Both are epicisms. Neither is found elsewhere in extant tragedy, and the terminal
sigma in the preceding line only obscures the problem. Tierney prefers this reading because of a
use in Hippocrates (Ionic prose) al icdpat axtfivavxat "the pupils are dilated" which may be valid,
cf. Thuc 6.98 anocndSvaaGai.
While a slightly inferior MSS reading, xaponouSv "gladdening" makes far better sense than
XopoTtotcbv adopted by Daitz and Diggle. The Doric poXnav (= pokncov) is coordinated with
Xaponotcov Ouaiav (= Gvottov) through xal: "after the songs and gladdening sacrifices ['glad¬
dening' since they celebrated the end of the siege] had ceased." The plurals here and in 6einvd>v
suggest the celebrations at the apparent departure of the Greeks had been city-wide, cf. Virgil Aen
2.265, where the Greeks invadunt urbem somno vinoque sepultam.
919-20 This line is parenthetical, since the subject of 920 dptbv is 918 Jidoig. This is the only
extant use of £ucrrdv in tragedy, = "polished (lit. shaved) shaft", hence "spear." Whether this was
a fixed meaning is uncertain, since significantly different interpretations exist both later (e.g.
Xenophon Cyr 4.5.58 = cavalry lance) and earlier (e.g. Homer II 15.677-8 vcopa 61 £ucjt6v piya
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vaupaxov £v 7iaX&|ipai.v, I xoXXi^tov pX^xpoiai, Sua^KaiaxoabiTpcu = 22-cubit (= 32-foot) naval
pike.)
There exists some ambiguity in naaadlcp. It is uncertain whether the implication is that the
husband is ready for any eventuality (cf. Theocritus 24.43, where Amphijtrio when summoned at
night takes his sword nepl naaodXcp), or if it signifies he was (finally) at leisure.
For scansion differences between Daitz and Diggle, cf. 908-12 note.
921-22 The Doric vavrav is adjectival, not in apposition to 6pt.Xov. Editors and translators have
needlessly stretched the sense of 6pcov: e.g. Tierney's "no longer on the watch for", Arrowsmith's
"forgetting" and Ambrose's nightmare-visions theory. Lembke and Reckford also misconstrue with
"He never saw what the sea brought." Simply, the husband is no longer seeing the Greeks because
they have pretended to sail away. Although verbs of seeing do recur in this ode (925, 936, 939) it
is not a dominant motif in the play as a whole, and should not be connected with Polymestor's
blinding. The notion of the geographical region of the Troad (Tpolav) comes from Homer, e.g. II
3.74. 1Xid6a is in apposition to this, elision preventing the possibility of the dative singular.
The epic perfect participle ^ppcpdna "treading on" is an echo of 912/3 dppaiedaco, but with
poignant contrast. The £pp- syllable is in the metrically identical place, cf. drag in Soph Ant 615
and 625.
923-24 Structurally, iycb 6/ in opening the second strophe, corresponds to the ov pdv which
began the first strophe. In sense, the responsion is between the situation of the woman, and that of
her husband just detailed 916-22. The datives of means dvaSdroig pHpaicnv have caused some
problems for translators. The word pltpa has particular Eastern associations (e.g. Lydian in
Alcman, Babylonian in Herodotus, Trojan in Euripides, etc.) but nowhere requires a meaning
beyond "something that is worn that somehow binds," hence its most common associations are as a
girdle (binding the waist) and as a headband (binding the hair.) Of the latter, use is not
gender-specific: pHpai are found on male athletes in Pindar 0 9.84,1 5.62, though elsewhere there
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is a hint of effeminacy when worn by males, e.g. Herodotus 1.195, where LSJ translates "turban."
Dionysus in Soph OT 209 is xpuoopfrpqg. In cases where it is worn by females, there is no
reason why it should = "snood" rather than "headband" or "ribbon." That most citations happen to
be singular (Bac 833 £tI icdpg 6* Ecrrai pCrpa, 929, 1115, Alcman 23.67, Aristoph Thes 257, 941,
Sappho 98 (a) 10, (b) 3 (if ptxpdva = plxpa) and Virgil Aen 4.216) is insufficient. In addition to
Herodotus' plural, Euripides El 163 has pHpaicn, which Booth rejects as a "generalizing plural" (?,
cf. 925 xpw^tov frvdntpcov) but Denniston takes it as a genuine plural, which at least allows for
plxpaioiv here = "ribbons", cf. Mdridier's "bandeletles", being used to tie back the hair at night
rather than a poetic use of plural for singular yielding "snood" or somesuch. There is a hapax in
dvaddxoig, though Tierney draws a parallel in Homer II 22.469 7ikeKif| dvafidoptp
It is probably best to take £ppo0pi^6pav to mean "I was arranging." However, Paley, citing
Med 1161 axTipaTC^eaxaL, suggests that the middle implies the presence of a tcoppcbxpia, which
Collinge feels is demanded by the "general air of opulence" (1954, 36), i.e. "I was having (my
hair) arranged." cf. El 1071 £av0ov Kaxdnxpcp rcXdKapov ££ijaicag x6pqg. The upsilon in 924
ippoOpt^dpav is scanned short because it is in weak position.
925 Though both Hadley and Collinge (1954) believe the reference to golden mirrors (xpoodcov
ivdnxpcov - genitives of source, from which light rays, in the Greek view, shot forth) to be
anachronistic, archaeology of the heroic period suggests otherwise: Wace (1949) 36 "it contained
two bronze mirrors with carved ivory handles and an inlaid ivory wing", and fig.55, the so-called
'Tomb of Clytemnestra'; and two pairs of Mycenaean mirrors are among the 13 Cypriot items
discussed by Catling (1964) 224-27. Most editors believe this to be a poetic plural (cf. 924
(ilTpatotv which is also mistaken as a poetic plural) though the rationale behind this is weak.
Archaeologists tend to find mirrors in pairs (Wace) and Euripides regularly uses the plural in this
context (though both Tro 1107 xP^ea 6' £v6mpa, and Or 1112 otoug tvdmpcov xal piipcov
fmar&Tag concern Helen.) Of the interpretations of (rt^ppovag etg auydg presented below, only
Collinge's requires a literal plural here. Only Collard (1989) 6 talks of "the flashing mirrors" but
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he does not translate so in his commentary. Typically mirrors would be of bronze or silver;
Xpvodiov (disyllabic by synezesis) is used "to heighten the picture of luxurious ease" (Hadley.)
The phrase drippovag clg aiiy&g has received much attention, and has suffered many
interpretations. The Scholiast suggests 6r£ppovag = nepicpepeig = tcuxXoTepetg = "round" of the
mirrors. Though such an interpretation makes sense and the similarly-constructed word
dneipog does mean "circular" in Aristotle Phys 3.6, 10, it requires a shift of both case and number
through attraction to aby&g. Such a stretch is not even desirable, since a mirror would be round at
any rate, cf. finds listed above, Aristoph Clouds 751 orpoyyoXov, AnthPal 6.18. The presence of
elg is easily explained: clearly the idiomatic auy&g Xevaaav "to look into the light (of the sun),
i.e. to live" is not meant (it is meant, for example, at Pho 1084 el Xedoaei cp&og and Tro 270 Spd
poi (WXtov Xedaoet;, and cf. 1154); the context does however require = "looking into auydg
dt^ppovag." For atiyrj = "reflected beam", cf. Ion 890 ^puaavrauyfj "reflecting back golden
rays" of Apollo. Collinge adopts this view, and is followed by Barlow (1971), where she praises
the imagery of "light reflections in mirrors described as extending back without limit" (11) as being
representative of Euripides' distinctive use of light and colour. Collinge posits two mirrors held so
as to produce "an endless series of images."
Booth (1956), Ussher (1957) and Skutch (1957) all object to this but for what I believe to be
weak reasons. Nor does accepting this view require the presence of a Koppcorpia (cf. 924 note):
both 0u0p((;<o and Xcvaoto are durative verbs and therefore remain simultaneous (required by the
present participle) with one person alternating between handling ribbons and mirrors. Alternative
views remain unconvincing. Booth needs dr^ppovag = "not having a rippa at the mirror" which
may be true but is not in the Greek. Skutch suggests the phrase is periphrastic for rqkauyfjg
which would be valid if "not having a r^ppa" = "having a r^ppa far away", i.e. alpha-privative =
rqXe which is not so. Ussher's "boundless gleamings" can work, though his citation of Aesch Eum
634-35 t\ 6' dx^ppovt 1 xdnra ncfiqoaa' &v6pa 6ai6dXq) ninkio implies 6x£ppovag =
"seemingly endless", which is equally valid for Collinge's theory. Ussher, followed by Collard
(1989), cites Pindar N 4.132 6 ^opevog aoyag £6ei|ev artdaag. In fact, Collinge's
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theory only falls down if the actual phenomenon of observing multiple reflections is beyond the
physical experience of the audience. This is unlikely. Even if mirrors were expensive or rare in
households, the chorus could suggest the action and symbolically represent the action of viewing
the back of one's head. In specific reference to these lines, Dale (1968) 214 says that the song
"seems to call for mimetic accompanying action" (though she does believe there to be only one
mirror.) The verbal image is complex, but it is not incomprehensible. Quite cleverly, atiy&g is
plvr-* (
kept in the singular, as it is the same image which is iterated repeatedly, "looking into the endless
reflection of the golden mirrors."
Daitz divides 925 into two lines (= his 925a and 925b) coordinating with 935 (= his 935a and
935b), rending on iambic tripody and a glyconic. Keeping Biggie's (lack of) division, 925 and 935
constitute a single iambic metron + a rare Aeolic (Raven (1962) 122c).
926 For the use of inifidpviog (hapax) see peaovuKTiog (914.) The use of nfruav corresponds to
that at Bac 1111-13 61 Gdaocov ui|)<50ev xaiiaiPlcP^S ' ntnrei np6g ou&ag poploig
otpcoypaaiv I TkvQeug, Aesch Ag 566. Michelini (1987) 331-33 sees a sexual nuance here, cf.
note 933.
927 The rapid tribrachs reflect the suddenness and the speed with which the Greek attack came
(for the unusual metron here and in 937, cf. Ion 457, IT 884 and Diggle (1974)
19-21. Properly, tuSXiv is the acropolis around which the &arv> (928 "lower town") gathered, cf.
Homer Od 8.508 in' chcpT]g. Though Troy had no polis proper, Euripides would assign standard
features in Greek urban planning, especially Athens, cf. 906 note, Tro 555-7, IA 778.
928/9-32 The initial phrase "and this word of command was throughout Troy's lower town..."
introduces direct speech in 929-32, a prominent feature of Dithyrambic stasima (so Panagl, 1972),
cf. Tro 524ff. Despite the unanimous reading of the MSS Prinz, Tierney, and Daitz adopt ic£Xeupa
for the slightly older form Tc^Xeuopa. The use of xard + accusative is also found Lycurgus 40
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icaO' 8Xqv Tf|v ndXiv "throughout the entire city." The use of the phrase d) naifieg "EXXdvtov is
reminiscent of Aesch Per 402 to natSeg 'EXX^vtov (Garnet (1990) 214-15 calls it imitation), cf.
Herodotus 1.27 Au6<ov naifieg, Homer 11 1.162, 2.83 cleg 'Axai<2>v. The poet uses variation twice
in these lines: 'IXid&a = Tpoiag; axomdv "hilltop" = tuSXiv. The word otxoug connotes both the
notion of "residences" as well as "families", hence "homes."
The division of 928/9 and 930 by Diggle (= Daitz' 928 and 929/30) and the corresponding
939 and 940 (= Daitz's 938 and 939/40) less preferable. It makes more sense to understand the
cretic (929 -ag t66'- and 939 vdtrapov with the dactylo-epitrite rather than the iambic dimeter.
933-5 The metre prohibits the use of Xixrpa (accusative plural of X6apov) = "marriage bed"
(plural used for singular object, as often in Sophocles, see Stanford Ajax p.272-73), so Xdjoi is
being used as an equivalent, hence plural. The repeated reference to the bed (cf. 926) prepares for
the horror of losing the husband (936-7), cf. Sup 55 <p i'Xa noiqaapdva X6cipa jidoa.
The contempt in the phrase Acopig tog xdpa describing povdnenXog cannot be concealed.
There is at least an implied reference to Helen of course (cf. 651, 943-52), but the immodest
fashion of Spartan girls - wearing a sleeveless xn(b\ cut above the knee - was infamous
throughout the Greek world: cf. And 598 yopvoioi pqpotg xal nircXoig dveipdvoig (for which,
Stevens writes, "They [Spartan girls, generalising from Helen] wore a single garment ... open at the
sides in such a way as to show their thighs when they moved about."); Ibycus fr.61
s n
<paivopqpC6eg; Pindar N 1.74-75 xal yhp axna, noooiv 6ncXog dpouaaia' (inb orpcopvag;
Virgil Aen 1.315-20 virginis os habitumque gerens, et virginisjirma, Spartanae ... nuda genu,
modoque sinus collecta fluentes. Collard (1989) 5 notes that "Michelini [1987] 332 is surely wrong
to import from And. the notion of 'loose sexuality', despite the clear sexual nuance of 926 and
933." There may also be a small joke in the reference to Dorian dress in the Doric dialect
The use of oepv6g "august, holy" in Athens was especially of the Erinyes. Perhaps the
chorus here attributes the goddess Artemis with their vengeful qualities, as it feels forsaken.
Artemis is appropriate here for many reasons: traditionally, both Artemis and Apollo favoured the
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Trojans in the war (e.g. Homer II 5.477); historically, her cult originated in Asia Minor; in Aesch
ST 149-50 she is invoked because of her martial abilities; Paley says she had some special tutelary
relationship with married women (perhaps when worshipped as naifioxp&pos?); in Athens, she
was the principal women's goddess (every Athenian girl would be dedicated to her in childhood)
and it is natural to call on her when in distress. Ambrose says it is common to use a deity's name
when its shrine is meant. The point is that the prayers of the chorus, sitting as suppliants, were not
answered.
The Doric 6 xXdpov (= i) xXijpcov) is in apposition to the subject of fjvuoa, cf. Bac 1100,
For the lack of division of 935, see 925 note.
936-37 In light of the previous references to the marriage bed (918, 26, 33) the reference to the
husband as dicolxav "bed-mate" is surely significant, as 1277 dXoxog is. The superposition of two
near-synonyms (dXiov fail ndXaayog "over the main of the sea"), and the rapid metre of the line
(cf. 927, 50) gives the feel of the chorus being rushed to the Greek ships immediately after the fall
of the city: they are embarking on a long voyage and have not had time to mourn the dead
properly.
For the scansion of 937, see 927 note.
938-41 iuiomcendco = 6no[3Xfaico = "gaze at" i.e. turning away (dno-) from all else and focusing
on a particular thing. Tragedy is replete with obscure nautical expressions of this type: faiei
vdoxipov vaOg IkCvt]cjcv Jidda lit. "after the ship had set in motion a returning foot", Ambrose
"after the ship had started on its return course." Here, notig is functioning much as in English
one talks of a leg of a journey, but there is some ambiguity, recognized by both Paley and Collard,
who also adopt the nautical meaning of ndda which means sail/sheet, cf. 1020, Or 706. vdoxipov
is used not from the perspective of the chorus, but of the ship.
For the line division of 939 and 940, see note 928/9-32.
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942 T&Xaiva (here appositional nominative, of the speaker) echoes its use in <fl3 (vocative, of
Troy) thereby linking the fates of the one with the other.
943/447 The epode marks a decided change of tone for the stasimon. Until this point, the chorus
has spoken as an individual lamenting its personal loss at the Sack of Troy. This approach helps
personalize and individuate the chorus: the listener is told of a particular private situation, from
many voices, and so knows that there must have been many similar situations - every soldier was
finally at ease, and every wife was relaxing, preparing herself for bed after the celebrations when
the Greek shout rang out. Euripides shows himself sensitive to the innocent sufferers in war, a
message that would ring true in war-torn Athens. The beautiful, balanced narrative of the stasimon
serves to bind the chorus to its distant homeland (the way the first stasimon took them away from
it; Euripides often employed the motif of forced separation from one's homeland, viz. Bac, Cyc,
Hel, Hip, IT, Pho.) Yet the stasimon is completed with a curse upon Helen and Paris. External to
£
the narrative and irrelevant to the plot of the play, this sudden transition and dinoument can
disappoint modem sensibilities. It must be seen as a virtual convention in any reference to Troy's
capture. It does provide a weak link to the second stasimon, describing the judgement of Paris (cf.
And 274-308), and clearly shows whom the chorus blames for its state (cf. And 103-16.) A much
stronger link with the previous stasimon is in the enjambment of the epode with the previous
antistrophe. Such a device is not found elsewhere in extant Euripides outside of these two
instances (it does happen between strophe and antistrophe at Sup 47-48, Hip 130-31, Rhe 351) but
drawing any conclusions as to the possible significance remains uncertain.
Paris is also called |3omdv at 646, And 280 foil podtag (where the Scholiast says tdg
friabXeig too pouxdkou n&pidog) cf. Stinton (1965) esp. 16 n.2. It seems Greeks were so habit¬
ually cursing Paris that compounds such as aLvdnapiv (which is better to be taken capitalised, as if
it were a proper name) are found regularly: Homer II 3.39, 13.769 Auonapig, Alcman (PMG 77 =
Diehl 73) Adanaptg Alvdnapig tcatcdv "Ekkdfit pamavelpai. Also found is Or 1388 dvocXIva
(the Phrygian speaks), and of their marriage, Hel 1120 alvdyapog, Aesch Ag 713 alvdkocTpov,
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Kannicht TrGF adesp 644.40 alvoydpou. The construction begun in the 2nd antistrophe is
continued with Kcudpgi 6160Ooa "giving over to curses" cf. Horn Od 19.167 hyicoi pc
6cbaag. Daitz is probably right to follow the minority of MSS. in reading Atooxdpotv rather
than Diggle's AiooKOupotv, cf. Hel 1644, El 1239, and Tovar (1959) 134. The emendations of
the editors in 946-7 are to resolve metrical difficulties, see Stinton (1975) 91, 97, who goes against
West's interpretation, cf. Diggle (1984) 70. Collard (1986) 20 includes this among Diggle's treat¬
ments that are definitely better.
948-49 ££qmaev (aorist of ££oiic££av) "eject, expel" + genitive of separation. The many parallels
typically given for ydpog ou ydpog are not exactly equivalent: Or 819 t6 icaX6v ou xaXdv, Soph
El 1154 prj-nip dpijxcop, OT 1214 t6v dyapov ydpov, Ajax 655 d&topa 6cbpa, Aesch PV 544
dyapig ydpig, Aristoph Frogs 1334 \|)uxdv dijiuxov. The dXXd implies a corrective force rather
than simply this simply being an oxymoron. Truly parallel are the more clearly punctuated 1121,
Hel 1134 y/pag, ou y^pag dXX' Epiv, Pho 1495 Epig - ouk £pig, dXXd cpdvcp cpdvog, Ale 231 ou
cpiXav dXXd (ptXtd-rav (see also GP 480). The use of ydpog = wife = Helen is substantiated by
And 103-04 TX£cp alneivgi Ildptg ou ydpov dXXa tiv' drav I dydyex' euvatav tg GaXdpoug
"EXivav. dXdcnopdg is a genitive of source, cf. 686. ol^ug is also used of Helen at Aesch Ag
1461, and also in the terminal position. Euripides is making his borrowings from the Oresteia
blatant, so that the audience will be prepared for further wholesale adaptations 1035ff.
950-51/2 There is an evident reluctance to speak Helen's name: dv (=rjv) = oL^ug = Helen. The
repetition of rt/Xaayog dXiov from 937, again in a burst of ten short syllable, ties the epode closer
to the second strophic pair, and repeats the regret at the haste with which the chorus was taken
from Troy. With '(koitc the chorus finally addresses Helen directly, using an allusive plural (cf.
Smyth 1007), cf. Clytemnestra of Orestes at Aesch Eum 100 rcaOobaa np6g tcSv cpiXxdTCOv. The
Alcaic decasyllable (951/2) is found elsewhere in tragedy, e.g. PV 132, 148, 167, 185. Horace of
course adopted the pattern into his verse, e.g. virginibus puerisque canto.
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953-1022 Fourth Episode
Hecuba has remained onstage throughout the preceding stasimon, as she had during the first
stasimon. Through the sustained use of irony, and word repetition, and manifested in the stage
action with the dismissal of Polymestor's retinue at 981, an effect is created which reverses the
status of the two characters: Polymestor enters with his sons seemingly in control, and confident,
while Hecuba plays up her weakness and femininity; this results in Hecuba attaining exactly what
she requires towards the fulfilment of her revenge, and Polymestor's duplicity is shown to all for
what it is. The use of the two paradoi throughout the play is quite vague and nonspecific, but it
seems that one parodos leads to the sea, and perhaps is where the sacrifice of Polyxena took place
(if it is fair to call this Achilles' tomb), and the other leads to the Greek camp. It seems likely that
Polymestor appears along the latter parodos (889 6i& crrpatoO; so also Mossman (1991) 76).
The dynamic that exists in this scene is clever. Everyone on stage knows that Polymestor is
lying in everything that he says; what Polymestor does not know is that Hecuba and the chorus do
know this. No age is given for Polymestor's children (the use of rcaig and t^kvov being
inconclusive), but II5 <3 imp I: «. s" /"ad /■
s>rt not~ full- or almost full-sized figures on the stage. For the division
of these lines as the fourth episode, see Introduction VI.
The sustained use of irony in this passage combines many of the usually distinct meanings of
the (English) word: the literal meaning is the opposite of what is intended (e.g. the crocodile tears,
Saxpuco, in 954; 1004 £uae(3i^g 6vi)p); there is more truth in a statement than the speaker means
or intends (e.g. 956 where Polymestor himself is not maidv; 959 Polymestor himself is in
ignorance; 995, 997 the gold is now safe from Hecuba); a situation or utterance has a significance
unperceived at the time (e.g. 957 Polymestor will not fare well soon; 1006 although Polymestor
will not die immediately, this is the impression Euripides is trying to leave with the audience,
which he does later with the echoes of Aesch Ag)\ a condition where one seems to be mocked by
the facts (e.g. 953-55 the fourfold use of the second person pronoun when Polymestor will be
shown to care only for himself; 968-74 Hecuba's use of the same words she has earlier used with
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Agamemnon; 1017 where the absence of men and safety do not coincide.) There are many more
examples of each of these types, and the question is begged, why does Euripides do this? At least
part of the answer is that he can.
The purpose of this episode is to have Polymestor appear onstage and to bring him into the
tent, and this could be accomplished in a very few lines. He has chosen to include a testing of
Polymestor's guilt, the questions of Polydorus" well-being 986-97, since all the evidence (regardless
of how one understands the dream) is circumstantial. This is the 'proper* (or expected) place in
the play for the second agon, which only appears after Hecuba's revenge has been enacted. This,
too, is ironic. When it does come, the agon serves a non-obvious purpose, that of retroactively
confirming the moral correctness of the revenge, human procedure thereby mirroring divine rights.
The function of the irony is to prolong and heighten the audience's anticipation of the events to
come, events which (cf. note 1034) the audience members are deliberately misled to believe will
lead to Polymestor's death.
Burnett (1971) 15, however, critiques the value of the technique:
Ordinary tragedy did not deal with baseness or with foolishness, but it had made the
blindness of men one of its principle tenets, and tragic irony, the device for conveying
this blindness, had become the chief stylistic ornament of the classic stage. It was an
elegant and indispensable tool, but irony had a major fault as a teacher of humility,
since it depended on the creation of a knowing audience. The spectator who joined
the poet in watching over the blindness of Oedipus forgot to see himself in the blind
man, for irony appreciated had made him feel as all-knowing as a god.
This observation concedes too little to the power of irony (or perhaps concedes the wrong thing.)
It s ornamental use serves to enliven the style, and specifically to make the audience pay more
attention to what is transpiring on stage. Certain lines in this episode may make a modern viewer
cringe at the 'obvious' double-entendre, but it is important that the audience follow precisely what
is happening. The scene is very compact, and very important: in it Hecuba gets the necessary
proof of Polymestor's guilt, as he swears Polydorus is alive and well, with the corpse of Hecuba's
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son serving as an ironic and mute testimony to the falsehood. Euripides does not want the
spectator here to "see himself in the blind man". It is Hecuba who receives sympathy, and who is
above the irony. She is not blind, but rather blinds physically -he who is already blind
metaphorically. This then functions as another confirmation of Hecuba's vengeance: she does not
act contrary to nature, but according to the limits and parameters already established and
demonstrated clearly in this scene.
Euripides is infamous for his use of repetitions, but it is for his lyric passages (e.g. the
Phrygian in Or 1369ff, and also Polymestor 1056ff) that Aristophanes parodies him (Frogs 133 Iff.)
These instances seem to be used to portray heightened emotion. Yet Euripides' word repetition is
not confined to these passages and seemingly unmotivated repetitions seem prevalent throughout
the play:
1. 85 dtXlaarov 98 £Xida0T|v
2. 522 nXi^ptis 527 nXfjpeg
3. 526 xepoiv 527 xepolv 528 x^tpl
4. 538 npe\ipevi)s 539 Ttpbpvag 540 fnpeopevoOgt
5. 601 602 paGcov 603 pdTTjv
6. 655 TIOCTOI 656 ii0ep£va
7. 676 paicxaov 686 paxxdov (lyric)
8. 745 Suapcvig 7%) buapevoug
Even this brief list gives some idea of the scope of these repetitions. Their presence calls for
explanation: are they accidental, or deliberate, and if accidental, is it a fault (i.e. stylistically
unsatisfactory)? That they are not accidental is suggested by their prominence in the present
episode (I count sixteen instances, not including o£0ev, cf. note 990):
1. 953 (piXtar' 953 cpiXT&TT] 990 cptXraG'
2. 956 mardv 1017 mcrrii
3. 958 amb. 960 TaOra
4. 964 dtcpncdpriv 967 6cpiic6p.r|v
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5. 969 noXupfjorop 974 noXupfjcrtop
6. 977 tl XPfil1' 1001 Tt XPW'
7. 980 x^plS 081 x^peiT'
8. 981 iptipla 1017 iptipla
9. 983 xprl 984 xpf|
10. 983 (TtipaCveiv 999 OTipaveig 1003 aTipfjvai
984 np&aoouaiv eu11. 984 etj npdaaovTa
12. 988 Seuiepdv 991 Seuiepov
13. 994 ad>g 995 o<2>$ 996 ocSaov 1012 acSaai
14. 998 otoO* 999 ot6a
15. 1000 <piXrj0elg 1000 cpiX.fi
16. 1008 andyai 1014 ar^yaig 1016 aityai
There is also a prevalence of such repetitions in the following stasimon (where see note.) The
difficulty lies in interpreting their purpose. Some of these (e.g. 2, 6, 8) may be mere coincidence,
but the bulk are clearly deliberate (cf. also 45 6uoTv fit nalflctv 66o, 84 yoepdv yoepcug, 156
SeiXata 6eiXaloo, 203 SeiXalcp SeiXaCa, Med 513 pdvt] pdvoig, a figure described in detail by
Denniston El 337. The purpose when used in lyric, simulating extremes of emotion, fails to give a
satisfactory account. In many languages, the repetition of a morpheme with a different semantic
value in each use is considered stylistically clever, but here (generally) words are being used to
mean the same thing. Nor can the conventions (inasmuch as they exist) of stichomythia be used to
account for the repetitions. The mere existence of the feature would imply that Euripides was
attempting to be stylistically clever, and whereas in a modern aesthetic he may not succeed, in the
ancient one he probably does.
Polymestor is the most despicable character in the play, and it is worth speculating as to how
he was presented on stage. It seems likely that he would be wearing long Thracian-style robes that
would look like they were of expensive cloth (the women in the tent fawn over the cloth, and
much of the conversation in this episode concerns gold and riches; it would be a logical dramatic
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touch to have Polymestor's opulence visibly manifested.) If the robes are removed during the
fourth stasimon so that Polymestor appears in a different, simpler costume (and changed mask)
when he is blinded, the effect could be quite extreme. But it seems that there was something
distinctive about the appearance of Thracians that made them particularly striking when presented
in a dramatic context: viz. Aristoph Ach 135ff., Lys 557ff., Soph Tereus (and therefore Aristoph
Birds!), Aesch Lykourgeia, etc. Beginning with a hypothesis, then, that when Thracians were
presented on stage (and in visual art as a whole) they were shown with some kind of exaggerated
headpiece, what can be said to confirm or disprove this contention? Thracians are often described
by their red hair, which suggests the head was distinctive in some way. The Tereus legend, with
the metamorphosis into a hoopoe (EnoiJ>) provides more corroboration: the bird has a large
distinctive crest, which could serve as an aetiological link between the Thracian Tereus and the
bird he became. Most convincing, however, is the iconography of the Hecuba itself, as described
by Sdchan (1926) 319-22, Laurens (1988) - an excellent and apparently complete summary - and
Mossman (1990) Appendix A. One vase in particular, an Apulian loutrophoros (British Museum
1900.5-19.1, Sdchan (1926) 321 fig. 95), shows the blinded Polymestor wearing what appears to be
a tall pointed hat. This feature appears not to have been satisfactorily explained, but I believe that
it is a distinctive feature of Thracian dress, recalling the crest of the frioij), that marks Polymestor
out as foreign (and particularly Thracian) as well as providing visual stimulation through the use of
costumes.
953-55 Polymestor enters apostrophizing the dead Priam, and then switching his focus to Hecuba.
Nauck deleted 953 because of its seeming oddness. Though this is understandable, the opening
words of an episode are an unlikely place for an interpolation, and its place in context can be
explained. Priam is addressed first for five reasons: he has priority as King of Troy; he has
priority due to his recent death (compare the respect the Greeks give Achilles as their greatest hero,
despite his being dead, cf. also HF 217ff); it makes Polymestor's bcncpuco seem more sincere; it
steeps the opening words with irony (cf. also his later address of his just-murdered children, 1037);
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finally it colours his future use at 1114 of £> cpiXrax', where see note. There is a subtly different
use in cptX-r&tti, with respect to the name of the person addressed:
npCa|xe is in apposition to cpO/rcn' 6v6po>v
cru is in apposition to 9iXT&Tn...'EK&|3q.
The objects of Saxpdco with o'elaop&v form a tricolon, culminating with ixyovov = Polyxena,
but understandable as Polydorus. The play contains three speeches which talk of the mutability of
things, and this is the third. The voices Euripides uses to express this sentiment are wide ranging,
the other speeches being Talthybius (488ff.) and Hecuba (621ff.)
956-57 cpeti is extra metrum, as usual. Diggle follows the reading of most MSS. with oinc Eotiv
ov>61\ nicrnSv, though Murray, etc., perhaps troubled by the double negative, followed the 11th
century M, ton mcrrdv ov8£\. This is unnecessary: the second negative "simply confirms the first
negative" (Smyth 2761.)
958 Note the quantities of cpvpovoi (long first syllable) and Geol (monosyllabic.) adxd = human
fortunes. Though Murray's adxoi is closer to the MSS, <pdpouai requires an object.
ndXiv te xal npdoco, "back and forth", following the kneading procedure; but it is also a variation
on the usual npdoco xm dirioco, "past and future", in view of 957.
959 Hadley rightly notes that £vti0£vtes is a continuation of the culinary metaphor in the previous
line, here "putting in as an ingredient." Though properly a dative of accompanying circumstance
(Smyth 1527), the presence of a subjunctive implies dyvcoali? should be understood as a dative of
cause (Smyth 1517.) The Scholiast explains ttj dSqXiqi tcdv npaypdicov tcov peXXdvTCOv.
961 The accusative npoxdmovra agrees with the assumed accusative of person in the previous
clause (=£p£) = the subject of 0pqveiv. The metaphorical use ("advancing, making progress" also at
Ale 1079, Hip 23) becomes standard in later moral philosophy. The assumed subject could also be
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Tivd, and the word takes oufiev.
Though the general meaning of otififcv Ig npdoGev xaxcov is clear, the grammar remains
obscure:
1. xaxtov is a genitive of separation (Smyth 1392) The phrase elg t6 npdoGev =
"forward" (cf. Herodotus 8.89, Aristoph Ach 43, Plato Rep 437a etc.) If the t6
had been omitted (say, for metrical or poetical convenience), the present phrase
would = "advancing forward not at all from evils." This is Collard's interpret¬
ation. kcxk<£>v can either be dependent upon npdoGev, or a vague partitive
genitive.
2. By emending tg to £k, xaxcbv is no longer a problem: "(advancing) not at all out
of former evils." There is no need for tcov as the evils are clear to everybody
involved (though other examples of npdoGev = "former, ancient, of old" do
have the article, cf. Soph OT 268, OC 375, El 504, Aesch Sup 52, Homer II
9.524, and so is probably wanted.)
3. Perhaps the most satisfactory solution is to emend oti6ev tg to oofievdg, which
removes the difficult preposition: "(advancing) from none of the former evils."
This is without any support, though, so (1) is probably right.
962 it, adverbial with a = "at all."
xfjg £pfjg tmovolag, genitive of cause (Smyth 1405) = "on account of my absence" cf. Hip
1402, Thucydides 8.109.2.
967 Murray's punctuation - avoiding Diggle's comma at the end of 966 and placing one at the
caesura in this line, after p60oug - emphasizes the relationship between 6polg and Xdyouaa, and
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strengthens the consequential cov. The cases taken by verbs of hearing are normally an accusative
of the sound heard, genitive of source (so Denniston El 851-52); but cf. also Soph OC 1187
Xdycov 6' (iicouoai rig pkapij; for another exception.
968-75 Diggle deletes 974-75, believing them to be interpolated, followed by Collard (1986) 20.
Similarly, Dindorf removes 970-75, and Hartung 973-75. Page believes these objections are "not
very strong" (68.) Arguments for deletion object to a "maidenly restraint" (Hadley) inappropriate
for the (former) Trojan queen, as well as anachronistic. But anachronism is not a problem in
Euripides, and Hecuba's attitude is clearly ironic in the light of 870-87. She is fulfilling
Polymestor's expectations of a woman (as well as those Agamemnon expressed 876ff) and thereby
gaining the upper hand. The commentators are right in thinking that the action is inappropriate for
the powerful heroine of the play; they fail to see that her strength is due in part to her expected
weakness. Even the more charitable interpretations are unsatisfactory: her restraint is feigned; she
is not so uncertain in her resolve that she fears her face may belie her. Nor is overemphasis of her
actions a plausible reason for deletion of any of these lines. In fact, ending with a proverbial tone
is even desirable, in light of Polymestor's response (see 976 note.)
The repetition of Hokupfjaro p (969, 974) and npoopk&iav / pXineiv (968, 975) might be
the cause of secondary objection, and this has been discussed in the introduction to this episode.
Also in favour of the authenticity of these lines is the repetition of basic terms from moral
philosophy that she has already used in her vdpog-speech in the previous episode: aloxuvopat
(968, cf. 806 abxpcp), icaxotg (969, cf. 808 xaxd), al6<35g (970, cf. 806 atddafliyri), vdpog (974,
cf. 800.) These echoes show that Hecuba remembers her earlier argument to Agamemnon and that
she is functioning within the same moral confines as before. This is one of the more
straightforward reasons why Kirkwood's (1947) interpretation of the play - that Hecuba
relinquishes v6po<; and adopts na0d> due to the Greek and Thracian injustices - is unsatisfactory.
The lines are also kept by Mossman (1990) 297 n.37.
The syntax treats the phrase alficbg p' fya as if it were ai6o0pai, hence the nominative
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Tuyx&vouoa instead of an accusative. Tierney calls this sense-construction (kcjt& cniveotv) as at
Ion 927, cf. Hip 23, Cyc 330, HF 185, IT 695, 947, 964.
6p0aig terpens, "with unfaltering gaze" (Hadley) is a standard image, cf. IA 851, Soph OT
528, 1385, Lucan 9.904 lumine recto, Ovid Met 2.776 recta acies, Claudian Praef ad iii Con Hon
6 et recto flammas imperat ore pad. Hecuba's refusal to make eye contact (the words clearly
describing the stage action) serves to drop her status onstage, thereby raising his. She is trying to
make him feel secure and confident. I agree with Mossman (1990) 297 n.37 that Nussbaum's
(1986) 412 pun on tcdprj is unconvincing. Denniston El 343-4 compares the impropriety here with
his immediate passage, Held 474-77, And 876-78. fr. 521 (Meleager) £v6ov p£vouoav Tf)v yuvaoc'
elvai xptxov | £a0Xt]v, Oupaoi 6' 6£(crv toO pt)6ev6g, and cf. IA 821-34.
Tierney states that this is the earliest recorded usage of flocrvotav (taken with the objective
genitive alQc\) followed by Soph El 654, then only in prose. Bond HF 1160-62 seems to imply
that Hecuba's face is here veiled, but that this is meant literally is unlikely.
976 Polymestor is doing more than merely recognizing the appropriateness of the proverb when he
says xai GaOpd y' ou6ev. It demonstrates that Hecuba has succeeded in making Polymestor
secure, as he himself says at 981. For xaL.ye, cf. 993, and Jebb on Phil 38. Here, ye helps ical
introduce a new fact, cf. Soph OT 1132 kou6ev ye Oabpa, 1319, etc. The phrase 6XX.& xlg XP£'a
a' £pot> (sc. ExE0 corresponds closely to the Homeric rl oe yjpctb ipeio (II 11.606.)
978-79 Denniston notes that 6tj it implies the speaker "can, and does, particularize in his own
mind, but keeps the particularization to himself" (GP 212) cf. IT 526, 578, IA 661, Soph Phi 573.
He continues, "There is an air of mystery about most of these."
By including the children in her statement, Hecuba shows that she has already planned her
coming action. Yet it is a private understanding: the chorus do not fully understand until she
recounts the details 1044-46.
The earliest use of the word dn&ovag means a comrade, esp. in war. This lends support to
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the supposition that the attendants are armed.
982-83 Polymestor claims a <ptXia-relationship both with the Greeks (the Scholiast explains 6i& t6
pf| cnjppaxfjacu avirbv toig Tpcooi) and with Hecuba (this had been sealed with the pledge of
Polydorus, a pledge both he and Hecuba now know to be void, despite the claims made 986-97.)
Diggle restores the reading of most MSS. (also Aldus, Porson), xpA- Murray, etc. had
adopted the imperfect xpf)v, on analogy with 265.
986-88 That the subject of £ij is nai&a IIoXuficDpov is not as unusual as the commentators imply,
cf. Homer II 5.85. Apparent difficulties emerge from the prolepsis.
989 pdXtaia = "certainly" as in modern Greek, pfcv can be stood either as looking forward,
preparatory for an antithetical fl£-clause which is left incomplete (GP 369ff), or looking back,
contrasting with the description of her fortunes that have preceded (GP 377-78.) The latter is
preferable.
990 £> tptXraO' clearly recalls 953, in sarcastic echo. The irony is lost on Polymestor, though, who
repeats the phrase with Agamemnon, 1114. 6£tcog is adverbial, as at Med 562, Thuc 3.39.
The isolated reading of the MS. L Xiyeig a£0ev has been preferred almost universally
k
(holdouts include Kirchoff and Paley) over the unanimous reading of the remaining MSS. a£0ev
A
X£yag. Daitz' reasoning is based on analogy with 955, 966, 973 (and he could add 1003), all of
which end with a£Qcv. Tovar rightly questioned this opinion: "the reading Xiyetg adQev is a
consequence of the old recognized authority of L or P. The order eS K&£(cog o6Qc\ seems
preferable, and as we have reason to doubt the value of L, nothing justifies maintaining L's reading
against that of all the rest of the codices" (1959, 134). A corruption towards Xfyag a£0ev, because
of the common line-end, seems more plausible.
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992 cf. Virgil Aen 3.341 Ecqua tamen puero est amissae cura parentis? Adoption of the reading of
the MSS, poo, requires Murray's ellipse at the caesura, and a question mark at the end of the line.
Tierney's emended poi may be "more elegant" but serves nothing, and Herwerden's tioo (adopted
by Diggle) though easily explainable in terms of corruption is also unnecessary.
f
993 xczl...ye as at 976. cbg at "to you": cbg + accusative "of persons only, used after verbs
expressing or implying motion" (Smyth 1702.)
The imperfect in xpocpiog ttfyin poXeiv is suspicious, considering Polydorus' fate. The
question is begged, what is meant by xpucpiog? Tierney supposes "without being caught by the
Greeks," but this absurdly requires him to have accompanied Polymestor to the Chersonese and to
have been stopped just outside the Greek encampment. It is preferable for Polydorus to be hidden
from Polymestor, i.e. that he had tried to escape and that this is an ironical representation of the
facts. It makes Polymestor's guardianship something from which to escape^, which would then
(since Hecuba is in the know) lead naturally onto the matter of the financial pledge, discussed
immediately.
994 ye "adds detail to an assent already expressed" (GP106) as at 1004.
996 The caesura separates the two imperatival clauses. The aorist in the first half expresses
urgency ("I beg that you..." Smyth 1841b) but the present which follows gives almost a proverbial
tone (Smyth 1841e, cf. biblical Exodus 20.17.)
tcov is used pronominally, with the adverbial nXqolov = "of those nearby" (Smyth 1100) =
"of your neighbour." toO xPwo^ (Hadley) or 6vtcov (Major) must be understood (actually
anything that fits, transferred from amb\ = the pledge of gold.) Tovar (1959) 132 argues for the
MSS. alternate too.
997 Hadley suggests that we should understand ouxcog before 6va(pqv, on analogy with Aristoph
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Thes 469 oikcog 6vaipqv t<2>v t&cvcov.
998 Having gathered her evidence, Hecuba moves on to the matter at hand using the normal
particle for proceeding onto a new point, ouv, GP 426.
1000-02 cptXriGels "beloved" cf. IT 983.
Hermann's emendation £oTt...KaTcbpoxeg is generally accepted, yielding an example of the
schema Pindaricum (singular verb connected with a masculine or feminine plural subject, the verb
always appearing first) cf. Ion 1146, Hesiod Theog 825, Plato Gorg 500d, Euthyd 302c, Pindar fr.
45.16, and Gildersleeve on O 11.6.
xcucbpuij "excavated chamber" is here used for the location of the treasure (xpwov) but is
used for a tomb at Soph Ant 774. This may be a secondary meaning, derived from opulent grave
goods. Whether the audience would here an overtone in this of Polymestor being lured to his
death is uncertain. Note the alliteration in 1002.
The conventional requirements of stichomythia require Polymestor's interruption at 1001, cf.
1271-73 note.
1004 The postponement of ye is common when used with a preposition (GP 149) and here is used
to add detail to a previous assent (995, cf. GP 136.)
1005 The question must be understood to be asked innocently, without suspicion.
1006 This line deliberately provides a false lead, which provides an expectation for the Chorus
(1028, 1034) which is eventually frustrated, only to be replaced with a much grimmer reality.
1007 Boissonade's semicolon is essential. Following a demonstrative, xal binds it "more closely
with the following words (GP 307.)
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1008 The reading of the MSS Diag requires it to be used as an adjective. Scalinger's emendation
IXiddog, adopted by Diggle, makes sense and is an easily justifiable corruption: attraction with
'AGdvag (which is a genitive) of a peculiar noun, to a more regular metre.
In context (cf. 1002), mkyai probably implies an underground treasury, cf. the so-called
Treasury of Atreus at Mycenae (now known to be a tomb). In Athens, though, Athena's temple on
the Acropolis was the state treasury, and this is likely the primary association. Earlier (see 927
note) Euripides assigned Troy somewhat artificially with features of Greek urban planning.
1009 oqpeiov 6k t( is a common interrogative structure in Euripides at a line end, cf. Hel 141
G&iepov 6k tC; 604 dyy&keig 6k t(; 818 (see Diggle (1978) 169-71), Tro 74, Hip 519, Pho 1338,
IA 1354, Aristoph Clouds 1186, Frogs 630 Plutus 917 and Thomson (1939).
1010 This grim landmark is the play's most explicit reference to the existing ruins that remain at
Troy. Hourmouziades (1965) 122 suggests "In the Hecuba the 'city' is as remote as, but at the
same time dramatically more relevant than, Argos in the Electra. Although it is mentioned only
once (823) [sic] the vision of its lost splendour and utter destruction dominates the play."
1011 Stokes (1990) 15 suggests (probably righdy) that interrogative tC is better than the indefinite
ti preferred by the editors. This would then echo 991, and is paralleled by the questions in the
middle of interrogations at Aesch Sup 306 it ouv freuijev dXXo 6uo7tdt|iqj Pot; and Cho 114.
1012 The absence of particles suggests that Hecuba has ignored the question just asked, perhaps
because of the validity of the landmark.
1016 T6io< read by Weil, M6ridier, Murray and Diggle, is preferable to the MSS reading.
In 53, the okqvfj is Agamemnon's (see note 754-55), and that op]vq = these oityai. Can it
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therefore be private to have smuggled the treasure into the tent? If not, the question becomes
important for the decoration of the aviyvfj itself: at what is Polymestor looking when he and his
sons enter?
1017 Polymestor's choice of words confirms that Hecuba has successfully duped him. tipoqv
means "male" but connotes strength and ferocity (cf. dppqvrjg.) For tpqpla, cf. Bac 875. The
sense is different than it was in 981.
1018 Polymestor is eagerly awaiting this answer. Hecuba draws it out by using as many long
syllables as is metrically permitted.
1019-20 Singularly appropriate for Polymestor, gprcc (which is picked up on with 1021 cog)
assumes secrecy is required, i.e. that the Greeks are watching them.
vecov Xtkrai n66a olxafie "to loose the sheets in the wind for a homeward journey"
(Hadley.) n66eg were the ropes (sheets) at the foot of the sail, cf. Homer Od 5.260, Virgil Aen
5.830, and note 938-41.
1022 Everyone but the chorus enters the tent: Polymestor, Hecuba's (silent) attendants,
Polymestor's sons and Hecuba. If the entry were made in this order (or its reverse) there would
be a visual echo when the characters emerge, cf. 1049-53 note.
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1023-1034 Fourth Stasimon (Act-Dividing Lyric)
This song is short and astrophic, but does constitute a formal division between the two ,
natural actions of the Fourth Episode and the Exodos (see Introduction VI and Kranz (1933) 162)
Whereas the three responding (strophic) stasima have been shown to be interrelated both among
themselves and with the play as a whole (see note 905-51), this song remains closely associated
with the action of the plot, and is directly predictive (however inaccurately) of the coming action
of the Exodos. As with previous stasima, these lines represent a compression of time: the events
purported to transpire during the singing of these lines must take longer than the singing itself.
This is a common feature of stasima, and not requiring further discussion. The lines contain both
iambic trimeters and dochmiac dimeters, the dominant rhythms of the second KOppog, 684-723.
The dochmiacs are exceptionally regular, upset only by 1031 (a single dochmiac and an iambic
foot) and the (unremarkable) hyperdochmius in 1032.
The chorus apostrophise Polymestor. The fact that he is not onstage at the time is not
important (cf. the address to Ilium at 905, or Polymestor's address of Priam in 953): the words are
addressed to him for rhetorical purposes only, and to leave no doubt that it is him shouting offstage
at 1035. The language used in the ode is exceptionally metaphorical and allusive, but not
inscrutable: Murray's obols on 1026-30 are unnecessary. An important literary feature is the word
repetition within these lines. Such repetition has been observed to play a large part in the play
already, and in particular in the preceding episode (see note 953-1022.) Here though the doubling
is quite dense, with notable contrasts:
1. 1023/4 biSxoxag, Scboeig past and future
2. 1023/4, 1030 6£kt]v, 6[k<? penalty and trial
3. 1025, 1026/7 Tieacbv, ixncaf\ simile and metaphor
4. 1028/9, 1034 plov, piov Polydorus' life, and Polymestor's
5. 1031 6X£0piov, 6X£0piov standard Euripidean anadiplos/s,
see note 689-90 and Willink Or 999.
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1023 Nauck, Weil, and Tierney view obnco 6£6a>icag as redundant, and have postulated reading
outol 6£6coicag 6v locos 6c£>oeig 61kt]V instead. This is done without authority and blind to the
placement of the statement. The line is being said as Polymestor is within the tent, in the process
of being blinded. The two tenses, looking back to the previous episode and looking forward to the
Exodos, are used deliberately in order to mark the transition, in lieu of a responding stasimon.
1024/5 The notion of falling into a sea of troubles (6Xlpev6v...elg iivrXov) is not unique in
Euripides, cf. Hip 469-70 elg 61 Tf|v ruxqv I neooCg' 5oqv ou, ncSg £kv frcveuacti 6oxxig; 822-23
xaxarv..,rt£Xayog eioopd) I toooutov tocrte pqnot' dtcveboat nakiv. Why this passage is often
labelled a crux is due to a failure to view the metaphor as somewhat appropriate to the situation at
hand. As the chorus makes clear, the general (tig) situation described is direcdy applicable to
Polymestor who is being punished for causing Polydorus to fall, into salt water, where he washed
up on a beach, i.e. had no harbour, both literally and figuratively. (25-27, 700-01.) This threefold
reference to the plight of Polydorus (made explicit by 1028 6p£paag |3(ov) isolates what the chorus
is saying: Polymestor will suffer exact retribution for what he did to Polydorus, and his suffering
shall figuratively represent that of Hecuba's son. King's likening Polymestor to a man suffering a
shipwreck is wrong. The metaphor is used with precision to show the parallel situations. For this
reason also Paley's 6Xlpevov = "where there is no rest for his foot" is unacceptable.
This rationale is integral to the understanding of the play. The immediate parallel is that of
Polymestor's blinding: as Hecuba will no longer see her murdered son, so too Polymestor will no
longer see his (murdered) children. Reciprocation will come at 1259, 1261 where Polymestor
predicts Hecuba will fall into the salt water near the promontory which will take its name from the
event (1273, where there is no harbour, cf. Hel 1211 AiPuqg &Xip£votg ixneo6\ia np6g n£rpcng
where the same idea is found of cliffs.) diXlpevog means "without a harbour" (a straightforward
description of fact) and can be used both of shores, as at Hel 1211 (cited above) and Aesch Sup
768 poX6vxeg dXlpevov yOdva, and of seas, as at Thuc 4.8.41 npdg t6 n/Xayog 6X£|icva 6vra.
By extension it can mean "without a shelter" as with mountains, Hel 1132 6X(peva 6' 6pea, or the
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air, Aristoph Birds 1400 6X(pevov alG^pog aOXaxa. These are the parallels normally adduced for
an extended meaning in the present instance. But an enclosed bilge is not parallel with mountains
or the air, and to call it dXlpevog ("inhospitable"? or (Collard) "with no escape"?) because it is
either dirty, or one can drown there, is not the same metaphor and unacceptable (still another
metaphor exists at Cyc 349 dXtpevov xc xap6(av.) The SvtXog then is 6X(p«"vog firsdy because it
offers no protectioi\(Polydorus is dead), and secondly to establish the figurative correspondence for
retribution suggested above.
The meaning of &vtXog as (metaphorically) "filthy water" derives from its meaning of
"bilgewater", i.e literally filthy water. Such is the meaning at Tro 691 6 6' dvxXov elpycov va<5g,
and, involved in the same sort of metaphor, Aristoph Thes 796 (where bilge = enemies), Pindar 0
9.53 ("flood"), P 8.12 (where the ship of dfcpig is scuttled), and Held 168 ncd&ov <xo x<2rv6' tg
fmXov ndfia (to get into difficulty, cf. the phrase "come hell or high water.") On this last
example, Elmsley suggested that dvxXog, however wrongly, is being used to mean niXayog. To
these examples may be added the later (also metaphorical and derivative) use to mean a threshed
but uncleaned pile of grain, as at Nicander Theriaca 114, 546, Q. Smyrnaeus 1.352 and Adaeus AP
6.258. The only other extant use5of the word are extended from the primary meaning, to "hold of
a ship" (the same extension is found in English, where one can store things "in the bilge") at
Homer Od 12.1111, 15.479 (where someone is falling into it.) Manetho Astrologus 6.424 "bucket"
should be considered in this category. The fact that so many examples of the word's use are
metaphorical, and that the present instance is a metaphor, suggests that it is best to translate "into a
harbourless sea of troubles", dXlpevog assuming that the dirty water is outside the ship, following
the use at Held 168.
1026/7 The Scholiast righdy renders X/ypLOg as rxXdyiog "sideways" (as he does when the word is
used at Soph Ant 1344-5 Txdvta y&p I X^xpta xdv XEpoiv) and it can be taken:
1. with ncoclrv (so Paley, Weil, Tierney, Pflugk etc.) where it represents the lurch of
the ship; or
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2. with ixnEofJ to mean either "headlong" (Hadley) or "sideways" (Collard) i.e. awry.
This can be metaphorical as at Soph Ant 1345 (cited above), Shakespeare
Richard II II.iv.24 "And crossly to thy good, all fortune goes", or literal,
representing the blind staggering of Polymestor (1056ff.) unable to get where
he wants (his heart's desire.) The closest parallel for this is Med 1168-70:
Xpolav yhp 6XXa£aaa Xexpta ndXiv
Xcopei Tp^pouaa x<2>Xa xai p6Xig cpSdvci
0p6voimv tpnzoobaa. pi) xopal ncaeiv.
The second, literal option is preferable, though there is merit in all the interpretations.
£xjieafj is adopted by all modern editors, though in previous centuries ixn&rfl was preferred,
a subjunctive with no stop after 1024 6(xtjv, "as one might lose his life falling..." (see Paley.) The
accepted reading is a more standard Attic construction, though, and agrees with the Scholiast
crtepr|0tjafl.
tp(Xag xap6(ag, not "his dear life" but "his heart's desire" is the treasure he seeks, a goal
from which he has fallen (awry) cf. Soph Ant 1105 xapSlag t' ^larapat. In both these cases,
xap8ia is being used for 0up6g, cf. Hip 1324 nXipobaa 0up6v, Homer II 13.784 vbv 6' dpx',
ae Kpa6it| 0up6g te xeXeuei.
1028-30 bniyyxxjv is used in two senses: with 61xgi, "liable to be called to account for a (human)
judicial action" (referring both to the punishment he will suffer (1024) and the after-the-fact trial
(1109ff); and with 0eoioiv "responsible to the gods" (Polymestor's crimes have offended against
divine standards, too, see 800 note, cf. Aesch Cho 39 0e<50ev EXaxov Ortfyyuot.) The
capitalisation of 6(k<? is unnecessary, and is the source of part of the confusion exhibited by
Tierney. There is perhaps some wordplay on the notion of £yyur), the pledge or surety for which
Polymestor has murdered Polydorus. Tierney believes "no Greek would make a distinction
between such debts" and cites Didymus in the Scholiast, 6ji£yyix>v t6 6Xr|0£g oOte napix tf) Aixp
obte napb wig 0eoig ipneobv (kpavt^etai. toOto 66 cprjai 6ih t6v IIoXoprjaTopa, 6n p^XXet
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TipcopeloOai npcorog dp£dpevog tcov d-rdrccov. Barrett calls this "fantastic rubbish ... in defiance
of usage, syntax, and mere common sanity" (p.48.) It is stated that the meanings coincide
(cmprtlTVEi, cf. 846, 966): they do, however interpreted, hence the adoption of Hemsterhuys' o$
for the MSS. ou (accepted by Biehl (1985) 263-67.)
LSJ understands ipipoag fUov passively, i.e. "losing your life", but Mossman (1990) 109
suggests an active interpretation, i.e. "destroying your life", but neither of these explanations
satisfies. ~fhe life in question is that of Polydorus, so Collard is closer with "for your robbery of
life."
1032 Some have taken ddofr with rjjedfiei, but it should be taken metaphorically with £Xnlg "hope
from this path." King, Jeffrey miss this metaphor and believe it refers to the journey to the Greek
tents, but Polymestor's hope (for monetary gain) only begins at 1001. For the falsity of Hope, cf.
Collard Sup 479, and fr. 650 (Protesilaus) rtdXX' iXnL&cg ojiefrdooai xal Xdyoi (IpOTOUg.
1033 Gavdaipov is never used of persons in Euripides, and goes tautologically with 'AiSav (cf.
571, 1145) 'A16av as a cretic is also found at Sup 811 (cf. Diggle (1981) 21.) A contrary view is
given by Cono/nis (1964) 33. Though most MSS. read Ico rdXag, this removes the direct
apostrophe of the (offstage) Polymestor, which is desirable. Diggle is right to follow Porson in
reading t&. Some MSS. attribute this to Polymestor, but this is clearly wrong: the chorus are still
singing dochmiacs.
1034 dnoX^pcp 6b xeipl "by no warrior's hand" = "by the hand of a woman" cf. Ion 216-8 teal
Bpdpiog dXXov dnoXdpoilai KiaaUeiai (Idiapoig I £valpa Tag rdxvcov 6 Baicxedg.
Xefxpeig plov is of course false, but indicates that the chorus is unaware of Hecuba's plan. It
also prepares for the coming echoes of Agamemnon's death in Aeschylus, where he did lose his
life. Euripides is deliberately creating false expectations in the audience, as he commonly did with
the so-called "lying" prologues.
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1035-1295 Exodos
To this point the play has shown Hecuba the former queen of Troy, interacting with various
men from the Greek camp, and with her false-friend Polymestor, who also will soon ally himself
with the Greek camp (1032ff.) This has prepared for her eventual victory, which comes in the
Exodos. Because the progress of events is rapid and detailed, these last lines will be considered in
smaller sections.
1035-55 The Revenge
The chorus begins the Exodos alone onstage. The only sound provided is by Polymestor's
voice offstage, yielding a scene that is consciously modelled on Aesch Ag 1343ff. There is also a
marked and deliberate similarity with Cyc 663ff, which is discussed in Introduction IV and V, and
is noted by Arnott (1982) and Meridor (1975). While far from the naturalistic theatre of today,
keeping violent acts offstage was an accepted and standard practice in the tragic theatre (though not
an absolute rule, e.g. Pearson Soph Frag 2 p.96-97 where one of Niobe's daughters is killed by
Artemis; the actor Timotheus of Zacynthus' portrayal of the suicide of Ajax (Scholiast Soph Ajax
864) was late and cannot be thought to be representative, or the standard interpretation of the
scene.) Cries from inside serve to fix the actual moment of the event in the mind of the audience,
cf. especially Ag 1343, 1345, Or 1296, 1301, Cyc 663, 665, 666-68, Hip 776, Soph El 1404ff,
Aristoph Frogs 1214, Plutus 934-35.
Arnott (1982) discusses in detail the phenomenon of the offstage cry, and notes "how
quickly the convention ... became stabilized and even stereotyped" (40). In the earlier use of a
complex theatrical convention (the aside, 736ff) Euripides carefully signposted its use because (in
all probability) of the novelty of the convention itself. With the offstage cry, however, audience
recognition is assured and a spectator would know to anticipate certain features (Arnott lists a
'canon' of seven such features, (1982) 38) based, it would seem, originally on the twofold use in
the Oresteia (Aesch Ag 1343ff, Cho 869 ff.) Yet unlike these examples, or for that matter, Soph
El 1404ff, Eur Med 127Iff, HF 750ff, El 1165ff, the present instance does not lead to the death of
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the victim. Euripides, in remaining so faithful to the convention's canon, creates a surprising effect
(1982, 41):
In the Hecuba Euripides seems to have taken particular care towards his achievement
of a powerfully new effect by keeping as close as possible to the details of the tradi¬
tional model (with the Aeschylean echoes and the verbal ambiguity underlining this
closeness), and then making the one change that sets this scene completely apart: the
victim lives on before the eyes of the audience. The effect is all the stronger
because the one transforming and shocking novelty is set in a context of totally
conventional details.
Euripides plays with the same convention in a different way at Or 1296ff, and echoes of the
present passage, with the same eventual effect, can be seen in Cyc 663ff {pace Arnott.)
It therefore seems 1035 apparently refers to the blinding and 1037 to the murder of the
children (which Polymestor can presumably detect from their shouts, since it seems too gruesome a
possibility to contemplate him being blinded in one eye (1035) his children being murdered (1036)
and then losing the other eye (1037), with one <&poi per eye) which reverses the order of events as
narrated 1160-72. Meridor (1975) 6 notes "This reverse arrangement seems to be due to the
impact of the pattern of Aesch. Ag. 1343-46 and may point to an unusually vivid impression made
on Euripides by the Agamemnon [sic] of Aeschylus". The similarity of this punishment with the
punishment of Zedekiah (also mentioned in Meridor, 1975) is discussed in note 1049-53.
1035 cpiyyog accusative of respect, cf. 910. The line is spoken in high tragic diction (Barrett Hip
799 notes that oipoi is vernacular Attic, as opposed to (Spot which is literary Attic; see notes
1036 and 1037) cf. Cyc 663 c&pot, KaTT]v0paK(5pc0' 6tp0aXpo6 aiXag, where parody of (at least)
the assignment of such diction to violently-minded characters is intended. In the shouting, the
syllables of the interjection would likely have been drawn out.
1036 The chorus must react to the offstage shouts, but it is far from clear in what way the lines
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are to be divided. Daitz prints semichoruses as marked in some MSS. but such marks reflect
copyist's opinions (based on analogy with the imitated passage in the Agamemnon), not authorial
intent. Though there are some clear cases of semichoruses (e.g. Or 1258ff, Soph Aj 866ff,
Aristoph Lys) they are not to be thought of as normative. If used here it would be more clear.
Since there are many parallels with the Aeschylean blinding of Agamemnon, also possible is
assigning each speech - 1036, 1038, (1041), 1042-43 - to different individuals. This also is
unlikely: Aesch Ag 1346-71 is an extended passage which conveniently provides a couplet for
each chorus member and this is not; nor are there any significant verbal allusions. Much more
likely is that the lines are spoken all by the chorus leader, who is responsible for interacting with
characters during episodes. This explains the use of cpft.cu (both here and in 1038) which would
be acceptable if the chorus were speaking as a whole, but altogether less satisfactory.
The use of olpcoyijv does not affect the reading <5poi in 1035, 1037, cf. Soph OC 820
<jj|ioi, otpcb^eiv, Aesch Ag 1343-46 <x>poi, otpcbypaaiv and Barrett Hip 1401.
1037 The reading of G and K, olpoi is inappropriate in light of the preceding two lines. The
repetition of an interjection is common, and p6X' auOig makes it a formulaic commonplace, cf.
Med 1009, Pho 1069, Tro 629, Aesch Cho 876, and especially Ag 1345.
atpayfjs can ambiguously refer either to the death of his children (which Collard, while
recognising the ambiguity, suggests is indicated by Sucmivou) or to his own blinding (so Weil, cf.
El 1228 acpaytj = wound.) The vocative allows for either (see also Fraenkel Ag 1389). If the
former, a kind of parallelism exists, with 1035 referring to the blinding, and 1037 to the murder.
But the latter is more in character with the monody as a whole, which is completely self-obsessed:
1075-78 are clearly hyperbolic, and refer to himself as much as to his sons; Polymestor only
directly addresses his sons' murder at 1160. Until then the suffering is his, which does include the
loss of progeny, but is primarily internalised. This meaning could be made clear by the actor
stressing the caesura in the fourth foot, rather than in the third: "Oh no, again. Children! -
Horrible bloodshed- ". The audience does not yet know the fate of the children, nor could
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reasonably be expected to guess with any certainty. The line then reads as an address to the
children, informing them (and the audience) of what has happened. Nor is there an inconsistency
when the narration of the events takes place (1145-75.) In retrospect, the line simply has
Polymestor addressing his just-murdered sons, cf. 953 for the irony.
1038 xaCva cf. 689 note.
1039 otm piT| + aorist subjunctive constitutes a strong denial of the future, cf. MT 295, but see
also
Campbell (1943) and Cyc 666 6XX' oOti pf| cpuytjte ifjafi' ££co ndrpag, aw-«X®e Sup 1069 of)
y&p pfj kCxhS h' £Xcbv x^pl, El 982 ou pf| xaxioOeig elg dvavSplav neafj.
1040 That p&XXcov refers to Polymestor's fists is clear by the dramatic necessity of 1155: he had
been disarmed of his javelins {pace Tierney) and blinded. The pdXXco-root is also used by Hecuba
at 1044 and Polymestor at 1175, both times of the hammering of his fists at this moment, cf. the
English expression "to throw a punch." Ambrose is wrong to tie the interpretation with p^Xog in
the next line, where see note.
Whether Agamemnon's tent is laid out like a Greek household with "the women's
apartments" being innermost is not at issue with the use of pujcodg: the word here represents where
the women stay in the tent
1041 It has been tacitly assumed by most modern scholarly opinion that the Scholiast on this line
contains both one correct fact (Polymestor speaks this line) and one incorrect fact (that he is
throwing stones): xobra cpr|aiv cog p&XXcov XlOoug tv toig olxtjpaatv, tva Kaxancdfl x6g
alxpaXcoTOUg. The obvious methodological error in making these assumptions should not go
unquestioned.
That the line is Pelydorus-' is not "clearly correct" (Collard.) l6ou does not necessarily refer
to a visual stimulus (it is used of sounds El 566, Soph Aj 870, and of silence (!) And 250.) Weil's
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belief that (3£Xog is a javelin which bursts through the axqvT) and lands by the chorus shows a lack
of awareness of this. Though it would create a powerful image (the 1988 Royal Shakespeare
Company's production of Macbeth did something quite similar in the closing scene) the idea is too
modem for the present context (nobody imagines Orestes firing genuine arrows at Or 268-74.) A
near-parallel can be found in Ag 1344 criycr Tig nXqyf|v aura xaiplcog ourdapevog; which is a
line of the chorus (both l6ou and otya meaning "attend!".) If the line is the chorus', Tiemey is
right in that they say only what they believe they hear; they have been wrong before (1034) after
all. The Scholiast's notion of rocks is wrong - there would be no rocks in the tent, but it is
reminiscent of the Homeric Cyclops' action of reaching for a large rock, Od 9.416. This would
then explain (3apelag.
The use of |3dXog for fists is possible (cf. Virgil Aen 5.438 corpore tela modo atque oculis
vigiantibus exit - Entellus is boxing) and, as Paley notes, also gives a clear meaning to papelag. I
therefore suggest that the Scholiast is wrong on both accounts, and that the chorus hear a loud
banging noise (made perhaps by a stagehand behind the oKfivfj) which they assume is made by the
javelins they saw Polymestor holding when he entered the tent.
1042 podXeoG' dnecm&rcopev seems almost to suggest the chorus believes it rude to "burst in" on
the happenings within (tnconcaciv contains the notion of violent entry, cf. HF 34, Soph OC 915,
Herod 7.42.2, Xenophon Cyr 7.5.27 and Aesch Ag 1350. The "dithering" of the chorus is
conventional, cf. Ag 1346-71 as an extreme. |3oi3Xeo0e often precedes a deliberative subjunctive
(Smyth 1806, MT 287.)
the critical moment, cf. Aesch Ag 1353.
1043 It is important to remember that the chorus have not participated in the revenge: it is
Hecuba and her silent attendants that have done the deed. This seems to be missed by Arnott
(1991) 37, "In Hecuba the women of the chorus, fellow prisoners in the Greek encampment,
actively assist the former queen of Troy in her revenge!' The most independent action of the
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Euripidean chorus that is extant is probably the breaking of the promises in Med, Ion.
1044 Hecuba enters, triumphant. The evident strength of her presence is a marked contrast to her
initial entry from the tent, and demonstrates that a complete status reversal has occurred (see
Introduction VI.)
cpd&ou pT]6^v is almost a cliche, cf. HF 1400, Soph Aj 115, and Page Med 401.
frcp&XXcov echoes 1040 pdXXtov, but is the standard word for breaking down doors, cf. Lys
3.23. The prefix £k- suggests the central door opened outwards, and this is corroborated by the
most probable (and simplest) mechanism of the frcKutcXtipa. The word is not "tearing up" (Paley)
as suggested by the Scholiast's dvaoncov, yf)v (Mtitcov, cf. Soph OT 1261, and Bond HF 999.
1045-46 The doors burst open (that Greek aH doors opened outwards is mentioned by Plutarch,
Publicola 20.3, but such would be suggested anyway for the stage at least, by the simplest
operation of the iKKUxXripa) and Hecuba, emerging, announces the actions of her revenge.
Though formally addressed to Polymestor (cf. 1032-34), she does not intend him to hear (though
unlike an aside (see 736-51 note) it does not affect the action if he does.
There is of course a double sense to the pronouncement that oti nai6ag 6^^ ^cbvrag: they
are no longer alive, and he can no longer see. Nevertheless, this is the fate that Hecuba shares
(she can only see the dead Polydorus) which establishes a kind of reciprocity between the
situations.
oi3g ftcrav' tyco, which also ends line 1051, means "whom I sentenced to death" or "whom
I had killed", cf. Plato Apol 38dl-2, 39c4. Lines 1161-62 make clear that Hecuba is however
clearly accepting the responsibility for the actions undertaken, and is merely stating that her hands
remained unbloodied. In terms of retaining the spirit of Attic law, in this, cf. Meridor (1978)
30-31, which is only partially convincing.
1047-8 tcaOaXeg is a wresding metaphor, "thrown down"
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The line is packed with double meanings: the oxymoron in Kpateig ££vov is almost as
strong as that in 0pfjica...££vov (cf. 710 note, 774, 890, 1124.)
icai 6£6pamg otanep X£ycig, cf. Cyc 701 ical 6£6pax' 6ncp X£yco.
1049-53 Again, Hecuba emphasizes the twofold nature of her revenge, clearly taking full moral
/
responsibility for the actions (1051 oftg CkteiV tyio) while acknowledging the help of the Trojan
women. The events as related by Polymestor 1160-71 (and there is no reason to suppose
Polymestor is giving a false report) suggest the actual deeds were perpetrated by the women,
thereby bringing the revenge more in line with the mythological paradigms of 886-87 (where see
note.)
It is my opinion that these lines would be accompanied by considerable spectacle, in terms
of stage action. Hecuba announces the use of the central door three times, and it is natural to view
this as an immediate succession, in a structured and formal emergence from the tent, signalling
Hecuba's victory:
1051 iKKiixXripa carrying the bodies of the two murdered sons of Polydorus. 6v|iq
clearly indicates that the bodies do appear, and here is the most effective
moment, and the only announcement of their entry. Line 1118 again shows
that they are onstage. Collard 1109-1295 and pages 36-37 fairly notes that it
is equally possible that the bodies are revealed as the door opens, in a
'discovery space', cf. Taplin (1977) 442-43, Hourmouziades (1965) 106-7.
At the Athens Festival of 1955, an £kk6kXt]pci was used in the production of
the Hecuba.
1052 Hecuba's attendants emerge, probably looking no different than they had
when they entered at 1022. Their entry is signalled by TcnaS' and a gesture
from Hecuba.
1053 dpa g suggests Polymestor appears here rather than at 1056. 66e makes
this clear, cf. Hip 1156, Phae 311, Soph Ant 386, Antiope 18 Page. He is
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wearing a new mask (see note 1056-1108) and perhaps a new costume (cf.
notes on 1155-56 and 953-1022). Mossman (1990) 78-79 believes that
Polymestor appears riding the iicicdKXTipa.
Such a focused use of the door (which has already been referred to, in 1044) could be a direct
reversal of the group entry at 1022, and though circumstantial does provide a clearer and more
reasonable tableau than haphazard emergence of these individuals.
For the repetition of TtxpXbv xvxpXcp, cf. 953-1022 note. The idea of t\xpX<+>...7io6( is
present in Pho 834, 1545, 1616, and see Porson on 1722 (=1708) to which list add Lycophron
1102 and Milton, Sampson Agonistes 1-2 "A little onward lead thy guiding hand I To these dark
steps, a little further on" Ovid Met 13.560-62 atque ita correpto captivarum agmina matrum I
invocat et dignos in perfida lumina condit I expilatque genis oculos.
For oOg Ektciv' £yco see note 1046.
jiapacpdpcp "reeling" is described in the Introduction IV. The word is used of the Erinyes
at Aesch Eum 330 napacpopii (ppevoSakife, and has medical usages too (see LSJ.)
Hecuba has announced her crime and the results have been made manifest. Meridor has
noted that the similarities between Hecuba's treatment of Polymestor and Nebuchadnezzar's of
Zedekiah (in the biblical II Kings 25:6-7) "seems of real importance" (1978, 35 n.24.) The biblical
passage comes immediately after the siege and fall of Jerusalem by Babylon (25:1-5) in 586 B.C.
(New International Version):
(6) and he [Zedekiah, the last king of Judah] was captured. He was taken to the king
of Babylon at Riblah, where sentence was pronounced on him. (7) They killed the
sons of Zedekiah before his eyes. Then they put out his eyes, bound him with bronze
shackles and took him to Babylon.
The similarities are indeed striking: after a long siege, a treacherous king has his sons murdered
before his eyes, is then himself blinded, and then sent far away. While the Greeks were known (at
times, cf. Herodotus 9.120) to kill an offender's children before tfiek eyes, the severity in the
present instance seems extreme. Polymestor has committed murder, and betrayed a trust, but does
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this warrant the punishment he (and more importantly, perhaps, his children) have suffered?
Meridor (1978) 35 n.24 believes that "Hecuba's revenge can be claimed to agree with the spirit of
the lex talionis much more than a sentence of death upon Polymestor, for as he was by his act, so
was he by her revenge, doomed to a life of bereavement without hope or light" As it stands, this
is too fishy. There is something wrong with Hecuba's metaphorical loss of light and Polymestor's
visceral counterpart. It seems that Meridor's understanding of the lex talionis aims towards an
exact tit-for-tat, not recognizing the intended regulatory function of the lex talionis (described in
Introduction II) which strives to draw a line, i.e. no more than tit-for-tat.
An examination of what commentators have made of the passage in II Kings does start to
provide an answer. Since Josephus Antiq 10.138-39, responsibility for the fate of Jerusalem has
fallen on Zedekiah, who broke his covenant-relationship with his souzerain, Nebuchadnezzar. More
recent observers have noted of the murder (Robinson (1976) 243 n.7)
the Hebrews had no belief at this time in a personal immortality [which developed at
some point during the Inter-Testamental Period]. A man's hope for the future lay in
his family. By this action, Nebuchadnezzar intended to wipe out the family and
memory of a rebellious vassal,
and of the blinding (Montgomery (1951) 562) "such mutilation destroyed the royal potency". The
fullest interpretation is by Hobbs (1985) 363 n.7:
The punishment of Zedekiah seems inordinately cruel, though it was by no means
unusual in warfare in the ancient world. If, however, Zedekiah had broken faith with
Babylon and contravened treaty regulations, the punishment is understandable,
though no less cruel. The verb ... [translated above as "they killed" which properly
=] "they butchered" is often used in the killing of sacrifices (Lev 6:25) and in this
contextjimplies a brutal slaughter of the sons of Zedekiah. The rabbis saw in the
blinding of Zedekiah a fulfilment of Ezek 12:13 [that he would die in Babylon, but
not see it]. Blinding of prisoners was a common Assyrian practice [as shown, e.g. in
Assyrian reliefs], but little evidence is found for the practice by the Babylonians.
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The symbolic significance of such an act is obvious. The eyes are important as
gateways to the intellect and will (see the frequent "in the eyes of), and without
them a person is rendered powerless.
The punishment of Polymestor, then, if it is indeed fair to transfer these interpretations to the
similar crime, frustrates any hope of a future for Polymestor, as well as any power - royal or
otherwise - in the present. This is surely in some way "worse than death", yet Hecuba can always
say that she has not killed him.
To expand Devereux's study of Soph OT to the present play, it seems fair to assume that he
would see the blinding of Polymestor as a symbolic removal of the possibility for Polymestor to
have any further children: "Greek data confirm the clinical finding that the eyes tend to symbolise
the male organs, and blinding castration ... blinding and castration are mutually exclusive
punishments" (1973, 49). Devereux's argument cannot be lighdy dismissed. The evidence he has
culled from Greek mythology is significant. If this argument is accepted (and I myself am still not
totally convinced) there is a more exact equivalence between the crime and the punishment:
Hecuba lost her last son and (due to age) will not be able to replace him; Polymestor lost his sons
and (now symbolically) can sire no more. For the violence against the children, see note 1293-95.
The question remains as to whether Devereux' symbol is more convincing than Meridor's
metaphor.
There is a final similarity between II Kings 25:6-7 and the punishment of Polymestor, and
that concerns the phrase translated above as "sentence was pronounced on him", which Grey (1970)
766 n. 25 understands as follows: "The phrase indicates that Zedekiah had the semblance of a fair
hearing, but as a rebel against a suzerain who had, ih fact, appointed him to preserve order under
his authority, the result was not in doubt." Just as the result of Polymestor's trial is assured before
it takes place (see note 1109-1295 and Introduction I) so there was no doubt of Zedekiah's guilt
despite being granted due process. This perhaps sounds totalitarian, but the rule of law, so key a
concept in modern democracies, is not a necessary element in the ancient jurisprudence. All these
similarities of course do not depend on Euripides using the Hebrew scriptures as a source. What is
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shown is that similar ideas of crime and punishment were present throughout the Mediterranean in
the fifth century B.C.
1054-55 Hecuba announces her plan of action. dXXa cf. GP 8. ixrto&ov "out of the way" cf. 52,
Sup 1113, Pho 40, Bac 1148.
Oupcp £&)vtl "boiling with rage" is preferred (correctly) by Zuntz (1965) p.156-57, cf. Soph
OC 434, also Hec 583. A strong case can however be made for the reading of the majority of
MSS., adopted by Murray and Daitz, "raging like a torrent with rage," the parallels for which are
Homer II 5.87-88, Aristoph Knights 526-27, Dem de Cor 272, and Horace Serm 1.7.26, 28 of
Persius.
1056-1108 Polymestor's Monody
Polymestor emerges singing a long astrophic monody. This also happens with the Phrygian
slave, Or 1369ff., and Io in Aesch PV 574ff. (where a note of contempt also can be detected.)
Monodies were a distinctive feature of Euripidean tragedy (Aristoph Frogs 944.) Monodies allow
the playwright to have characters express intense and personal feelings, which need not be regular
or rational, which explains the abandoning of strophic responsion in this case. This was emotion
unbound and wild. Though in the early plays, monodies are responsive (Ale 393ff, Hip 816ff, And
1173ff, Sup 990ff, Rh 895ff, as well as the parody at Aristoph Frogs 1331ff.) the dictates of the
form appear to have lapsed to permit more extreme expression. Astrophic lyric then became
normative (though not exclusive, viz. Tro 308ff.)
In many ways, the monody is a continuation of the spectacle begun in 1051 (or even from
3
1035.) Metrically, the dochmiacs are interspersed with anapests, iambs and cretics, allowing for
the appearance of sudden mood changes. The difficulty scholars have had in establishing metrical
periods lends the passage the feel of a run-on sentence, and the complete absence of connective
particles (noted by Collard) gives a staccato and disjointed feel. Though word-repetition has been
noted as a key feature throughout the play (see 953-1022 note), its presence in this lyric passage
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recalls the parody in Aristoph Frogs 133 Iff. (which does have some echoes of this play despite
being closely modelled on the Phrygian's speech in Orestes.) It divides into two uneven parts, the
first (1056-84) where Polymestor chases his opponents alone, and the second (1088-1106) where he
calls for assistance from all and sundry. Each part is followed by a couplet of trimeters from the
Chorus.
There is also considerable visual stimulus. Polymestor emerges wearing a new, bloodied
mask (shown 1066, 1117, cf. Cyc 663, 670, Soph OT 1297-1306 and Hense (1902).) The scene in
the Cyclops also shows a blind villain groping after his assailants, cf. 679-82, and the drunken
(sexual) groping after Silenus 567-89. Since it is known that the Cyclops is closely related with
the Hecuba (see Introduction V), it does not require a huge imaginative leap to allow for similar
staging techniques of these scenes, extending to direct visual echoes. There would likely be much
rapid movement about the stage. As Mossman (1990) notes, the monody virtually choreographs
itself: Polymestor describes his movements in detail because he himself cannot see what he is
doing. Finally, Polymestor enters on all fours (1058), the only other extant example of which in
tragedy is Aesch Eum 35ff., but cf. Rh 210-11, 254ff where Dolon imitating a wolf is described as
being on all fours.
The question then arises, what information would the audience retain during this
tour-de-force: rapid movement of a singer in a new mask in an unusual position, performing an
uneven song with musical accompaniment. The impact is both visual and auditory, but the
existence of parodies suggests the audience could recognise specific verbal allusions, which is
surprising enough in trimeters, let alone lyric. Perhaps this provides one reason for the relatively
straightforward sentence construction and word repetition: similarities with Or 1369ff would
certainly corroborate this. For the repetition, cf. 953-1022 note. In his commentary Collard notes
that he has an article forthcoming discussing the monody.
1056/7 The excitement induced by the dochmiacs in these and following lines is heightened by the
repetitive sentence structure. There is almost a helplessness in the tricolon.
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nq pcZ>, 719 cttco These verbs are often used together, vaguely to represent all possible
action, cf. Ale 863 ixoi pro; not onS; Sup 1012-3, Soph Aj 1237, Phil 833-4. The interrogative
subjunctive is used in the first question for "questions of appeal, where the speaker asks himself or
another what he is to do" (MT 287), cf. 1099.
7x9 KiXoco "to run (a ship) ashore" which is frequently used as a metaphor in Greek for
finding a haven, cf. Hip 139-40 Gavdiov GdXouaav, I x£Xaat tiotI i£ppa Suaravov, Rh 752-53
Xpijv ydp p' dxXecog 'Pfjadv te Gaveiv, i TpoCg \t£Xaa\x' bilxovpoy, El 138-39, Aesch PV 183.
1058-60 Of the many suggested interpretations of these lines, two present themselves as
particularly viable:
1. Porson cleverly emended MSS. teat' to teal, yielding a phrase = "on hand and
foot" (for TxvoS = "foot" rather than "track", cf. Bac 1134 f) 6' TxvoS a6ta?g
dppuXaig, fr. 530.6-7 oi 61 ©eotCou I Ttaifieg t6 Xai6v TxvoS dvdppuXot
Tiofidg.) This is followed by Tierney, Diggle, and Collard, who nevertheless
feels the language is somewhat strained. This need not be so: Polymestor is
unaccustomed to walking on all fours, so his steps need to be deliberately
placed. At any rate, clear sense should not be required of a character repre¬
sented as being in pain. Similar language is used at Rhe 210-12:
pdaiv te ycpoi npooGlav xaGappdaag
ical xd>Xa xcoXoig, TETpdnouv pipqaopai
Xukou x^XeuGov TtoXEploug suoeuflptov,
2. Hadley keeps the reading of the MSS. and by repunctuating, translates: "planting
the tread of a four-footed beast of the mountains, following on their track
(xot' Txvog), in which direction (TioCav £ttI xeipa), this or that, am I to direct
my shifting path (^aXXd^co)?" Though this retains the MSS. reading and
presents an idea similar to Cyc 681 rcotdpag xfjg xepdg;, the word order
remains tenuous. Hadley does not believe Polymestor enters on all fours
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(suggested by the Scholiast), but such is not precluded by his interpretation.
Both interpretations remain not completely convincing, and a further complicating factor is
introduced because imperfect sense is what is expected in this context. I tentatively follow Porson.
For the use of t£,a\\6£,a), he compares Xen On Hunting 10.7 tva elg dpKug noifjxai
x6v Spdpov pf| ££<jXX&ttcdv.
1061 dvSpocpdvoug is hyperbole, though Polymestor does clarify his metaphor in 1062.
Nevertheless, it echoes Hecuba's actions with those of her mythological exemplars, 886-87. The
word is used significantly of the hands of Achilles in the Iliad 18.317 = 23.18 x^P*2? &1'
6v6po<pdvovg 0dpevog cmjOeaaiv ixalpou, 24.479 Sav&g dvSpocpdvoug: "In all three passages the
adjective occurs in a context which reveals how sharply Achilles' intense soul swings between the
outermost extremes of love and hate" (Segal (1971) 50.) So here, Polymestor becomes aware that
his artificial friendship in the previous episode was known for what it was to Hecuba all along;
his false love has become a genuine hatred. Hecuba avenging her son upon Polymestor is
identified with Achilles' vengeance on Hector for Patroclus.
1063-64 The contempt of Polymestor for the Trojan women is reciprocal with Hecuba's of him,
cf. 716 (b KOTdpax' dvSpcov.
1065 There is great conceit in this question of the victim, asked about the attackers: onstage, it
would be natural to present silent characters avoiding the futile blind groping of Polymestor. For
the use of icat in a request for supplementary information, cf. 515, 1201, GP 312-13. pux&v is
repeated from 1040, inappropriately since he is now out of doors (unless the word may also have
been used to refer to the corners of the stage.) The conflated construction in this sentence is
justified by the implied motion in cpuyq.. There is an echo of Cyc 679 npbg 0e<I)v Jiecpeuyaa' f)
pdvob^' eiaco Sdpcov;, also Cyc 407-08 dXXoi 8' Sncog 8pvi0eg t\ puxoig rtdrpag I nxq^avTeg
elxov. nxqaaco is also used of birds cowering at HF 974, Soph Ajax 171.
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1066-68 Amidst the standard el + optative construction for a wish, there has been some confusion
due to the oxymoron in i:xxpX6v...cpdyyog. The figure is used to recall Polymestor's original cry in
1035. |3X&papov...6pn&TCt>v, lit. "eyelid of (my) eyes," cf. Sup 48-49 £ai6ov><r' olxrpd p£v
daacov I Sdxpu' dpcpl pXecpdpotg, Cyc 483-86 dye, rig npcbiog, tig 6' 6ti rcpdncp I raxOelg
6aXoO KcbnT|v dxpdaai I KbxXconog Eaco pXapdpcov doaag I XapTipdv 8x|xv Staxvalaa; Helios,
the Sun, is invoked as the giver of light to the world, cf. 68, and see Soph El 86ff. Compare
Orion's being healed of his blindness by the sun, Apollodorus Bibl 1.4.3 £xd 61 Tiapayevdpevog
dv£pXex|)ev ££,aKEo6ag ijji6 xfjg i^Xiaxfjg dxrrvog, xal 6id rax^cov foil t6v Otvonlcova 2an£u6ev.
This might be an oblique continuation of the hunting metaphor (see also U00-06.) Collard (see his
note) suggests the repetition of dx&jaio indicates Helios = Apollo. There are examples of each
healing blindness, and the two gods do seem to merge in the fifth century. dnaXXd^ag cf.
1197-98 note.
The unusual metre being used here, enOf/lans, has not been satisfactorily discussed in the
secondary literature, but cf. Ritchie (1964) 310, and Willink Or page 288.
1069 olya: Commands to oneself are common in tragic lyric, cf. 725 but also Cyc 488 olya olya,
xal 6f| peGikov... The duplication in the Cyclops does not prejudice in favour of the alternate
reading of some MSS., and Christus Paliens; duplication would be impossible metrically.
Tierney sees similarities in this scene with the short horror plays of the Grand Guignol in
eighteenth-century Paris.
1070-71 noSd is often used redundantly in Greek, cf. 53 - Diggle (1981) 37. Porson (on Or
1427) suggests verbs of motion take an accusative of the instrument or limb used, Denniston El 94
cites other examples, and cf. Jebb on Soph OC 113-4 (but Lloyd-Jones and Wilson's more recent
OCT reads oiyqaopal re icai ov p' it, 66ou 'xTioScbv I xpi3x|>ov xai' dXyog, adopting Tournier's
emendation over the MSS. &, 66oti rtdSa.)
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xe is a simple connective, uniting the two actions, cf. GP 497.
The cannibalistic desire Polymestor expresses is of the same ferocity as Achilles' threat to
Hector, Horn II 22.346-8
<oa
at y&p ncog auxdv pe pdvog x& 0up6g dvelri
<jl>p' dnoxapvdpevou xp£a £6pevai, ola Eopyag,
tbg oux £oQ' 3g afjg yE xuvag xe(paXf)g dnaXdXxot
- an utterance Segal (1971) 38 characterises as "one of the most savage utterances of the poem."
cf. Cyc 366-67 Jjevixdrv I xpecbv xexappdvog |3op$, 409, and Cretans Austin fr. 82.38-39 e(x'
cbpoalxov xfjg £pf)g £paig cpayeiv I aapxdg, ndpeaxi. Perhaps most relevant to the present
passage are Hecuba's words at Horn II 24.212-13 xofl iycb piaov fyrap fyoipL I £o0£p£vcu
npoa<puacr Though there are no verbal parallels, the wish is a striking counterpoint to the
Achilles speech (Segal (1971) 61.) It comes after Achilles' anger has begun to abate, and shows
the ferocity inherent in the character of Hecuba in the myth which Euripides inherits. What
Polymestor desires on the death of his sons is something Hecuba has herself desired on the death
of one of hers.
1072 extends the metaphor begun in 1058.
1073-74 Both the Scholium Xap[3dvcov xal dcpaipoupevog dvx^xxiaiv xfjg fpfjg pXdpqg xal
TixpXcbaecog, and the phrase 213 Xcb|3av Xupag x', suggests Hadley's correction of Xcb(lag XOpag
x' is right. Diggle (1984) 68 agrees, and accepts Seider's £> which removes the "unwelcome
P
resolved anapaest".
1075-78 Polymestor's question becomes victim to some rhetorical exaggeration, suggesting
perhaps excessive self-interest, cp^popai refers to mental seizure, cf. HF 1246 not tp£pq
Gupoupevog; but Polymestor's awareness of his being transported in this way removes credulity.
There is irony in the care he expresses for the fates of his children after their death when compared
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to his treatment of Hecuba's child, Polydorus. Mossman suggests that the children are eventually
left unburied onstage at the end of the play. BdyKcnc; "Ai6a are women possessed by Hades, and
driven to a Bacchic frenzy. There is not a necessary inconsistency here (cf. note 676-77) in two
deities being represented as the single source of the frenzy. vAi6a = "hellish", cf. HF 1119 el
prpc&)' "AiSou |3dxK°S d tppfraaipev 5v, Aesch Ag 1235 Guouaav "Ai6ou pqx^p.' For the
genitive, Seaford on Cyc 397, cf. also Pho 1489 ctl6op£va ep^popai vexixov, Or 1492-3.
That Bacchants could rend one limb from limb is clearly a conscious possibility to the audience,
here two decades before the first production of the Bacchae. By using Siapoipaoai (to indicate
the possible result - for this use of the infinitive cf. 1107 cpdpeiv and MT 97 which indicates these
infinitives express purpose, cf. Russell p.64 = complimentary acc.), Polymestor echoes Hecuba's
descriptions of his actions in 716. By using £K[3oXdv, Polymestor echoes Agamemnon's
descriptions of his actions in 781. To be a banquet for dogs is the worst atrocity that can befall a
corpse in Homer: cf. a single example, why Achilles will not sack Troy, II 18.283 nplv piv Kuveg
dpyol ESovtch (see Segal (1971) passim - the index has an entry under kuojv), and in Euripides
HF 567-68 tcpaxa 6' dvdoiov xepcov I f)h|>a> xuvtov iJXxqpa, Held 1050-51 tcopl£|ex' auxov,
6p<£>eg, elxa ypi5) xuaiv I 6o0vai Kxavdvxag. See Collard on Sup 47 for other scenes involving
abandoned corpses.
1079-83 7i(i [ko was deleted by Nauck as an intrusive gloss, which Diggle and Collard follow, the
latter speculating that the copyist did not read nq. tcdprjico as "where am I to rest?", lit. bend my
knee (sc. ydvu, cf. 1150.) While this is clearly an attested meaning (also Soph OC 85 ihccqnj)'
tycb), there are several valid arguments against it, and therefore for preserving 719 (3<2>, for want of
any valid reason to remove it:
1. the normal phrase nq (3d) nq axd> (see note 1056-57) which represents all possi¬
ble action, should not be quickly removed. If Euripides were using rhetorical
variation, 71(i axc2> would be the intrusive question (but this has not been
suggested.) Removing nq fkb instead merely creates two parallel questions.
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Porson's tidy adjustment moving the question to the beginning of the line
strengthens its integrity, but ultimately is not necessary.
g
2. Collard suggests that the presence of the third question makes th line "metrically
disruptive." If a paroemiac is less desirable than a single dochmius, the
paroemiac in 1072 then need also be explained away.
3. line 1056, the opening line to this first part of the monody, asks nq |3<£> nq err£>
and then uses a nautical metaphor (nq x&aco.) The same happens here, at
the close of this part of the monody. Weil went so far as to emend xd|irJxD
to X&C7CD.
I believe this last point to be decisive, whether nq (3<2> is at the beginning of the line (with Porson,
a mistake easily explained) or at the end, with the majority of MSS.
Euripides has Polymestor exhibit considerable confusion, with a continual mixing of
metaphors. As has been stated, xdpTjxo is a nautical metaphor for tacking, borrowing the idea of
'rounding the post* from running, cf. Aristoph Ach 96 fj nepl dxpav xdpnTa>v vecoaoncov
ancoTtctg; The nautical metaphor is preserved as he compares himself with a ship at sea, furling its
sail with ropes (as it might while tacking) - but instead of a$ sail, it is Xtvdxpoxov cpapog, his
flax-woven robe (sailcloth was made from flax, and Xfvov was used = sailcloth (Aristoph Frogs
364 doxebperca xai Xlva xai mxrav Sian^pncov elg 'Em6aupov.)) His literal meaning, that he
wants to lift his robes to be able to move quicker, is not concealed as he says this, and would be
made explicit by the actor performing the action itself. Jeffrey also sees metaphors from guardship
and blockading squadrons.
Many then see in xolxav a return to the animal imagery that has been so prevalent in the
monody so far, i.e. "lair" (and seea note 1172-75.) This is probable, but the primary association in
the present usage is as a lying-place of death: while a bed at Med 151-52 rag dnXdxou I xolxag
£pog, it need not be, viz. El 158 xolxa £v oixxpoxdrg Gavdxou (Gavdxou being essentially
redundant) and Aesch Ag 1494 xolxav xavS' dveXeuGepov.
The Scholiast offers alternate explanations of the last lines: £ AB suggest Polymestor is
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seeking to protect his children's bodies from exposure, an ironic interpretation in light of
Polydorus, surely - mutilation (1076) is also a threat. Since the monody has been so self-obsessed,
it is better to follow E M, the reference to the children being only in passing: "to this place where
my children lie dead" (Collard.)
6Xe0ptov is a two-termination adjective, cf. HF 415 6Xe0p[oi)g, Sup 116 dXcQplav: see
Collard on Sup 101 KaSpelag, and Kannicht Hel 335.
For the scansion of 1083, see note 714-15.
1085-86 The chorus' bland interjection both pities and chastises Polymestor. Its purpose is purely
functional, breaking the monody into two uneven parts, aoi is the dative of advantage (Smyth
1481.) The warning of the chorus is very much a Greek commonplace for revenge, on how
retribution is a necessary consequence of wrong action (cf. 902-04) preserved most succinctly in
Aesch Cho 313 Spaaavra na0av, but cf. Ag 1563-64 plpvei 61 plpvovxog t\ 0p6vcp Ai6g 1
naOeiv t6v £p£avrcr 0£apiov ydp, Eur. fr. 979:
ofhot 7tpoaeX0oua' f| Altai ac> I"} xp^aqg,
naloa np6g flnap ou61 xdtv fiXXcov ppox<2>v no6l
t6v iiSixov, 6X\h aiya xal (3pa6eT no6l
oxelxoooa pdpv|)£i xobg Kaxobg 6xav tuxO-
and Horace Odes 3.2.31-32 raro antecedentem scelestum I deservit pede poena claudo.
1087 Barrett, in making a case for keeping Hip 1049 in light of 898, rightly says interpolation
from 723 here is certain, and reflects a common phenomenon, see Page (1934) 103-05.
1088 Collard's psychological justification for Polymestor's calling for his spearmen "as a man of
violence himself (9, 25, 877 etc.)" is not necessary. In terms of dramatic necessity, Polymestor
shows that he is utterly alone. Having dismissed his personal bodyguard at 981 he is now
attempting to summon them. In one sense, everyone that he calls - his spearmen, the Achaeans,
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and the Atridae - are just offstage, but nevertheless beyond an ability to help him. He uses Ui>,
which is standard for invoking assistance, Soph Phi 736 tcb 0eo( (this also being an instance of
intense pain and loud noise onstage), Eur HF 884 ld> ndktg, Or 1296 leb IleXaaybv "Apyog.
XoyxcKpdpov "bearing the cavalry lance" is particularly appropriate for the eOnuiov
Thracians (cf. 9, Horn II 14.227 InnondXcov ©ppxcov.) The Thracians are associated with Ares at
Ale 498 "Apeog, ^axpuaou ©ppxtag n£ktr)g &va£, Rh 379-87. While Collard's interpretation of
K&toxog = "Ares' own subject people" is defensible, the traditional interpretation of (frenzied)
possession (Scholiast kaxexopivoog vnb too n60ou toO "Apeog) is preferable, cf. Or 791 |if| 0eai
p' olarpco Kaidaxcoai, Pho 784-85 2> rcoXdpoxOog "ApTjg, tI no0' atpan I xal Gavdicp xardxil—I
Hip 27-28, Bac 1124, Soph Tra 978. While several words with Ionic associations show ablaut
between the thematic alpha and eta, Opijxrig remains consistent, cf. Aesch Per 566, Barrett Hip
735-37. •
1092-99 As his desperation increases, Polymestor's scansion becomes more irregular. The
thrice-utterred (3odv, the standard cry for help, in 1092 betrays this desperation.
1093 dj 'he, pdXere npdg 0ec5v has a ceremonial sound to it, cf. the ritual cry at Bac 152 co he
pdXKai, and Phae 112 cb Ire XaoC, Plutarch Thes 25.1 6e0p' Ire ndvteg Xeco, Aristoph Peace 298
6e0p' it', £> ndvieg Xeco. Dale (1968) 73 wrongly states that when "resolution precedes
syncopation ... [there is] a license not found in iambo-trochaic." Diggle (1981) 18 notes the folly
of this opinion, citing Hip 1145, Ion 689-90 = 707-08, 1449-50, And 1219, and Aesch ST 565-67 =
628-30 where resolution takes precedence. Daitz prints td> Tic (therefore scanning a dochmiac and
a cretic) but it is clear that the formula is d> He, cf. Bac 152, Phae 112 (both cited above),
Callimachus 5.13, Antagoras AP 9.147.1.
1094 f| ouSetg is scanned dissyllabic, by synezesis, cf. HF 184 f] ou natfia t6v £p6v, 6v au cpfjg
etvai Soxelv; Hel 137, Ion 999, Or 597, Bac 649.
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1095 This is another notable similarity with the Cyc 672 oiSxtg p' dncbXea', cf. Introduction V.
1099 For the use of the subjunctive in questions, cf. 1056-57 note.
1100-06 Having received no response yet to his pleas for help, Polymestor vainly desires suicide,
as the chorus notes 1107-08, wishing either to fly up to heaven (which Tierney notes does mean
death; he cites the fifth-century Potidaean inscription in Hicks and Hill (1901) 54.6-7 alOtjp pip
tpauxdg xmodixaaio, acbpaxa 6k xOcbv I xd>v6e) or descend to Hades. This antithesis seems to
have been common in Euripides when characters are in similar desperate situations:
Ion 1238-9 x£va tpuydv nxepdeaaav fj
X0ov6g \J7id axoxCcov pux&v nopeuOco
HF 1157-8 oipoi, t£ Spdaco; not xaxcov £pqp£av
etipco, nxepco/x6g fj xaxd X0ov6g poXcbv;
Med 1296-7 6et ydp vtv fjxot yfjg ye xptxp0fjvat xdxco,
fj nrrivbv fipat o<2>p' kg atO^pog pd0og
Hip 1290-3 mSg oupt Ond yfjg xdpxapa xpumeig
6^pag aiax^vOHg,
f] nxqvdg avco pexapdg pfoxov
ntjpaxog n66a xo06' dv^is;
(which may be corrupt, see Barrett)
Phae 270-3 xdXaiv' kyCo xdXatva not
nd&a nxepdevxa xaxaaxdaco
dv' al0dp', fj yag Ond xeO0og dcpav-
tov ££,apaupcoOcb;
See also Sup 829-30 xaxd pe nkbov yag EXoi 1 6id 6k GueXXa ondaai, Soph Ajax 1192-94 kkpcle
rtpoxepov aiOdpa dulvai piyav fj xdv noXdxoivov "Aidav I xetvog dvrjp, Herodotus 4.132.3 fjv
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pf| fipviGeg yevdpevoi dvarrrfjoGe tg t6v oupavdv, pueg yevdpevot xcnfi t% tccrraSuriTe...,
Gibbon (1910) 525 "unless you could soar into the air like birds, unless like fishes you could dive
into the waves" etc. Wings clearly form a topos in these expressions,.dpntdiievog (Aeolic 6p- for
Ionic 6v&, cf. Wilamowitz' conjecture at Aesch Ag 985 which is the only (potential) use in the
indicative): cf. above, and Ion 796-99 (sic) &v' 6yp6v ipmaliyv atG^pa ndpoco yadag 'EXXavlag,
ficrcepag danfpoug, I otov olov fikyog bnaGov, cplkai, HF 650-54, Hip 732-34, Bible Psalm 55:6.
Though Bond is right to compare the magical association of transferring the evil to another object,
the listing of alternatives in the present instance does more than this. By expressing the situation
in an either...or construction, there is a suppressed protasis which dupes the evil: it ensures that the
status quo (i.e. the evil remaining with the speaker) is not a possibility. In all these wishes, the
speaker eliminates formally anything but being raised up or dragged down, which in the present
instance means death in either case. As it turns out, Polymestor's wish is not answered.
In Polymestor's antithesis, there is a light/darkness contrast which, though without irony in
the use of boocov, nevertheless does bear on Polymestor's situation. The constellations mentioned
(note stars are also mentioned at Ion 796-99 cited above) are appropriate for several reasons:
1. Orion and his dog (found together also, e.g. at Hesiod WD 609-10 cur' fiv 6'
'fiptcov xai Lelpiog £g p&rov EXGfl 1 oupavdv) are clearly associated with
hunting, thereby maintaining the metaphor used throughout the first part of
the monody, as well as 1172-75, as well as with blindness and cures for
blindness (= Polymestor's desire?) See note 1066-68.
2. Rising near the summer solstice, the constellations are associated with great heat
(hence the redundant nup6g cpXoy&ig; Zelpiog = "the scorching", where one
literally should sc. dortjp) cf. Virgil Aen 10.274 Sirius ardor, Homer II
22.25-29.
3. As Orion constantly flees the constellation Scorpio (see Frazer (1921) I. 33 n. 2)
so Polymestor now flees the Trojan women.
4. Sirius is described as having burning eyes, which gives another positive, divine
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association to Hecuba's eventual metamorphosis (see note 1265).
Stanford Ajax p. 289-90 Appendix E "A Note on Suicide", mentions that suicide is a concern
particularly of many Sophoclean characters. Of the three motivations he suggests for Ajax, two
can be brought to bear for Polymestor: fear of ridicule and mockery (at having been defeated by
captive, barbarian (he is to ally himself with the Greeks 1133-82 esp. 1175-76) women), and a
desire for vengeance ("suicide after a ritual cursing of one's enemies, was a recognized form of
revenge in ancient society" (Stanford Ajax page 289), cf. Delcourt (1939) who discusses suicide in
tragedy but does not address this passage because it merely consists of the wish (neither though
does she address willing sacrifices, who in tragedy often act as if their death possesses this same
nobility (see Introduction III). Stanford Ajax 835 associates suicides with the role of Erinyes and
alastores, cf. note 685-87. Before the Platonists and Pyfriagoreans, suicide was not condemned, but
was viewed as a legitimate means of escape from an uncomfortable life. Tierney suggests we
contrast HF 1247-48 and 1351. Bond, writing on the former, details the instances of disapproval
of suicide. The latter is a notorious crux, dealt "with I believe should be understood with the MSS.
reading O&varov, cf. And 252.
Hermann deleted al0£p' which is clearly a gloss, read at the beginning of 1100. Daitz and
Diggle cite the Scholiast.
&cp(qoiv, while grammatically only of Sirius, in sense applies equally to Orion.
Strictly speaking, "Ai6a is the ruler of the underworld and not the place itself. It is
nevertheless a commonplace to use the one for the other, cf. 418, 483, and to an extent 1076.
pek&yxpcora seems to be used = "black as death" cf. Or 321 pekdyxpcores eupevtSeg, and IIec
71, 705. These lines serve to realize the ironic potential of certain lines in the fourth episode, e.g.
954, 968, 972.
nopGpdv, accusative of motion towards, used here poetically without a preposition, referring
to the Styx.
1107-08 The chorus provide a sympathetic voice, stating the common popular moral sentiment
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(see above note) that suicide is an acceptable means of escape for Polymestor. The Scholiast's
comment elpcoveudpevog 6 x°P&S toOto cpT}cn npdg t6v noXupijoropa does not impugn this, but
suggests that they dissemble in the sense that they conceal the fact that they are passive accessories
to the crime, and offer their pity. It is idiomatic in poetry to omit coerce between f) and cpdpeiv as
would be expected, cf. 844-45 xpeiaaov' f| X&,ai X6yq> I roXpi'jpaG', fr. 1083.10 peT^ov f) X6ycp
cppdaai, Soph OT 1293 t6 y&p vdaqpa pa^ov f| cp^peiv. Sometimes chare is found, however:
e.g. at Xenophon Ana 3.5.17 tpo(3o0pcu pij ri peT£ov f) (hare cpipeiv SovaaGai (jup|3jj, Herodotus
3.14.10 p^co icaxd f] coerce dvaxXaleiv. The Ionic form (note accent) is required by meter,
in iambic trimeters also at Soph fr. 556(Skyrioi~) oi!>6iv yhp dXyog oTov f| noXXi) ^6q, fr. 592
(!Tereus) 4 ihv yhp dvOpconou t,6a\. See Page Med 976 for other metrical restrictions affecting
the form this word takes.
1109-1295 Trial and Final Judgment of Polymestor
The conclusion to the play helps unite the overall structure: as in the first and third
episodes, the interplay between characters in the exodos commences after an extended lyric passage
from the person of lowest status on stage (see Introduction VI.) The action is a formal agon (see
below) as at 216-443, and breaks down as follows:
1109-31 Agamemnon establishes himself as the judge
1132-82 Case for the defence: Polymestor's rhesis
1183-86 Choral couplet - end of speech.
1187-1237 Case for the prosecution: Hecuba's rhesis
1238-89 Choral couplet - end of speech
1240-92 Agamemnon's judgment and Polymestor's prophecies
1293-95 Final choral comment
Collard (1975) 63 observes "the Athenian audience no doubt responded as readily as we do to
courtroom drama, because of its immediacy to our own experience and our easy identification with
the emotions of the stage-persons." Euripides does not make it that easy for his audience,
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however. He challenges it with the moral ambiguities of the situation. The scene begins with
Agamemnon's unannounced entry. This suggests that he has been waiting nearby, not at the Greek
camp as would be suggested by 1109-11 (note also only he responds to Polymestor's cries for
help.) He is attended by silent characters, presumably an armed guard, who become dramatically
necessary at 1282. There are several indications in the text that the character is acting a part in the
role of an impartial judge, see notes 1116, 1127-28. In this respect, he is like the merchant in
Soph Philoctetes, or the protagonist in Shakespeare's Macbeth II.iii.89-94, on Duncan's murder:
Had I but died an hour before this chance,
I had but liv'd a blessed time; for, from this instant, 90
There's nothing serious in mortality -
All is but toys; renown and grace is dead;
The wine of life is drawn, and the mere lees
Is left this vault to brag of.
Hecuba has already gained Agamemnon's duplicity (a fact she tactfully omits in her rhesis) at
898-99. It has therefore been noted that the agon between Hecuba and Polymestor is a farce. That
is not to say the scene is "weak in dramatic logic" (Collard (1975) 65). The purpose of the scene
is to provide a retroactive confirmation of Hecuba's just position, which is set against
Agamemnon's pseudo-justice and Polymestor's injustice. Some judgement is required, and the
dramatic logic dictates that it be a repeat of the earlier judgement. Also, Polymestor in his defence
does attack Hecuba's position. This means, crucially, that in her rhesis she must provide some
justification of what she has done.
Polymestor's rhesis (1132-82) is "more a messenger speech than a lawcourt defence" (loc
cit) and this helps to define the (moral) short-sightedness of the character. This does serve a
secondary function, since the result of the trial is never actually in doubt, the narration of the
details of what transpired offstage maintains interest. Kovacs pointedly remarks that "We have
heard the false Greek pretending to aloofness from matters barbarian, matters in which he is
actually quite intimately involved. Now we must hear the false barbarian showing that he is, at
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heart, a loyal servant of the Greek cause" (1987, 106). In contrast, Hecuba's inherent rightness is
demonstrated in her rebuttal, which is "a conventionally methodical demolition of Polymestor's
case" (loc cit.) The trial before Agamemnon allows the audience as well as the judge to be
informed of what transpired within the tent - compare the dramatic effectiveness of this with the
way sketchy details are given to Agamemnon at 774, 779. Sheppard believes the audience's
reaction is completely negative: "We despise his pretence, and can have no respect for his
verdict." But this is to impose what we know of the situation onto Agamemnon. Though he
agreed to allow Hecuba's attempts at revenge, he could not know nor be expected to know what
form it would take; even the chorus have already been shown to be unaware of the precise details,
cf. 1034 and 1037 note. It is surely a more extreme situation than Agamemnon envisaged as being
possible by women, however appropriate her actions are in the situation. He is then genuinely
surprised on four counts:
(1) to hear Polymestor's cries in the first place, 1108,
(2) to discover Polymestor blinded, 1117,
(3) to discover his children dead, 1118, and
(4) that it was all done by Hecuba, 1122.
This surprise has an effect on his language, which "quickly becomes simpler after his surprise at
1116" (Collard on 1113.) Polymestor presents his case as though he were in the right, and acting
in Agamemnon's interests, that it is Hecuba who should be on trial for her atrocities rather than he
for his. He admits his guilt in the opening lines of his speech, by confessing to the murder of
Polydorus. Hecuba's rebuttal removes all his assumptions, leaving only this fact and his guilt. In
Aeschylus Eumenides 566ff., Orestes' case is so balanced that a trial (agon) needs to be held to
determine his innocence or guilt, with Athena presiding. Euripides here rejects this indeterminacy,
and shows his character to be absolutely morally correct and blameless in her actions. That
Polymestor is a significant character in the play, and not a mere messenger brought on specifically
for the purpose, means the details are narrated with a definite opinion in mind, not as an impartial
observer (and there were surely enough witnesses to the event had Euripides desired.) Taplin
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(1977) 82 n.2 lists other examples of this: Tro 1123ff, Rh 756ff, Aesch Sup 605ff, Ag 1380ff,
Soph Ajax 1380ff, OT 771ff, Ant 249ff, 407ff, the Gyges fragment POxy 2382; to which add Bond
Hyps fr. 18.
This is all reinforced by the structure of the agon: in the contemporary Athenian lawcourts,
as today, and in most examples of the tragic agon, the prosecution initiates debate and the
defendant closes it, "but there is a tendency to put the stronger case, if there is one, second -
stronger either in justice or in debating-points - and occasionally, as with Helen v. Hecuba in Tro.,
this is allowed to invert the normal order" (Dale Ale 697.) Euripides is therefore stating explicitly,
simply by the structure of the scene, that Hecuba's case is the stronger and the just one. In Med
465-575 Medea's stronger case is first, and she, like Hecuba here, is formally the prosecutor, but
Medea is the exception: typically, the 'sympathetic' character speaks second, cf. Iolaus in Held,
Theseus in Sup, Hippolytus in Hip, Orestes in Or, and Hecuba in Tro. The Troades debate Dale
cites (903-1059) and Or 470-629 are like the present debate also in that there is a judge present
during the agon, Menelaus in each case. For an agon without a judge, see Stevens And 184ff.
Collard (ad loc and (1975) 64-66) also notes the similarities between the present passage and
Medea 1317 and Heraclidae 928-1017. In all three scenes, there is an enmity which is not
resolved within the context of the agon and endures well after the play. Both of the agon speeches
are 51 lines long, whereby Euripides clearly gives each speaker 'equal time', cf. Med 465-575
where Medea and Jason each speak 54 lines (accepting the deletion of 468.) Page says this
phenomenon is "very rare in Euripides", clearly opposing Paley, who lists twelve instances in the
preface to Euripides vol. 2 xix-xxiv. Though all may not be valid, it is at least clear that Euripides
did use the technique from time to time.
Arnott (1991) 110 wrongly identifies Polymestor as the plaintiff, and Hecuba as the
defendant. This simply cannot be sustained: Polymestor is not seeking legal redress, he is seeking
pity.
1109 It is common for characters to justify an entry by mentioning a loud noise: Hip 790, 902
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(cited below), IT 1307, Aristoph Ach 1072. The normal word for such a sound is pot), but xpauyi)
(= "shriek" or "croak" of a raven) is used at Hip 902-3 tcpauyffe dxoOoag afjg dcpixdpriv, ndrep,
I cmov&fl, Or 1510, 1529, Ion 893.
1110-11 For this use of naTg, cf. Held 900, fr. 989 6 rfjg tOjoIS rtaTg tcXfjpog. XiXax' see note
678-79.
This is the earliest extant personification of an echo. It is generally supposed that Echo
delivers the prologue in Euripides' Andromeda (412 B.C.), assumed from the Scholiast on Aristoph
Thes 1065 too npoXdyou tfjg 'Av6popd6ag e[o|3oXi), cf. also 77^rl018ff = Eur fr. 118.
1112 fjapcv, "had we not known", is the reading of the Etymologicon Magnum (c. A.D. 1000) and
makes sense where the undisputed MSS. reading Tapev does not.
1113 The objections of Elmsley and Weil that napiax' dv is not Attic and would have been
written naptoxcv dv (as in some MSS.) cannot be maintained. Though naplaxcv "would have
I+- IS
caused" represents a phenomenon rare in Greek, but surely not inconceivable: Tro 397 el 6' rjaav
olkoi, xpr)ai6g c2>v £Xdv0avev (despite Diggle), where Lee writes, "The omission of civ stresses
the fact that the idea in the apodosis would definitely be true if the condition had been fulfilled."
Cf. Jeffrey: "the sentence starts as a hypothetical form, and suddenly changes into a statement of
fact", and also Hec 1218. This use of the indicative for the subjunctive is more common in Latin:
Virgil Georg 2.132-3 et, si non alium late iacaret odorem, I laurus erat, and cf. also Shakespeare
Romeo and Juliet IH.ii. 114-15 "Tybalt's death I Was woe enough, if it had ended there." See MT
432, Smyth 2320,
Diggle (1981) 100 (on Ion 354-59) is in the end
correct, though: the six MSS. Daitz reads as having naptatf dv do in fact read napdoxev &v.
Further "Dr K. Matthiessen tells me that, according to his collations, 'there are twelve manuscripts
which have napdoxev &v, the rest have nap^oyev, none have napicr£ &v'. Another probable
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instance of this elision is Or. 502 £Xa(3' av 6vtI (Bergk: £Xa|3ev dvrl uel £Xa[3ev av xfjg codd.)."
(1981, 100) and cf. Diggle (1974) 16-19, (1975) 198.
06 p^acog cf. And 873 ndXccog t' ou p&jcog EiiSatpovog, is found also as litotes without
the negative at HF 58, Thuc 2.60.7, and in fourth-century comedy.
1114-15 Cf. Bac 178 d> cp£XTa0', cog <rf|v yfjpuv f|a06pr|v tcXdcov (and Christus Patiens 1148)
which echoes these lines. Theseus is likewise recognized by the blind Oedipus at Soph OC 891 cD
cptXTcn', gyvcov yip t6 TipoacpcovTipd oou, cf. Rh 608-09 where Odysseus recognizes Athena's
voice. For the use of yip in the parenthetical clauses, cf. And 64 gj (ptXtdTT] ouvfiouXe -
ctvv6ouXog yip el, Med 465 co nayKiKiare, toOto yip a' elnev ixco, and HF 217-18 co yata
Kifipou, xal yip ig a' icpt^opat I Xdyoug ivetSioxflpag ivfiatoOpevog, also HF 174-76. The
use of (plXta-iTi here is instructive: it is clearly the appropriate form of address for Polymestor to
use with Agamemnon (cf. 505 and Collard's note), but our perception is coloured by Polymestor's
earlier double use in his first line (953), and in Hecuba's sarcastic echo at 990. The present
instance is not morally neutral: like the stereotypical Hollywood director who calls everyone
"Darling", so Polymestor's repeated use demonstrates how empty the sentiment in fact is.
1116 la extra metrum cf. 733.
1117 For alterations to Polymestor's mask, cf. note 1056-1108.
1118 For the visibility of Polymestor's sons, cf. note 1049-53.
1119 &pa used after 6cmg (is there irony in the use of the masculine?), cf. Bac 894 laxuv t66'
£xeiv, 6 ti txot' apa t6 6aip6viov, Plato Laws 692 B and GP 40.
1121 For the corrective force, with 6XXi, cf. note 948-49. For the hyperbole, cf. note 668.
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1122 Tobpyov eipyaaat is a figura etymologica, used for emphasis, here in the commonest form
of verb + cognate accusative, cf. Sup 1072 6eiv6v Epyov ££apydaco, Soph Ant 1228 olov 2pyov
a'pyaaai.
1124 Polymestor bursts into renewed frenzy when he discovers that Hecuba has not fled
completely (as it is natural for him to expect a woman to act) and may in fact be within arm's
reach, again recalling Cyc 679-82, cf. note 1056-1108. (Spot, tC X#jag; cf. 713 note. Line 1128
shows that during this speech Agamemnon signals to his attendants who grab Polymestor and
restrain him; Agamemnon performing this action would be unlikely, cf. Philoctetes held by
Odysseus' sailors, Soph Phi 1003.
1125 There is a rare double elision, 'cr0' for icrri.
1126 Tierney accords this line an "almost Aeschylean weight."
Siaondacopai recalls the vivid threats of 1071, 1076, cf. Bac 338-39 6v copdaiToi
crxuXaxeg ag £0p£\J>aTO I Sieandaavro, Sup 830 did 5k GucXXa ondoat.
xa0aipd£co cf. And 587 axqmpqj 5k t&5c ab\ xa0aipd|oj xdpa, Or 1527,1A 311.
1127 Despite Agamemnon's earlier rhetorical flourish, his pretence is shown here for what it is,
by the double colloquialism he utters when caught off guard: otStos "you there" (Stevens (1977)
37) is used to introduce a question, and is also found at Ale 773, Aesch Sup 911, and in its more
usual form with ctu at 1280, Soph OT 532, Aristoph Ach 564; t( jidcrxeig; "what's up with you?"
(Collard; Stevens (1977) 37.)
!
1128 This form of the participle papycooav appears only here, and the word indicates wildness,
idiocy, and lust, cf. HF 1005 cpdvou papydmog, 1082, Pho 1156, 1247, of Helen's lust at El
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1027, of the Furies at Aesch Eum 67. Dawe (1973) 83 believes the variant in H at Ajax 50
papycoaav is an "emendation by learned reminiscence", which may or may not have been
introduced deliberately. Wilson (1976) 173 approves of this interpretation.
1129-31 Agamemnon establishes himself in the same role as an Athenian dicast. Such opening
statements to an agon are common: some are overt (229, Or 491 np6g t6v6' dycbv, Held 116
npdg toutov fzycov), and others slightly more circumlocutious IPho 465 X6yog p£v ouv o6g
7ip6a0e, Tro 907-08 xal 665 to65 tvavxloug X6youg I i)pTv xax' aiixfjg, Hel 944-46.)
By applying x6 (3&p|3apov "savagery" to Polymestor, Agamemnon anticipates much of what
will follow. Technically, a p&pPapog was any non-Greek and therefore should apply equally to
Hecuba. Meridor (1978) 32 believes that the fact that Hecuba is never presented as barbaric means
that "Hecuba's act ... does not p lace her outside of civilized society" and therefore means the
audience is more inclined to sympathise, Sympathy for Hecuba is not however a genuine problem -
it has long since been won - and the purpose of the isolated setting of the play is to remove any
possible influences of 'civilized society'. The distinction does not seem to be Homeric (despite II
2.867 Pappapdqxovog) and is clearly an indication of contempt, signifying either rudeness and a
lack of (Hellenic) culture, or, as here, cruelty and brutality, cf. Hel 501-2 dvrjp ydp ou6dg code
P&ppapog eppdvag, I 5g 6vop' dxodaag Todpdv ouStboei (3opdv, Med 536-8 7ip<2>xov pirv 'EXX&6'
dvtl |3ap|3dpou yOovbg I yaiav xaroixeig xal 6txqv tmcrxaaai I vdpoig it xpqaflai pi) npdg
iaxdog yapiv, Demosthenes 21.150. There is particular irony here because Polymestor is going to
ally himself with the Greek cause (cf. Hecuba's reply to this point, 1199-1201). In this matter, too,
he has been prejudged.
The issue only really exists because Hecuba, too, is presented as a sometime Thracian. In
line 3 (and by allusion in the following lines), she is described as the child of Cisseus, a famous
Thracian king in myth. This is the more significant because there were many other options
available to Euripides in his selection of Hecuba's parents that would not hold what becomes an
ironic coincidence: Cisseus is listed in the ancient sources by Nicander of Colophon fr.62.1, Virgil
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Aen 7.320, 10.705, Servius ad loc; Dymas by Homer II 16.717, Strabo 13.1.21, Dictys 1.9.6; and
Sangarius by Apollodorus Bibl 3.148.1. Suetonius Tib 70.3 represents the issue of Hecuba's
parentage (specifically her mother) as the sort of arcane mythological knowledge that Tiberius
carried to a laughable extreme (see also Mossman (1990) 264 n.33). It would therefore seem that
Polymestor and she are meant to be thought of as cousins (surely not as brother and sister!), a
detail the debasement scholars seem to have missed though could do much with. Her heritage
provides a legitimate rationale for Polymestor having been chosen as ward of Polydorus. The
reference to him here and at 1200 as-as-a barbarian, then, must be understood in the first instance
as a value judgement, rather than as a straightforward description of objective fact. In the agon
both Polymestor and Hecuba present their cases in terms of how 'Greek' they behaved, though
Hecuba need not make so much of this because of her earlier dialogue with Agamemnon. For how
this relates with the notion of ££via in the play, see notes 710-11 and 793-97. For further
discussion of the barbarian in Greek drama, cf. Hall (1989) and Bacon (1961).
1132-35 These lines clearly repeat the facts Polydorus established in lines 4-15.
Optative + ftv provides a 'courteous' future, cf. 485. Used to commence a speech, cf. El 1060 and
IT 939 X£yoip' &v, Sup 465 and Or 640 Xfyoip' &v Hip 336 oiy<£p' fj6r|.
It is necessary to identify Polydorus as "Ek&Ptjs ttcuc; (cf. 3) in this context because this is one of
the divergences from the Homeric story Euripides adopts: whereas at II 21.88 he is the son of
LaOthoe and Priam, he becomes a greater potential threat to the Greeks in this play by being the
son of Hecuba.
Adjectives in -to? are usually passive (cf. Barrett Hip 768) but here utiotitos is active,
"suspecting", cf. IT 1476 6cmg icXucov amorog, and Jebb on Soph OC 1031. Thucydides uses t6
otiotitov = "suspicion" at 1.90.2, 6.89.1. 6ij, cf. GP 205.
1136-37 To attribute cunning to Polymestor here is to credit him with too much. It is preferable
to have him not fully understanding the judicial process occurring around him, heightening one
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manifestation of his savagery in comparison with Hecuba. The rhetorical effectiveness of xoCxov
KOT^Kxetv* is equally powerful as an unwanted early confession. There is no dramatic urgency
that Polymestor have 'a good showing' at the trial since it has already been shown to be a
misguided assumption, since the trial serves merely to confirm Hecuba's vengeance retroactively,
in a format (the agon) that would have been pleasing to the Athenian audience. This is reflected in
the final judgement, cf. 1243. There is therefore an ironic echo in npopr)0iqt, recalling 795,
regardless of the interpretation of the word there.
1138-41 Polymestor invokes a common Greek notion that your foe's children must not live {Held
1005-8, And 519-21, Tro 723, HF 166-67. This notion was of course also present when Hecuba's
women killed Polymestor's sons, the event he will describe 1157ff.
There has been considerable discussion of the significance of the various moods used in the
verbs in these lines. The main verb, £6eioa, is historic, prj after verbs of fearing indicates
something that may happen, but is not desired: "The subjunctive can also follow secondary tenses
to retain the mood in which the object of the fear originally occurred to the mind" (MT 365), e.g.
Xenophon Sym 2.11 ware ol p£v Gecbpevoi itpopoOxo prj xi nd0p. The vivid subjunctives
60polcrfl and £,ovoiK(aq present the immediate consequences (recalling the ouvolicioig of Attica by
Theseus described at Thuc 2.15.2), which leaves room for more remote consequences to be
presented in the optative, dpaav.
1142-5 Polymestor seems bitter at the recent (vuv + imperfect ixdpvopev, a word also at line-end
at Med 768) marauding presence of the Greeks in his country, whose activities correspond to those
Thucydides credits them in 1.11.1 6XX& np6g yecopyiav xf|g Xepaovqaou xpandpevoi ical
Xpaxelav xf|g xprnpfjg dnopCgt. LSJ II.3 says the use of 1142 xp£[3eiv to mean "ravage" is unique.
While there may be justice in his indignant attitude, Polymestor's self-motivation may not sit well
with Agamemnon. It certainly would not have been accepted by the Athenians of 427 B.C.
(Diodotus at the Mytilenian Debate): Thuc 3.43.1 fjv xig xal U7i07ixet3qxaL icdp6o\jg p£v Evetca x&
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p&tiota 61 6pcog Xdyav, cpOovVjacmeg rfjg oil pepalou SoKfjaecog t(2>v tcep6(£>v tf|v <pavepdv
cbcpeXlav rfjg ndXecog dcpaipoupeOa.
1148 The postponement and enjambment of xpuaoO emphasizes the power the lure had on him.
For the seeming contradiction in pdvov 61 auv tckvoioI, cf. Med 513 auv Titcvotg pdvt] pdvoig,
El 628 fj pdvog fipcbcov \x£ia.
1150 Tcdpr|xiv ydvu is redundant after t£,co, but does stress that Polymestor will be slower to react
later, cf. 1079 (where the idea of "resting legs" is more immediate), Aesch PV 32 ou xdprrrcov
ydvo, Soph OC 19.
1151-54 The complex word order of these lines has led to many corruptions, but I am convinced
the original readings have been restored, as printed in Diggle's text.
al p£v is in partitive opposition to the subject of the sentence, noXXaL.Tpdxov tcdpai. This is
only clear with Milton's emendation of xeiP^S fr°m MSS. xeiPeS> the reading which is adopted by
Daitz and Dodds Bac 745 who reads it as a "grim anonymous threat" which while poetic
impoverishes the overall sense (for Milton's work on Euripides in general see entry in
bibliography.) For £v0ev, cf. note 731-32. 6r| is deprecatory (GP 231) as at Bac 224.
A failure to see KepxCda as the object of fjvovv led to the corruption 0&kouv for Odtcoug,
which Hermann emended. While at 363 tcdpxig, literally the shuttle that is thrown back and forth
between the woof of a loom, = the loom itself (synecdoche), here it is used for the product of the
loom, the cause for effect, in the same way ndvog is used for the product of labour at Or 1570
tekt<5v(i)v tkSvov, Aesch Ag 53-54 depviottjpt] I ndvov dpiaXlyaiv dX&javreg. The Edonians
were a particularly familiar Thracian tribe, based on the East bank of the river Strymon: they had
destroyed the first Athenian colony in 465 at what was to become Amphipolis. Thracian textiles
were particularly highly regarded, cf. Kazarow (1930) 543 and Hall (1989) 137-38. XEP&S can
function two ways: since the garment is referred to as its creating device - the shuttle on the loom
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- so the hand that throws the shuttle is the referent for the final product; perhaps more
straightforward, however, is to read xEP&S 38 "handiwork", cf. Horn Od 15.126 pvfjp' "EXdvqg
XEtpcov. .
Xcvaacd and auyr) are also used together at 925, where see note. The preposition is
used because in a Greek house (as well as, one must assume, a Greek tent) light is admitted from
the ceiling. The action, to see how much light would pass through the cloth to determine the
tightness of the weave and therefore the cloth's approximate value, seems to have been common
enough to become a normal adverb, cf. Aristoph Thes 500 cbg f| yuvi) SeixvOaa i6v6pi
lobyxoxXov unauyizg olov £onv, Plato Phaedrus 268A raura 61 On' auy&g paXXov IScopev,
rlva xal nor' £xEl t^XVTlS SOvapiv.
n^nXoug need not refer to female garments, as it did at 933 (but see next note), cf. the
flowing robes of Agamemnon, IA 1550 npdoOev dpp&tcov nfriXov npoOelg, of a barbarian, Aesch
Per 468 fiqljag St ninXovg x&vaxcoxu/aag Xiyu, and see Jebb Tra 602.
1155-56 A prima facie reading of the MSS. leads one to conclude that the women inspect a single
Thracian lance, and then remove Polymestor's twofold "equipment." While the etymology and
usage of ordXiopa and its cognates would suggest that the meaning is seldom beyond that of
clothing, and therefore that the twofold equipment here constitutes the aforementioned spear and an
outer garment. This is perhaps reinforced by the common use of n&iXog to mean an undergarment
(cf. 933) which is easily visible, perhaps suggesting a full costume change for Polymestor at his
entry at 1053, thereby adding to the overall spectacle described in note 1049-53, but cf. Sup 559
£aToXiap£vov 6op£, IA 255. Daitz (1981) provides an alternate translation of these lines, avoiding
this: "Others pretend to inspect my Thracian lance and so strip me of my double-edged weapon."
It seems that after such a clear reference to the clothwork (1154), it is preferable to preserve the
idea that the women were encouraging him to relax completely, taking his spears and loosening his
clothing. This supports the idea that Athenian men had a genuine anxiety about a female sexual
threat. This straightforward interpretation of aroXtapaTog seems to be all but universally
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disapproved of, I believe unfairly. Part of the difficulty lies in the visualisation of this scene. The
audience is not witness to the event, merely to the retelling of it. There are no visual clues to help
them envisage what transpired, apart from the lack of one or two spears, and perhaps an ornate
outer cloak. The words of the narrative itself need to be considered. The two nouns immediately
preceding the word aToXlaparog are 1154 and 1155 xdpaxa (see below) followed by a
word meaning "twofold"; to take these nouns as the twofold equipment is the most natural
interpretation. The Scholiast cites Horn Od 21.340 which, when viewed in a larger context
(21.338-41), also links a single spear with outer clothing, albeit as part of a longer list:
et xI qiv £v-uavuofl, 6tbq 61 ol euxog 'AndXXcov,
tooo) qiv xXalvav it xit<2>vd te, elpata xaXd,
dcboco 6' 6£i>v dxovra, xuvtov dXxxfjpa xal dvSpcov,
xal ^Icpog dpq^xeg-
Nevertheless, since the preceding lines have been shown to be corrupt, and because the present
lines use unusual vocabulary, there has been a tendency to alter the text.
Not without merit is Hartung's "particularly ... crucial correction" (Collard) adopted by
Diggle et al. changing the xdpaxa 0pqx£av to the dual, xdpaxc ©ppxlco (an emendation
apparently also made by Weil, "Je corrige".) It is of course a commonplace that Homeric heroes
carried two spears (Od 1.256 m^Xqxa xai dcm£6a xal 6uo 6oupe, II 4.495 ndXXcov 6' 6t,6a
6o0pe), but Lorimer (1940) suggests that this was not the case in the fifth century. Fraenkel at
Aesch Ag 643 says dlXoyxo'v and Soph Ajax 408 6lnaXrog refer to two spears, where Stanford
follows Lorimer, = "double (spear) wielding", and therefore "fully armed", contra Jebb and
Scholiast, = "double-wielded", i.e. "two-handed" as apparently IT 323, cf. also Pind P 4.79
alxpataiv 6i6i3paiaiv. There is sufficient iconographic evidence to argue either way: 2 spears,
e.g. the 'bilingual' (red and black figure) amphora by the Andokides Painter (ARV 4, 7), a lekythos
by the Pan painter (ARV 557, 113); one spear, e.g. an amphora by the Kleophrades Painter (ARV
181, 1), an amphora depicting Athena by the Nikoxenos Painter (ARV 220, 5.) Though the latter
seems slightly more prevalent, ultimately the evidence for the emendation is inconclusive. In
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Homer, a xdpctij is a vine-pole (77 18.563), but it appears as a spear (synecdoche) in tragedy at El
852 £ax°v xdpaxag, Aesch Ag 66, as well as Aristophanes fr. 404 (Holkades) Xdyxai
dxauXl^ovxo xal £uaxi^ xdpa£. It should also be noted that Polymestor's spear or spears would
at most be formal requirements, that exist only to be taken away from him to render him
defenceless.
Granting that there is merit in Hartung's emendation, the editors are forced to evaluate
oxoXlopaxog, which though uncontested in the MSS., does possess a Scholiast's variant
oxoxlapaxog, which Bond (at HF 1096 on Diggle) equates with oxoxdapaxog and calls "an apt
reference to the 6uo ioOpe of a Homeric warrior." The reading oxoxdapaxog was originally the
emendation of Hartung (so Daitz, pace Diggle.) A word derived from oxdxog, "pillar", is clearly
preferable for spears, cf. Bac 1099-1100 "aim" dXXoi 61 Gupooug teaav 6i' alGdpog I ITevGdcog,
crtdxov 6uaxqvov, Aesch Sup 243 (metaphorical) "guess" (obolized by Page), and most importantly
Bac 1205 "missile" oux dyxuXqxoTg 0eoaaX<2>v axoxdapaaiv. It is my opinion that if one
accepts Hartung's emendation in 1155, it only makes sense to remove the allusion to clothing and
follow him and the Scholiast later in the same sentence, in 1156. This is not necessary, as the
MSS. reading can be clearly construed.
1157-59 xoxdfieg, while used of a human mother at Hip 560-1 xoxdfia xdv Siydvoio Bdxlxou
(and this is in lyric), is otherwise always used by Euripides of animals: Med 187-8 (lions) xcrixoi
6£pypa Xcatvqg I dnoxaupoovTat 6pcooiv, Cyc 42 (sheep) yevvatcov 6' die Toxddcov, cf. -
Theocritus 8.63 (goats.) The present usage should be taken as a contemptuous slur on the women
who have wreaked these atrocities on Polymestor, = "dams", either alluding to their fierceness, or
merely their being subhuman.
dxTiayXoupevat is always found as a participle, cf. Or 890 ("a very strong epic-toned word"
Willink), Tro 829, Aesch Cho 217.
driaXXov perhaps recalls the use of the same verb with Astyanax in Horn II 6.47^aurdp 6
y' 5v cplXov ulov dnei kvoc nfjXi xe xcpatv.
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ydvoivto is plural, despite the neuter r6cva, because it refers to living persons (Smyth 959,
Porson.)
Diggle follows Elmsley's SiaSoxaio' since he "everywhere disallows exactly bisected
trimeters unrelieved by elision" (Collard), cf. Diggle (1973) 263-64; (1984) 67, but this is far from
universally accepted: Denniston El 546 "no fatal objections to the text", Dodds Bac 1125 "The
absence of caesura may be deliberate ... an insufficient ground for drastic emendation, particularly
in a play which shows Aeschylean influence" (for which see Introduction IV), Ussher Cyc 7
"flavour of pomposity", Collard Sup 699 "Some defend the phenomenon particularly in messenger
speeches (Page on Mel[anippe] D[esmotis] 31 = fr. 495.6 [6p0ooTa66v Xdyxaig indyovreg
cpdvov]; Broadhead Persae 300)" and cf. 355, 549 (if nap&jco y&p is counted as one word), Hel
86, And 397, Sup 303, West (1982) 83 n. 18, Humphreys (1881) 222. Paley posits an intrusive
gloss, tentatively" suggesting the unattested reading 6ta6oxatat t* fjpapov xepfhv. This is not
necessary.
1160-62 The absence of al p£v to correspond with 1162 al 61 is not abnormal, cf. HF 636
£xorxnv, ot 6' ob (= oi p£v £xouoivi °* °^)» Or 730, IT 1349-53, Soph Tra 117, OT 1229, El
1291, GP 166. Collard notes that "some..." is not required in English translation either. Cf. Diggle
(1981) 92 on IT 1350.
mug Sotcdg appears as a parenthetical comment also at Hip 446, IA 1590, Aristoph Ach 24, and
gives vividness to the description, as does the tense of xevroOai.
The weakness of the simile of noXeplcov (despite 1152 jiapd cplXco which is not being
alluded to, and Bac 752 (Sore noX^pioi which "is so different that it does not protect the MSS
here" (Collard (1986) 23.) has been countered by Verrall's vivid suggestion (adopted by Diggle,
doubted by Collard) of noXmddcov. The octopus is found in Homer, also in simile, at Od 5432-5:
cog 6' fire nouXbnobog GaXdpqg i^eXKopivoto
np6g KoiuT|8ov6cpiv Tiimval Xdfyyeg ^xovrai,
cbg too np6g n^rpqai Gpaoeidcov hub xeip<2>v
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fkvol &7rd5p\xp0ev
Collard lists later references to the octopus, though he himself doubts the validity of Verrall's
conjecture (1986, 23). A complicating factor is that this is the only adverbial use of SixTyv in
Euripides, but for want of any better suggestions, I follow Verrall. Mossman (1990) 217 agrees,
and sees the image as a deliberate change in the animal metaphor Polymestor uses: "The action of
the women in the tent might indeed recall dogs pulling down a beast but Euripides introduces at
just that moment the off-key image of the octopus." If right, this would suggest that the allusions
to dogs earlier are not meant to be an identification to be pressed literally, but merely an evocation.
This then informs an interpretation of Hecuba's metamorphosis, cf. 1265 note.
1165-66 The status reversal is here complete: the women - unnamed, silent women - are treating
Polymestor the way he would be expected to treat a woman, cf. Or 1469 (sic) dg I lcdpag fid
fiatcrfiXoug fiixtbv 'Opdaxag, And 710, Tro 882. The verb is used in a context of a woman
"pulling down" her father for a kiss, Sup 1100-01 xdpa tfifie I xcnetxe xaP^- F°r d£avtoTaCr|V,
cf. Med 1212-3 xPT^oov yepatdv d^avaarrjaat fidpag I npooeixeO'.
1167 oufidv fjvinov, cf. And 1132 6XX' oufidv fjvov, Herod 9.66.1 ofifidv fjvue.
1168-69 t6 XofaBiov is connected with an internal accusative as at HF 196, which itself is a
common hyperbole, cf. 233, Aesch Ag 864-65 t6v 6' dnuocpdpeiv xaxoO I k&kiov 5XXo nfjpa.
1170-71 While it is true that brooches would be necessary to hold male garments together as well
as female, ndjon«i seem to indicate long, slender pins, perhaps always made of gold, used
particularly by women, cf. of Oedipus' blinding Pho 62 xpwrjXdTOtg ndpnatotv alpaE,ag xdpag,
Soph OT 1368-9 (moajidaag y&p elpdncov xpaoTiX&toug I nepdvag dm' autfjg, and also Herod
5.87.2 Kxvieuaag xfjai nepdvpot tcov ipaxtcov. If it would be automatic to assume the ndpnai
used here are made of gold, then there is some irony in that ultimately Polymestor did get some
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gold within the tent. The active agents of the blinding have not been identified before this.
Shakespeare uses this description to effect a pun in Titus Andronicus I.i.135-39:
Then, madam, stand resolved, but hope withal
The selfsame gods that armed the Queen of Troy
With opportunity of sharp revenge
Upon the Thracian tyrant in his [Theobald reads "her"] tent
May favour Tamora, the Queen of Goths.
In Ovid's rendering of the story, Hecuba herself blinds Polymestor, and the contrast "may have
influenced Hecuba's image ever since" (Meridor (1978) 30 n.ll). For asyndeton, cf. 840 note.
The use of &v& suggests further up into the recesses of the tent.
1172-76 With the several difficulties that this passage holds, I am tempted to follow at least in
part Diggle (1969) 45-46 in his tentative suggestions, not later printed in his text (noted by Collard
(1986) 23). Reading 0tp<2> for 0r]p cog avoids the awkwardness of the inappropriate simile. The
initial verbal asyndeton created (see 840 note), as Diggle observes, is very much at home in a
passage with two others, 1171 xevtoOaiv alp&aaouaiv and 1175 pdkkcov dpdaacov. Whether
this is stylistically desirable or not is a separate matter. The beast throwing missiles is now a
hunter. Either reading recalls 1058-82. Mossman (1990) 298 n.45 believes Diggle was right to
change his mind, comparing Soph Ajax 5-8 for the same mixed metaphor. OVjp is used of a
murderous person in 1073, Or 1271-72 xexpuppdvoug I Ofjpag ^npr[peig avixtx' ix0p°^OLV <paveT,
Pho 1296, but it is unlikely that even Polymestor would use it of himself in his own defence in the
agon. The fact that his quarry are xizg piwtpdvoug xovag only becomes problematical when the
reader (editor) assumes the dogs belong to the hunter. The women have been called xuolv by
Polymestor in 1077 and the concept is clear. It will also factor in the prophecy of Hecuba's
metamorphosis (cf. 1265 and note, 1273) into a dog.
In 907-11 the use of tmesis could be seen to have rhetorical purpose. Here, though, £x 5t
TiTifiqaag offers little more than metrical convenience. For other tmeses in dialogue, cf. 504, Ale
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548 eu 6i tcXqaciTe, HF 53, Soph Ant 420.
Prinz deleted 1174 to remove the second difficulty Diggle (1969) addresses, but that is not
the answer: for one thing, the speeches should be kept equal in length (as opposed to only one
line difference) and 1191 is the only line that has been suggested (Nauck) for deletion in Hecuba's
speech. The problem is that the hunter is searching every wall, which is said not to be a typical
activity of hunters. Diggle tentatively suggests the anagrammatic koltov for toTxov, because
searching every lair is more appropriate (for the noun, cf. Ion 154-55 cpoiidxj' fj6t| Xdnowiv re I
niavol IlapvaaoO Koirag. Homer Od 22.470, Theocritus 13.12, Callimachus 3.96 and (pace
Diggle) Hec 1083 (where see note.) Diggle (1969) 46 n.l adduces 1040 puxoug and 1065 puxoOv
as supporting the new reading (corners of the lair) but these can also be read with toixov: walls
of the tent, vs. corners of the tent. Reading the anagram would be preferable if there were any
support in the MSS. Without it, it is acceptable to stay with roixov. Other solutions can be
found in Viljoen (1918) 45 and Campbell (1958) 182 neither of which is convincing.
p&XXcov dpdaocov appears to be a stock phrase, found also at And 1154 and IT 310, which
is particularly appropriate because it brings the audience to a point they have actually witnessed:
1040 pdXXcov, 1044 apaaoc.
Polymestor's claim that he was pursuing Agamemnon's interests is echoed in Hecuba's
sneering questions 1201-03. Polymestor is assuming that one's enemy's enemy is one's friend,
which is not logically consistent, nor a necessary conclusion in Greek ethics. Diggle's correction
from re to ye (1981, 88) is undoubtedly right, cf. 615, Ale 847, Held 794, Or 118, Bac 816.
1177-82 To ascribe Polymestor's views to Euripides himself is of course naive, and Aristophanic
parody of misogynistic views (e.g. Thes) proves nothing. Euripides does often present his male
character deriding women (e.g. Agamemnon 876ff., Hippolytus Hip 616ff.) The problem is
discussed by Lefkowitz (1986) 112-32, notes 143-44, ch. 7 "Misogyny".
1177 The rhetorical flourish of (mildly) deprecating too much talk is common: Med 1351, Sup
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566, Soph Ajax 1040, Aesch Ag 916, 1296.
1178-79 One example of such men of old (frem Euripides' perspective, not Polymestor's) is
Semonides of Amorgos, fr. 7 Diehl, cf. Lloyd-Jones (1975). For the repeated tig...Tig of the same
indefinite person, cf. And 733-34 Ion ydp tig oil npdoco I Endping ndXig ng, Or 1218-19 (though
Herwerden deletes 1219), Soph Tra 3.
Xdycov &rav is an example of the Schema Chalcidiacum (Lesbonax Grammaticus De
Schematis IV), an Ionic idiom for Xdyei, cf. Cyc 381 fjTe ndoxovteg, Aesch Ag 1178 Eorai
dedopxcbg, Herodotus 3.64 dnoXcoXexcbg e£r|, 3.99 dnapvedpevdg dari, 9.51 drrl hntfOMoa.
1180 owTepcbv, sc. X6yov from 1077 Xdyoog = "condensing", cf. IA 1249 £v cruvtepoOaa rcdvra
vixi)aa> Xdyov, Tro 441 tbg Si cnmdpco, fr. 28 (Aeolus) naideg, aocpoO np6g dvdpdg doTig t\
(Ipaxei I noXXoug xaX<£>g oT<5g te awrdpvav Xdyoug, Telephus 102.8 Austin xal ndXX' £pdx0r|a',
dXXd CTUVTcpcb Xdyov.
1181-82 For women being a separate race from men, cf. 885 note, and for their evil, cf. fr. 1059.4
dXX' oudcv outco deivdv cog yuvf| xaxdv. For explanatory ydp, cf. GP 59. It is typical to
represent all nature with a polar expression, such as oOte ndvrog obre yfj, cf. Barrett on Hip
1277-80.
aid is here used in a standard idiom, also found in English, "ever" = "at any time", cf. PV 973
Gdmre t6v xpatouvt' del, Cicero Verr 5.12.29 omnes Siciliae semper praetores.
It is probably best to take dxloTOTai in the strongest sense possible, "knows for certain'.'
Plato contrasts fruo-nipTi with 66%a "opinion."
1183-84 Polymestor had sought to conclude his speech with an emotional appeal to Agamemnon
"man-to-man" by generalising about women. It is immediately countered by this couplet of the
chorus, reprimanding both Polymestor's general attitude (present imperative Gpaouvov for
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prohibitions against a continual action) and the specific sentiment (aorist subjunctive pipijqi for
prohibition against a momentary action.) Gpacruvov "show shamelessness, act over-bold", cf.
1286, Bac 491 cbg Gpacrug 6 p&x^og xoux iyupvacrrog Xdycov, Or 607, Phae 214 (see Diggle
(1970) 142 and Aristoph Frogs 846, Aeschylus speaking about Euripides.) The sentiment is also
found in fr. 657 (Protesilaus):
iSoxig 61 n&aag cnmiGelg ipdyei X<5ycp
yuvatxag i£fjg, axaick; £cra xou oo<p6g,
7ioXX<2>v yhp ouatov tf|v p?v eiiprjoag xaxrjv
Tijv 6', (jbanep auTT) Xfjp' £Xouaav euyev^g.
and cf. Med 747 6e<Qv tc auvriGeig &iav yivog.
1185-86 That these two lines should be deleted as spurious is all but certain: not only is a couplet
expected between two long speeches (though Hadley page 117 rightly notes the couplet at 1238-39
is only contributory evidence), but the lines are incomprehensible and struggle to find an adequate
sense. A contrast is being established (at p£v...dt 6') which suggests a polar expression.
Unfortunately, the most obvious way of translating each of the alternatives is with a negative
nuance, when a positive nuance is the point of the contrast. Each can be seen as positive, at a
stretch: at p£v ela' imcpGovoi "some are regarded with jealousy (because of goodness or
excellence)" (Ambrose) ; at 6' etg 6piGp6v tcov xaxcov nccpuxapev "and the rest, we come up to
the number of the bad" (after Russell.) Neither of these interpretations convinces, nor do the
various emendations (discussions of which are in Diggle (1969) 4647, Jackson (1955) 159-60,
Hadley 117-18, and cf. Paley's pi) xaxtov for t<2>v xaxcov.) Hermann's dvr&piGpot comes closer
to the positive sense suggested above, and Reiske's cig 6piGp6v t<2>v xaX£>v is plausible, the
corruption perhaps even due to Stobaeus to better suit his purposes, but the point is not worth
pressing. Stobaeus cites it out of context with other passages condemning women, and the
interpolation suits his purpose. This it does not do for Euripides.
Diggle's suggestion of qpcTg for qpcbv is unneccessary: "for we are many:..." is not
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sufficiently better than "for there are many of us:..." to warrant the change.
1187-1237 The audience knows that the trial is specious: Hecuba has already been granted the
support of Agamemnon. In order for the trial to have any bearing on an evaluation of the revenge,
any conclusions drawn must be self-evident - they cannot, in any way, be dependent upon the
verdict given by the judge, or from the fact that judgement has been passed. To a large extent,
Euripides has already achieved his aim. Polymestor's speech has rambled, in form more a
messenger's speech than a defence. He acknowledges his guilt to the charge, and formulates
empty arguments. Hecuba's speech reinforces this, and clearly clinches the debate. Polymestor did
make some accusations of Hecuba, though, and to these she provides sufficient responses. The
rhetorical flourishes and point-for-point dismemberment of Polymestor's speech can and have been
seen to be Hecuba 'selling out' to the sophistry she had earlier disparaged (814-20.) In that earlier
great speech, rhetorical effects were present, and Euripides here has a much more immediate
dramatic purpose, i.e. to make the contrast between this speech and Polymestor's previous one as
sharp as possible. Hecuba needs to persuade both Agamemnon and the audience, and persuasion
(ridGco) is the end of rhetoric. The speech falls into three parts (the division alone being a
rhetorical device) which will be discussed as they arise. Similar threefold divisions can be found
in the speeches of Theseus in Sup 426-62 and 517-63, with Collard's discussion ad loc.
1187-96 Hecuba's argument opens with comments directed at the arbiter of the case. It is full of
pretence, but a pretence which is comfortable and even to be expected in a forensic oration.
Hecuba formally identifies it as an opening 'set-piece' (1195 ippoiploig), functioning much the
same as Hippolytus' "Unaccustomed as I am to public-speaking..." piece Hip 983-91. Similarly,
Plato represents Socrates as speaking a particularly oratorical (and perhaps ironic) exordium
(.Apology 17al-18a6.)
Hecuba is expressing a philosophical point that good words should accompany only a good
(i.e. just) cause, and should prove false when applied to an evil cause. The premise clearly
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underlines the characters of the Right and Wrong Arguments in Aristophanes' Clouds, and is a
notion also found in Theseus' words (Hip 928-31):
6toodg xe cpcov&s ndvxag dvGpcbnoug £xeiv>
xf|v p£v 6iicaiav xf|v 6' dncog £xdyxavev,
cbg f| tppovoOaa t&6ik' ££qX£yxexo
npbg xfjg diKatag, kouk dv VjrcaxcbpcGa.
Hecuba talks of the "clever men", 1192 oocpol, who have made persuasion a fine art, yet who
necessarily fail - 1194 "nobody has escaped." Collard suggests this is a reference to demagogues
such as Odysseus (as presented in this play.) That this is not so is shown by the fact that he had
success: Polyxena was taken and killed. On the contrary, Hecuba is speaking directly to the point.
By momentarily including Polymestor among the oocpol, she compliments him, only to reveal that
all acxpol must fail if they present a bad case. The audience (dramatic and extra-dramatic) knows
that Polymestor has not been eloquent. How much more must he therefore fail! See esp. Dodds
on Bac 266-71 for the message elsewhere in Euripides.
1187-89 ouk £xPHv taxueiv and £6ei Xdyav are examples of fa peculiar form of potential
infinitive" (MT 415) with an infinitive and the imperfect of a verb of obligation, propriety or
possibility. The sense given is "ought", cf. Hip 467 ou6' iioioveiv xoi xpt} plov Xlav ppoxoug,
619 ouk yuvaiKcov xpqv napaax^adai x66e, 925.
1190 aaOpoog, "rotten, decayed, unsound" is often used metaphorically by Euripides: Rh 639
oaGpoTg Xdyoiaiv, Sup 1064 il xoOx' alviypa aqpalvag aaOpdv; Bac 487. The words do not
"ring true." The metaphor being found earlier only at Pindar N 8.34 oaGpdv ic06og and Herodotus
8.109.5 npCv u oaGpbv ... iyyev^aGai, but becoming more common in the fourth century. The
word is not found in the other tragedians.
1191 This is the line that, unprovoked, Nauck erroneously sought to delete. For the sentiment
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expressed, cf. Diodotus in the Mytilenian Debate of 427, Thucydides 3.42.2 fkwX.6pev6g ti
ataypov naaai, eu p£v elnav oux av fiydrai ncpl too pi) xaXou 6uvaa0ai.
1192 pirv ouv is transitional cf. GP 471.
1193 6i& t&oix; "through and through", cf. 817 tg lilog "thoroughly".
1194 (WoXovt*: gnomic aorist, cf. 598. For the reading, cf. Matthiessen (1969) 303-04.
1195-96 In these lines Hecuba clearly indicates the transition of her addressee: the introduction
(cppoipioig, cf. El 1060 6pjp) 6' t)6e pot npooip(oo) was directed at Agamemnon (1195); she will
now turn to confront Polymestor directly, either "in argument" or "(responding) to his words",
depending on how Xdyotg is understood.
1197-1232 Turning to address Polymestor, Hecuba presents her arguments against his case, such
as it is. She makes four points:
i. 1197-1205 Polymestor had claimed to be preventing any possibility of a second
war between the Greeks and the Trojans (1136-44) in killing
Polydorus. Hecuba counters by suggesting that Polymestor was
motivated only by self-interest (1142-44) and that there could be no
alliance of any kind between Barbarian and Greek (conveniently
forgetting for the sake of her argument two details: that she has
Agamemnon's compliance, and that she is the daughter of the
Thracian King Cisseus (3, cf. Homer II 6.297, 11.223.) While 1202
Kt|6e6acDV does echo 834 KtiSearriv, it must be remembered that
Hecuba's immediate purpose must be seen entirely within the context
of the agon.
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ii. 1206-16 Hecuba presents a joint accusation of cowardice (in not acting when
Troy flourished) and greed. The two points converge, since the only
gold Polymestor has mentioned (1148 xpvooO) is the fictional treasure
Hecuba had promised in the irony-laden fourth episode.
iii. 1217-23 A direct rebuttal of 1175-76 where Polymestor claims to be pursuing
Agamemnon's interests, Hecuba notes the inconsistencies between his
words and his actions, in keeping the gold for himself.
iv. 1224-32 Her concluding point establishes a polar opposition between what
favours Polymestor could have enjoyed, and what he now has for
himself. Her summary of his final state shows the reciprocity her
revenge has had on Polymestor.
After this she concludes, addressing Agamemnon the arbiter direcdy again.
1197-98 8g is surely a better MSS. reading than the less direct cbg and the less appropriate
question mSg. It also provides a valuable precedent fee 1219 5v cpfig where see note.
6naXX6oocov (present, indicating continuous action, taken with 'Axai<2>v, cf. 1068 with rucpkbv
cp^yyog, and 1222 with x^pcSg) contrasts with the (momentary) aorist Kiavetv.
1199-1201 For the repeated £rv, cf. 742 note. Hadley suggests an allusion to Athenian
dissatisfaction with the Thracian Alliance of 431, but if so (and it seems unlikely) this must be
seen as being of secondary importance and inconsequential to the present situation. For the
distinction between barbarian and Greek, and Hecuba's ambiguous position, cf. 1129-31 note.
In this speech, Hecuba denies any kind of relationship between Polymestor and the Greeks.
Here and at 1218 she denies the possibility of cpDaa existing, and cf. 1216 where she suggests
Polymestor has an incomplete understanding of the bonds of ££via.
Paley is convinced by, and argues strongly for, Hermann's emendation: npfira noli not'
for npcoTOV oikor', and omav (i.e. obroi av which is "obviously a great improvement to the
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sense") for o{jt' fiv, and punctuating with a question at the end of 1200. He therefore suggests
tioO is being used in the same way as at Held 369-70 tioO toOtce xaXtog &v £lIt| rxapd y' ei3
(ppovouaiv; The question is rhetorical, and Hecuba supplies her own definite answer, "In no way
could it be so..." However, Dindorf's 066' in 1201 is an easier step, which makes the full
two-and-a-half lines a powerful, absolute statement: "You coward, first of all the Greek race will
never have friendship with a barbarian (sc. such as you), nor could it."
ct7ieu6cov ^c&piv is repeated from 1175 in sarcastic reference (the sarcasm clear from the
emphatic xal, seeking supplemental information (GP 312) cf. 515, 1066.) It is more than an echo:
it is a direct quotation of Polymestor's words. Collard suggests that there is a subtle shift from the
question that should be asked, nvdg x&piv "whose interest...", to that which in fact is asked, and
which contains an assumed answer, r(va x^piv "what interest (of yours)..."
1202 The transitive use of KT]6£ueiv is found only here and at Phae 241 6$ Qch\ icqSeuaeig. For
intransitive use, cf. Hip [634] xqSeuaag xaXtbg, the heavily ironic Med 888 vopcpqv te
Kqbeuooaav fjSeaQai cj£0ev, Aesch PV 890 tcqfieOaai xaB' iavrrdv.
1204-5 The subject of EpeXXov is the (hypothetical) Greek army, omitted by Hecuba to prevent
any mention of concrete possibility. Hecuba is stressing the unlikelihood of the event in the first
place, thereby ignoring a potential accusation of self-interest so that nothing is conceded. She
addresses self-interest in the form of greed in the next line.
nelGco + double accusative = "persuade x of y", the second accusative (y) being internal.
Soxeig persuasively suggests that any attempt Polymestor might make to persuade would fail.
1206 6 xpuobg, stated so clearly and prominently, becomes unambiguous as Hecuba begins to
revile Polymestor's greed. Agamemnon picks up on its prominence in his verdict (1245.)
1207 K^pdq can be used both for "gain, profit" (Sup 236 fiXXog 61 ic^pSoug ouvek', Soph Ant
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221-22 hXk' \m' t\nl5io\ I &v6pag t6 xdpSog noXX&xig StcbXeaev) and the hope for it (here,
Held 3, fr. 659.7-8 oi 6' atoxpd ic^pSt] np6o0e toO xaXoO [3por<I>v I £t]toOoi.v, Aesch Eum 704
KCp&COV &01ktov tooto pouxeot^plov.
1208-10 £rca S(6a£ov totjto is a direct challenge (which must go unanswered, by the conventions
of the agon) to Polymestor to present facts which contradict what she is about to say, cf. Soph OC
969 tnel 6(6a£ov, el..., OT 390. The situation Hecuba describes has many links with the words of
the deceased victim (cf. 16-18), providing a subtle but undeniably deliberate authorial connection
between the two accounts, further supporting Hecuba's case.
The alliteration observed by some in 1209 is no more concentrated than, e.g. 1205 and is
probably accidental (so Collard), cf. Barrett Hip 656 "Eur. was notoriously indifferent to the
accumulation of sibilants ('sigmatism')", 22-23 in add., and Owen Ion 1294 esp. the apposite
anecdote of Tennyson; cf. also Hec 915.
"Exropdg t' fjvGei 66pu, cf. 18, Tro 1162-
1211-12 Wecklein's deletion of 6' (=6r) emphatic (GP 228) as at Aesch Cho 410 Saure) is
completely unnecessary, and creates a hiatus which, though it can be explained away (e.g. West
(1982) 14-15) is undesirable. The particle emphasizes the question t(, which replaces 1208 n<2>g
which began a question that was never completed.
tco6' refers to Agamemnon, and probably was accompanied by an appropriate gesture.
X&piv 0£a0ai + dative = "store up favours with, oblige x" cf. Bac 721 x6piv T' iivaxxi
0cbpe0' (following Elmsley), El 61, IT 604 (sc. aoi), Ion 1104 (np6g clause replaces dative), and
also SoOvcu x^Plv 1138, HF 778.
1214 For a similar conceit, cf. 914 and note.
1215 This line has needed much correction, and Diggle's text gives the clearest and most probable
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sense, understanding icnjpqv' in an absolute sense, sc. 6v. The whole line then becomes almost
parenthetical, reflecting the truth of 1214 (which mentioned individual ruin) on a larger scale, and
thereby making the consequences in 1216 (the murder of Polydorus) seem more extreme. For the
use of UTid + dative, cf. Held 231 on' 'Apydoig, Or 889 6n6 xolg 6uvap£voiaiv.
For the possibility of genuine smoke effects, cf. 823 note. In Aesch Ag 818, Agamemnon
mentions smoke as being representative of the destruction of an entire city: xarcvcS 6' 6Xov3aa
vuv £t' eOaqpog ndXig. There is however something odd about the verb Euripides has chosen,
almost as if to suggest that the smoke from the destruction was the first of the chain of beacons,
the other end of which the watchman spies in the opening speech of the Agamemnon (cf. also Ag
292-93 tubs 61 cppuxToO cp£>g in' Evplnov fiodg I MeooanCou <p6Xa£i aqpatva poXdv* 496-97
o6te ooi 6aCcov cpX.6ya I OXqg 6pe(ag aqpavrl xanvQ nopdg-)
1216 The non-thematic (poetic second) aorist form xaT^XTag, an epicism, is found elsewhere in
Euripides (Bac 1289 ou viv xarSKTag xal Kaatyvqrai aSGev) and Aeschylus (Eum 460 xarSxTa),
cf. HF 424 bcza (in lyric) and Soph Tra 38 Sxxa (in dialogue.) She seems to imply that
Polymestor has no understanding of any social relationships: ££via here (and see 1221 note) and
<p£Xia in 1199 and 1218.
1217 Diggle has adopted GloSl's conjecture cpcdvq "(how base) you appear." This is unnecessary.
Either of the MSS. readings are viable: Daitz' choice of cpavfj "(how) you will appear (base)"
(though this line is rendered very loosely in Daitz' published translation, "Next, I'll show you what
a contemptible person you really are"); Murray's second aorist subjunctive passive cpavfjg, being
used in a clause of purpose rather than in an indirect question, "(that) you may be shown to be
(base)", which has the best MSS. support and makes perfect sense. It also follows the standard
rhetorical practice of telling an audience what it is that it is about to be told.
1218-20 For the omission of with ypqv a' ... 6ouvai, see 1113 note. Here the omission
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stresses that the protasis (that Polymestor is a friend to the Greeks) is definitely not the case. For
Polymestor not understanding the basic relational concept of cptXia, see 1199-1200 note, and 1216.
The use of 8v cppg is suggestive, since it provides evidence for Hecuba's case as if it came
from Polymestor. Whereas in 1197 when she uses fig cppg it is true, Polymestor has not said the
gold was not his in his speech (though that that is what he believes may reasonably be gleaned
from the earlier (pre-blinding) interchange at 994-97. The device makes Hecuba appear to use all
the same evidence the defendant used, while clearly arguing for the opposite conclusion. Since she
knows she has the last word, this makes for strong argumentation. Again, the fifth-century
audience is going to respond more favourably to rhetorical skill than to simple statements
concerning innocence or guilt.
1221 dncljeviop^voig would probably provide a noticeable echo of 1216 ££vov, and thereby
further emphasise Polymestor's lack of relational understanding. For the verb itself, cf. Soph El
776-77 paar<2)v dnoatig teal Tpotpfjg ipfjg, cpuy&g I imeJjevoOto. The use is derived from the
secondary meaning of £ev6co = "to exile", as at Hip 1085, Ion 820, Soph Tra 65 (as opposed to
the more common meaning = "to entertain", where ££vog is a guest, rather than a foreigner; the
verb literally means "to make a ££vog of x."
1222-23 6naXX&£,ai xeP&S> sc- T&v c^- 1197-98 note.
xoXpqig, cf. Med 589-90 f^Tig o66£ vuv I -toXpqig peQelvai xapSlag p£yav x^Xov.
^Xcjv xaprepetg, cf. IT 1395-96 ot 6' ^Kaprdpouv I np6g tcOpa Xmcri'^avTeg.
1224-25 xal pt^v, as at 824.
TtctiSa seems slightly out of place; in sense it should go before cog at.
atoaag is also weird, in that to save Polydorus in this instance means not to murder him,
which is clearly an unusual rescue. The odd feel reproduces the wrongness of the action.
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1226-27 The two lines are parenthetical, providing proverbial support for the thesis being
developed.
dyaGol is crasis for ol dyaGoi (note rough breathing and long initial alpha.)
aO0' = auid = per se. For the potential variation of au0', see MSS. variations and
emendations at 958, Pho 557, Or 1393, Tro 1171, none of which represent dure.
t6 xpryrrdv, cf. Sup 199 nXeico rd xpTlcrrd tcSv kokCjv etvai ppoTOig- Or 451 ical pi)
pdvog t6 xptiorbv dnoXapcbv £xc> Soph Tra 3. There survives a translation of 1226 by Ennius (in
Cicero De Amic 17 amicus certus in re incerta cernitur, which clearly follows the sentiment of
Ovid Trist 1.8.5-6 donee eris felix, multos numerabis amicos; I nullus ad amissas ibit amicus opes
and Shakespeare Hamlet III.ii.217-19
Who not needs shall never lack a friend
And who in want a hollow friend doth try,
Directly seasons him his enemy,
as well as in several Euripidean passages: e.g IA 408 6g xoivbv dXyeiv roOg cpiXoi.cn xpi) cplXoug,
Or 665-7 roug cpiXoug I t\ rag icaicoTg ypr) toTg cpiXotoiv clxpeXdv* I 6rav 6' 6 Salpcov eu
6i6cb, ti 6ei cpiXcov; The Scholiast however interprets the passage differently, with t6 xph<rr6v =
"goodness" and combining it with a60' frcaara: Z 1226 i) ydp euruxla txdvtag cpiXoug noieT. Z
A
1227 td ypx\crih amii it, aurcbv txa toug cpiXoug. el 6t xal dvcrrpacpivTog too nai66g ou piv
iaripriao xprpdrcov, 6 61 naig 6iXourei( ndvicog av ixoivcbveig aurcf) toO jiXoutov t(z rpocpetd
aoi dnotivdvTi, by the use of which Paley suggests interpreting as "If you had acted honestly by
Polydorus, you would have found him a friend; for he would have supplied you with money in
your need."
1228-29 6 6' = Polydorus (rccitg in 1229.)
Collard notes Hecuba's pun in Gryraupbg, Polydorus being prized both as an ally (El 565 Xa|3eiv
cplXov 0T]aaupdv, ov cpaivei 0e6g) and as a source of revenue (1231.) The same double meaning
is found at Sup 1009-11
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xal pf|v 6pqg xqv6' % icpdoTtixag niXag
nupdv, Ai6g Gqaaupdv, £v0' Evecm abg
ndoig 6apaa0elg Xaprcdaiv x£ pauvCoig.
cf. also fr. 518 (Meleager)
xal xtfjpa 6', co rexouaa, kAXXiotov t65e,
tiXoutou 6t xpeTaaov* toO p£v cbxeia 7vr£pu£,
natfieg 6k ypr\aioL, xav Gdvcoai, dcopaaiv
xaXdv ti Gqaaupiapa toig texoOoI ic
dvdOripa [3l6tou xoIjhot' ixXelna ddpoug. 5
and El 497 Gqaaupiapa Atovuaou t66e.
1230-31 As she closes her main address to Polymestor, Hecuba sums up the wretchedness of his
condition. It presents the punishment he has already received as an inevitable consequence of his
earlier actions, both prejudging Polymestor and prejudicing Agamemnon. The oihe ... re ("neither
... and") combination seems strange but was common in the tragedians: Ale 70-71, Med 441-45,
Soph OC 1397-98, OT 653, Phil 1321, Ant 763, El 350, 1078. ixetvov refers to Polydorus, giving
a balanced structure, though it is possible to understand it as indicating Agamemnon.
1232 With die formulaic phrase which Collard finds "slightly threatening" (ool 6* tycb Xiyco, cf.
Held 372, Or 622.) Hecuba turns back to Agamemnon for the closing peroration, emphasizing the
injustice should Agamemnon acquit Polymestor. In addition to the straightforward assertion that
she is right, it is also a backhanded recognition that Polymestor has already received his
punishment, and failure to pass the appropriate verdict (as had been earlier agreed, though not in so
much detail) would be unjust
1233 It is standard to use el + the future indicative to represent a future condition, as at 802,
perhaps implying a subtle threat, which is intensified perhaps both by the formula in the previous
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line and the echo of Hecuba's words here to Agamemnon, xax6g rpavfj, with those she has so
recently used against Polymestor, 1217 tbg cpcdvp xaxdg. The echo is deliberate (not sloppy as
Hadley suggests) and powerful. Both phrases appear at line-ends, and after the complete
decimation of Polymestor's argument (such as it was), under no circumstances would Agamemnon
wish to appear in the same way that Polymestor does, which he would if Agamemnon supports
Polymestor in the agon.
1234-35 The conclusion is climactic and absolute: the four negatives again sum up Polymestor's
state, this time in words addressed to Agamemnon. The adjectives form two pairs of associated
concepts: A- euaepfj, Soiov; B- moriv, Sixaiov. This yields not a chiastic pattern (ABBA), but a
more regular ABAB. For the combination ofhe ... ou, cf. GP 510. The doubled use is found
elsewhere only at Soph Ant 952-44 (sic) out' civ vtv oXpog otix' "Aprjg, ou rcupyog, oux
(iXlKTUJiot I xeXatval vfieg £xcpuyoiev.
1236-37 The closing couplet represents a complete status transformation (the break-off signalled
by 6b cf. GP 167, 868 note), where Hecuba returns from being a high-status prosecutor to her
appropriate servile position. The oratorical style she has exhibited throughout her speech has
clearly been that of a master, confirming the appropriateness of her earlier behaviour within the
context of the agon to all who have heard her. There is however, a judge present, who must
officially pass the sentence. Though he is corrupt, Hecuba must 'step off her soapbox' with a mild
reproof to herself. In 1233 she had stopped just short of calling Agamemnon xax6g. This couplet
is her reparation for that. For the imprecise use of toioOtov, cf. El 53 toxco xauxbg au xoioOrog
&v, which also concludes a long speech. For the generalising plural to avoid speaking directly of
her master, cf. 237, 403, 404, 1253.
1238-39 cpeO cpeO can be used for admiration, as here, cf. the chorus at Held 535-36 cpeO cpeO, tI
Xb^to ncipB^vou p£yav X6yov I xkucov, Aristoph Birds 1724 to cpeu cpeu xfjg copag tou x&XXoug
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as well as for distress, e.g. Theocritus 27.55, the use of which has survived into Modern Greek.
The chorus' comment is a direct counterpoint to its earlier condemnation of Polymestor's speech
(1183-84.) Collard's suggestion that the couplet is sententious and incongruous before-
Agamemnon's speech fails to recognise that there is no decision to be made: even if the audience
did not know already which way Agamemnon was to vote, the words would speak for themselves.
This in effect is what the chorus says: providing a positive formulation of Hecuba's earlier
sentiment about evil speech (1190-91), the chorus states correct actions help a fine speaker.
6q>oppdg is a technical term for an orator's brief, or case, and is often used by Euripides to mean
the factual basis for an argument, to be contrasted with Xdyoov, the words used in its presentation,
cf. Bac 266-67 6rav X&Pp Tig t£>v X6ycov &vf|p oocpdg I xaX&g dtpoppdg, ou pdy' Epyov e\i
Xdyav, HF 236 dcpoppdg totg Xdyoiaiv, Pho 199 dcpopp&g t<2>v Xdycov. For £v6(6coa', cf.
Aristoph Knights 847 Xapf|v yizp £v6&koxag.
1240-42 Agamemnon's sentence is spoken only to Polymestor: he is the defendant. The opening
three lines sound ridiculous after all that has preceded, but even now Agamemnon seems reluctant
to commit himself. There is resolution in the fourth foot of 1240 which is found elsewhere in
Euripides only at 727 and perhaps Phae fr.inc.sed. 4 (so Zieliiiski, denied by Diggle ad loc.) The
problem is that the fragment (Plutarch Moralia 608E so poorly resembles tragic trimeters, that one
or more lacunae have been suggested. Therefore Zieliriski's reading yupvdaia in the fourth foot
can be at best regarded as conjectural, and not a meaningful factor for dating that play, based on
analogy with the Hecuba lines.
1243-44 Agamemnon echoes Hecuba's request in 874 not to seem to act on her behalf, when he
here denies he is doing it for his own sake, or for that of the Achaeans. For the combination o{jtc
... oIjt' o?v, cf. Soph OT 89-90, and with ptj OT 111 (GP 420.)
1245 For the subjunctive £xilS rather than an optative after 1244 dnoiaeTvai, cf. 27. The effect is
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to stress vividness. Agamemnon picks up the emphatic reference to the gold (t6v xpuo6v) from
1219.
1246 The sentiment is similar to Tro 1008-09 Ig xf|v tuxt)v 6* 6p<2>oa toOt' fyjkag, 6ncog I £noi'
6p' aurfj, xfl 6pe-rfj 6' oux ^OeXcg.
1247-49 In these three lines, Agamemnon provides an excuse for his judgement Rather than give
reasons for his guilty verdict, he vacillates, worrying only about the possibility of censure (rJxSyov,
something he had feared earlier - see note 854-56.) The only other use of the word in this play
(384) also entails escaping it (here the deliberative tpdyco; 384 cpuydv.) Agamemnon is not
precisely echoing the contrast between Greek and barbarian that he had broached earlier in the
agon (see note 1129-31), but rather is mentioning the renowned savagery of Thracians in particular
(see note 774) who (Agamemnon supposes) treat lightly (f)<£6tov) something the Greeks rank on a
level with sacrilege (e.g. Aesch Eum 269-75, esp. 269-70.)
The particle combination 61 y' is rare in tragedy, and is strongly adversative (GP 155):
Agamemnon is setting his moral view clearly in opposition to Polymestor's. pi) 66ikeTv
(trisyllabic by synezesis, as at Hip 997 cpiXoig it xpfjoGcu. pi) 66ucav napupdvoic;, where it occurs
at the same place in the line), the negative pi) marking the conditional force of vplvag.
1250-51 It is apparent that Agamemnon at no point actually says Polymestor is guilty. After
excusing the verdict he is about to make (1247-49), he now muses on the consequences of the
verdict, indicating merely that it would be impossible (ouk av 6uva(pqv) to escape censure if he
did not cast a guilty vote. This conclusion takes the form of a trite and succinct couplet, with two
cognate words being used in different senses (of "enduring": trdXpag, xXfjGi) and the rhyming
line-ends -nel ia pf| xaXh and Kal ih pi) cp(Xa, features which reinforce the pithiness of the lines.
While rhymes do occur in tragedy for rhetorical effect (e.g. Med 408-09 yuvalxeg, tc, pijv i$a0X'
dpqxcfvcbtatai I xaxcov 61 ti&vtgjv xdxTOveg aocpdnaTai, Held 541-42, Ale 631-32, Soph OT
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110-11) here it marks the finality of Agamemnon's comments, cf. Med 408-09, cited above, which
mark the end of a 46-line speech and the episode.
1252-53 Polymestor's cry shows that he does not fully understand what has happened. He still
conceives Hecuba as an inferior (tots icaKtomv, note the generalising plural, as at 1237.) He does
not however deny that the sentence is 6hcqv, which is the final proof that Hecuba's blinding him
had been appropriate. For i^aacbpevog + genitive of cause, cf. Ale 696-98 elx' £pf|v d^uxiav I
\6yag, yuvaixbg, d> xdiciaO', f|aaT}|i£vo$, I i] toO xaXoO aoO rtpouQavev veavtou; and Hip 727,
976.
1254-84 The sudden and unexpected break into stichomythia also marks another transition, the
introduction of the prophecies. It is a rapid and attention-drawing device with which to end a play
(thereby serving the same function as, say, a deus ex machinal) Sophocles uses the technique to
end his Electra.
1254 Only one MS. (P) correcUy assigns the line to Hecuba. The finality of Agamemnon's
previous words (1250-51) shows that this cannot belong to him. Agamemnon in fact is to remain
silent until Polymestor presents a prophecy which threatens him direcdy. Hecuba's question is not
answered; Polymestor merely wallows in his own suffering.
1256 Diggle's text is clearly right, marking three separate questions. Hecuba is gloating when she
asks &Xydg;, and the lack of response prompts tl 6', perhaps accompanied by a shrug or similar
gesture (cf. Or 672, 1326, GP 175-76.) The aphaeresis in Bothe's emendation is not exceptional
(cf. El 343 fj 'pou 6e6pevoi;) and reads much better than, for example, the minority reading 6aC,
which is colloquial and inappropriate for Hecuba. The whole line is similar in structure to Ale 691
Xatpeig 6p<2)v <pc2>g- naitpa 6' ou xatpav fioxeig;
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1257-58 A prima facie reading of 1257 can lead to the commonest misinterpretation of the play;
it is not the only source for the particular reading, but it is the most obvious. Polymestor says
Hecuba has a debased motive, and addresses her as £> navoOpye cn3 "you knave/villain/rogue". If
this opinion represents the view of Euripides (i.e. what he wants his audience to understand of the
character of Hecuba), those who believe the play maps ft the debasement of a once-noble character
are correct. But what reason is there to believe Polymestor's judgement? The speaker is a
self-confessed murderer, a greedy barbarian, who has just been found guilty of a crime he believed
he had concealed (even granted the trial was a sham.) His children are dead; he has lost his sight.
It is plausible that the playwright would develop a rash, angry and spiteful outburst at this juncture.
Hecuba's victory is secure: she has attained her retribution for the murder of her son in a
just revenge, which has been retroactively confirmed by human justice. This she has done contrary
to the adversity she herself faced. The use of oppl^ooa' does invoke certain prejudices in the
audience (and probably moreso in the modern reader who is schooled to believe iSppig is the
preeminent tragic flaw) in terms of a moral evaluation of the overall situation. That these
prejudices represent Polymestor's view is certain. To ascribe it to Euripides - in fact, to suppose
that it could belong to Euripides - would be rash.
Hecuba's response is telling: she substitutes the word tipcopovp^vTiv (see 749-50 note) for
oppl^ow'. That she is taking rightful revenge is her correction of Polymestor's suggestion that
she is committing outrage. It is a clear and unequivocal contrast, substituting right for wrong, and
adding the notion of necessity (xptj) This is the culmination of the tragedy; there is nothing more
to be said on the subject. Polymestor, to continue the stichomythia, must introduce further
information - the prophecies.
1260 The aorist subjunctive vaua-roXijap (also transitive at Or 741 xal SdpapTa ti)v xaxbrnv
cauatoXfov £Xt)Xu0£v; and Pindar N 6.33 '16ta vauoToX&meg fruxcbpia) continues the temporal
clause begun by Polymestor in the previous line. In the conventions of stichomythia the
interruption is essential, but also is a simple device for delaying the actual statement, increasing the
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dramatic tension, cf. 1271-73. |i<2>v = "surely not", num forte. 6poug, accusative of motion
towards, cf. 209, 1106. Hecuba sarcastically suggests the obvious. As a prisoner of war, she
knows she is bound for Greece, cf. the second stasimon 444-83. Polymestor's prophecy (that it is
a prophecy is only made clear in 1267 once the details have been described) indicates that she will
never get that far.
1261 Hecuba's wrong suggestion is countered by Polymestor, signalled by p£v ouv = "nay,
rather", immo vero (cf. GP475.) A corrective force is implied, Kpdt|)fl replacing vaixxToXrjafl.
Polymestor continues his original construction giving few details and thereby inciting Hecuba's
curiosity, and so regairf some status. The notion of falling into water recalls the fourth stasimon,
cf. esp. 1024/5 note. She will fall ix tcapxrioloov "from the crow's nest". The Kapx^otov is a
narrow-waisted drinking cup, "a kind of footless kantharos" (Cook (1960) 365), e.g. Sappho
141.4-5 icfjvoi 6' Spa ndvreg i icapxdai' fjxov- The word is used to mean the rope-hold on the
mast-head, by direct visual analogy, also at Pindar N 5.51 dvd 6' tenia rdvov np6g £uy6v
xapxaoiou. The Scholiast on line 3 preserves a fragment of Nicander (3rd century B.C.) which
attests to Hecuba falling into the sea [fr. 62]:
2v0' 'EKd[3ri Kiaar]lg, 'dr' £v nopl blpxcio ndrpT]V
Kal ndaiv £Xia|0eioa napaanatpovra OuTjXcng,
etg frka noaaiv fipouoe xal '^v rtXXd^aro popcpf|v
ypr]iov "YpKavCfieaoiv iei6o|rivr] atcukfrKeaatv;
The alternate versions of the metamorphosis are summarised in Frazer Apollodorus II p.241n.4.
1263 Euripides consistendy uses vadg over vrjbg, and this consistendy causes confusion. That it
is right is shown clearest by the papyrus, but also by diff. pot. The confusion is also shown by the
MSS. variadons at Med 523 and Tro 691, and by the general acceptance of Nauck's emendadon at
IT 1385, and Blaydes' at Cyc 239.
As at 1100, dp- is being used for dva-, dp(3t^crp no6C = "climb up". |3a(vto can take many
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prefixes, e.g. El 1288 £p-, Soph El 456 tTjep-. Only is appropriate here. The same variations
in the MSS. (6p- being correct over £q-) can be found at Ale 50, Tro 1277.
1264 As it stands, the image of Hecuba shimmying up the mast is ridiculous. She responds by
suggesting something that seems equally ridiculous - that she will sprout wings and fly, only to fall
again.
1265 No single line is more important to the interpretation of the play, and there is therefore an
inherent danger in any attempt to explicate it. I do not believe the standard and traditional
view to be correct, which is to say Euripides' view. As I understand it, the traditional view is a
development of rationalising Alexandrian scholars (or perhaps fourth-century interpreters) who took
the line as a literal statement of fact and nothing more; that is, they failed to see the metaphor.
The standard view is that Hecuba's metamorphosis into a dog (xtxov) serves as a supernatural
punishment befitting her violent and excessive revenge (viewed negatively, as 'vendetta', see
Introduction I.) This interpretation is adopted by the Latin tradition, esp. Ovid Met 13.565-75, but
also Cicero Tusc Disp 3.26. Quintus Smyrnaeus 14.437 remains essentially neutral, and Juvenal
10.271-72 and Plautus Menaechmi 701-05 move a further step, to precisely the notion in modern
slang of "bitch". The view is confirmed by all the debasement-theorists, most recendy Collard: "It
is a transformation suiting at least Polym[estor]'s view of her" (referring to 1257, where see note.)
If this interpretation is right, Euripides must be imagining the scene as Hecuba, aboard ship, is
changed into a dog, whereupon she climbs to the mast to leap into the sea.
There are many reasons why this view cannot be tenable as it stands. If it is improbable
that an old woman would be able to climb the mast (1264) it is unlikely that a dog would manage
any better. Since most interpretations of the line take it literally, it is necessary to address the
problem even at this level. Secondly, the cause of the transformation is nowhere specified. It is
related by an oracle (see note 1267) and divinities have at any rate been conspicuous by Uieir
absence in this play (see note 786 and Segal (1989).) The only divinities that do have an active
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place are the Erinyes and the alastores, which are one and the same, the spirits of rightful revenge,
at least for the purposes of this play (see 687 note.) Dion of Prusa (ed. von Arnim xxxiii 59) is
the only source to identify specifically the cause of the transformation, which is the Erinyes. It is
thought that Hecuba being a dog reflects her moral degradation to the baseness of an animal. It is
suggested that as a four-legged dog, she is equated with Polymestor who was on all fours at 1057.
But this does not follow. In the prologue to Aesch Eum the Pythia also appears on all fours (see
1057 note), and that these three constitute all the examples of appearances in tragedy of characters
on all fours (plus the reports in Rhesus) should show that Hecuba predicted to become a base
animal on all fours should not necessarily mean she has become identical in terms of moral
evaluation with Polymestor.
I have made a point of always speaking of 'base animals' because the general assumption is
that Hecuba becoming a dog is degrading, and signifies her moral ruin. There is one other
metamorphosis in extant Euripides, also reported in a prophecy at the end of a play of an event
that has yet to happen. It is predicted at the end of the Bacchae that Cadmus and his wife
Harmonia (who has not appeared in the play) will become snakes. This is (generally accepted as)
in no way a moral judgement on the characters (at least, not for any actions done during the play),
despite the fact that they become, like Hecuba, a 'base animal.' The standard interpretation of this
line therefore rests on two faulty assumptions, first that in Euripides a metamorphosis into an
animal reflects a moral judgement (because it does in Ovid!?) as well as that to become a dog will
automatically evoke the associations of, say, Homer II 1.4-5. Gregory (1991, 110-11) makes this
point, that from the Homeric world onwards there are as many positive associations of dogs as
negative. Taking this second point alone, however, only means that if the metamorphosis is a
value judgement, it could still signify reward. For dogs in Greek literature, see Lilja (1976).
Nussbaum (1986) 414 gives a selection of negative associations; Kovacs (1987) 146 n.68 gives
some more positive ones. Euripides uses the mertamorphosis in the Bacchae to link characters
with the larger picture of myth, however improbable it may seem in rationalising terms. This is at
least part of the solution here.
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But if the standard view is untenable, what is the meaning of the prophecy of
metamorphosis? It is reasonable to assume that the Erinyes are involved: there is no other
divinity suggested in the tradition (for it would be unfounded to suggest that Dionysus were the
cause from 1267), and the Erinyes are appropriate considering the revenge action of the play, and
the conscious repeated allusion to the Oresteia. The Oresteia is the most clear place which
identifies the Erinyes with dogs (there is a possible reference in Theognis, for example, for which
see Gregory (1991) 110 and Nagy (1985) 68 n.l; for a possible connection with Hecate, see
Introduction III.) There is every reason to believe that Euripides is making an innovation in the
myth in presenting the metamorphosis: there is certainly no earlier evidence for the
metamorphosis, and no different contemporary versions that have survived. It would be well in
accordance with Euripides' programme of Oresteian allusion to introduce the Erinyes as somehow
associated with his protagonist. Hecuba then becomes a human embodiment of the divinities of
revenge. Her women have already been associated with dogs (117?) and Hecuba has accomplished
all that she needs to concerning her revenge. This interpretation gives a clearer link to the overall
fabric of myth, and gives yet another sign of approval of Hecuba's revenge action. Hecuba dies in
glory, having been provided with an escape that contrasts directly with the ignominious one
selected by Polyxena in the first half of the play.
The line itself provides further evidence that it is not a literal kucdv that Hecuba becomes.
The animal's eyes (6£pypaTa = fippara, Hesychius) are fiery-red (nopo') which seems to suggest
some supernatural quality apart from the transformation itself. Further, that Hecuba ascends to the
masthead with wings, literal or otherwise, is never contradicted. In stichomythia it is common for
successive lines to 'pick up' on an element in the previous line, either by the use of a particle, e.g.
1258 yixp, 1259 6XX', 1260 pcbv, 1261 p£v ouv, or by repeating words, e.g. 1270, 1271 OavoOoa,
etc. The lack of an adversative particle suggests that the previous detail is not actually refuted.
Representations of Erinyes in fifth-century art do$> divide between presenting them with and
without wings (see Harrison (1903) 223-39) but it is certainly not a remote possibility that
\t~ >5
Euripides would envisage his Erinyes as flying. The metamorphosis is much clearer if its seen to
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invoke the Furies, the only active divinities in the play, rather than suggest the moral degradation
of the queen of Troy. Clearly an actual change in shape is envisaged (see next line) but it is not
into the hound envisaged by the Romans. The transformation is supernatural, made appropriate
since Hecuba has transcended human/worldly justice with her rightful revenge.
Supporting this interpretation is an anonymous fragment (PMG 965) that survives in Dio
Chrysostom 33.59 cocmcp tt)v "Exdf3t]v ol nonyral X^youaiv fail naai roTg fiavotg tcXcutcuov
noifjaai trig "Epivuag
Xapondv xuva- x&\kco\ 66 ol
yvaGcov 6k noXiav
(pGeyyopdvag uncixooc ptv T-
6a T£ve66g te rcepippura
©pqlxiol tc (piXrjvepoi n^rpai. 5
Dio explicitly associates the metamorphosis as being caused by the Erinyes, and abstains from any
negative moral judgement. Stephanopoulos (1980) 82-83 believes that this fragment indicates that
the metamorphosis is not a Euripidean innovation. Mossman (1990) 25-26 is right to point out that
there is no way to assign a date to this fragment, and it need not be pre-Euripidean. For
Mossman's discussion of the metamorphosis, cf. (1990) 218-27, 298-99.
1266 For olaOa + accusative, with no preposition, for knowledge of a thing, cf. Hel 877 ou6'
otaGa vdarov oi'xaS', Ion 987 otoGa yqyevfj pdxqv; IT 517 Tpolav tacog otoG'.
1267 The prophecies Polymestor cites are to be though of as valid and binding on the characters
that they concern. In some ways, the truth of the prophecy concerning Hecuba could be seen as
quite weird, so the truth of the fulfilment needs to be substantiated. The prophecies which follow,
concerning the murders of Agamemnon and Cassandra are/have been fulfilled in Aeschylus'
Agamemnon, a text with which Euripides assumes his audience is familiar. That these come true
(in the context of the larger fabric of myth) is a clear indication that the associated prophecy -
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Hecuba's metamorphosis - will also be fulfilled. The present line lends further support, by alluding
to an actual oracle that existed in contemporary (for Euripides) Thrace as the provenance for what
Polymestor is now saying. On the slopes of Mt. Pangaeon there was an oracle which served the
Satrae, a Thracian tribe. It seems to have functioned much like Delphi, with a priestess delivering
oracles from the god Dionysus. It would appear that the oracle's fame and accuracy were noted in
Athens, and that some thought that it was 'better' than Delphi. That assumption at least provides
an appropriate context to understand Herodotus 7.111, where he defends Delphi: ourot ol toO
Aiovuaou t6 pavnpbv dot ixTtipevoi' t6 6i pav0)iov toOto p£v dnl t<I>v dpdcov t(2>v
o^TikoTdTcov, Brjaaol 6k tcov Zaxpdcov elai ol npocpiyreuovTEg toO IpoO, npdpavus 6b f|
Xpdcoaa Kaxd ncp tv AeXcpotai, xal ov6b\ nouaXunepov. Tierney suggests that Aeschylus may
have been the first poet to associate Dionysus with Thrace, in the Lykourgeia, though that it had
some basis in fact is probable since the association is so long-lasting: an oracle to Dionysus is
attested in Amphikleia in Phocis in the first century A.D. (Pausanias 10.33.11) and cf. Suetonius
Aug 84. The familiarity in Athens is further supported by Aristophanes Wasps 9-10, where the god
is called Sabazios, of which the Scholiast on Wasps 9 says: £a[3d£iov 6t x6v Aidvuaov ol
©p^iccg KaXoOaiv.
The contrast with Delphi is perhaps significant, since Dionysus rivals Apollo as a mantic
god. Euripides refers to prophecies of Dionysus at Bac 298-301 (cited by the Scholiast on the
present line) and (specifically associated with Thrace) Rhe 972-73 Bd^xou npocpfjirig chore
Ilayyatov netpav I dnaioe, oepvdg rotaiv elddaiv 0edg (for which see Diggle (1987).) The use
of the word pdvxtg "seer, prophet" in the transferred sense of the god who delivers the prophecy is
found in Aeschylus of Apollo: Ag 1202 pdvrig p' 'AndXXcov xcpA' di^axrjaev x^Xet, Cho 559
&va£ 'AndXXcov, pdvxig d\J)e\j6f|g x6 nplv, Bum 169 and (of both Apollo and Cassandra) Ag 1275.
There are other prophetic associations with Thrace, e.g. Orpheus (cf. Ale 966-69, also cited by the
Scholiast on the present line) Linus, etc.
The prophecy therefore comes from an acknowledged prophetic authority, and should be
believed, even though its immediate source is the contemptible Polymestor. In many ways it is
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like the prophecies uttered at the ends of the Heraclidae and the Cyclops. In the former instance
(Held 1028-37) Eurystheus cites an oracle of Loxias given to him long before. In the latter (Cyc
696-700) Polyphemus cites 696 naXaibg which may have been given to him by his
father Poseidon, though this is never stated explicitly. All three oracles also contain more than one
prophetic element, where details familiar to the legend (the murder of Agamemnon, the burial place
of Eurystheus, the wanderings of Odysseus) inform the validity of the innovated or less certain
elements (see also Introduction I.)
The use of the dative 0pfl£( is not exceptional, depending as it does on the strength of the
verbal associations implicit in the noun pdv-ng, cf. Or 363 6 vawIXoioi pdvTtg and also Hec 816,
Pho 17, IT 387.
1268-69 These lines introduce two issues concerning prophetic utterances, yet which are left
unexamined and unresolved. These are: (1268) the apparent lack of application of oracles, and
(1269) the belief that it is possible to avoid their fulfilment. Hecuba asks if the prophecy given
(xpdeo is used for an answering oracle, xpdopai for the one consulting it) contained information
only about others, and none concerning Polymestor himself. The seeming uselessness to his
situation at least provides some rationale for Polymestor putting the prophecy in the back of his
mind (cf. the Cyclops where the ancient oracle to comic effect is much more relevant to the
immediate situation of the absent-minded Polymestor.) The following line shows some hesitancy
on Polymestor's part about the inevitability of prophecy. He believes that had he been armed with
the prophecy he could have avoided what he has suffered. It is not necessary to extend this to the
logical conclusionjdiat it is conceivable that Hecuba will be able to avoid her metamorphosis, etc.
Polymestor's statement is made in anger, and tragedy is full of examples (most notably Oedipus) of
/-v
individuals who believed they alone could avoid fulfilling a prophecy. eiXeg is a word borrowed
from legal terminology, and may be intended to invoke the recent agon, though such an
understanding is not necessary, cf. And 289, Aesch ST f83t, Demosthenes 26.11 tcov £X6vtcov =
"the successful litigants".
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1270 The difficulty with this line was summarized by Musgrave, writing of ptov, "hoc
cum Gavouaa conjunctum ridiculi aliquo habet; cum ££>aa tautologici." Surely something is
wrong with the line's interpretation, since as it stands, what editors say must be understood is not
in the least bit clear or obvious. Hadley thought GavoOpai was an acceptable emendation to
GavoOoa, but the whole phrase GavoCaa 6' fj £<2x7' seems unimpeachable, especially in light of
Polymestor's one-word response in 1171, without particles, which clearly picks up on th entire
context of the present line (though I have no doubt that with this same evidence Hadley justifies
his correction.) Weil (once) suggested frccrnjao) for iicnXijaa) but this too is unlikely since
£K7iXijaco seems to be a particularly Euripidean word., cf. Or 293, 463, 657, IT 90 Ion 1108, llel
753. Again this is not proof, but it does make the suggestion unlikely. Of the proposed
emendations to ptov, Brunck's pdpov is unlikely, due to the standard associations in the tragedians
with death. Weil's tpditv is better, but if plov is to be replaced, Musgrave's ndrpov, "destiny,
fate"is blessed with an analogous corruption in Soph Ant 83 pf| 'poO npoT&pper t6v o6v
££6p0ou Tidrpov where in 2 MSS. plov is written above ndtpov, and p(ov appears as the only
reading in some later MSS.
Does the line actually need correction? Most interpretations of the line as it stands are not
tenable, but it is possible that the tautology feared by Musgrave is tolerable. Aristoph Frogs
1151-76 shows Euripides attacking Aeschylus for almost exactly this same fault, and as the
commentators are keen to point, the practice is also found in Euripides himself, e.g. Cyc 210 iL
cpdtTE, tC Xiycic; Hip 380 t(x XPB^' fauordpeoGa xal yiyvcbaxopev Ion 1446-47 t(v' auSixv
6\3ctoj, I podaco; While the device is easily parodied, it is a form of elevated language, or tragical
diction, cf. the liturgical "meekly kneeling upon our knees." To ask "By dying or living am I to
complete my life here?" may not be absolutely clear but its sense is sure. This may be preferable
to Musgrave's emendation.
The final difficulty is determining the referent of £v0d6e. It is not specified, and ultimately
not important, as long as "here" is understood in terms of the progress of Polymestor's predictive
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narrative, as opposed to Hecuba's immediate situation or position. Various suggestions have
included: after leaping (Ambrose); in the sea (Collard); in slavery (Hadley); in this world
(Jeffrey; cf. 418 £xa = in Hades, however the word "Hades" is mentioned in the same line); in
the shape of a dog (LSJ II. 1, Scholiast.) I believe that the most obvious referent is none of these,
but rather that dv0d5e = at this point in Polymestor's predictive narrative, i.e. she wants to know if
any further information or details were imparted in the prophecy.
1271-73 As at 1259-61, adherence to the strict form of stichomythia requires Polymestor's
sentence to be fragmented, and again the effect of postponement heightens tension. Polymestor
responds to Hecuba's previous question with a one-word repetition of the correct alternative. He
then builds on that, giving detail. His sentence, however, is very abstract, its barest structural form
being "its name (dvopa) ... will be called (xexXqaeTai) ... the sign (afjpa)." Tup(3q>, dative of
thing affected, is similarly abstract, as it does not (immediately) refer to anything physical, since
someone drowned at sea has no sepulchre (so Meridor (1978) 32 n.14, followed by Collard.) It is
possible that the feature is a bronze-age barrow grave, which could serve as a marker, could
overlook the sea, and could be called afjpa, cf. Hector's challenge in Homer II 7.84-91 esp. 86
crfjua. It would seem Euripides is implying that once drowned, Hecuba is buried (in her
metamorphosed state?) on the nearest shore, which will be renamed and shall serve as a marker
(which will last until at least the time of Strabo, cf. 7 fr.55 ivGaora 6' icrrl t6 Kuvdg Eqpa
dxpa, ol 6' 'Exd|3qg tpaaP xal yip SeIxvutcu xdprpavn. Tf|v dxpav Tacpog amf)g, and 13.1.28
t\ Tfj Xeppovqaco t6 Kuv6g a%d 6 cpaaiv "Exd|3qg etvcn Tdcpov. Tombs often have such
a significance in tragedy, cf. Held 1030-44, Sup 1205-12, Aesch Eum 767-74, Soph OC 1518-32.
Segal (1990) 209 Peats the usage of o%a as paradoxical: "The oqpa that Hecuba will have,
however, belongs to shame and monstrosity rather than the godlike immortality of xXiog acpGnov."
This seems artificially contrived: if Euripides had wanted to represent shame, Hecuba would be
left unburied, washing in with the tide as Polydorus had done. The use of crfjpa is surely intended
to evoke the noble grave.
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The use of xeid^aexai indicates that Euripides is establishing an aetiological connection,
which is a common feature of Euripidean exodoi, cf. El 1275 jncbvupog 61 aou ndXtg xexXiiaeTai,
Or 1646-47 xexxiiaetai 61 crfjs tpvyfjg fricovupov i 'A£,aaiv 'Apxaaiv t' 'Op^oaov xaXeiv, Ion
A
1593-94 x6mori|iav0^aetai. I xetvou xexXfja0ai Xa&g 8vop' incbvopog, HE 1329-31 tczOt'
frtcovopaapdva I o£Qc\ t6 Xoircbv £x pporcov xexXtfaeTai I ££>VT0g, Hel 1674 "EX^vt] r6 Xom6v
tv PpoxoTg xexXfjoETai, Sup 1224-25 "Exyovot 6' 6v' *EXX&6a I xXt]0£vrEg cb6&g oar^poiai
0^oete, Erech 65.92-94 xexX^aerai 61 toO xiavdvTOg oflvexa I aepvbg IIooei6<2>v 8vop'
tncovopaapdvog I 6aroig 'EpeyGeug £p (povcriai pov0OTOig, and the MSS. corruptions at Tro 13.
It will be noticed that many of these examples use a form of fricbvupog, which supports (or at least
explains) the Scholiast's view that 6tcp66v = fricfrvupov (Nauck went so far as to emend to
popcpfjg 6id>vup6v ti.) Though this must be a correct understanding, it is not especially clear.
Paley takes it in an active sense of "charming against", based on the model of Aesch Ag 1418
£mp6dv ©ppxlcov dripdjcov, therefore understanding it as "to console me for my change of
shape", but this is more tenuous still.
The difficulties presented by lines 1270-73 are many, and one can understand KviCala's
desire to delete all of them, restoring clarity. They are however clearly in line with Euripidean
practice, and the aetiological connection is an important one for him to make. By establishing a
link between his play and a specific geographical location or custom (even if it is not based in
fact), the events in the play are accredited with some notion of 'truth' within the world of myth,
which functions in the historical continuum much as 'prehistory' does in modem historical thought.
From myth did the world the audience knew develop. It is the same motivation for Unking a play
solidly with a Homeric context, and (in the specific case of the Hecuba) with Aeschylus' Oresteia
(or, for that matter, with a specific known oracle (see 1267 note) or by anachronism.) There is an
idea that the information thus presented is somehow verifiable - that one could go to Cynossema
and see a barrow grave which would be that of Hecuba. EstabUshing aetiologies is therefore a
purposeful and useful action for the playwright. The confusion comes because Euripides is
condensing several details into a single event:
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1. the existence of a promontory called Cynossema, perhaps originally named after
some astronomical phenomenon (Paley) or because the promontory was in
some way shaped like a dog's head. This in 411 B.C. was near the site of
the last battle related by Thucydides (8.99-109.)
2. use of the highest point on the promontory by sailors as an aid to navigation,
used (perhaps) as a reference point for triangulation (vaurlkotg tdtcpap), cf.
Thucydides 8.104.5 &.XXcog te ... teal io0 x<op(ou toO nepl t6 Kuvbg afjpa
6£eTav Kal ycovicbdq rf|v nepipokfiv fx0vt09> dxire ih t\ tc£> biixcwa
aoroO yiyvdpeva pi) xdronra elvai.
3. the need for some kind of memorial to Hecuba, either (as the debasement
theorists would say) as a warning, or (rightly, see above) as a positive
testimonial to the value of revenge.
4. the invocation by the dog-shape of the Furies, spirits of rightful revenge who
have had a continual, though covert, presence throughout the play (see 1265
note.)
By inventing the metamorphosis for Hecuba (or, less likely, adapting an earlier tale) all four are
reduced to the one feature being described. rakalvqg is to be understood as an 'editorial*
comment by Polymestor, separating as it does what is effectively two halves of a proper name.
Lefkowitz takes a different view of the metamorphosis, suggesting that Hecuba's "death will be
sordid ... and more significantly, anonymous" (1986, 85). If the point of anonymity were a valid
one, it would be a necessary consequence of the aetiological compacting of details suggested
above. That it is not valid is determined from the fact that "The Sign of the Dog" is used
interchangeably with "The Sign of Hecuba" by Strabo (cited above.)
The reading of the papyrus II in 1272 is clearly preferable to any alternative, since it
avoids Hecuba asking two separate questions in what is an interruption (adopted by Diggle
(1981)120).
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1274 This is Hecuba's final triumphant claim: death matters not, since she has her revenge. The
wheel of fortune has turned full circle, and the former Queen of Troy, who had been reduced to
slavery and suffering, has achieved a moral and physical victory, cf. Cyc 693 Scbaciv 6' EpcXXeg
frvoolou 6an6g SlKag.
1275 Polymestor responds by reintroducing 6v&yxt|. She who has lost so much will lose
everything, for her last living child will also be killed. This forms another definite bridge to the
Agamemnon (see Introduction IV).
1276-77 dn&rnjaa (instantaneous aorist, as at Hip 614, to suggest that her action is so close in
time to that which provoked it) is Hecuba's instinctive reaction to the ill omens of Polymestor.
She is (vainly) performing the popular superstitious ritual for avoiding evil (cf. Theoc 6.39 and
Gow's note, 7.127). The reaction is protective of her last living child, and shows that Hecuba in
her victory has not become some abstraction of revenge, but retains her human foibles and
maternal concern. Most editors understand the colloquial aorta raOra ool 616tap' Exav as
referring to Polymestor's death. The expression itself is probably parallel to Cyc 270 auTbg Zx',
and makes much more sense if it refers to the the clarifying of the parallel situation - Polymestor
recounts a prediction of absolute childlessness for Hecuba, and she has made him childless
(therefore toOto = the death of his children) - or if it simply expands ttniniva' (raOra = the
rejection of Polymestor's prophecy.) Understood in this last way, Polymestor's response makes
sense. Hecuba (perhaps irrationally) rejects the information of her daughter's pending death, so
Polymestor provides further details, confirming its likelihood. The description of Clytemnestra as
ouicoupbg nixpd echoes the description of Phaedra in Hip 787 nixpbv t66' olKodpqpa 6eon6ratg
£potg, and recalls Clytemnestra's ironic self-description in Aesch Ag 606-12.
1278 This is Hecuba's last line in the play. It would be wrong to think in terms of the ending
'forgetting' the protagonist: her story is complete, and there is no more to be said about it.
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Mossman agrees: "it is interesting that Hecuba is silent after 1278. Her task has been
accomplished; there is no more to say." There is an irony in the use of pifaco "long may it be
before...", as at Held. 357-60 (sic) pi^rcco rats pcydkataiv oulxco xal xaXXtxdpoig 'AGalvaig eft],
Soph El 403 pifaco vo0 toadvS' drjv xevrj. Hecuba's reasons for wanting this do extend beyond a
protective maternal concern for her daughter. Clytemnestra's actions would (and do) constitute
wrongful revenge - the unjust vendetta - and would reintroduce an imbalance which Hecuba by her
actions has resolved. It is clear by the patronymic that Clytemnestra is envisaged as committing
these crimes, which further suggests that it is the Aeschylean (and S+cSichorean? - see next note)
and not the Homeric version of the story to which Euripides alludes. Hecuba's last line, though
outwardly motivated, captures both roles her character has represented in the play, mother and
avenger.
1279 aoxdv and toOtov refer to Agamemnon.
If the reading of the majority of the MSS. were followed {at) it would be necessary to
attribute the previous line to Agamemnon, which clearly is not desirable. However, the reading of
the papyrus II is unambiguous, and shows that ye is correct The next direct bridge from this
play to the Agamemnon is the prediction of Agamemnon's death. In Slctichorus' account (fr. 15;
cited, translated and discussed in Introduction IV) Agamemnon is killed by an axe, which runs
counter to the Homeric version {Od 11.424) where he is murdered by a sword. Tragedy seems to
favour the axe {El 160, 279, 1160, Tro 361, Soph El 97-99, 195-96, 384-87.) The Oresteia
identifies Aegisthus as having used a sword {Cho 1011) but is ambiguous about Clytemnestra's
weapon. For sword, cf. Fraenkel Ag vol. 3 Appendix B, pages 806-09, Sommerstein (1989), Prag
(1991). For axe, cf. Davies (1987), supported by many vase paintings, e.g. a cup by the Brygos
Painter, ARV 378, 129. Correlation with Soph El is probably not valid evidence, cf. Davidson
(1990). The weapon used in the Oresteia is ultimately not important for an interpretation of the
present line, cf. Introduction IV.
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1280 Agamemnon enters the conversation brusquely (for the colloquialism, see 1127 note) as soon
as the prophecy affects him directly. It would seem that either Agamemnon, or his (silent) guards
(whom he addresses 1284-86), makes a threatening gesture as he asks, "Are you asking for
trouble?" This is suggested by Polytmestor's response ktciv' in the next line.
-iyc.
1281 The imperfect imperative xtciv' = "kill away!, kill me as much as you like!", recognizes that
Polymestor is in some way threatened. It also suggests that Polymestor believes in these
prophecies: hurting him will not affect what he sees as being the eventual punishment of all his
oppressors (reading Agamemnon as banishing Polymestor at Hecuba's request, because of his
relationship with Cassandra.)
There is a conflation in that Agamemnon is murdered in the bath, combining the two
separate events of his death, and the washing of a corpse (cf. 609-13 for Polyxena, Or 367
XouxpoTaiv &l6xov nepmeocbv navuaxdxois, El 157-8 Xouxpa navoaxaO' OSpavdpcvov xpot I
xolxp i\ oxicxpoxdxp Gavdxou.) Returning after ten years' absence, a bath awaiting (dppivet =
dvap£vei) his arrival should be welcome and desired. That Agamemnon's bath will prove to be
his place of death is bitterly ironic. This is the end of the prophetic utterance, and Polymestor has
made prophecies known concerning Hecuba's death, and all the events of the Agamemnon.
The neighbouring cities of Argos and Mycenae both date from the Bronze Age and both
were inhabited in the fifth century. Agamemnon's capital was Mycenae, and both cities were
situated on the plain which bordered on 'EXXdg. The plain also was called
Argos, and it was this that is Agamemnon's kingdom, tv "Apyei refers not to the city but to the
kingdom, and therefore the explanation of Bond and Walpole, that the capital is transferred to
Argos in fifth century drama since it is the larger city, is unnecessary.
1282-84 The stichomythia ends with Agamemnon barking orders (oi) + interrogative future = stern
command (Jebb Ajax pp.213-17) cf. Soph Ajax 75 ou diy' dv££ei; Tra 1183, OT 637-38) to his
bodyguard to drag Polymestor away and to stop his mouth (and, 1284-86, to desert him on an
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island.) Polymestor responds to these orders defiantly, recognizing that the only victory he can win
is with Agamemnon: the only hold he has is over the corrupt judge of his trial.
1285 To be marooned on a desert island or otherwise deserted location was not an uncommon
penalty in antiquity. Philoctetes is the most obvious example, but cf. Aegisthus and the minstrel in
Homer Od 3.270-71 61) t6tc t6v p£v doi66v dyov tg vfjaov dprjpqv I xdXXinev olcovoTaiv
£Xcop Kal xuppa yev^aOat, Hippolytus to Theseus in Eur Hip 1055-56 066' 6f>irov 0661 nlariv
ov>6£ pdvrecov I cprjpag tX6yt,ag dxpirov dxflaXns pe yfjg;, and Juvenal 1.73-74 aude aliquid
breuibus Gyaris et carcere dignum, I si vis esse aliquid.
1286 xal, cf. GP 297
Gpaauoropei, cf. 1183-84 note.
Polymestor is forcably removed by Agamemnon's personal guards.
1287-88 For the postponed 66, cf. GP 189 and Hec 372.
SimOxoug is merely a long word for the number "two", used often by Euripides metri
gratia, cf. Med 1136 Simoxog yovrj, And All Slniuxoi Tupavvibeg, 578 xfjo6e xeipag fiitiTOXOUg.
Agamemnon is providing a rationale for characters to get off the stage, as is indicated in the
Scholiast about vipag: KaXcog npdg x6v xopbv xaoxd cpqaiv, Iva eunpoocbncog dvaxcopqap.
1289-90 The revenge having been accomplished, the world is back in order and the winds begin to
blow. The timing shows definitively that the winds were being held back by some force other than
Achilles, and that the sacrifice of Polyxena was unnecessary (see Introduction III "Windlessness"
for a full discussion.) Ussher sees a similarity in these lines with Cyc 701-02 (p.196) but this is
tenuous: any similarities that do exist are necessitated by the context. The lines recall the close of
Seneca's Troades, which borrows heavily from this play: repetite celeri maria captivae gradu, 1
iam vela puppis laxat et classis movet.
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1291-92 These lines are clearly ironic, and show that Agamemnon, though hearing, has not been
listening, and does not understand what the future holds for him (in the Oresteia.) They form a
suitable close to a play that has been laced with irony and allusions to the Aeschylean trilogy.
For the construction in 1292, cf. Med 1002 fiepdvrai natdcg oI6e oot cpuyfjg.
Characters begin to exit, Hecuba and her attendants most likely back into Agamemnon's
tent, and Agamemnon back to the Greek camp, or perhaps, if Polymestor had been led off towards
the sea, following him (there is effectively no difference between the two for the sake of the
drama.)
1293-95 All of Euripides' extant plays end with an anajjestic tailpiece spoken by the chorus.
Often these have nothing to do with the play itself, cf. the repeated ending in Ale, And, Hel, Bac
and (with only minimal alteration) Med. This means of course that any and all of the tailpieces
may be suspect. Of the five non-recurrent endings (Hec, HF, Sup, Held, El) only Electra is not
what Barrett (p.418) calls "a brief anapestic 'let's go'." The existence of any tailpiece in the MSS.
suggests some basis in fact, and I believe the present lines to be a fitting and Euripidean close to
the play. For a fuller discussion of these tailpieces, cf. Roberts (1987) and Barrett Hip 1462-66.
For the evils of slavery, cf. Aesch Per 586-87 Saapotpopofioiv I Seonoadvoiatv fivdyxaig.
fivdyxq, which has been a key word throughout the play, is involved in the final axiom, which
recognises that fate is hard (cf. IT 205-07, And 98-99) and an appropriate perspective on justice is
often difficult to discern.
The play is over, and Hecuba has regained her former status through her righteous revenge.
What is left on the stage though, might be a factor. Mossman (1990) 81 suggests that the bodies
of Polymestor's children might be left onstage after all have left (making his words at 1075-76
uncomfortably true?) This is certainly a bold stroke, and perhaps not too modern. The play has
been motivated by the deaths of children, and taking revenge, even a just revenge, requires at times
the death of innocents: cf. Cypria fr. 22 vrjmog fig ncntpa xreivag naifiag xaraXeina (and see
Bond HF 166ff.) This is a harsh reality, and shows (perhaps) that there are costs in revenge.
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